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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENT 

 
1.1.1. This technical handbook has been produced to accompany the 

Worcestershire Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) Supplementary 
Guidance (SG) document. Together, these two documents, in association 
with the accompanying website (www.worcestershire.gov.uk/lca including 
interactive maps) comprise the Landscape Character Assessment 
resource for Worcestershire. This is maintained and updated by the 
Worcestershire County Council Strategic Planning and Environmental 
Policy Team. 
 

1.1.2. The SG document, of which this technical handbook is an adjunct, is a 
statutory planning document that explains the modern concepts of 
landscape and landscape character and offers guidance in the application 
of LCA. The SG should be the first point of reference for information and 
advice regarding the use of landscape character in the context of planning 
or land management. Whereas, this document gives detail on the process 
and products of the LCA itself. There is inevitably an element of 
duplication between the two publications, but this handbook is written in 
greater depth with regard to the technical detail of the assessment, and 
consequently in less accessible language in some places. If neither of 
these documents (nor the accompanying website) contains the information 
you seek, please email us landscape@worcestershire.gov.uk or call 
01905 766038. 
 

1.1.3. This technical handbook is laid out in a similar format to a scientific paper, 
in that it describes the methodology of LCA before going on to look in 
detail at the results with some discussion where relevant. In doing this, it 
also describes in full the key concepts and terminology of this field of 
practice. The results of LCA comprise the full set of profiles and products 
that derive from both the first classification and description phase (chapter 
3) and the subsequent analysis and evaluation phase (chapter 4) of LCA 
as clarified below. 
 

1.1.4. The products of the classification and description phase contained in 
chapter 3 comprise: 

o generic profile descriptions of each Landscape Type (LT) 
o specific descriptions of each Regional Character Area (RCA) 
o specific landscape and ecological profile descriptions of each 

Landscape Description Unit (LDU) 
o maps of all the landscape units described for the county including 

the smallest units which sit within LDUs: Land Cover Parcels 
(LCPs).  

 
1.1.5. The products of the analysis and evaluation phase contained in chapter 4 

comprise: 
o full profiles (charts and quick-reference tables) of the significance, 

vulnerability, tolerance and resilience scores and analysis for each 
Landscape Type 

o maps of condition assessment for the county 

http://www.worcestershire.gov.uk/lca
mailto:landscape@worcestershire.gov.uk
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o maps of sensitivity assessment for the county  
 

1.2. DEFINITIONS 
 

1.2.1. Landscape  
Landscape is about the relationship between people and place. It is a 
powerful entity influencing our everyday lives, including where we choose 
to live, work and spend our leisure time. It is people's perceptions that turn 
land into the concept of landscape. This is reflected in the canonical and 
now most widely recognised definition of landscape set out in the 
European Landscape Convention (2007): 
 
'Landscape is an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the 
result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors.' 

1
 

 
1.2.2. Landscape character 

Landscape character is a concept that has evolved over the past 30 years 
or so, as explained in greater detail in the following chapter. The 
Countryside Agency  guidance (2002) gives the following definition: 
 
'Landscape character is an expression of pattern, resulting from particular 
combinations of natural and cultural factors that make one place different 
from another, rather than better or worse.'

2
 

 
1.2.3. Landscape Character Assessment  

Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) is defined as the tool or 
framework that is used to identify and study the features that make up the 
character of the landscape. 
 
 
 

 
 
  

                                              
1
 Council of Europe (2007) European Landscape Convention.  Council of Europe Treaty 

Series no. 176 
2
 Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage (2002) Landscape Character 

Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland. Cheltenham/Edinburgh: Countryside 
Agency/Scottish Natural Heritage 
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2. METHODOLOGY 
 

2.1. BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT 
 

2.1.1. From evaluation to character  
The practice of Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) is the result of a 
gradual evolution – and optimisation – of methodologies for considering 
landscape. In the 1970s landscape evaluation focused on 'value' and used 
quantitative methods to determine what makes one landscape 'better' than 
another. However, there was considerable disillusionment with this kind of 
approach, as many believed it was inappropriate to reduce landscape to a 
series of numbers and use them to make these kind of value judgements. 
In the 1980s, landscape assessment emerged as an alternative, 
descriptive approach that sought to identify what made one landscape 
different from another, rather than better or worse. This is landscape 
character, and, by the 1990s, it was increasingly central to the process of 
landscape assessment and decision-making. The term Landscape 
Character Assessment was consequently adopted to reflect this and 
became the established term for this field of practice.

3
 

 
2.1.2. LCA is a process that recognises a role for both objectivity and subjectivity 

(perceptual elements) in assessing landscapes. It separates the process 
of characterisation from the process of evaluation and gives equal weight 
to the natural, cultural and visual dimensions of the landscape. It has 
potential for use at different scales, it links (to varying degrees) to Historic 
Landscape Characterisation and values stakeholder input to the process 
through consultation and participation.

3,4
  

 
2.1.3. LCA and designation  

LCA now sits alongside the process of landscape designation and while it 
replaces the old Areas of Great Landscape Value (AGLVs), which derived 
from the landscape evaluation era, it works alongside the statutory 
landscape designations of Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs) 
and National Parks which are designated on the basis of scenic beauty, 
natural and cultural heritage. In Worcestershire both the Malvern Hills 
AONB and the Cotswolds AONB have their own Landscape Character 
guidelines that are based on, but in greater detail than, the LCAs of the 
counties across whose boundaries they sit.

5,6
 

 
2.1.4. National guidance  

The first published interim guidance for LCA was produced by the 
Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage in 1999 followed, in 

                                              
3
 Swanick, C. (2002) Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland. 

Topic Paper 1: Recent Practice and the Evolution of Landscape Character Assessment. 
Cheltenham/Edinburgh: Countryside Agency/Scottish Natural Heritage 
4
 Warnock, S. (2002) The Living Landscapes Project Landscape Characterisation Handbook: 

Level 2 (v 4.1). University of Reading 
5
 Malvern Hills AONB Partnership/Countryscape (2011) Malvern Hills AONB Landscape 

Strategy and Guidelines. Available from 
http://www.malvernhillsaonb.org.uk/documents/MalvernLandStratGuideLoResFinal_000.pdf  
6
 Cotswolds AONB Partnership/LDA (2006) Cotswolds AONB Landscape Strategy and 

Guidelines. Available from http://www.cotswoldsaonb.org.uk/?page=landscapestrategy  

http://www.malvernhillsaonb.org.uk/documents/MalvernLandStratGuideLoResFinal_000.pdf
http://www.cotswoldsaonb.org.uk/?page=landscapestrategy
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2002, by the formal Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for 
England and Scotland

2
. This was accompanied by a series of topic papers 

by a range of authors including academics and landscape consultants. 
These address additional aspects of LCA, such as its application in the 
context of new development, or the consequences of climate change on 
landscape character. There are eight completed topic papers (1-9, the 
planned paper 8 was never published) housed on the Natural England 
website.

7
 Landscape character work and methodology continues to be 

developed and expanded amongst the community of UK academics, 
landscape and planning professionals. Some of this work was 
disseminated through the Landscape Character Network and its 
associated newsletter and workshop programme, which ran up until 2011. 
 

2.1.5. National Character Areas  
The first application of Landscape Character Assessment at a national  
scale was The Character of England map, published by the Countryside 
Commission in 1996 (Figure 1). It identified 159 National Character Areas 
each defined by a unique combination of landscape, biodiversity, geo-
diversity and economic and cultural activity (i.e. natural and cultural 
aspects of landscape). These represented very broad-brush high-level 
divisions. Local authorities were then encouraged to progress this work by 
undertaking more detailed assessments enabling a finer level of definition 
to be developed.  
 
Fig. 1 National Character Areas Map

8
  

 

 
                                              
7
 LCA Topic Papers available from Natural England 

http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/landscape/englands/character/assessment/topicpapers.aspx  
8
 Available from Natural England  http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/publications/nca/searchpage.aspx 

http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/landscape/englands/character/assessment/topicpapers.aspx
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/publications/nca/searchpage.aspx
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2.1.6. Worcestershire LCA  

The Worcestershire Landscape Character Assessment was originally 
carried out between January 1997 and January 1999 by the then Hereford 
and Worcester County Council. It resulted in a first draft LCA 
Supplementary Planning Guidance published in May 1999. As it was 
published before or alongside the national guidance, it should be clear that 
it was one of a pioneering group of West Midlands county LCAs – the 
seminal Warwickshire assessment being the first of its kind in the late 
1980s – all of which are based on comparable principles, methodology 
and spatial frameworks that were developed by the landscape specialist 
and consultant Steven Warnock. These related assessments have 
provided a useful basis from which to develop an integrated approach to 
the landscape of the West Midlands. 
 

2.1.7. The Worcestershire LCA was implemented through a funding partnership 
involving the County and District Councils, the Countryside Commission, 
Forestry Authority, Environment Agency, English Heritage and CPRE.  
The assessment took account of, and integrated with, the national 
programmes of Countryside Character undertaken by the then 
Countryside Commission (the NCAs above) and of Natural Areas, carried 
out by English Nature. (The functions of these latter two organisations are 
now carried out by the single statutory agency Natural England). The LCA 
covers the whole of the rural landscape. LCA of the urban landscape 
requires a separate methodology to be developed and this has not been 
undertaken. 
 

2.1.8. Two phase process 
LCA consists of two phases and it is important that they are recognised as 
quite distinct: (i) the classification and description phase involves a 
combination of in-depth desk study and extensive field survey to arrive at 
a series of landscape units and types that allow us to map and describe 
the characteristic features and elements of each area in detail; (ii) the 
subsequent analysis and evaluation phase builds on the classification and 
description by analysing the extensive database it produces to develop a 
strategic framework for landscape policies and priorities – this includes the 
assessment of landscape condition, resilience and sensitivity to change. 
The identification of these two phases as distinct acts to ensure that the 
process of characterisation is separate from any kind of evaluative 
judgement, and, as explained above, is a key defining characteristic of the 
field of LCA. The methodology of both phases is set out in greater detail in 
the following sections. 
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2.2. CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION METHODOLOGY 
 

2.2.1. Areas and types  
The classification and description phase of Landscape Character 
Assessment involves the identification and description of areas where 
distinctive features occur in repeated patterns. It seeks to describe what 
makes one area different from another, avoiding personal preferences or 
judgemental values. The process of characterisation identifies two types of 
unit – landscape character areas and landscape character types – as 
expanded below. They nest within a spatial hierarchy that is illustrated in 
Fig. 2 below. 
 

2.2.1.1. Landscape character areas may be identified at a variety of scales: 
in the Worcestershire Landscape Character Assessment they are 
called Regional Character Areas (RCAs) and Landscape Description 
Units (LDU). The larger RCAs are at a county scale, while the smaller 
LDUs are at a local scale and are further sub-divided into the smallest 
units known as Land Cover Parcels (LCP). These are all individual, 
unique areas with their own identity and character. They are identified 
by description and given appropriate local names such as the Vale of 
Evesham Regional Character Area, with Fladbury Principal Village 
Farmlands LDU being one of a number of LDUs found within it. The 
individual descriptions of both RCAs and LDUs are given in Chapter 3 
below. 

 
2.2.1.2. Landscape character types are identified through assessing the 

characteristics that make up landscape character. Thus, different 
combinations of these characteristics will result in different landscape 
character types (called Landscape Types in the Worcestershire LCA). 
Since this is a generic classification, the same combination of 
characteristics will always result in the same Landscape Type 
wherever it is found in the country. 

 
2.2.2. Definitive indicators  

The process of landscape characterisation begins with the gathering and 
assimilation of information relating to indicators that define landscape 
character. The larger Landscape Description Units (LDUs) are defined by 
a combination of three physiographic (earth science) and three cultural 
indicators, known as definitive indicators because they define the 
boundaries of the LDUs. The three physiographic indicators of geology, 
topography and soils were identified through reference to specialist maps.  
These are known as 'permanent definitive indicators' since they are not 
generally subject to change through man's influence. They are jointly the 
most influential factors that contribute to the character of the landscape. 
Three cultural definitive indicators – tree cover character, land use and 
settlement pattern – were identified as providing base-line descriptive 
information. They are not permanent definitive indicators as they are 
subject to change, being a reflection of man's influence on the landscape, 
but they are always applicable to the landscape. Each of the six indicators 
can be expressed or represented in a number of ways and these are 
termed attributes (Fig. 2). Each indicator is considered in greater detail 
below. 
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Fig. 2 The hierarchy of landscape character areas and types 
 

 
 
Fig. 3 Attributes of the six definitive indicators of landscape character 
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2.2.2.1. Geology is the most influential of the three physiographic elements 
directly influencing both topography and soils. Worcestershire contains 
one of the most diverse ranges of geology of any county, the rocks 
getting younger from the west (Pre-Cambrian igneous and 
metamorphic rocks of the Malverns) and north (Carboniferous strata of 
the Wyre Forest) to the south-east where the newest consolidated 
strata occur at Bredon and the edge of the Cotswolds (Lower Jurassic 
limestones).  
 

2.2.2.2. Topography is strongly influenced by geology since the nature of the 
rock determines its resistance to erosion. In Worcestershire the 
contrast of harder rocks to the north and west give rise to the 
pronounced and dramatic landform of the Malverns, while the softer 
rocks in the central and southern areas have eroded to form the gentle 
topography of the low-lying Worcestershire Plain. This is a vast area 
associated with the Triassic mudstones, lying for the most part below 
60 metres, interrupted to the east of the River Severn by a north-south 
ridge corresponding to a band of Rhaetic limestone. To the north-west, 
the hard Carboniferous deposits form a distinctive plateau lying 
between 120 and 200 metres, with steeply incised wooded valleys 
along its southern edge. Here, south of the River Teme, the Bromyard 
Plateau – a similar area of Old Red Sandstone upland – extends into 
Herefordshire. To the north-east a similar area corresponds to the 
southern edge of the Birmingham Plateau, again well-defined on its 
southern boundary by the ridge of steeply sloping ground of the Clent 
and Lickey Hills, rising to over 300 metres. Between these north-west 
and north-east plateau bands, north Worcestershire is framed by an 
arc of undulating land, formed by the sandstones and harder course-
grained pebble beds of Permian and Traissic rocks. This area is 
slightly elevated above the central lowlands. The most striking 
landform is that of the Malvern Hills, forming an abrupt south-western 
rim to the Worcestershire basin – a 'hog-back ridge' of old and hugely 
resistant rocks, rising to 400 metres but barely exceeding one mile in 
width. The strong definition to its eastern boundary is due to a fault 
line, pressure along which forced the older rocks up and over the 
newer ones, crumpling the rock to the west. In the south and south-
east of the county lie the Cotswolds, a series of clays, siltstones and 
limestones, gently tilting towards the south-east and forming distinctive 
scarp and dip slopes. The Cotswolds have progressively eroded south-
eastwards over many thousands of years leaving behind a series of 
outliers – Bredon Hill is one of these, standing isolated in the Vale of 
Evesham offering dramatic views across it. 
 

2.2.2.3. Soils are formed by the weathering and breakdown of the underlying 
rock which, in turn, determines the type of vegetation and land uses 
that can be supported. With such varied geology, it follows that the 
soils of Worcestershire are similarly diverse. The key properties of 
soils which most strongly influence their use and therefore impact on 
landscape character are drainage (free-draining or water retentive), 
depth, chemical balance and nutrient status. In Worcestershire, the 
soils of the north of the county are the most acid and impoverished, 
associated with the sandstones around Kinver (soft) and Wyre Forest 
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(hard).The free-draining sandy soils of higher nutrient status lie to the 
south and along the river terraces. Large areas of the central plain are 
composed of poor-draining, gleyed soils associated with areas of drift 
geology such as boulder and lias clays. The wetland soils of Longdon 
and Feckenham are similarly poorly drained, while the soils of the river 
valleys themselves are derived from alluvium and thus better drained 
but subject to seasonal flooding. The fertile base-rich clays and brown 
soils around Evesham and Pershore are also better draining and 
support the intensive agricultural activity of that area. Soils in much of 
the central and western parts of the county are brown, free-draining 
and associated with mudstones, sandstones and fluvio-glacial drift. 
Finally, the highest ground supports only shallow soils – the poor, 
acidic soils of the Malvern Hills and the free-draining, calcareous, 
orange soils of the Cotswold Plateau. 
 

2.2.2.4. Tree Cover Character can have a great influence on landscape 
character, filtering or framing views, contributing to a sense of spatial 
enclosure and scale and emphasising patterns of enclosure and roads. 
Its absence can be equally striking and characteristic. Wooded 
landscapes may have woodlands of ancient or plantation (planned) 
character. Treed landscapes may be characterised by the presence of 
trees in hedgerows, along water courses or around dwellings. 
Unwooded landscapes usually contain no woodland or tree cover. To 
give some historical context, the first significant clearance of Britain's 
native woodland cover was carried out by Neolithic farmers from about 
4500 BC in order to create grazing lands, initially on fertile river 
terraces of the Avon and Severn. This was a piecemeal process, 
carried out when required, avoiding difficult areas and creating an 
organic pattern in the process. Large remnants of woodland would 
have remained, so the ancient landscapes that dominate west and 
north Worcestershire feature woodlands of all sizes, typically of 
irregular shape and composed of mixed native broadleaves. Hedgerow 
trees, predominantly oak, are also a prominent feature. On poorer, 
heavier soils or steeper slopes where agricultural cultivation has been 
difficult, woods can be extensive, forming large swathes of linking belts 
or discrete blocks depending on scale. The south-east of the county 
has a more planned feel as a result of the larger-scale, open 
landscape. Here in the later prehistoric and Romano-British periods 
there was a more organised approach to land clearance and, as the 
population grew, areas of surviving woodland dwindled. In these most 
fertile areas where cultivation remained a priority, woodland was not 
re-introduced. Elsewhere, woodland returned as an economic land-use 
to areas that were originally cleared, but often in plantations with a 
regular outline, a less diverse range of species and a more even age 
range. Many of the estate landscapes of the 17

th
 and 18

th
 centuries 

with their plantations, coverts and other sporting and aesthetic 
plantings associate with this tree cover characteristic. Finally, the few 
landscapes that remain treeless are the tops of the Malvern Hills and 
other, lower lying commons that have never regained tree cover, as 
traditional grazing has kept regeneration at bay. 
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2.2.2.5. Settlement Pattern has developed predominantly as a result of 
pastoral and arable exploitation following woodland clearance, so the 
settlement patterns we see today are largely a representation of the 
medieval period (with its own inherent patterns reflecting previous 
historical epochs). The farming communities of the early wildwood 
clearances would have been dispersed throughout the forested 
landscapes they cleared: a scattered distribution of farmsteads and 
cottages would have arisen, with some clustering around favoured 
locations such as market centres, bridging points and road crossings. 
This settled landscape with a pattern of high dispersal and clusters and 
groups of wayside dwellings has persisted in much of the ancient 
countryside towards the north and west of the county to this day. In  
contrast, in the south-east, the communal approach to working the 
fertile land through the open field system gave rise to planned 
landscapes that allowed for large-scale arable production centralised 
locally to the Church and Manor in the developing villages. This 
resulted in a strongly nucleated settlement pattern with very little 
settlement outside the village envelope, a pattern that remains largely 
intact today. Elsewhere in the county and following the Norman 
Conquest, large tracts of land were accorded the status of Royal 
Forest, managed for its hunting and woodland resource with a 
dispersed settlement pattern. However, in those forests that were 
shortlived (Ombersley and Horewell), some clearance to enclose and 
create settlement areas took place, giving rise to a settlement pattern 
of well-defined clusters. Finally, some landscapes remain or have 
always been unsettled (except in times of war or extreme population 
pressure) – this includes areas of wetland, high ground, floodplain and 
common land, though the latter can often be accompanied by an 
intermittent fringe of wayside dwellings. 
 

2.2.2.6. Land Use is a reflection of the land's ability to 'yield', in turn 
determined by its soil fertility and drainage, ease of cultivation and 
accessibility. Prior to the last war, land use strongly reflected these 
factors. However, today's improved methods of cultivation – machinery 
and fertilisers – have tended to dilute these contrasts. The most 
distinctive land use characteristics of Worcestershire are its 
horticulture – particularly its orchards – and market gardening. While 
farms throughout the county tend to have some area of orchard, 
usually for domestic use, orchards as a dominant land use are 
concentrated in the Vale of Evesham. Orchards of stone fruit are 
particularly notable on the gentle south facing slopes. Market 
gardening and arable land use is also strongly associated with this 
area, but also with the terraces of the River Severn together with the 
Triassic sandstone belt in the north of the county. Mixed farming is 
typical of most of the rest of the county. The river valleys are notable 
for their long-standing pastoral character, while areas of rough grazing 
correlate to landscapes of unenclosed commonland such as 
Castlemorton and the tops of the Malverns. Forestry remains the 
principal land use in the Wyre Forest. 
 

2.2.3. Descriptive indicators 
Once the LDUs had been defined, additional descriptive information about 
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the landscape, especially what it looks like on the ground, was gathered 
from a combination of further desk study and field survey.  An additional 
six descriptive indicators were thus added to the original six definitive 
indicators. These address spatial character, indicative ground vegetation, 
field boundaries, enclosure pattern, tree cover pattern and other distinctive 
special characteristic features such as building style.  Each of these 
indicators is also broken down into a number of attributes.  Field 
boundaries for example, could be walls, fences, hedges, or hedge/ditches.  
In other parts of the country there will be other local characteristic 
boundary features.  Unlike the definitive indicators, the descriptive 
indicators are not relevant in all areas and therefore not always applied.  
For example, tree cover pattern is not applicable on the higher slopes of 
the Malvern Hills as these have an unwooded character. 
 
Fig. 4 Attributes of the six descriptive indicators of landscape character 
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Fig. 5 Summary of landscape indicators 
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Fig. 6 Detail of landscape indicator attributes 

 
TREE COVER 
CHARACTER 

Relates to the origin and overall composition of tree and 
woodland cover 

Unwooded Areas where tree cover is virtually absent  
Areas in which past and present management practices have 
generally precluded the establishment of tree cover.  The 
regeneration of tree cover may be evident if management practices 
are removed or reduced.  Elsewhere poor soil depth or 
accumulations of peat may inhibit tree growth today. 
 

Ancient Character Wooded landscapes characterised by mixed broadleaved 
woodlands, usually of ancient origin ( as defined on the ancient 
woodland inventory ), which pre-date the surrounding enclosure 
pattern. This pattern often displays clear signs of piecemeal 
woodland clearance, such as irregular woodland outlines, densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks, woodland place names etc.. 

Planned Character Wooded landscapes characterised by estate plantations and/or belts 
of trees with regular outlines, a predominately even age structure 
and a limited range of native species.  These are planted woodlands 
of commercial, amenity or ornamental origins. 

Trees Landscapes in which individual trees rather than woodland comprise 
the dominant visual element of cover. 

SETTLEMENT PATTERN The historic pattern of rural settlement as derived from the 1st 
edition OS maps 

Unsettled  A virtual absence of human habitation. 

Nucleated Discrete usually large single villages (typically one per parish) with a 
low level of dispersal and derived from former open field systems in 
the planned areas. 

Clustered Multiple settlement nuclei (discrete small villages and / or hamlets) 
associated with a low level of dispersal. Derived from former open 
field systems in the dispersed zones/ancient areas. Enclosure is pre-
Parliamentary. 
 

Wayside Groups and/or strings of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal. 

Dispersed A low to moderate level dispersal of scattered farmsteads and 
occasional rural dwellings. 
 

LAND USE The dominant type of farming enterprise that reflects the 
inherent capability of the land 

Pastoral Grassland landscapes characterised by grazing animals associated 
with dairying and/or stock rearing. 

Rough Landscapes characterised by low intensity grazing of rough pasture 
associated with poor soils. 

Mixed Farming enterprises that have a mix of arable and pasture land uses 

Cropping Dominance of arable farming characterised by field vegetables 
and/or market gardening 

Fruit Mixed farming or cropping landscapes with dominant orchards, hop 
gardens and/or areas of soft fruit production. 

Woodland Heavily wooded landscape. 

FIELD BOUNDARIES The physical boundaries defining the perimeter of agricultural 
fields 

Hedges A general category embracing hedgerows of single and mixed 
species composition. 

Hedge and ditch As above, with associated man made dry or wet drainage channels 
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Stone walls Man made boundaries traditionally of dry stone construction 

ENCLOSURE PATTERN The form of the cultural dimension of the landscape as defined 
by the inherent pattern of fields and lanes. 

Planned An ordered pattern of lanes and rectilinear fields with mainly straight 
boundaries. 

Sub regular An interlocking pattern of fields and lanes with curving boundaries. 

Organic A piece meal enclosure pattern associated with an irregular network 
of winding lanes. 

Unenclosed Open, usually rough, mountain, marsh or common grazing land.  
Includes rough land sub divided into very large enclosures. 

TREE COVER PATTERN Relates to the spatial juxtaposition of individual trees and 
woodland cover 

Continuous Woodland cover (with closed or open canopy) dominating the area. 

Interlocking Frequent woodland blocks and/or wooded corridors forming 
physically or visually linking patterns, creating the impression of a 
heavily wooded landscape. 

Discrete Woods Separate and clearly defined blocks of woodland.  Some linkage may 
be afforded by hedgerows. 

Linear Areas where the tree cover is characterised by lines of trees or 
narrow bands of woodland normally associated with streams, ditches 
or other linear water features. 

Scattered Pattern defined by densely or thinly scattered trees most often 
associated with hedgerows, sometimes in association with 
woodlands. 

Groups Areas where the pattern of tree cover is solely characterised by 
discrete groups and/or small assemblages of trees, usually 
associated with farmsteads and or rural settlements. 

INDICATIVE GROUND  
VEGETATION 

Semi natural plant communities (excluding woodland, scrub 
and hedges) that visually contribute to the interpretation of the 
landscape character 

Heath/acid grassland Plant communities typically developed on free draining, nutrient poor 
soils.  Indicator species may include gorse (Ulex europaeus), 
bracken (Pteridium aquilinum), ling heather (Calluna vulgaris), bell 
heather (Erica cinerea). Localised areas of poor drainage may be 
present.  Indicator species may include cross leaved heath (Erica 
tetralix) and rush (Juncus sp). 

Heath/acid grassland relic Remnants of former plant communities developed on free draining 
nutrient poor soils, now represented by a restricted range of indicator 
species - gorse or bracken usually found along roadsides or 
woodland edges. 

Limestone grassland relic Remnants of former plant communities developed on thin, free 
draining, lime rich soils.  Indicator species may include old mans 
beard (Clematis vitalba) or grassland species such as quaking grass 
(Briza media) or common centaury (Centaurium erythraea). 

Wetland Plant communities associated with seasonally or permanently 
waterlogged soils.  Indicators species may include rush or common 
reed (Phragmites australis). 

Moorland  Plant communities associated with peaty soils and impeded drainage 
in highland areas.  Indicator species may include cotton grass 
(Eriophorum angustifolium) or purple moor grass (Molinia caerulea) 

Farmland Areas occurring on a wide variety of soil types which have been 
under mainstream cultivation for a long time and which lack the 
distinct relic plant communities which would have a significant 
contribution to landscape character. 

SPATIAL CHARACTER The visual perception of spatial character as defined by the 
combination of open spaces and elements that make up the 
landscape. 
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Exposed Extensive areas, often unenclosed, where the lack of three 
dimensional elements allows wide distant views which give a strong 
impression of sky and space. 

Large Open areas usually with a large scale enclosure pattern (field size 
consistently greater than 8 hectares).  The pattern defined by field 
boundaries and/ or other three dimensional elements such as 
woodland. 

Medium-open Open landscapes with a medium scale enclosure pattern ( field size 
consistently greater than 4 hectares) defined by field boundaries 
and/or other three dimensional elements. 

Medium-framed Areas with medium to large sized fields consistently greater than 4 
hectares where views are typically framed by discrete blocks of 
woodland or lines of trees. 

Small  A landscape of small to medium sized fields ( field size consistently 
less than 6 hectares) where scattered trees and/or small woods and 
copses create filtered views. 

Intimate A landscape of restricted views where there is a consistently small 
field pattern ( less than 2 hectares) and the close proximity of other 
elements creates a strong sense of enclosure. 

 

2.2.4. Desk study and field survey  
As indicated above, the identification of landscape character areas and 
types through an analysis of the shared or repeated patterns of descriptive 
and definitive indicators was carried out through successive cycles of desk 
study and field survey, backed up by consultation with specialists.  
 

2.2.4.1. Desk study set out to identify landscape character areas or units. This 
was based on the detailed analysis of existing information, rationalised 
through a process of sequential overlay mapping, laying 
transparencies on top of a series of base maps including the 
geological and soil maps, tithe and First Edition OS maps and the 
Dudley Stamp land utilisation mapping from the early 1930s. These 
map overlays were prepared for each indicator, which, when related to 
one another, enabled patterns to be distinguished. These, in turn, 
made it possible to begin to understand the relationship between the 
different indicators. This greatly assists in the understanding of how a 
particular landscape has developed and is the key to assessing 
landscape character. Ultimately, the process functioned to identify 
units in a step-wise manner, progressively sub-dividing larger areas in 
hierarchical order, beginning with the physiographic indicators 
(geology, topography, soils) then working through the cultural 
indicators (tree cover, settlement pattern, land use).  All this work was 
done by hand-drawing on acetate sheets and the results were later 
digitised  for upload to GIS (Geographical Information System) 
software where the data continues to be stored and manipulated 
today. Authorities beginning this work now would use GIS as the 
principal tool for this process from the outset. Assistance with 
interpretation of mapping and additional information during this 
process was supplied by Dr Peter Oliver of the Earth Heritage Trust 
(geological expertise), Della Hook of the University of Birmingham 
(who assisted with interpretation of enclosure pattern, historic sites, 
and general historic landscape interpretation) and Penny Oliver of 
CPRE (who shared extensive knowledge of tree cover pattern). 
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Ecological information was added later by John Day.  
 

2.2.4.2. Field survey was conducted by pairs of surveyors, visually assessing 
each landscape character area from a number of locations and 
vantage points that were accessible on foot or by car. The landscape 
character areas were clearly determined by desk-study prior to field 
survey in order to give a spatial framework within which that survey 
could be conducted. However, at that point the unit boundaries were 
not wholly fixed and if observations in the field suggested that the 
boundary should take a different course, it was subsequently altered 
accordingly, before being finalised to the boundaries that are in place 
today. (It is important to note however, that periodic review and 
revision of these boundaries still takes place to ensure that the LCA 
remains current.) A field survey sheet was completed for each unit and 
served to ensure systematic data collection. These were refined as the 
process developed: a selection of example sheets is given in Fig 2. 
These data were then uploaded to a database table associated with 
the digitised (spatially-referenced, mappable) units forming a 
comprehensive spatially-referenced data resource that is essentially 
the core of the county LCA. 
 
 

 
Fig. 7 Field survey sheet examples 
 
Fig. 7.1 Original basic field survey sheet 
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Fig. 7.2 Later development of more detailed field survey sheet 
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Fig. 7.3 Ecological modifications to field survey sheet 
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2.2.5 Identification of units 
Using this methodology detailed above, the classification and description 
phase of the Worcestershire LCA process resulted in:  
 
(i) The identification and mapping (spatial distribution) of landscape 
character areas (units): Regional Character Areas (RCAs), Landscape 
Description Units (LDUs) and Land Cover Parcels (LCPs)  
 
(ii) The identification and mapping of Landscape Types 
 
(iii) Detailed description of the LDUs, LCPs, Landscape Types and RCAs.  

 
2.2.6 Landscape Description Units (LDUs)  

The classification and description methodology (desk-study and field 
survey) systematically divided the countryside into discrete and relatively 
homogenous units of land within which the constituent physical and 
cultural elements occurred in repeated patterns and shared certain visual 
characteristics. These units of land are the Landscape Description Units 
(LDUs) and are the building blocks of landscape character.  They form the 
basis on which all subsequent classification and evaluation takes place. 
 

2.2.7 Land Cover Parcels (LCPs) 
During the process of field survey it was apparent that there was often a 
minor variation of attributes within an LDU. This was particularly true of 
land use and the historic patterns of field enclosure. The LDUs were 
therefore subdivided as necessary into smaller sub-landscape units called 
Land Cover Parcels (LCPs). The field survey provided additional detail 
that could not be derived from mapped sources. Such details included 
those of hedgerow species composition, woodland structure and the 
presence of trees along hedgerows or watercourses. It also enabled the 
degree of visual unity to be assessed. If two adjacent LCPs possessed no 
visual differences on the ground, they would be merged together to form 
one. The field survey also provided an opportunity to gather information 
about the condition of the landscape, which is regularly updated, for 
example - whether hedgerows are well-maintained, overgrown or 
deteriorating and gappy, or whether hedgerow tree populations exhibit a 
healthy variation in age structure or primarily consist of over-mature 
specimens. The data from both the desk study and the field survey is held 
in a database at the LCP scale.  Thus each LCP is a totally homogeneous 
unit within which there are no variations of attribute and within which the 
landscape is a visual entirety. 
 

2.2.8 Since the LDUs and LCPs are individual, site-specific areas, it is possible 
to produce written descriptions of the landscape character for each. (LDU 
descriptions and ecological profiles are given in Chapter 3 below.)  This 
enables the identification of special site features such as orchards, ponds 
or traditional hay meadows which are not picked up by the definitive or 
descriptive indicators.  These are landscape features which contribute to 
the local landscape character and may be extremely important in defining 
local distinctiveness.  However, they are not consistent throughout the 
landscape and therefore do not contribute to the definition of Landscape 
Types.  
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2.2.9 Landscape Types  

Having identified landscape character areas, it was then possible to group 
the LDUs into visually coherent Landscape Types, based on the visual 
prominence of the indicators that defined each LDU.  Prominent indicators 
are those that have an immediate visual impact when viewed from the 
LDU and can be described as the primary characteristics of the 
Landscape Type.  For example, the primary characteristics of the 
Landscape Type Wooded Forest are: 

 

 Tree cover character is ancient broadleaved woodland. 

 Tree cover pattern is of continuous tree cover. 

 This is an unsettled landscape. 

 There is an intimate spatial character with views restricted by the close 
proximity of trees. 
 

Twenty two rural Landscape Types have been identified in 
Worcestershire: 
 

 Enclosed Commons 

 Estate Farmlands 

 Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 

 High Hills and Slopes 

 Limestone Estatelands 

 Principal Settled Farmlands 

 Principal Timbered Farmlands 

 Principal Village Farmlands 

 Principal Wooded Hills 

 Riverside Meadows 

 Sandstone Estatelands 

 Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 

 Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 

 Timbered Pastures 

 Timbered Plateau Farmlands 

 Unenclosed Commons 

 Village Claylands 

 Village Farmlands with Orchards 

 Wet Pasture Meadows 

 Wooded Estatelands 

 Wooded Forest 

 Wooded Hills and Farmlands 
 

NB An assessment of urban landscape character has yet to be undertaken 
and for the moment all urban landscapes are grouped together. 
 

2.2.10 The profiles of each Landscape Type are given in Chapter 3 below. A map 
of the distribution of Landscape Types is given in the Appendix. 
 

2.2.11 Regional Character Areas (RCAs) 
At a larger scale, LDUs may also be grouped together in areas that reflect 
a perceived common cultural unity. These are primarily identified by the 
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physiographic indicators of geology, topography and soils, although the 
other three definitive indicators of tree cover character, land use and 
settlement pattern also play a role.  These broad brush areas are defined 
only by description.  They have been called Regional Character Areas 
(aka National Character Areas) and generally equate with those identified 
in the national programme of Countryside Character undertaken by the 
Countryside Agency (see Fig. 1, above). The greater degree of detail that 
can be gained from a county as opposed to a national character 
assessment enables the boundaries of these areas to be defined more 
accurately and, where appropriate, to further subdivide them. Regional 
Character Areas define areas of physiographic and cultural identity at a 
very broad brush level of detail, invariably transcending the administrative 
boundaries of local authorities and so creating a regional and national 
framework within which the finer scale of evaluation at county level can 
take place. Regional Character Areas in this study are used primarily to 
provide a simple geographical framework within which to present the 
range and distribution of Landscape Types in a comprehensive manner.  
 

2.2.12 The Vale of Evesham is an example of a Regional Character Area. The 
public relate to this generic area and have certain perceptions about its 
landscape, particularly pertaining to its cultural attributes, notably its land 
use, and, to a lesser extent, to its topography. The Vale of Evesham 
actually comprises a range of Landscape Types: 
 

 Principal Village Farmlands – representing the core areas of 
horticulture and cropping. 

 Village Farmlands with Orchards – representing those areas where 
orchards and soft fruit growing are dominant. 

 Riverside Meadows – flanking the River Avon.  

 Village Claylands – representing the areas of heavier clay soils where 
arable land uses are less dominant. 

 
2.2.13 The full descriptions of RCAs are given in Chapter 3 below. A map of the 

distribution of RCAs is given in the Appendix. 
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2.3  ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION METHODOLOGY 
 
2.3.1 Having completed the classification and description of the landscape, it is 

essential to direct this understanding in ways that will allow it to be used to 
guide change positively. Therefore, an evaluation methodology was 
formulated to enable the development of landscape strategies and 
priorities for action. This methodology has also come to be essential when 
making development control decisions based on LCA. 
 

2.3.2 The goal of the analysis process is achieving an understanding of the 
significance, vulnerability, tolerance and resilience to change of the 
indicators of each Landscape Type. For the purposes of analysis, six 
indicators out of the total twelve are used: the three cultural definitive 
indicators (tree cover pattern, settlement pattern and land use) and three 
of the descriptive indicators (field boundaries, enclosure pattern, tree 
cover pattern). The three remaining descriptive indicators (indicative 
ground vegetation, spatial character, characteristic features) are used only 
in the calculation of significance. 
 

2.3.3 This ability to systematically define the key characteristics that distinguish 
the various Landscape Types makes it possible to carry out comparative 
analyses of these landscapes. The analysis and evaluation described 
below was all carried out at the scale of the Landscape Types. At a more 
local scale, the information on condition held in the landscape database 
(and derived from comprehensive aerial photograph interpretation) 
enables an analysis of sensitivity to change at the Land Cover Parcel 
scale. For ease of data manipulation, the results of the analysis were 
individually quantified on a sliding scale. The use of numerical analysis 
you will see below is entirely the result of the need for an understandable 
and manipulatable method of summarising the results of the factual 
analysis, which in its turn is informed by professional judgement. The use 
of a numeric system is therefore purely functional and does not imply that 
any one Landscape Type is in any way more important, beautiful or worthy 
than any other. 
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2.3.4 Significance 
The contribution that a particular indicator makes to the character of the 
landscape is dependent on the extent or consistency of its relevant 
attribute and its visual prominence. In other words the degree to which 
it is recognisable and consistently represented. This analysis was 
carried out in the field and enabled the grouping of Landscape 
Description Units into Landscape Types. Attributes that make a 
particularly significant contribution to landscape character – termed 
key characteristics – are thus those that are both consistently 
represented and visually prominent. 
 

2.3.4.1 Firstly, the consistency of each indicator was assessed on the basis of 
being consistent (c) or variable (v). Thus, for example, the scattered 
tree cover pattern of Principal Timbered Farmlands is a consistent 
pattern being clearly recognisable and consistently represented 
wherever that Landscape Type occurs. On the other hand, the grouped 
tree cover pattern of Estate Farmlands is variable since it is not so 
clearly recognisable and not always represented. 
 

2.3.4.2 Secondly, the visual prominence of each of the relevant attributes of 
these indicators was assessed. Thus an attribute might be perceived to 
be prominent (p) if it had an immediate visual impact, apparent (a) if it 
made a moderate contribution to visual character of the landscape or 
insignificant (i) if it made little or no contribution to the visual character. 
 

2.3.4.3 The various combinations of consistency and visual prominence 
defined each indicator of each Landscape Type as primary, 
secondary or tertiary characteristics and gave each an appropriate 
score. The first letter of this score denotes the consistency and the 
second the visual prominence. 
 

SIGNIFICANCE 

           Visual Prominence 

  Prominent Apparent Insignificant 

C
o

n
s
it

e
n

c
y
  Consistent 3 - Primary  2 - Secondary  1 - Tertiary  

Variable  2 - Secondary  1 - Tertiary  1 - Tertiary  

 
Fig. 8 Significance matrix 

 
The primary and secondary characteristics of each Landscape Type are 
clearly set out in the descriptions contained in section Chapter 3 below. 
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The primary characteristics are those that are most significant in defining 
landscape character.  
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2.3.5 Vulnerability 
On the basis of the field survey information, together with subsequent 
analysis, an assessment was made of the relevance or function of each 
attribute and the likelihood of change, expressed as the trend. Function is 
a concept that is critical in understanding the dynamics of landscape 
evolution and change. If this understanding is not built into the 
assessment process there is a risk that the decision making process will 
be skewed towards the preservation of ‘chocolate box’ landscapes that 
have no economic function and are thus unlikely to be sustainable in the 
long term. 
 

2.3.5.1 A sustained change in the function of a particular landscape is often 
associated with a change in the character of that landscape as a 
result of the loss of existing features and/or the introduction of new 
features. Features associated with historic patterns of land use, for 
example, may no longer have a function in the modern agricultural 
landscape and they are thus vulnerable to change, particularly where 
the trend is one of decline (eg. unimproved grassland and wetland 
vegetation in areas that are traditionally associated with seasonal 
flooding and waterlogging but where there is modern pressure to drain 
the land for arable farming). Other features, such as hedgerows, may 
still have a function, but often there needs to be some kind of financial 
support in order to ensure that they are maintained in a traditional 
manner. The concept of vulnerability provides a rational means for 
predicting the likely impact of change within the rural environment, 
based on an analysis of the present day character and condition of the 
landscape. This enables resources to be targeted to selected features 
or areas of greatest need. 

 
2.3.5.2 Vulnerability is assessed by addressing a combination of the function, 

trend and significance of each attribute. It can be defined as the 
likelihood of change to an attribute, or the landscape as a whole, as 
expressed by the significance of predicted trends in relation to the 
relevance of function.  

 
2.3.5.3 When assessing function, each attribute within the relevant indicators 

for each Landscape Type was considered in relation to the 
combination of circumstances that originally gave rise to that attribute. 
The resulting analysis graded attributes into three categories that 
were given numerical scores. 

 
1 – e: still functional in today’s landscape in its traditional form  
2 – s: only functional in today’s landscape in a modified form or only 
likely to be maintained in its traditional form with support 
3 – c: cosmetic, since the original or historic function is now 
redundant. In other words these attributes are a relic of the past 
preserved only for their non-practical aesthetic, sentimental or historic 
value 
 
Thus the organic, irregular enclosure pattern characteristic of Principal 
Timbered Farmlands is considered a cosmetic attribute because the 
circumstances that gave rise to it are no longer valid in the modern 
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world. These small, oddly shaped fields are the result of a number of 
factors such as land ownership, inheritance pattern, ancient parochial 
boundaries, or long disappeared natural features like woods and 
wetlands. If the land was being re-enclosed today, the fields would 
become larger and geometric in shape with straight boundaries for 
ease of agriculture and to simplify ownership. On the other hand, the 
unenclosed nature of the High Hills and Slopes is considered 
functional since its topography, ground vegetation and land use still 
discourage enclosure. 
 

2.3.5.4 The attributes were then considered with regard to their stability 
(trend) and an informed judgement was made regarding the likelihood 
of future change, based on knowledge of current and past change. 
Three categories were defined ranging from: 
 
1 – improving(<) 
2 – stable(st)  
3 – declining(>) 
 

2.3.5.6 The vulnerability of each attribute was then assessed by relating its 
trend to its function in the landscape. By taking the relative 
vulnerability for each attribute within a given Landscape Type, an 
analysis of the vulnerability of the Landscape Type as a whole can be 
achieved. This enables comparison between different Landscape 
Types and also enables the comparative vulnerability of different 
attributes within a given landscape to be identified. 

 

VULNERABILITY = FUNCTION X TREND X SIGNIFICANCE 

  Function 

  Functional 
without 
support 
(e - 1)  

Functional 
with support 
(s - 2)  

Cosmetic/aesthetic 
value only  
(c - 3) 

T
re

n
d

  

<  
(improving - 1)  

1 2 3 

s  
(stable - 2)  

2 4 6 

>  
(declining -3)  

3 6 9 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9 Vulnerability matrix 

   X      Significance 
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2.3.5.7 This analysis of vulnerability accommodates six of the nine indicators 
– tree cover pattern, tree cover character, enclosure pattern, boundary 
type, land use and settlement pattern. Spatial character is not 
included because its component aspects of woodland and topography 
are already considered: topography when identifying Landscape 
Types and woodland through the analysis of tree cover pattern. 
Characteristic features were not included because it was felt that they 
were not consistent enough throughout LCPs or LDUs. Both spatial 
character and characteristic features are used to help define the 
Landscape Type through an analysis of significance to landscape 
character but they are not used in further analysis. Settlement pattern, 
while requiring analysis, does not fit comfortably within the 
vulnerability framework. A slightly different approach was therefore 
taken to the analysis of settlement. The significance and trend 
components of vulnerability conform to other indicators but the 
analysis of function was addressed by considering the impact of 
current planning policies. Current guidelines tend to favour directing 
residential development into existing villages and clusters, or allowing 
individual dwellings where they are associated with existing 
agricultural buildings in open countryside. Thus the vulnerability of a 
dispersed settlement pattern is quite high, as development which 
creates clustering would deviate from this inherent character. A 
settlement pattern of wayside dwellings would be moderately 
vulnerable as it could accommodate limited new development since 
small clusters within it are characteristic. Unsettled landscapes would 
have a low vulnerability as current planning policy discourages 
settlement in these areas. For example, development would be 
discouraged within flood plains, which correlate strongly with the 
areas defined as Riverside Meadows. In addition, the unsettled 
landscapes are of lowest vulnerability since their unsettled character is 
largely due to inhospitable terrain or remoteness. The categories of 
the function element of settlement vulnerability in Worcestershire are: 

 
HIGH VULNERABILITY (H) – score of 3 
Dispersed settlement pattern 
Scattered settlement pattern 
 
MODERATE VULNERABILITY (M) – score of 2 
Wayside settlement pattern 
 
LOW VULNERABILITY (L) – score of 1 
Clustered settlement pattern 
Unsettled settlement pattern 
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2.3.6 Tolerance  
The analysis of vulnerability, described above, does not however address 
the issue of tolerance to change – the term change being used in this 
context to refer both to beneficial change, such as new woodland planting, 
as well as change brought about by new development. 
 

2.3.6.1 Tolerance is closely related to the nature and pattern of the key 
characteristics that define a particular landscape and is a measure of 
the degree to which change is likely to cause irreparable damage to 
these characteristics – irreparable damage being defined as the loss 
of features, such as ancient woods, that cannot be replaced in their 
original form. Landscapes with ‘time depth’ (ie. those that display a 
long and continuous history of evolution) thus tend to be less tolerant 
of change than landscapes of more recent origin. The latter tend to 
comprise features that are more easily replaced, although with some, 
such as hedgerow trees, this may be a medium to long term 
proposition. 

 
2.3.6.2 Tolerance can be assessed by considering the degree to which it is 

replaceable, in terms of 'like for like' (complexity) and the timescale 
within which this can or cannot be carried out. The former is based on 
the following categories of complexity: 
 
lc: low complexity, this attribute could easily be replaced like for like 
mc: medium complexity 
vc: very complex; unlikely to be able to be replaced like for like 
 
Then, considering how this complexity would influence the length of 
time it would take to replace the attributes, the categories for 
replaceability become: 
 
1 – s: possible to replace in the short-term (up to 15 years); loss of 
features or attributes in this category would be of least concern and 
mitigation measures here would be most successful. 
2 – m: possible to replace in the medium term (15-50 years)  
3 – l: only possible to replace in the long term or in a modified form; 
loss of features or attributes in this category would be of greatest 
concern and mitigation measures would be least effective. 
 
Finally, the replaceability score is multiplied by the significance of the 
attribute to give the overall tolerance score: 
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TOLERANCE = REPLACEABILITY X SIGNIFICANCE 

  Replaceability 

  Replaceable in 
short term 
(<15 yrs)  
(s - 1)  

Replaceable in 
medium term (15-
50 yrs) 
(m - 2)  

Only possible to 
replace in long term 
or in modified form 
(l - 3) 

S
ig

n
if

ic
a

n
c

e
  

Primary (3) 3 6 9 – low 
tolerance 

Secondary (2)  2 
 

4 6 

Tertiary (1)  1 – high 
tolerance 

2 3 

 
Fig. 10 Tolerance matrix 

 
2.3.6.3 Thus, hedgerows could generally be considered to be replaceable in 

the short term, since they could be re-established within 15 years. 
However, their ground flora may fall into the mc or vc category of 
complexity and some special hedges that have particular historic, 
aesthetic or biodiversity interest might not be possible to replace like 
for like. Fences however, are likely to be low complexity and short 
term timescale, thus scoring only 1 point. Hedgerow trees would fall 
into the medium term timescale category since replacements would 
make an impact in the landscape within 50 years, even if not fully 
mature. The complexity scale of hedgerow trees is also likely to be low 
or medium. Ancient woodland, on the other hand, would come under 
the last categories of very complex, long term timescale as the 
combination of trees of differing age structures and the diverse ground 
floor might not be possible to re-establish like for like and, in any case, 
would take much longer than 50 years. 

 
2.3.6.4 Again, characteristic features is not included and neither is spatial 

character because its component aspects of woodland and 
topography are already considered: topography when identifying 
Landscape Types and woodland through the analysis of tree cover 
pattern. The possibility of recreating the inherent settlement pattern 
was not considered feasible, even assuming no planning controls. 
Therefore, this aspect was addressed by considering the sensitivity of 
the settlement pattern to uncontrolled development. In an uncontrolled 
situation, it is surmised that individuals would tend to adopt a wayside 
settlement pattern. This is apparent in other parts of the world where 
planning control is less rigorous than the U.K. Thus, the unsettled 
landscapes would be highly sensitive to any settlement creation, while 
the wayside settlement pattern would be least sensitive to additional 
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development. The settlement type attributes would fall into 
replaceability categories as follows: 

 
 
VERY HIGHLY SENSITIVE (VH) – score of 4 
Unsettled landscapes 
 
HIGHLY SENSITIVE (H) – score of 3 
Nucleated settlement pattern 
 
MEDIUM SENSITIVITY (MS) – score of 2 
Scattered settlement pattern 
 
LEAST SENSITIVE (LS) – score of 1 
Dispersed settlement pattern 
Clustered settlement pattern 
Wayside settlement pattern 
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2.3.7 Resilience 
Resilience is a measure of the endurance of landscape character, defined 
by the likelihood of change in relation to the degree to which the 
landscape is able to tolerate that change. It is assessed by considering 
vulnerability and tolerance together. 
 

2.3.7.1 A comparative scale of resilience can be created to illustrate the 
contrasting ability of the different Landscape Types to tolerate change. 
This final analysis of the Landscape Types proves valuable when 
assessing the potential for, and the landscape impacts of, new built 
development, forestry, mineral extraction, transport routes etc. within 
the strategic planning process.  
 

RESILIENCE = VULNERABILITY X TOLERANCE 

  Tolerance 

  Low  
(7-9) 

Moderate  
(4-6) 

High  
(1-3) 

V
u

ln
e

ra
b

il
it

y
 

Low  
(0-9) 

  MOST  
resilient  

Moderate  
(10-18 

   

High 
(19-27) 

LEAST resilient    

 
Fig. 11 Resilience matrix 
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2.3.8 Condition 
Condition can be defined as the degree to which the inherent landscape 
character is represented today on the ground. Condition should be clearly 
distinguished from character, because is a measure of how far removed a 
landscape is from its optimal state (ie. a state in which all the features that 
contribute to the character of that landscape are well represented and 
maintained). Although landscape character can change over time, such 
changes are usually gradual and measured in decades rather than years. 
The condition of a landscape, on the other hand, can change much more 
rapidly, due to the impact of external factors such as land use change, 
agricultural intensification or neglect. Thus, badly maintained and gappy 
hedgerows should be regarded as an indicator of poor condition rather 
than as a contributor to landscape character. Obviously, where change is 
of sufficient magnitude and particularly if it is sustained over a long period 
of time, this will ultimately lead to a change in landscape character. 
 

2.3.8.1 Condition has both a visual and a functional dimension. The former 
reflects the degree to which the present day landscape lacks visual 
unity, or cohesion, due to the loss of characteristic features and/or the 
imposition of new features that appear ‘out of place’. Visual impact, 
however, is only one aspect of change and whilst many landscapes 
might ‘appear’ to be in reasonably good condition, the underlying 
‘health’ of the countryside is often very poor. This is reflected by the 
fact that even common plants and animals are now under threat in 
many parts of the country. It is critical that this functional dimension, 
which embraces a range of issues related to the ecological and 
cultural integrity of the landscape, is also fed into the decision making 
process. 

 
2.3.8.2 There are fundamentally two components to condition assessment: 

 
Representation – which considers how well the landscape attributes 
are represented today and if there has been any loss or deterioration 
 
Modification – which considers how the landscape may have been 
modified e.g. with incongruous, uncharacteristic additions 
 

2.3.8.3 Regarding representation, imagine two areas of Timbered Farmlands 
Landscape Type. The first contains good populations of hedgerow 
trees, particularly oaks, together with numerous small copses, and 
occasionally larger areas, of mixed broadleaved woodland. Mixed 
farming is predominant, with medium, often small, fields enclosed by 
hedgerows, frequently of a meandering, irregular pattern. Such a 
landscape would be described as being in good condition – the key 
characteristics that define that Landscape Type are all present and 
well represented. 

 
2.3.8.4 The second example has very little hedgerow tree cover although tree 

cover is notable along watercourses. Woodlands are present but they 
have mostly been replanted with single-age stands of poplar. There 
appears to be a greater dominance of arable than grazing and fencing 
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rather than hedgerows now define the field boundaries. Such a 
landscape would be described as being in poor condition. 

 
2.3.8.5 Considering modification, and taking the Timbered Farmlands 

example again, the condition of the first example (with good 
representation of its characteristic attributes) would be considerably 
reduced if, in addition, it had been modified by the introduction of belts 
of conifers and ornamental species had been widely introduced into 
the area, many of the fields had been subdivided by wooden ranch-
style fencing to create pony paddocks, and large housing estates had 
been added to the original small settlement clusters. 

 
2.3.8.6 The magnitude of the effect of weakening landscape character either 

by declining representation of characteristic attributes, or by the 
introduction of attributes that are non-characteristic, or both, is defined 
by the degree to which such deterioration can be rectified. 
Deteriorating hedgerow tree populations can be restored (in the long 
term) by new plantings of appropriate species, fence lines in formerly 
hedged landscapes can be removed and new hedges replanted. 
Some changes, such as those to the built environment, are less easily 
ameliorated, if at all. Their impact on landscape condition is therefore 
far greater. 

 
2.3.8.9 For the purposes of the Worcestershire analysis, landscape condition 

is assessed by viewing aerial photographs (and/or Google Earth 
imagery, depending on the most recent update) and assigning scores 
to each LCP for each of 6 landscape indicators: field boundaries, 
enclosure pattern, tree cover pattern and character, land use and 
settlement pattern. Numeric scores are assigned for representation 
and modification and subtracting these to give a total condition score 
as indicated in Fig. 12 below. (The rationale for analysis is given in 
Fig. 13.) Based on these total final scores, parcels are then assigned 
to high, medium or low condition categories (also given in the Fig. 
below). The current analysis (see results Chapter 4) used aerial 
photographs from the 2005 flyover. However, it will be important that 
condition continues to be updated in future, since, as noted above, 
condition can change very rapidly (overnight in the case of a 
historically pastoral field in a pastoral Landscape Type being 
ploughed, for example) and represents only a snapshot in time. 
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CONDITION = REPRESENTATION – MODIFICATION  

 

Representation Losses  

    None (9) Some (6) High (3)  

O
v
e

ra
ll 

s
ta

tu
s
 

Good (9) 18 15 12  

Moderate (6) 15 12 9  

Poor (3) 12 9 6   

     

      

Modification   Additions 

    None (0) Some (1) High (2) Absolute (3) 

P
o

te
n

ti
a

l 
fo

r 

m
it
ig

a
ti
o

n
 

Not applicable (0) 0 1 2 3 

Good (1) 1 2 3 4 

Moderate (2) 2 3 4 5 

Poor (3) 3 4 5 6 

      

      

Condition key  Good 13-18    

(individual elements) Moderate 7-12    

  Poor 0-6    

         

Condition key (total) Good 73-108    

(overall) Moderate 37-72    

  Poor 0-36    

 
 
 
Fig. 12 Condition matrices 
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Fig. 13 Rationale for condition assessment (aerial photograph interpretation) 

 
 Overall State Losses Additions Potential for Mitigation 

Field Boundaries reflects quality of 
boundary: thickness of 
hedgerows, abundance 
of well-formed shrubs & 
trees, degree of flailing, 
continuity vs. gaps 

if the overall status is 
MODERATE, there will 
inevitably be SOME 
losses: the guidelines for 
loss categories are: 
SOME 10-75%, HIGH  
over 75%, NONE up to 
10% 

 must be GOOD where 
there are additions but N/A 
if there are no additions 

Enclosure Pattern reflects how well the 
enclosure pattern 
corresponds to that 
which is typical for the 
Type 

the guidelines for loss 
categories are: SOME 
10-75%, HIGH  over 
75%, NONE up to 10% 

an area of planned 
enclosure in an organic 
landscape will be 
marked down as an 
addition. However, if 
there are patches of 
organic enclosure 
pattern within a planned 
landscape, it should not 
be marked down 
because of it as the 
organic pattern is a 
valuable remnant of a 
former landscape. 

must be POOR where 
there are additions to an 
organic enclosure pattern 
because the tendency is to 
replace boundaries in 
straight (planned) lines; 
must be MODERATE if 
there are additions to a 
planned landscape, 
following the same logic. 
Potential for mitigation is 
N/A if there are no 
additions 

Tree Cover Pattern 

 
NB In Wooded Hills & 
Farmlands and all the 
Estate landscapes 
(Wooded, Sandstone 

reflects how well the tree 
cover pattern 
corresponds to that 
which is typical for the 
Type 

in LTs where woodland 
is continuous or linked 
(i.e. Wooded Forest and 
Principal Wooded Hills) 
the guidelines for loss 
categories are: SOME 

 must be MODERATE 
where the pattern has 
been disrupted by the 
addition of trees in an 
uncharacteristic pattern 
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 Overall State Losses Additions Potential for Mitigation 

and Limestone 
Estatelands) where there 
are discrete woodlands 
in a large-scale 
landscape, there may 
not be the opportunity for 
a woodland to appear in 
each LCP. In the case 
where woodland is 
absent from an LCP, 
look to adjacent parcels 
and if an appropriate 
woodland is present 
there, apply the same 
scores for tree cover 
pattern and tree cover 
character for this 
woodland to the 
unwooded LCP (i.e. as if 
the woodland were 
within it). If woodland is 
completely absent, 
however, Overall State 
would need to be scored 
down and the lack of 
woodland reflected in 
Losses. 
 

10-75%, HIGH  over 
75%, NONE up to 10%) 

Tree Cover Character reflects how well the tree 
cover character 

Losses in this case implies the loss of characteristic 
species or woodland outline, additions the 

must be MODERATE 
where the character has 
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 Overall State Losses Additions Potential for Mitigation 

 
corresponds to that 
which is typical for the 
Type – reflecting both 
the species composition 
and the nature of 
woodland outlines e.g. 
organic vs. geometric 

introduction of uncharacteristic species. Where the 
tree cover character representation is poor due to 
addition of uncharacteristic species there must 
inevitably have been at least SOME Loss to 
accommodate at least SOME Addition (i.e. Addition 
of uncharacteristic trees must also be reflected in 
Losses of characteristic ones) 
 
NB In Wooded Hills & Farmlands and all the Estate 
landscapes (Wooded, Sandstone and Limestone 
Estatelands) where there are discrete woodlands in 
a large-scale landscape, there may not be the 
opportunity for a woodland to appear in each LCP. 
In the case where woodland is absent from an LCP, 
look to adjacent parcels and if an appropriate 
woodland is present there, apply the same scores 
for tree cover pattern and tree cover character for 
this woodland to the unwooded LCP (i.e. as if the 
woodland were within it). If woodland is completely 
absent, however, Overall State would need to be 
scored down and the lack of woodland reflected in 
Losses 

been diluted by the 
addition of uncharacteristic 
trees as a reflection of the 
effort necessary to identify 
and remove such trees 
and possible resistance to 
it; must be POOR if the 
character has been diluted 
by the change in 
characteristic outline (i.e. 
organic in planned, 
geometric in ancient) 
because it is unlikely that 
felling and additional 
planting would be carried 
out solely on the periphery 
of the wood 

Settlement Pattern reflects how well the 
settlement pattern 
corresponds to that 
which is typical for the 
Type 

where the Overall State is POOR it is possible that 
there have been NO Losses, only Additions 
 
NB The following guidelines clarify the rationale 
used for the assessment of Overall State of 
settlement pattern where there have been 
settlement Additions: 
 

must be POOR where the 
settlement pattern has 
been disrupted by the 
addition of dwellings 
because the likelihood of 
demolition is negligible. 
 

Deleted: because 
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 Overall State Losses Additions Potential for Mitigation 

> 10% - Overall State still GOOD, loss is NONE 
 
10-25% - Overall State can still be:  
GOOD if it is Wayside, Clustered or Nucleated but 
MODERATE if it is Scattered or Dispersed or 
POOR if it is in an Unsettled landscape 

 
25-50% - Overall State is: 
MODERATE with SOME Loss (Wayside, Clustered 
or Nucleated) 
POOR with HIGH Loss (Scattered, Dispersed or 
Unsettled) 
 
>50% is always POOR and Loss is always HIGH 
 
 

Land Use is dependent on the 
proportion of 
characteristic land use 
e.g. mixed would involve 
arable and pasture in 
equal proportions with 
variable amounts of 
woodland 

 
GOOD >75% of land use 
is characteristic 
MODERATE 25-75% of 
land use is characteristic 
POOR <25% of land use 

as land area is finite, where there are Losses, there 
must also be Additions 

 

is MODERATE where 
orchards or woodland have 
been replaced with arable 
or pasture as a reflection 
of the degree of effort 
necessary for their 
recreation; is GOOD where 
arable has replaced 
pasture and vice versa 
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 Overall State Losses Additions Potential for Mitigation 

is characteristic 
 

In some cases, the Tree Cover Pattern or Enclosure Pattern is disrupted by the presence within the LCP of a ‘special feature’ – for 
example, a historic park and garden, a small common or a Local Wildlife Site. In these cases, the scoring for Tree Cover Pattern or 
Enclosure Pattern categories of the LCP should not be marked down simply as a result of this circumstantial disruption. However, the 
overall score for these categories should try to reflect the condition of these special features contained within them, as judged against 
their own criteria of condition (not against the generic Type). 
 
For example,  
1. A small common appears within an LCP of Principal Timbered Farmlands. The common is grazed, well-managed and unwooded and 
is therefore in good condition, as judged against what is typical/desirable for this feature. With the exception of this disruption to 
characteristic tree cover, the remainder of the parcel has a good characteristic pattern, as judged against the Type. The overall score for 
the tree cover character (and indeed overall condition) of this LCP should therefore reflect this joint positive outcome. 
 
2. A small common appears within an LCP of Principal Timbered Farmlands. The common is poorly managed with scrub encroachment 
and/or secondary woodland. With the exception of this disruption to characteristic tree cover, the tree cover pattern of the remaining 
parcel is well-represented. However, this time the tree cover character score of this LCP would be lower, to reflect the poor condition of 
the common within it. 
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2.3.9 Sensitivity 

Having analysed vulnerability, tolerance and resilience at Landscape Type 
level and condition at the Land Cover Parcel level, further data evaluation 
has enabled the identification of landscape sensitivity at Land Cover 
Parcel level. Based on the assumption that within a landscape of low 
resilience (taken from the Landscape Type analysis), those parts of that 
landscape which are deemed to be in good condition (i.e. the inherent 
character is strongly represented) are less vulnerable and more tolerant of 
change than those where the inherent character is already weakened or 
poorly represented, a more prescriptive approach to guiding land use 
change, management or development can be achieved. 

 
2.3.9.1 Sensitivity has been calculated as the combination (sum) of resilience 

and condition. Since the condition of a landscape inevitably fluctuates 
throughout a Landscape Type and can most accurately be measured 
in smaller rather than larger units, this was measured from aerial 
photographic survey of the Land Cover Parcels (as explained above). 
Thus, condition, and therefore sensitivity, can only be relevant and 
measurable at this detailed scale and at a point in time. 

 
2.3.9.2 The analysis of the Land Cover Parcels relies on the relationship 

between the resilience of the Landscape Type and the condition of the 
Land Cover Parcel. The resulting measure of sensitivity can be 
expressed by an overall comparative scale or on an attribute basis. 
Thus a particular Land Cover Parcel may be extremely sensitive to 
new built development but not to changes in agricultural practice or 
woodland establishment. Conversely, in the case of Landscape Type 
Wooded Estatelands, which overall are resilient landscapes, the 
clustered settlement pattern is usually not vulnerable because this will 
accept new residential development and is therefore fairly highly 
resilient but the ancient tree cover character is of low resilience 
because of the tendency to plant conifer crops. 

 
2.3.9.3 The combination of the condition score of the LCP and the resilience 

score of the relevant Landscape Type provides a sensitivity score for 
that Land Cover Parcel. Sensitivity is calculated by summing 
resilience and condition scores on the assumption that, within a 
landscape of low resilience, areas in good condition (i.e. where the 
character is strongly represented) are more susceptible to change 
than those areas where the landscape has already been weakened or 
is poorly represented. 

 
2.3.9.4 Sites or landscape units that have been classified with high sensitivity 

would be most sensitive and least accommodating to change, on the 
basis of loss of landscape character; here presumption would be 
against development on landscape character grounds. Those with 
medium sensitivity have a moderate potential for accommodating 
change. Those with low sensitivity may be regarded as least sensitive 
to change and therefore most able to accommodate development. 
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SENSITIVITY = CONDITION + RESILIENCE 

  Resilience 

  Low  Moderate  High  

C
o

n
d

it
io

n
 

Low    LEAST  
sensitive  

Moderate     

Good MOST sensitive    

 
Fig. 14 Sensitivity matrix 
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Fig. 15 Definitions of analysis process 
 

SIGNIFICANCE CONSISTENCY X VISUAL PROMINENCE  
The degree to which an attribute contributes to the overall character 
of a landscape as defined by its consistency and visual prominence. 

Consistency The degree to which an attribute is recognisable and consistently 
represented throughout the landscape 

c Consistent - clearly recognisable and consistently represented. 

v Variable - not clearly recognisable and / or variably represented 

Visual Prominence The degree to which the defined attribute is visually prominent in the 
landscape 

p Prominent - having an immediate visual impact 

a Apparent - making a moderate contribution to the visual character of the 
landscape 

i Insignificant - making little or no contribution to visual character 

P Primary - both consistent and prominent 

S Secondary - either consistent and apparent or variable and prominent 

T Tertiary – either has insignificant prominence or a variable pattern that is 
apparent. 

VULNERABILITY FUNCTION X TREND X SIGNIFICANCE 
The likelihood of change to an attribute or the landscape as a whole 
as expressed by the significance of predicted trends in relation to 
function. 

Function  Does the attribute have a function in the landscape today? 

e Economically functional, potentially maintained without financial support 

s Functional but only maintained with support 

c Cosmetic, no practical or economic function but may have an aesthetic 
value 

Trend The likelihood of future change to the inherent character of the landscape 
based on an analysis of recent and present day change. 

i An improvement in the quantity or quality of a particular attribute  

s Attribute is stable 

d A decline in the quantity or quality of a particular attribute 

REPLACEABILITY The degree to which it is possible to replace an element in its original 
form 

M Only possible to replace in a modified form. This modification may reflect 
the lack of time depth association with the attribute 

L Possible to replace in its original form over the medium to long term (15-50 
years) 

S Possible to replace in its original form in the short term (up to 15 years) 

TOLERANCE REPLACEABILITY X SIGNIFICANCE 
The degree to which change is likely to cause irreparable damage to 
the essential components that contribute to landscape character. 

RESILIENCE VULNERABILITY X TOLERANCE (at Landscape Type level) 
A measure of the endurance of landscape character, defined by the 
likelihood of change in relation to the degree to which the landscape 
is able to tolerate that change. 
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SENSITIVITY RESILIENCE X CONDITION (at Land Cover Parcel level) 
The degree to which the Resilience of a landscape is influenced by its 
current condition. 

 
 
Fig. 16  Schematic summary of the analysis and evaluation process 
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Fig. 17 Assumptions and rationale of the analysis and evaluation process 

 
INDICATOR SIGNIFICANCE VULNERABILITY REPLACEABILITY 

NB Short term (Y) is 10-15 
years. Long term (L) is 15-
50 years. Modified (M) is 
possible replacement in a 
modified form and with a 
longer than 50 year time 
scale 

INDICATIVE 
GROUND 
VEGETATION 

Indicative ground 
vegetation is only 
applicable to those 
landscapes which 
are characterised by 
vegetation other than 
that associated with 
farmland or 
woodland habitat 
which is not taken 
into account here. 

Ground vegetation is 
functional with 
support (s) if the 
areas are large 
enough to be 
managed for grazing 
i.e. High Hills and 
Slopes, Unenclosed 
Commons and Wet 
Pasture Meadows 

otherwise they are 
cosmetic (c). 

 

 The consistency of 
ground vegetation is 
determined by soil 
and where these vary 
it is variable (v) i.e. 
Timbered Pastures 

Wooded Forest is 

stable as it exists 
without human 
intervention 

 

 All extensive areas of 
vegetation are 
always consistent (c), 
due to consistency of 
soils, and prominent 
(p).  High Hills and 
Slopes and 
Unenclosed 
Commons 

. Anything that is 
cosmetic has short 
term replaceability. 

 Where extensive 
patches of vegetation 
survive they are 
prominent (p), High 
Hills and Slopes 
and Unenclosed 
Commons, localised 

patches are apparent 
(a) Wet Pasture 
Meadows and 
Wooded Forest. All 

relics are visually 
apparent (a) Forest 
Smallholdings, 
Sandstone 
Estatelands and 
Riverside Meadows 

or insignificant (i) 
depending on the 
vegetation type. 

All surviving patches 
are declining (>) 
through lack of 
management- they 
are susceptible to 
agricultural 
intensification High 
Hills and Slopes, 
Unenclosed 
Commons and Wet 
Pasture Meadows.  

All relics are stable 
(s) because they 
exist without the 
need for human 
intervention; Forest 
Smallholdings, 
Sandstone 
Estatelands, 
Limestones 
Estatelands, 
Timbered Pastures 
and Riverside 
Meadows 

Anything that is (s) 
functional with 
support is 
replaceable in the 
long term 
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 For Timbered 
Pastures the 

consistency is 
variable therefore it is 
less visually 
significant and 
therefore insignificant 
visually. 

  

 For Limestones 
Estatelands the 

vegetation is 
insignificant visually 
as the vegetation that 
is characteristic for 
limestone is not itself 
highly evident 
visually. 

  

LAND USE  
(FARM TYPE) 
 The farm types are 
the inherent farm 
types based on data 
from the Dudley 
Stamp Land 
Utilisation maps of 
1931-2 
 

Variable pattern 
categories (v) are 
related to variations 
in farm type between 
component LDUs 
except  
* High Hills and 
Slopes where it is 
due to the interplay 
between a wooded 
landscape and rough 
grazing,  due to 
scrub encroachment. 

 
 

All farm types can be 
replaced in the short 
term (Y) except 
Wooded forest 

which is long term (L) 

 The following are 
variable; 
* Principal Wooded 
Hills and Wooded 
Hills and 
Farmlands; soils 

cause changes in 
land use as do the 
differences in slope 
gradient which limits 
the farm type / 
woodland cover. 
* Village Claylands; 
has shifted from 
pasture to 
arable/mixed. 
* Timbered 
Farmlands/Plateau 
Farmlands are 
variable due to 
variations in soils 
* Principal Village 
Farmlands; mixed or 

arable tend to 
dominate in particular 
areas 

Pasture land use is 
(e) except; 
* Forest 
Smallholdings and 
Timbered pastures 

are functional with 
support (s), which is 
needed to maintain 
the smallholdings as 
they are too small to 
function by todays 
farming methods. 
* Village Claylands 
which has shifted 
over to arable due to 
modern farming 
methods and 
therefore needs 
support to stay as 
pasture. 

 

Cropping includes 
market gardening, 
arable and hop fields 

Mixed farming is 
generally not visually 
prominent (p) unless 
made so by 

All mixed farming is 
functional without 
support (e) and 
declining (>) due to a 
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prominent landform 
creating a patchwork 
effect of farmland i.e. 
Wooded Hills and 
Farmlands, 
Limestones 
Estatelands and 
Plateau Farmlands 

shift to arable except 
* Wooded Hills and 
Farmlands where 

the steepness of the 
slope generally 
prevents cropping 
and as such there is 
only minor shifts in 
land use (ms). 

 Where the spatial 
character is small to 
intimate the visual 
prominence is 
apparent (a) due to 
tree cover restricting 
/ filtering views i.e. 
Settled Farmlands 
with Pastoral Land 
Use, Forest 
Smallholdings, 
Timbered Pastures 
and Timbered 
Farmlands. 

Pasture land use is 
only experiencing 
minor shifts in land 
use except: 
* Wet Pasture 
Meadows in which 

there is a notable 
shift to cropping (nd). 

 

 Where tree cover is 
prominent and 
landform not land 
use is apparent; 
Wooded 
Estatelands, Estate 
Farmlands and 
Principal Settled 
Farmlands 

Rough grazing 
always needs 
support (s) and there 
is a notable decline 
(nd) due to lack of 
management. 

 

 Where landform is 
highly prominent land 
use is also prominent 
Principal Wooded 
Hills and High Hills 
and Slopes 

Cropping farm type is 
always functional 
without support (e) 
and notable 
improvement (ni) 

 

FIELD 
BOUNDARIES 

 

Consistent (c) in all 
LTs except where 
market gardening 
and/or orchards are 
part of the land use. 
This creates variable 
boundaries (v) with a 
mix of hedged fields 
and unenclosed land, 
differences in land 
use often act as 
boundaries Principal 
Village Farmlands, 
Village Farmlands 
with Orchards 

Where the farm type 
is cropping or 
orchards the field 
boundaries are 
cosmetic (c)  

Hedges that have an 
organic or variable 
(in which the oldest 
element is organic) 
enclosure pattern 
can only be replaced 
in modified form (M). 
Other field 
boundaries can be 
replaced in the short 
term (Y) (this allows 
us to pick up the time 
depth of the 
boundary itself) 

 Generally, field 
boundaries are 
visually prominent (p) 
except where the 
enclosure pattern is 
defined by 
woodlands, wooded 

In pastoral and mixed 
farming landscapes 
hedges are functional 
with support (s) as 
they are required to 
keep livestock in. 
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streams and / or 
orchards i.e. 
Principal Wooded 
Hills, Wooded 
Estatelands and 
Village Farmlands 
with Orchards 

  All hedges are 
experiencing minor 
shifts (ms) as 
hedgerow regulations 
have prevented 
removal, exceptions 
are: 
* Forest 
Smallholdings 

where hedgerows 
are being 
significantly 
supplemented by 
fencing due to 
equestrian uses (nd) 
* Principal Village 
Farmlands and 
Village Farmlands 
with Orchards 

where they are being 
removed as there is 
no longer a function 
and are less 
protected under the 
hedgerow regulations 
(nd).   

 

  Walls are generally 
being reinstated into 
the Limestone Wolds 
Estatelands (ni)  

Walls can be 
replaced in the short 
term 

ENCLOSURE 
PATTERN 

This consists of both 
field pattern and 
lanes  

Consistency depends 
on the component 
LDUs  

All organic enclosure 
pattern is cosmetic 
(c) 

Organic enclosure 
pattern can only be 
replaced in modified 
form (M) 

 Variable 
categorisation also 
produces variable 
consistency 

Sub regular 
enclosure pattern 
requires support 

 

Variable pattern 
always refers to the 
older enclosure 
pattern. Thus Forest 
Smallholdings and 
Timbered Pastures 
have organic 
elements while 
Wooded 
Estatelands have 
planned. 

The following have 
variable consistency; 
* Plateau 
Farmlands; sub 

regular and organic 
* Wooded Hills and 
Farmlands, 
Principal Wooded 
Hills and  Wooded 
Estatelands due to 

recent enclosure 
from woodland which 
creates regular / 
geometric enclosure. 

For Wooded 
Estatelands need to 

refer to oldest 
enclosure 
characteristic which 
is sub regular and 
therefore (s). 
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* Estate Farmlands; 

some regular in it 
* Settled Farmlands 
on River Terraces 

has planned in it  
* Principal Settled 
Farmlands; organic 

and some planned 
enclosure of former 
commons. 
* Principal Village 
Farmlands and 
Village Farmlands 
with Orchards; has 

sub regular 
enclosure present 
* Riverside 
Meadows; has 

organic enclosure 
present 

Sub-regular is an 
interlocking pattern, 
often with reverse ‘S’ 

All unenclosed 
landscapes are 
visually prominent (p) 
except for Wooded 
Forest where the 

woodland is 
dominant so making 
the lack of enclosure 
pattern insignificant 
(i) 

Unenclosed 
landscapes are 
functional without 
support (e) as poor 
soils / gradient 
restricts enclosure 
except for 
Unenclosed 
Commons which 
need support to 
resist the farming 
pressures inherent 
with their situation on 
good quality lowland  

Unenclosed pattern 
can be replaced in 
the short term (Y) 

 Open landscapes 
with visually 
prominent landform 
will have a visually 
prominent enclosure 
pattern, Limestones 
Estatelands and 
Plateau Farmlands. 

Unenclosed 
landscapes are 
stable (s) due to 
extreme conditions or 
ownership/commoner
constraints 

All landscapes of 
variable pattern or 
sub-regular attribute 
can only be replaced 
in modified form (M) 

 All landscapes with 
subdued landform 
and /or prominent 
tree cover will have 
apparent (a) or even 
insignificant (i) 
enclosure pattern, as 
you cannot 
immediately see the 
enclosure pattern.  It 
will be insignificant 
when the landform is 
very subdued and 
tree cover prevents 
enclosure pattern 
being seen i.e. 
Riverside Meadows 
and Wet Pasture 

All planned patterns 
are functional without 
support (e) and 
inherently stable (s) 
except for Riverside 
Meadows and Wet 
Pasture Meadows 
which are declining 
(>) as the field 
boundaries are 
declining and there 
are no highways or 
other fixed features 
to maintain the 
pattern. 
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Meadows. 

 Principal Wooded 
Hills where tree 

cover contributes to 
enclosure pattern 
and is visible due to 
landform and 
therefore prominent. 

Enclosure patterns in 
pastoral and mixed 
farming landscapes 
are stable where the 
farm type or the 
ownership pattern is 
stable i.e. Forest 
Smallholdings, 
Timbered Pastures 
and Settled 
Farmlands with 
Pastoral Land Use 

Planned enclosure 
can always be 
replaced in the short 
term. 

 Sandstone 
Estatelands are 

visually prominent 

  

WOODLAND 
CHARACTER 

Wooded Hills and 
Farmlands have a 

variable pattern (v) 
because there are 
significant areas of 
open fields which 
would have been 
characterised by 
being unwooded. 
The same for 
Wooded 
Estatelands which 

also have parks and 
plantations creating 
variance 

Landscapes of 
planned woodland 
character are all 
functional without 
support (e) and 
stable (s)  as current 
forestry policy 
supports this. 

Planned woodland 
character is 
replaceable in the 
long term (L) 

 These are variable 
* High Hills and 
Slopes; woodland 

encroachment 
* Unenclosed 
commons; 

encroachment of 
scrub 
* Plateau 
Farmlands; 

plantations are 
characteristic in 
places 
* Sandstone 
Estatelands; also 

have scraps of 
woodland of ancient 
character, as do  
Estate Farmlands 
and Settled 
Farmlands with 
Pastoral Land Use 

All woodland of 
Ancient character is 
functional with 
support (s); there is 
demand for produce 
but support required 
as not economically 
beneficial as 
ornamental tree 
cover. 
Ancient character 
landscapes are only 
experiencing minor 
shifts (ms) due to 
forestry regulations 
that generally 
prevent the removal 
of ancient woodland, 
exceptions being: 
* Wooded Forest 
which is positively 
stable (ni) because of 
current forestry policy 

All unwooded 
character can be 
replaced in the short 
term (Y) 

 Unwooded 
landscapes are 
visually prominent (p) 

 All Ancient woodland 
character can only be 
replaced in modified 
form (M) 

 All wooded 
landscapes with an 

All unwooded 
landscapes are 
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ancient or planned 
character are visually 
prominent 

stable except where 
lack of management 
in High Hills and 
Slopes and 
Unenclosed 
Commons is 

resulting in scrub 
encroachment  

TREE COVER 
PATTERN 

These are variable 
as; 
* Principal Wooded 
Hills; continuous on 
scarps and 
interlocking 
elsewhere. 
* Wooded Hills and 
Farmlands; open 

areas randomly 
interspersed with 
woodlands and 
dependent on historic 
evolution 
* Limestone 
Estatelands and 
Sandstone 
Estatelands; linked 

in places, quite open 
elsewhere 
* Plateau 
Farmlands; small 

woodlands as well as 
linear 
* Wooded 
Estatelands; tree 

groups in parks and 
hedgerow trees 
* Estate Farmlands; 

have hedgerow trees 
and plantations 
* Settled Farmlands 
and Village 
Farmlands 
(Principal and 
Orchards) contain 

scattered, liner and 
groups of trees 
around dwellings 

All linear, scattered 
and groups of trees 
are cosmetic (c) and 
mostly declining (>) 
through poor age 
structure, with the 
exception of Forest 
Smallholdings 

which contains 
garden trees making 
it stable (s) and 
Plateau Farmlands 

where linear 
woodlands are not 
cleared due to 
topographical 
constraints 

 

 All linked, 
continuous, discrete 
or linear woods are 
prominent (p) except;  
* Principal Village 
Farmlands 
* River Meadows 
and Wet Pasture 
Meadows where tree 

cover is prominent 
(p) due to the flat 
landform 
* Village Farmlands 

All discrete and 
continuous tree cover 
patterns are 
functional without 
support (e) as large 
enough to gain a 
valuable crop. 

All tree cover pattern 
is replaceable in the 
long term (L) 
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with Orchards; trees 

are masked by the 
orchards making tree 
cover pattern 
insignificant. 

 All scattered tree 
cover pattern in small  
/ intimate scale 
landscapes is 
prominent (p) 

All (e)’s are stable  

  Linked woodlands 
are economically 
viable except in 
Principal Wooded 
Hills where the 

linked tree cover 
pattern is provided by 
wooded streams 
which will only be 
functional with 
support (s) 

 

SPATIAL 
CHARACTER 

 

Consistency depends 
on the component 
LDUs 

All large scale 
landscapes are 
functional without 
support (e) 

Where the scale is 
reliant on hedges it 
can be replaced in 
the short term (Y) 

 Landscapes that are 
of exposed, large, 
small or intimate 
spatial character are 
always prominent (p) 

Medium scale 
landscapes are 
functional without 
support (e) where the 
farm type is pastoral 
and/or mixed 
farming. Where there 
is a cropping land 
use medium 
landscapes are 
functional with 
support (s) 

Where the scale is 
reliant on tree cover 
it can only be 
replaced in the long 
term (L) 

 Medium scale 
landscapes are 
generally apparent or 
insignificant except 
where enclosure 
pattern is defined by 
woodland cover;  
* Principal Wooded 
Hills, Wooded 
Estatelands and 
Sandstone 
Estatelands as 

enclosure pattern is 
defined by woodland 
and therefore 
prominent 

Small and intimate 
landscapes are 
functional with 
support (s) where 
they are pastoral but 
cosmetic (c) where 
they are mixed 
farming as there is 
no use for small 
fields which define 
the spatial character 
and functional 
without support (e) 
where the farm type 
is woodland i.e. 
Wooded Forest 

 

 Unenclosed 
Commons when 

open is visually 
prominent. 

Large and exposed 
spatial character is 
stable except in High 
Hills and Slopes 

where it is declining 
(>) due to scrub 
encroachment. 
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  Small and medium 
scale landscapes are 
generally declining 
(>) except where the 
elements that define 
the scale are stable 
ie,  
* Principal Wooded 
Hills ; linked 

woodland which is 
stable. 
* Settled Farmlands 
with Pastoral Land 
Use; enclosure 

pattern is stable. 
* Unenclosed 
Commons; where 

the land use is stable 

 

  Intimate spatial 
character is stable as 
the things that define 
the spatial character 
(field enclosure and 
tree cover) is stable 
due to ownership 
patterns. 

 

SETTLEMENT 
PATTERN 

Consistency depends 
upon the variations 
within the LDUs 

Vulnerability is based 
on the constraints 
imposed by current 
planning policies 
which tend to favour 
the direction of new 
settlement into 
existing villages and 
other clusters or 
agricultural 
enterprises in the 
countryside. 

Based on the 
assumption that 
without planning 
constraints 
development would 
tend to produce a 
settled settlement 
pattern, the 
sensitivity of 
settlement pattern is 
as follows:- 
Unsettled = Very 
High (Vh) 
Nucleated = High (H) 
Dispersed = 
Moderate (M) 
Clustered = 
Moderate (M) 
Settled = Low (L) 

 Unsettled, 
unenclosed 
landscapes will 
always be prominent 
(p) except for 
Unenclosed 
Commons, which 

have localised areas 
of settlement on the 
fringes 

Dispersed settlement 
patterns are of high 
vulnerability (H) 
because clusters are 
not present 

 

 Settlement is 
generally apparent 
(a) or insignificant (i) 
where tree cover is 
prominent, except for 

Settled settlement 
patterns are of 
moderate 
vulnerability (M) due 
to a dispersed 
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Limestone 
Estatelands where 

there is a sparsely 
populated character 
with large open 
spaces between.  
This creates the 
sense of a sparsely 
populated landscape 
which renders 
settlement prominent 
(p) and in Forest 
Smallholdings 

where dense 
settlement is 
prominent (p) 

pattern with clusters. 
Growth in cluster size 
and/or density would 
ultimately change the 
settlement character 
to urban as the 
clusters become too 
large / too frequent. 

  Nucleated settlement 
patterns are of 
moderate 
vulnerability (M) 
because of the trend 
for farms to move out 
of villages, together 
with the associated 
permitted 
development of 
agricultural dwellings. 

 

  Clustered and 
unenclosed 
settlement patterns 
are of low 
vulnerability (L) 
because planning 
policy perpetuates 
the inherent pattern. 

 

 These are varied; 
* Wooded Forest; 

unsettled and 
dispersed 
* Plateau 
Farmlands; 

dispersed and settled 
* Unenclosed 
Commons; 

unenclosed and 
settled 
* Timbered 
Farmlands; settled 

and clustered 
* Settled 
Farmlands; with 

clusters on river 
terraces and settled 
elsewhere. 
* Village Farmlands 
with Orchards; 

settled and 
nucleated, settled 
due to horticulture 
associated road side 

The trend is 
generally stable 
except for the 
following:- 
Principal Village 
Farmlands, Village 
Farmlands with 
Orchards and 
Village Claylands 

are nucleated and 
declining (>) due to 
farms moving out of 
village centres. 
Forest 
Smallholdings and 
Timbered Pastures 

are declining (>) due 
to sub-urbanisation 
Timbered 
Farmlands, 
Principal Settled 
Farmlands and 
Settled Farmlands 
with Pastoral Land 
Use are declining (>) 
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dwellings. 
 

due to the expansion 
of groups of 
dwellings into small 
villages / clusters 

FEATURES All building styles 
consistent and 
visually apparent 
except Timbered 
Farmlands which 

are apparent as 
diluted by other 
building styles 
especially red brick. 

All landscapes with 
building style is 
cosmetic as there is 
no function eg. 
Forest 
Smallholdings and 
Unenclosed 
Commons; no 
associations with 
land use anymore 
except; 
* Limestone 
Estatelands; people 

are required to 
comply to planning 
restrictions, however 
they require money 
to finance it therefore 
functional with 
support (s). 

All building styles are 
possible to replace in 
the short term (Y) 
 

  All build styles are 
declining  due to 
modernisation which 
uses varied material 
and styles except  
* Limestones 
Estatelands; where 
planning policy 
dictates it should be 
maintained and 
therefore is stable. 

Landscapes 
characterised by 
parks can only be 
recreated in a 
modern form as it 
wouldn’t have the 
cultural links 
associated with parks 

 Those landscapes 
characterised by 
parks or ridge and 
furrow are variable 
as they don’t occur 
everywhere but are 
visually prominent 
where they do occur. 

Landscapes 
characterised by  
parks / ridge and 
furrow are cosmetic 
as there is no 
function to them, they 
are also declining; 
* Wooded 
Estatelands; parks 

decline due to lack of 
resources and social 
changes 
* Village Claylands; 

ridge and furrow is 
getting ploughed up 
due to modern 
farming methods. 

Landscapes 
characterised by 
ridge and furrow 
cannot be recreated 
(only in a modified 
form) as the open 
field systems that 
generate these 
earthworks no longer 
exists 

 Those landscapes 
characterised by 
rivers are constant 
throughout and 
visually apparent as 
you have to be very 
close to the river to 
actually see it.   

Landscapes 
characterised by 
rivers are (e)  as they 
are required for 
drainage and 
therefore stable too 
i.e. Riverside 
Meadows 

Landscapes 
characterised by 
rivers can only be 
recreated in a 
modified way as it is 
a naturally formed 
feature. 
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3. RESULTS: I – CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION 
 

3.1. REGIONAL CHARACTER AREA PROFILES 
 
 

Arden 
Bromyard Plateau 
Cotwolds and Bredon Hill 
Kinver Sandlands 
Malvern and Abberley Hills 
Mid-Worcestershire Forests 
North West Gloucestershire Sandlands 
Vale of Gloucester 
Teme Valley 
Vale of Evesham 
Wyre Forest Plateau 

 
Fig. 18 List of Regional Character Areas 

 
3.1.1. Arden 

The area  known as Arden is closely associated with the medieval Forest 
of Arden - an area of former wood pasture and waste covering much of 
north-west Warwickshire. It also extends into north-east Worcestershire as 
far as the Clent and Lickey Hills and Redditch area, with today much of 
the area being absorbed by the Midlands conurbation.  Arden forms the 
eastern part of a great swath of Royal forests that once extended across 
the central part of the West Midlands.  Although only relics of these 
Forests survived beyond the medieval period they have nonetheless left 
an indelible mark on the character of the landscape and even today Arden 
remains one of the more wooded parts of the Midlands.  
 

3.1.1.1. The name Arden is derived from the old British word “Ardu” meaning 
“high land”.  This relates primarily to that part of the region that lies on 
the southern and eastern side of the Birmingham plateau.  In the wider 
context of the West Midlands, the Birmingham plateau consists of two 
uplifted blocks of older Palaeozoic rocks - the south Staffordshire and 
the east Warwickshire plateaus - separated by an area of Triassic 
rocks covered for the most part by glacial and fluvial drift.  This central 
part of the plateau, rising to just over 200 metres between Portway and 
Longbridge, has a gently rolling topography which falls away 
northwards into the Tame valley.  To the south-west, however, the 
plateau falls off steeply into the upper Arrow basin which drains 
southwards into the Avon Valley below Alcester.  This basin, underlain 
mainly by Triassic mudstones, has a varied, undulating topography 
characterised by outcrops of Arden Sandstone which give rise to a 
series of prominent escarpments and steep sided hills. 

 
3.1.1.2. The highest part of the region is associated with a spindle shaped 

horst of Carboniferous and older rocks that form part of the south 
Staffordshire plateau.  The major part of this plateau consists of the 
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Middle (Productive) Coal Measures on which the industrial 
development of the Black Country was based.  These are fringed by a 
discontinuous band of barren Upper Coal Measures, consisting mainly 
of red marls and sandstones, which form the undulating country 
around Frankley.  The southern end of the plateau is terminated by a 
ridge of high ground, rising to over 300 metres, extending from the 
Clent Hills, through Romsley Hill and Windmill Hill, to the Lickey Hills.  
Although the ridge is broken in a number of places by narrow gorge-
like valleys, it nonetheless forms a prominent feature when viewed 
from the Triassic lowlands to the west. 

 
3.1.1.3. This region lay close to the northern boundary of the Anglo - Saxon 

kingdom of the Hwicce and the diocese of Worcester.  It may have 
been an earlier frontier between the late Iron Age tribes. A significant 
hillfort stood on Wychbury Hill in Hagley.  There were extensive areas 
of heathland on the Clents and extensive commons remained open 
into the 19

th
 century.  To the north, however, low lying ground is 

drained by tributaries of the Stour and was well wooded, with patches 
of ancient woodland surviving near streams today.  Part of the 
parkland associated with Hagley Hall extends into this area.  

 
3.1.1.4. The eastern part of this region is a watershed area drained by 

headwater streams of the Col, Arrow and Alne.  Still in frontier location, 
there was a hillfort at Berry Mound in Wythall.  There are extensive 
spreads of till and, again, commons were extensive before 19

th
 century 

enclosure.  Both parts of the region are today crossed by major roads 
leading towards the Birmingham conurbation.  

 
3.1.1.5. Large parts of this area were once heathland, forming on drift soils.  

Remnants of this are now seen in woodlands on acid soils, 
characterised by sessile oak with heather and bilberry in more open 
areas.  There are many plantations on the Clent and Lickey Hills. 

 
3.1.1.6. The well drained soils of the Clent Hills have been extensively planted 

with larch and Scots Pine and large areas of bracken are supplanting 
acid grasslands.  These grasslands largely consist of sheep’s fescue 
grass with some wavy hair-grass.  On north slopes there are damper 
areas with adder’s-tongue fern and dyer’s greenweed.  Plantations of 
beech occur and there are bluebell woods.  The Lickey Hills have 
some large blocks of semi-natural grassland near Romsley with dyer’s 
greenweed and devil’s-bit scabious.  There are also areas of heather 
and bilberry heath.  The countryside often had a well wooded 
appearance due to many oaks in hedgerows 

 
3.1.1.7. Nearer Redditch, the hedges contain large numbers of oaks with much 

holly and gorse and there are remnants of heathland. Marl pits are 
abundant near Redditch.  These were originally excavated to add 
minerals to the nearby land.  About half now contain ponds which are 
important for freshwater wildlife, whilst others have been invaded by 
scrub and woodland.  Surprisingly many contain wild service trees 
which are usually associated with ancient woodland. Within Redditch 
lies Ipsley Alders, an important base rich marshland fed by 
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underground water.  It contains many rushes and other wetland 
species. 

 
3.1.1.8. Timbered Pastures is the dominant landscape type found to the North 

East of Arden within Worcestershire.  There is significant occurrence of 
the Principal Timbered Farmlands and Timbered Plateau Farmlands.  
The Wooded Estatelands landscape type is found located around 
Redditch.  These Landscape Types are present together with the 
Settled Farmlands on River Terraces and Settled Farmlands with 
Pastoral Land Use.  A small area of Riverside Meadows is also 
present.  

 
3.1.1.9. The Landscape Types in the Arden Regional Character Area are 

described as follows: 
 

 Principal Wooded Hills 

 Wooded Hills and Farmlands 

 Timbered Plateau Farmlands 

 Principal Timbered Farmlands 

 Timbered Pastures 

 Wooded Estatelands 

 Principal Settled Farmlands 

 Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 

 Riverside Meadows 

 Urban 
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3.1.2. Bromyard Plateau 
This is a well defined area of upstanding relief lying to the south and west 
of the river Teme in north-east Herefordshire.  The plateau falls off steeply 
into the Lugg valley along its western edge, while to the south, although 
the boundary is less marked, it is nonetheless still clearly defined by rising 
ground between Bodenham and Castle Frome. 
 

3.1.2.1. The Bromyard Plateau is formed from an outcrop of Dittonian 
sandstone which extends northwards to cover much of north-west 
Worcestershire and south-east Shropshire.  The Herefordshire and 
Worcestershire sections are cut off from the main plateau by the Teme 
valley, which is cut through the sandstone into the underlying softer 
mudstones of the Raglan formation.  The boundary with the Teme 
valley is marked by a steep scarp slope along much of its length, 
although this becomes somewhat obscured by the steeply undulating 
countryside that separates the plateau from the Abberley and Alfrick 
Hills to the east. 
 

3.1.2.2. The plateau, which for the most part lies between 500-800 feet in 
height, is dissected by a series of narrow valleys, most of which drain 
southwards into the River Frome.  This has produced a pronounced 
undulating topography and, together with the deep red soils that are 
derived from the underlying sandstone, these are the features that 
most distinguish this character area.  Patches of unenclosed rough 
grazing land still survive on some of the plateau summits where the 
soils tend to be shallow and impoverished.  In the intervening valleys, 
where the streams have cut down into the underlying mudstones, the 
soils are deeper and traditionally have supported a more prosperous 
mixed farming economy.   
 

3.1.2.3. Fewer Iron Age hillforts are found in the north east of the county but 
include Wall Hills in Thornbury in the North and Bach Camp and 
Risbury Camp in the West.  Romano - British settlement is recorded at 
Tedstone Wafer.  Although Bromyard was the site of an Anglo - Saxon 
minster there were no medieval ecclesiastical foundations in this 
region. 

 
3.1.2.4. This was a region of small manorial nuclei often represented today by 

only a church and manor house or farm (often moated), with few 
substantial villages.  The settlement pattern is one of isolated farms 
and hamlets, linked by narrow, often sunken, roads and sandstone and 
brick are common, as at Bringsty, Bromyard and Wofferwood.  
Bromyard, the only centre of any size, was established as a borough 
and market town by the Bishop of Hereford by the 13

th
 century but 

another small borough at Clifton-upon-Teme failed to develop into any 
appreciable size.  Clusters of wayside dwellings are a feature on some 
of the relic commons that are scattered across the plateau. 

 
3.1.2.5. The present day landscape owes its appearance partly to the frequent 

occurrence of ornamental grounds and to the many small plantations 
and game coverts that occur throughout the area particular to the 
north-east.  These are often associated with old manorial centres such 
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as Edwyn Ralph and Tedstone Delamere. There were also a number 
of medieval deer parks in the region, as at Tedstone Wafer, 
Netherwood in Thornbury and Whitbourne.  Few large country houses 
were built in the area but Lower Brockhampton is a 14

th
/15

th
 century 

timber framed manor-house and there were a number of later medium 
sized houses, sometimes set within small ornamental parks, like 
Hanley Court and Bockleton Court, both in the north-east.  Place 
names indicate that the area may have been heavily wooded into the 
historic period, but only remnants of ancient woodland survive today.  
The frequent occurrence of place names such as common and heath 
also indicate that unenclosed heathland was probably also a significant 
feature in this area. 

 
3.1.2.6. The dominant landscape type found within the Worcestershire section 

of this Regional Character Area is the Timbered Plateau Farmlands, 
with Principal Timbered Farmlands also significantly represented.  The 
Principal Wooded Hills landscape type is present, defining the 
boundary of this Regional Character Area to the North. 

 
3.1.2.7. The Landscape Types in the Bromyard Plateau Regional Character 

Area are described as follows: 
 

 Principal Wooded Hills 

 Timbered Plateau Farmlands 

 Principal Timbered Farmlands 
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3.1.3. Cotswolds and Bredon Hill 
The Cotswold Hills form the most prominent part of a great belt of Jurassic 
limestones that stretch across the centre of England from the North York 
Moors to Lyme Bay in Dorset.  Rising gradually from the Thames Valley in 
Oxfordshire, the Cotswolds reach a high point of just over 300 metres 
before falling away rapidly to the broad vales of the River Severn and the 
lower Avon.  The most dramatic scenery occurs along this north-west 
facing escarpment, which has an irregular edge dissected by numerous 
steeply incised valleys.  In Worcestershire this escarpment forms a zone 
of steeply rising ground overlooking the Vale of Evesham in the south-
eastern corner of the County. 
 

3.1.3.1. The distinctive scarp and dip slope topography found in the Cotswolds 
is controlled by the structure of the underlying rocks.  These consist of 
a series of clays and siltstones topped by harder oolitic limestones, all 
of which are gently tilted towards the south-east.  In the north 
Cotswolds, these limestones form a high, undulating plateau, the high 
wold, which is deeply dissected by a series of narrow, often secluded 
valleys.  Elsewhere, the dip slope is more gently rolling and only mildly 
dissected by shallow river valleys. 
 

3.1.3.2. The Cotswolds have progressively eroded south-eastwards over many 
thousands of years, leaving behind a series of outlying hills which now 
stand isolated within the surrounding vale.  The most prominent of 
these is Bredon Hill, which has a distinct outward facing radial form, 
capped by a flat topped limestone summit.  Although technically a 
separate character area due to its physical separation from the main 
escarpment, Bredon Hill is clearly an outlying piece of the same 
landscape and for convenience it is treated here as part of the 
Cotswolds (as is Dumbleton Hill lying to the south of the 
Worcestershire County boundary). 

 
3.1.3.3. Shallow rendzina soils, derived directly from the underlying limestone, 

predominate throughout much of the area.  These soils tend to be 
alkaline and of low fertility, hence the Cotswolds has traditionally been 
a sparsely settled region of large estates and small rural towns.  These 
towns grew up as market centres for the wool industry which 
prospered during the late medieval period.  The wealth generated 
during this period can still be seen today in the many fine buildings that 
occur throughout the region.  Nearly all of these buildings are 
constructed from the local oolitic limestone, which varies from a silvery 
white to a golden ochre colour, depending on the iron oxide content of 
the rock. 

 
3.1.3.4. Cotswold stone has long been prized as a building material and it is 

not unusual to find whole villages constructed with the same local 
stone.  In many older buildings, stone has been used not only for the 
walls, but also for window mullions, chimneys and roofs.  The 
underlying geology has thus a dominant and unifying effect on the 
character of the Cotswold landscape.  This unity is reflected in the 
recurrent visual themes of open rolling wolds, large country estates, 
beech woods and the ever present honey-coloured limestone in 
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drystone walls, houses and other buildings.  Equally important in the 
north Cotswolds is the sparsely settled character of the region. 

 
3.1.3.5. A large Iron Age hill fort occupies the summit of the Dumbleton Hill 

with another smaller enclosure in Kemerton on the southern side.  The 
mixture of oolitic limestone and clay produced fertile soils around the 
villages which developed along the spring line at the foot of the 
escarpment and Bredon Hill outlier.  Open fields were associated with 
the villages, above which lay sheep walks and enclosed pasture fields 
with scattered patches of woodland. 

 
3.1.3.6. Important features of these areas are the calcareous grasslands, 

arable fields, ancient trees and woodlands. The geomorphology of the 
north side of Bredon Hill is of outstanding interest with recent and 
ancient mud-slides and slumps being evident.  These, and associated 
land, are often marshy with rushes and sedges. The grasslands 
contain many typical species like horseshow vetch, bee orchid, 
quaking grass, wild thyme, rockrose, harebell and wild mignonette 
which are scarce elsewhere in Worcestershire.  Arable weeds like 
Venus’s looking glass, field madder, dwarf spurge and heart’s ease 
occur on the free draining fields on the south side of Bredon Hill.  
There, old quarries are also important for limestone plants, and many 
species of snail are found here and on the stone walls. 

 
3.1.3.7. There are several ancient woodland sites which have been heavily 

modified by forestry, including stands of sweet chestnut and various 
conifers on Bredon Hill and beech near Broadway.  Bredon Hill is of 
European importance for its ancient trees and their outstanding dead-
wood beetle fauna, including national rarities such as the violet click 
beetle.  In this context, the most important trees are ash, but there are 
also ancient field maples and large oaks in Elmley Castle deer park.  

 
3.1.3.8. The dominant Landscape Types are Principal Wooded Hills and 

Wooded Hills and Farmland.  The Limestone Wolds are also found in 
this Regional Character Area. The Landscape Types in the Cotswolds 
and Bredon Hills Regional Character Area are described as follows: 

 

 Principal Wooded Hills 

 Wooded Hills and Farmland 

 Limestone Wolds 
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3.1.4. Kinver Sandlands 
The Kinver Sandlands are an area of former woodland and waste which 
are closely associated with an irregular zone of Permo-Triassic rocks that 
extend northwards from Stourport-on-Severn into south Staffordshire and 
south-east Shropshire.  The southern part of this region is drained by the 
River Stour and its tributary streams, which rise in the adjoining Wyre 
Forest Plateau to the west and the higher ground associated with the 
Black Country conurbation to the north-east. To the south and east the 
region merges with the lowlands of central Worcestershire. 

 
3.1.4.1. The underlying Permo-Triassic rocks, which consist mainly of fine-

grained reddish-brown sandstones and harder, coarse-grained Pebble 
Beds, give rise to a gently undulating topography, mildly dissected by 
narrow valleys.  The Pebble Beds, being more resistant to erosion, 
often form a low, in places pronounced, escarpment but for the most 
part the landform is relatively subdued and only occasionally does it 
exceed 120 metres.  Topographically, therefore, there is little to 
distinguish this region from much of central Worcestershire, apart from 
the fact that the Sandlands, being slightly elevated, take on the form of 
a low plateau. 

 
3.1.4.2. The feature that most distinguishes this region from the more settled 

agricultural landscapes of Mid-Worcestershire is the nature of the 
underlying bedrock, which typically gives rise to sandy, free draining 
soils.  These soils range in character from shallow podzols derived 
from the Bunter Pebble Beds to deeper loams developed on some of 
the sandstones.  Leaching is a problem on all of these soils however, 
which show a general tendency towards strong acidity and poverty in 
plant foods.  Historically, this posed a major constraint to land use and 
settlement and until relatively recently the region continued to be 
dominated by woodland and heath.  This is reflected today by the 
frequent occurrence of place names ending in “heath” and in the 
presence of isolated red brick farmsteads and clusters of wayside 
dwellings, both of which are associated with the enclosure of former 
commons. It is an area of former medieval forest bounded by 
Feckenham Forest to the east and the hard rock zone of the Wyre 
Forest Plateau to the south west.   

 
3.1.4.3. Kinver Forest lay mainly in Staffordshire but extended at its greatest 

extent onto the sandstones of north Worcestershire as far as Bell 
Brook.  Medieval deer parks lay along its southern fringe in Wolverley 
and Kidderminster.  Kidderminster had probably been the site of an 
early Anglo-Saxon minster and in 1086 was a royal vill with many 
outlying berewicks.  The town was located where several major routes 
cross the River Stour and became a borough with markets and fairs in 
the 13

th
 century.  The countryside is given its colour by its red 

sandstone soils and there were formally areas of heath and common 
beyond the arable fields. 

 
3.1.4.4. Water power served fuelling mills around Kidderminster from medieval 

times and the town became a centre for the cloth industry.  In the 18
th
 

century silk and wool mixes were produced to which, in the 19
th
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Century, worsted spinning was added. The rivers and streams of the 
Stour drainage system also provide water power for slitting mills and 
iron forges near Wolverley in the 17

th
 century.  The Cookley ironworks 

prospered from the end of the century when Wolverley became a 
centre for the iron and tin-plate industry.  Stourport only developed 
when it became the basin for the Staffordshire and Worcestershire 
Canal in 1766-71.  A feature of the region is the rock dwellings found in 
the sandstone cliffs along the River Stour in Kidderminster and 
Wolverley (and at Kinver to the North). 

 
3.1.4.5. This area is important for its sandy well-drained soils and their 

tendency to support heathland.  The Rivers Severn and Stour are 
important wildlife corridors containing marshlands.  The tributary 
streams to the Stour were often dammed in the past to create a series 
of mill ponds and lakes. 

 
3.1.4.6. There are large blocks of heathland near Kidderminster and Stourport, 

notably Hartlebury Common, Burlish Top and the Devil’s Spittleful and 
Rifle Range.  In the past, heathland was probably much more 
extensive, developing on land cleared for agriculture from the original 
forest and then neglected, before eventually reverting to woodland.  
Lowland dry heathland is one of Britain’s most threatened habitats with 
large areas having been destroyed by housing or cultivation in the last 
fifty years.  Worcestershire’s heaths once formed part of a heathy belt 
extending north to Kinver, then into Staffordshire and to the north of 
Birmingham to link to the Arden area. 

 
3.1.4.7. The dominant plants of heath are heather, broom, bracken, gorse, 

silver birch and oak.  Heaths were originally maintained by grazing 
animals which prevented tree and scrub regrowth.  Parts of the heath 
are dominated by wavy hair-grass.  In small adjacent fields or within 
the heath there are areas of short-turfed acid grassland with bird’s-foot 
and the rare moonwort fern.  Another extremely uncommon plant, the 
grey hair grass, occurs at the Spittleful and Burlish Top. 

 
3.1.4.8. The heaths are good for many insect species which do not occur 

elsewhere.  Hartlebury Common and the Devils Spittleful area have 
regionally important populations of solitary bees and wasps, including 
many which are nationally scarce. 

 
3.1.4.9. The River Stour has suffered a long period of pollution but is currently 

in an improving state and contains a growing wildlife interest. The 
adjacent marshlands are amongst the best in the County with many 
important plants.  The pools along the Stour tributary streams are often 
rich in freshwater life, although many have dried up in recent years due 
to heavy water abstraction from the underlying aquifers.  There are 
several wet alder and willow woods. 

 
3.1.4.10. Sandstone Estatelands is the dominant landscape type occurring in 

the Kinver Sandlands covering much of the area.  Also represented 
are the Landscape Types of Riverside Meadows associated with the 
Rivers Severn and Stour, Principal Timbered Farmlands and 
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Unenclosed Commons at Hartlebury, together with the landscape type 
of Principal Wooded Hills. 

 
3.1.4.11. The Landscape Types in the Kinver Sandlands Regional Character 

Area are described as follows: 

 
 Principal Wooded Hills 

 Principal Timbered Farmlands 

 Unenclosed Commons 

 Sandstone Estatelands 

 Riverside Meadows 

 Urban 
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3.1.5. Malvern and Abberley Hills 
This is an area of contrasts, dominated by the narrow, elevated ridge of 
the Malvern Hills, which extends southwards into Gloucestershire, but also 
including the undulating swells and low wooded escarpments of Eastnor, 
and the Suckley and Abberley Hills to the north.  These hills form a most 
striking scenic boundary between the rolling Worcestershire lowlands to 
the east and the dissected upland plateau of north-west Herefordshire to 
the west.  Their complex geology and geomorphology impart great 
diversity to the landscape, which is augmented by a long history of human 
exploitation and settlement. 
 

3.1.5.1. The region also includes a significant area of lower lying land along its 
western fringe around Colwall, Cradley and Suckley, which, because it 
is visually related to the surrounding higher ground, is considered to be 
an integral part of the character area.  This area is bordered to the 
north-west by the high ground of the Bromyard Plateau. 
 

3.1.5.2. The Malvern Hills themselves comprise of a narrow, faulted block of 
ancient rocks composed mainly of Gneiss - a granite-like rock in which 
an irregular banding has been produced by the intense pressure to 
which it has been subjected.  The character of these rocks is unlike 
anything else found in England or Wales and it is likely, therefore, that 
they represent a slice of Pre-Cambrian basement which is otherwise 
found at the surface only in north-west Scotland.  The rocks are 
extremely hard and resistant to erosion, which explains the elevated 
nature of the hills today.  Their eastern face is particularly steep, its 
prominence being out of all proportion to its height due to the subdued 
relief of the adjoining lowlands.  The Malvern ridge is thus of notable 
visual prominence from a considerable distance beyond the county, 
the wooded flanks of the hills contrasting with the more open summits.  
The prominent ridge is crowned by two major Iron Age hillforts - British 
Camp and Midsummer Hill Camp - overlooking the Severn Vale to the 
east.  The name Malvern originates from moel bryn meaning “bare 
hill”, indicative of early pastoral usage.  The hills formed the boundary 
between the Anglo-Saxon kingdom of the Magonsæte (to the west) 
and the Hwicce (to the east), a boundary fossiled in that of the 
dioceses of the bishops of Hereford and Worcester.  A linear earthwork 
along the crest, the Shire Ditch, is said to have demarcated the 
boundary between the Forest of Malvern to the east and the Bishop of 
Herefords Chase to the west.  Along the detached ridge of the Suckley 
/ Abberley Hills a number of hill forts on Berrow Hill and Woodbury Hill 
continue the line of those found along the Malvern ridge.  
 

3.1.5.3. The topography to the north and west of the Malvern Hills is less 
prominent but nonetheless diverse, taking the shape of a series of 
parallel wooded ridges and narrow valleys formed from Cambrian and 
Silurian rocks.  The latter consists of alternating bands of limestone 
and shale, similar to those that outcrop in the Woolhope Dome and in 
the north-west Herefordshire Hills.  This ridge and valley topography is 
particularly well developed in the Suckley Hills, where the sequence 
attains a maximum breadth of some two miles.   
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3.1.5.4. The pattern of drainage in the Suckley Hills is rather unusual.  Neither 

the Leigh Brook nor the River Teme follow the existing valleys but 
instead they cut across the north-south grain of the land to flow 
eastwards into the Severn.  It is thought that this is the result of river 
capture by minor tributaries of the Severn, resulting in the Teme being 
diverted from its original course, which may originally have been 
southwards through Suckley and Cradley. This would account for the 
wide valley in this area, which today is occupied by the “misfit” Cradley 
Brook. 

 
3.1.5.5. North of the Teme the Silurian outcrop narrows considerably to about 

half a mile in the Ankerdine and Berrow Hills.  It then broadens out in 
the breccia-capped Woodbury Hill, before swinging abruptly east in the 
curving line of Abberley Hill.  The latter, which rises to just under 300 
metres, forms a prominent local landmark at the northern end of the 
region.  Beyond this point the general trend of the hills is continued by 
rising ground along the edge of the Palaeozoic sandstone plateau 
which underlies the Wyre Forest. 

 
3.1.5.6. The shallow, impoverished soils that have developed on the ancient 

rocks of the Malvern Hills are of little agricultural value and 
consequently most of the ridge remains as unenclosed rough grazing 
land.  Much of this open land is covered by acid grassland with 
patches of bracken, gorse and some heathland.  Extensive areas of 
secondary woodland and scrub are also a feature, especially on the 
lower slopes.  At the southern end of the ridge around Midsummer Hill 
and Whiteleaved Oak, the complex geology and intricate landform 
have created a mosaic of commons, woodland and small pasture 
fields, where veteran oaks stand on knolls of rock as relics of a former 
wood pasture landscape. 

 
3.1.5.7. The area as a whole is heavily wooded, with many extensive remnants 

of ancient woodland scattered within a matrix of pastoral farmland, 
orchards and occasional arable fields.  The latter tend to be 
concentrated in the narrow valleys between the hills, while the woods 
are typically located on steeper slopes and hill tops, emphasising the 
underlying topography.  The main ridge is of notable visual prominence 
from a considerable distance beyond the county, the wooded flanks of 
the hills contrasting with the open summits.  The presence and 
distribution of (street) lighting is also of visual prominence during 
periods of darkness. 

 
3.1.5.8. Monasteries were established below the hills at Great and Little 

Malvern and Colwall and much of the surrounding land was under 
monastic ownership in medieval times.  There were medieval 
deerparks at Colwall, Eastnor, Ledbury and Dingwood around the 
Chase to the west.  The present Eastnor deer park surrounds the new 
“castle” built in the early 19

th
 century by the first Earl Somers.  The 

open forest was enclosed in 1664 but large areas of open common 
survive on and below the hills, now managed by the Malvern Hills 
Conservators; these include the rights to pasture cattle and sheep 
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once held by the commoners.  There was much quarrying in the area 
in the 19

th
 century. 

 
3.1.5.9. Settlement rings the foot of the hills: Great Malvern and Malvern Wells 

developed as spa towns in the Victorian period around a number of 
springs noted for the purity of their water and Great Malvern especially 
preserves many buildings and features from this period. A few notable 
avenues of lime and other trees are to be found along roads, while the 
detail of features such as bus shelters, pillar boxes, seats and street 
lights convey a strong sense of that period. Cradley and Colwall have 
both been augmented by recent development.  Colwall has a ribbon 
form of settlement that developed alongside the valuable Malvern 
springs.  The Wyche cutting and the fringe of the northern high ridge 
also have distinctive dense ribbons of settlement associated with the 
sparse road network across and around the hills.  The presence and 
distribution of these settlements is particularly apparent at night from 
the lines of lights that can be seen high up on the open hillside. 

 
3.1.5.10. The great geological diversity of the Malvern Hills and the hilly country 

to their north is reflected by a rich natural history.  This zone contains a 
great variety and abundance of wildlife with important woods, 
hedgerows and grasslands. 

 
3.1.5.11. Many of the higher parts of the Malvern Hills are covered with thin acid 

soils which support a typical flora containing, for example, wavy hair 
grass, sheep’s sorrel, harebells and heath bedstraw.  There are a few 
patches which are more heathy with heather, bilberry and cladonia 
lichens.  The only known English lowland site for a clubmoss is on the 
Hills.  Lower down the slopes are patches of scrub, woodland and 
extensive areas of bracken. The Hills are good for butterflies with 
uncommon fritillaries, grayling and wood white. There are many 
species of breeding birds and regular migratory species in Autumn and 
Winter including ring ouzels and snow buntings.  The disused railway 
tunnel under the Hills is an important bat refuge. 

 
3.1.5.12. The Hills running north from Malvern are less high.  They are broken 

by the Teme Valley at Knightsford Gap and then run on north to 
Abberley.  The underlying Silurian limestone produces basic soils 
which generally support a more varied (and different) flora and fauna 
than the acid Malverns.  Despite many losses to agriculture there are 
still pockets of species-rich grassland, containing plants such as 
pyramidal orchid, dyer’s greenweed and rock rose.  These rich 
grasslands support many butterflies and other insects and many 
species of snail.  There are extensive blocks of ancient semi-natural 
woodland with a wide variety of tree and shrub species, including wild 
service tree and lime.  This area is part of Worcestershire’s important 
“lime zone” and there are both small-leaved, large-leaved and natural 
hybrid limes in the woods and, perhaps more importantly, in hedges.  
Very ancient pollarded and coppiced limes are found in Suckley Wood 
and Crews Hill Wood. 
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3.1.5.13. Ancient hedges, often along parish boundaries, contain a rich mix of 
woody species derived from the woodland which remained when land 
was originally cleared for cultivation.  Several road verges contain 
uncommon plants. Between Ankerdine Hill and the Abberley Hills 
some woods have been more commercially managed and there are 
extensive stands of conifers on Woodbury Hill.  The Abberley Hills 
themselves are, in places, planted with sweet chestnut and some 
conifers.  In places uncommon butterflies such as dingy skipper and 
wood white occur. There are many rock faces in the area, both natural 
and from old quarries in the limestone.  These are often important for 
ferns, mosses and specialist flowering plants.  The huge modern 
quarry at the north end of Abberley has, however, encroached on 
important wildlife-rich areas. 

 
3.1.5.14. There is a wide variety of birds in the area with breeding buzzard and 

raven and both have increased in recent years. Many of the woods 
and possibly some ancient hedges contain important populations of 
dormice, which are now a national rarity and subject to a Species 
Recovery Programme. 

 
3.1.5.15. The dominant landscape type in the area is the Principal Wooded Hills, 

although Wooded Hills and Farmlands are also present.  The High 
Hills and Slopes are found on the Malvern Ridge whilst Principal 
Settled Farmlands are also represented. The Landscape Types in the 
Malvern Hills and Abberley Hills Regional  Character Area are 
described as follows: 

    

 High Hills and Slopes 

 Principal Wooded Hills 

 Wooded Hills and Farmland 

 Principal Settled Farmlands 
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3.1.6. Mid-Worcestershire Forest 
The heart of Worcestershire consists of a broad rolling plain stretching 
from the Malvern and Abberley Hills in the west to the Lenches and the 
Ridgeway along the County boundary with Warwickshire in the east.  The 
hills along the western edge of the plain are particularly prominent and 
they follow a major geological boundary separating the older, harder rocks 
of the Welsh borderland from the younger, softer rocks of the Midlands.  
To the south east the plain passes imperceptibly into the Vales of 
Evesham and Gloucester, both of which are distinguished from the Mid-
Worcestershire Forests by clear and deep seated differences in their 
pattern of land use and settlement.  These differences reflect the historic 
division of the County into a central and northern Forest region and a 
south eastern “champion”, or open-field region. 
 

3.1.6.1. Topographically Mid-Worcestershire can be described as a lowland 
region, lying for the most part below 60 metres, although in the vicinity 
of Chaddesley Woods and along the Ridgeway the land rises to a 
height of 150 metres or more.  Much of the region is underlain by red 
Triassic mudstones, in places associated with thin bands of Arden 
sandstone, which give rise locally to a more pronounced undulating 
topography.  More extensive outcrops of red sandstone also occur in a 
narrow arc around the northern fringe of the region.  These mudstones 
and sandstones are overlain in the south eastern part of the plain by 
grey Liassic clays and limestones.  The latter are well developed 
towards the base of the formation and often give rise to a low, winding 
escarpment marking the junction between the Triassic and Liassic 
sediments.  This escarpment is only locally prominent, but it can be 
followed northwards from Sarn Hill near Bushley Green, to Hill Croome 
and Pirton and then again from Upper Wolverton to Crowle and 
Dunhampstead, before swinging westwards to Hanbury and 
Woodgate. 

 
3.1.6.2. The subdued relief and nature of the underlying geology gives rise to 

frequent poorly draining basins throughout the region.  These basins, 
of which Longdon Marsh is the most extensive, were formally 
inundated by periodic flooding and have developed thin spreads of 
alluvium.  Marshy tracts still occur in many of these areas despite the 
efforts that have been made to drain the land.  Elsewhere, the 
mudstones and clays carry a well developed drainage system whose 
component streams have cut up the land surface into innumerable low 
rounded hills separated by wide shallow valleys.  On the lias clay these 
valleys drain southwards into the Avon by the Bow and Piddle Brooks, 
whose upper courses have captured several of the streams draining 
west from the Ridgeway.  The larger part of the region, however, is 
drained by the Severn and its tributary the Salwarpe.  The Severn, 
together with the lower part of the River Teme, flows within a well 
developed alluvial floodplain frequently fringed by extensive river 
terraces.  The alluvial corridors of both rivers are generally well defined 
by rising ground, the valley of the Severn being particularly 
pronounced above Worcester, where in places – as at Lincomb – it 
takes on the appearance of a shallow gorge. 
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3.1.6.3. The mudstones and clays that underlie much of the region give rise to 
rather heavy, in places poorly draining, soils.  The former tend to be 
deficient in nutrients and together with the heavy nature of the soil may 
explain why the region remained heavily wooded into the historic 
period.   

 
3.1.6.4. In a number of places, particularly in the south western part of the 

region, the underlying bedrock is masked by fluvio-glacial drift that has 
been washed down from surrounding higher land.  In the vicinity of the 
Malverns these spreads of drift extend from the lower slopes of the 
hills far out into the plain, where they give rise to poor gravelly soils, 
with a tendency towards impeded drainage.  There appears to be a 
strong correlation between the distribution of these soils and the 
widespread occurrence of surviving and relic commons in this area. 

 
3.1.6.5. The Mid-Worcestershire forest region forms part of a great swath of 

Royal forests that once extended across the central part of the West 
Midlands.  These included the Forest of Arden in Warwickshire, Kinver 
Forest and the Wyre Forest on the Staffordshire/Shropshire border and 
the Forests of Feckenham, Horewell and Ombersley, together with 
Malvern Chase, in Mid-Worcestershire.   

 
3.1.6.6. Such a large and distinctive assemblage of Royal Forests was quite 

unique in the country and a very relevant element of the cultural 
heritage and landscape of Worcestershire.  Despite the fact that some 
of these Forests did not survive beyond the medieval period they have 
nonetheless left an indelible mark on the character of the present day 
landscape.  This is reflected in the dispersed pattern of farmsteads and 
the clusters of wayside dwellings associated with relic commons, 
together with the innumerable small copses and abundance of 
hedgerow trees.  The latter give the region a well timbered 
appearance, despite the fact that the extensive woodlands of medieval 
times survive only in attenuated relics such as Chaddesley Wood. 

 
3.1.6.7. Royal Forests were not completely wooded but also included a varying 

proportion of enclosed farmland and unenclosed common pasture.  In 
the south eastern part of the region, for example, a strongly nucleated 
settlement pattern is evident, more akin to that found in the Vale of 
Evesham, despite the fact that historically this area was part of 
Feckenham Forest.  These differing patterns of settlement and land 
use, together with soil and geology differences, are reflected in the 
variety of landscapes that occur within the region today. 

 
3.1.6.8. Although the forest origins provide a strong unity to this huge area, 

each particular forest has its own cultural history which is relevant to 
the overall landscape evolution of the area and is therefore outlined 
below. 

 
3.1.6.9. Malvern Chase 

This area is defined by the prominent Malvern Hills to the west, the 
River Teme to the north and the River Severn to the east.  Historically, 
Malvern  Chase extended to the south into Gloucestershire, reaching 
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the area of the former Corse Chase.  In this report the county 
boundary is taken as the southern perimeter for this landscape area. 

 
3.1.6.10. The area comprises a broad rolling plain with an underlying geology of 

mudstone throughout. Subtle variations are introduced by drift 
deposits, notably areas of glacial outwash creating heathland in 
places, which contrast with the richer deposits of alluvial soils in lower 
hollows.  Further variation is introduced by occasional bands of 
sandstone, creating topography of a more pronounced, undulating 
nature. 

 
3.1.6.11. Malvern Forest, already established by 1086, was later administered 

from the King’s castle at Hanley Castle.  It became a chase when it 
passed into private ownership c.1290 (to Gilbert de Clare who became 
Earl of Gloucester).  Its landscape was characterised by woodland, 
open lawns and commons but there were patches of open field around 
scattered settlement nuclei.  Monastic houses were established at the 
eastern foot of the Malverns, at Great Malvern before the Norman 
conquest and at Little Malvern in 1171.   

 
3.1.6.12. There were assarts within the area in medieval times and after 

disafforestation (c.1632) enclosure proceeded rapidly and changed the 
landscape.  Very little ancient woodland survives.  Squatter 
settlements developed along the foot of the hills, as at Castlemorton, 
and along the roads which lead towards the hills. Open road-side 
commons are still a feature of the region.  The only sizeable settlement 
in the area, Great Malvern, developed as a spa town in the early 1800s 
as a result of its pure mineral waters and its suburbs expanded with 
improved rail access later in the century. Victorian and Edwardian 
features are still present in today’s townscape. 

 
3.1.6.13. The northern part of this area contains a scattering of semi-natural 

ancient woods and moderately species rich hedges.  Further south 
large tracts of low-lying country prone to flooding occur at Longdon 
and Eldersfield Marshes.  Extensive open commons abutt the Malvern 
Hills and there are several remaining herb-rich grasslands in the 
southern part. 

 
3.1.6.14. The woods in the north are mainly oak standards over old coppice and 

these retain a moderately rich ground flora.  Aileshurst Coppice is a 
small but good example and its ground flora includes the uncommon 
yellow star of Bethlehem.   

 
3.1.6.15. The varied structure of the commons at Castlemorton and Hollybed 

supports a complex mixture of plants.  Castlemorton Common is 
grazed and there are extensive bands of gorse and thorn scrub which 
are good for birds.  The rough grasslands between are acid or basic 
and wet or dry, with many uncommon plants. 

 
3.1.6.16. Longdon and Eldersfield Marshes were finally drained for agriculture in 

quite recent times and most of the uncommon plants once found there 
have gone.  However a few areas of herb-rich grasslands remain.  
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Much of the area floods in winter and at that time attracts large flocks 
of ducks, geese and waders.  To the west and further south there are 
also a few meadows containing wild daffodils and green-winged 
orchids. 

 
3.1.6.17. Several small hills, such as Gadbury Bank, have patches of herb-rich 

grassland and scrub or woods with large-leaved lime found near 
Berrow. The River Severn borders the east of the zone and is an 
important wildlife corridor for birds and otters.  Most of the low-lying 
wet meadows have been agriculturally improved apart from an 
important herb-rich meadow on Upton Ham SSSI near Upton upon 
Severn.  At times of partial flood in winter this meadow is visited by 
large numbers of ducks, waders and gulls.  Upton upon Severn itself is 
Worcestershire’s main centre for stag beetles whose larvae feed on 
buried rotting timber. Parts of the derelict railway line between Upton 
and Malvern have become a nature reserve for plants and butterflies 

 
3.1.6.18. Ombersley Forest 

Ombersley was the smallest forest within the Mid-Worcestershire 
Forest complex and one of short duration.  It forms a diamond shaped 
area from Worcester to Kidderminster bounded by the River Severn 
along the western edge. 

 
3.1.6.19. Relics of ancient woodland and waste are still present in the landscape 

today and form the basis of the different Landscape Types present that 
make up the area.  Settlement is largely dispersed with frequent 
hamlets. 

 
3.1.6.20. This is an area of Triassic sandstones giving way eastwards to Mercia 

Mudstone.  The eastern part was well wooded and for a short time was 
the core of the royal forest at Ombersley.  There were medieval deer 
parks at Hartlebury (the seat of the bishops of Worcester with a castle 
begun in 1255), Ombersley and Elmley Lovett.  The light warm soils of 
the sandstones were intensively settled and farmed with scattered 
nucleated hamlet centres.  Market gardening became important in this 
region in recent times.  The village nucleus at Ombersley is 
outstanding for the number of its timber-framed houses. 

 
3.1.6.21. Natural brine welling up from salt deposits in the Keuper strata gave 

rise to the earliest and greatest inland salt-producing centre in 
England.  With salt already traded far afield in the late Iron Age times, 
Droitwich lay at the hub of a network of salt ways and this industry 
flourished throughout historical times.  The town developed as a spa 
town in the 18

th
 century and is now the only town of any note spanning 

both the former forests of Feckenham and Ombersley.  New brine 
baths and hotels were built in the 19

th
 century and a new salt works 

was established at Stoke Prior. 
 

3.1.6.22. These salty conditions permit growth of several salt-dependent (or 
resistant) plants, further encouraged by salty run-off from salt works 
into both the Salwarpe River and Droitwich Canal.  Although there is 
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less salt nowadays there are large stands of dittander – normally a 
seaside plant. 

 
3.1.6.23. The Droitwich Canal was disused for many years and became filled 

with common reeds which in turn supported Worcestershire’s largest 
colony of reed warblers, now partly destroyed by canal renovation.  
Nearby Westwood Great Pool was created behind a dam in 1620 and 
has since been an important site for birds and plants.  Two extremely 
uncommon plants occur there – eight-stamened waterwort and ribbon-
leaved water-plantain. 

 
3.1.6.24. This area appears fairly well wooded although there are only a small 

number of ancient semi-natural woodland sites.  Those on the steep 
slope facing west to the River Severn often contain small-leaved lime, 
which also grows in hedges and small copses.  Ombersley Forest, 
together with Shrawley Wood across the Severn, are part of 
Worcestershire’s lime zone.  The long-standing presence of lime in the 
area is reflected in place names like Lineholt.  This tree was prominent 
in parts of the wildwood before man cleared the forests and is 
nationally an uncommon tree. 

 
3.1.6.25. Horewell Forest 

This is an area of former Royal Forest, lying between the Rivers Avon 
and Severn, extending from Worcester in the north to the confluence of 
the two rivers in the south.  The Mercia Mudstone clays of this part of 
the Central Plain of Worcestershire are drained by southward flowing 
tributaries of the Avon and were well wooded.  It is an area of 
predominantly dispersed settlement with hamlets.  For a time this 
region formed the royal forest of Horewell but, not being demesne of 
the Crown, it was disafforested in 1229.  Large blocks of ancient 
woodland survive in the central core of the area, around Drakes 
Broughton and Defford, and elsewhere only relics of the former forest 
landscape remain as fragments of heathland, small woodlands etc. 
There appears to be an association between the survival of woodland 
and areas of poorer, gleyed soils. 

 
3.1.6.26. Landscaped parks and ornamental estatelands make up a significant 

proportion of the western half of the area, associated with the areas of 
poor soils derived from Mercia mudstone.  The prior and bishop of 
Worcester held deer parks at Battenhall and Kempsey respectively 
and there were others at Wadborough and Strensham, the latter 
associated with the double moated castle of the Russell family.  
Croome Court, the mansion house and park of the Earls of Coventry, 
was built around 1750 and its grounds are being restored as an 
example of the work of Lancelot Brown.  The River Severn flows along 
the west side of this area where several minsters were established 
along the river at Kempsey in Worcestershire and Tewkesbury in 
Gloucestershire.  The valley of the Severn is prone to flooding and was 
traditionally used as meadowland.  Settlement is traditionally found on 
the better base rich soils associated with the lias clays.  Topography is 
not a distinguishing feature of the area, most of which is typified by 
rolling lowland.  A limestone ridge occurs in the centre but is not of any 
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prominence.  Land use is primarily of mixed farming, in the main 
derived from woodland/mixed origins, with pockets associated with 
open fields.  Hedgerow trees are significant, with oak being the key 
species, providing a link with the former forest status.  Relic commons 
are also a feature, with several large areas of unenclosed common 
surviving. 

 
3.1.6.27. Feckenham Forest 

The extent of the Feckenham Forest area is largely defined today by 
its historic boundary.  Feckenham was the largest forest, being 
bounded by Arden to the north east, Kinver to the north-west?, 
Ombersley to the west, Horewell to the south-west and the Vale of 
Evesham to the south.   

 
3.1.6.28. Generally the forest region was one of dispersed settlement, 

composed of scattered farmsteads and dwellings, with clusters of 
linear settlement associated with old commons.  To the south-east, 
however, a strong nucleated settlement pattern is evident, more akin to 
the Vale of Evesham and the Vale of Gloucester although historically 
this was part of Feckenham Forest. 
 

3.1.6.29. The forest core, maintained from before 1086 until 1629, lay around 
the royal manor of  Feckenham (the moated centre is still visible near 
the present village) and the King had a park nearby at Hanbury. The 
core region extended from Hanbury in the west to the ridgeway along 
the Worcestershire / Warwickshire boundary, but the forest was 
extended in the 12

th
 century northwards to the Lickey Hills, southwards 

to the Avon and eastwards to the River Arrow within Warwickshire.  
The ancient boundaries were however restored by 1301.  Although 
woodland was extensive in the 13

th
 century, vert offences (historic 

records) show that assarts were being made and by the time of 
disafforestation the woodland had been pushed back to a narrow band 
along the ridgeway.  There was a concentration of medieval deer parks 
in the east of the area, with twelve recorded between Bentley and 
Knighton (near Inkberrow).  With an abundance of available timber 
some of the best timber-framed houses in the county are found within 
this region, such as the 16

th
 century Huddington Court in Huddington 

or Mere Hall in Hanbury.  Hagley Hall is an 18
th
 century mansion built 

in Classical style for the first Lord Lyttelton, set within parkland. 
 

3.1.6.30. The area to the south and north between Hadzor and the Lenches was 
probably cleared at an earlier date due to population pressures.  
Although patches of woodland survived there were also villages set 
within open fields, many of which were to become shrunken or lost 
between the 15

th
 and 18

th
 centuries. 

 
3.1.6.31. The area to the north remained an area with extensive woods and 

commons. The Chaddesley Woods complex are some of the best 
preserved areas of ancient woodland. A dispersed settlement 
developed, associated with the woodland, with many outlying 
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farmsteads and hamlets, although Bromsgrove, the centre of a large 
royal estate with numerous dependent manors before the Norman 
Conquest and a medieval borough and market, was to develop into a 
substantial town.  The nailing industry was established in the 
neighbourhood by the 16

th
 and 17

th
 centuries, employing many 

cottagers who dwelt around the extensive commons of Belbroughton 
and Lickey End and marketed their goods in the town.  Rural industry 
was widespread and water power along the Bell Brook was harnessed 
for the scythe industry of Belbroughton which also flourished from the 
17

th
 to the 19

th
 century. 

 
3.1.6.32. Most of this large area contains irregular fields with hedges rich in 

woody species indicating their origins from assarts cut into the ancient 
wildwood. There are many ancient semi-natural woodlands including 
Chaddesley Wood (the biggest wood in the County outside the Wyre 
complex) and Pepper Wood in the north.  These two are on somewhat 
acid, well-drained soils and partly coniferised.  Further south the centre 
of the area near Himbleton is very wooded with large woods such as 
Trench Wood, Goosehill Wood, Grafton Wood and many others.  
These are on neutral or basic soils.  Near the Lenches are another 
group of woods on similar soils.  All these woods were once managed 
as coppice with standards and consist primarily of big oak trees over 
mixed coppice, mainly hazel.  All are good for spring flowers, 
especially those once managed by L.G. Harris as coppice wood 
(Trench Wood, Goosehill Wood).  Many of the others consist of oak 
around 100 years old whose shade has depressed coppice-associated 
plants.  Parts of some have been coniferised. 

 
3.1.6.33. The zone contains some important herb-rich hay meadows, especially 

Eades Meadow at Fosters Green National Nature Reserve.  This 
habitat type is now scarce in Britain and Worcestershire contains about 
20% of those remaining in England. 

 
3.1.6.34. The steep slopes at the south edge of the area near Wood Norton and 

along Bishampton Bank contain small patches of limestone grassland, 
one of which has a good population of early gentian, a nationally 
scarce endemic species.  There are also stands of scrubland.  Near 
Sheriffs Lench there was once an outstanding scrubland containing 
juniper and many rare species.  This has been cleared but uncommon 
plants may survive – slender tare, last recorded previously in 1932, 
was found here in 1998. 

 
3.1.6.35. There are important wetlands in the Feckenham Forest area near 

Upton Warren where lakes and pools were formed following 
subsidence due to underground extraction of brine.  The shallow pools 
at the Flash Pools, Upton Warren, are brackish and support an inland 
saltmarsh with plants such as sea marsh grass and sea spurry.  These 
pools are also visited by many wading and wetland birds.  At 
Feckenham Wylde Moor marshland areas are fed by underground 
base rich springs.  The resultant peatland is rich in rushes, wet 
grassland plants and dragonflies. 
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3.1.6.36. West Worcestershire Woods 
The area is bounded to the north by the contrasting hard rock area of 
the Wyre Forest plateau, to the west by the prominent topography of 
the Malvern and Abberley Hills, to the east by the River Severn and 
the south by the River Teme. 

 
3.1.6.37. This is a heavily wooded area where the Landscape Types are largely 

derived from woodland assarting and enclosure of waste.  However, 
marked areas of former open field also occur in this area.  Settlement 
is largely dispersed and of variable density with hamlets and small 
villages as features.  The main settlement in the area is the historic 
riverside city of Worcester.   

 
3.1.6.38. The area was known as Weogorena leah in the early Anglo-Saxon 

times, “the wood pasture” of the Weogorna (the men of Worcester 
region), and provided seasonal pasture in open woodland, although 
settlement inroads had been made from the east.  Away from the 
western rim of ancient hard rock the area represents an extension of 
the clay Central Worcestershire Plain fringed by sandstones to the 
north.  Historically, the area was largely a pastoral region with 
settlements small and scattered. Only small patches of ancient 
woodland survive. 

 
3.1.6.39. Small village nucleations, mainly in the east and south of the area, lay 

within restricted areas of open field.  There were a number of medieval 
deer parks, with those at Hallow, Grimley and Wick Episcopi belonging 
to the prior, monks and bishop of Worcester respectively.  In Holt the 
Beauchamp family built a castle in the 15

th
 century upon the site of an 

earlier fortified house and surrounded it with a deer park.  There are a 
number of provincial country houses, such as the 17

th
 century Witley 

Court, which was extensively remodelled in the mid 19
th
 century for 

Lord Ward.  Burnt out in 1937, it is being maintained as a ruin within 
gardens designed by Nesbit which include several fine stone fountains. 
The nearby Baroque church dates from 1735.  In the 17

th
 century there 

was a charcoal-fired blast furnace on the Dick Brook in Astley in the 
north of the area. Important features of this area are ancient 
woodlands, hedges and the adjacent River Severn. 

 
3.1.6.40. The area is fairly well wooded with important ancient semi-natural 

woodlands at Monkwood, Ockeridge and Shrawley, together with 
many smaller woods. The first two were managed for centuries as oak 
standards over mixed coppice until purchased by L.G. Harris 
Brushworks who cleared the woods and encouraged growth of white-
wood poles for brush handles from native species and in-planting with 
beech, sycamore and other species.  The ancient character of the 
woods is revealed by the ancient ditch and bank boundaries which 
contain old trees, especially small-leaved lime and wild service.  These 
woods have a rich woodland flora and Monkwood is notable for 
butterflies, including the uncommon wood white. These and other 
woods in the area hold a nationally important dormouse population – a 
species which has declined and is subject to a species recovery 
programme. 
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3.1.6.41. Shrawley Wood is the largest stand of small-leaved lime in Britain and 

unique in this respect.  Other local woodlands also contain smaller 
proportions of small-leaved lime.  The trees carry their own specific 
insects and the wood has been renowned for its fungi for over a 
hundred years.  The wood has traditionally been managed under a 10 
– 20 year coppice management regime which benefits the many 
summer migrant birds.  
  

3.1.6.42. The land use history (assarts formed in wildwood) is reflected in the 
hedgerows which contain a wide range of woody species including 
small-leaved lime, large-leaved lime (a nationally scarce tree) and wild 
service.  Away from intensively farmed areas there is similarly a rich 
flora. 

 
3.1.6.43. The majority of the area is represented by Principal Timbered 

Farmlands, Wooded Estatelands, Settled Farmlands with Pastoral 
Land Use, Settled Farmland on River Terraces, Village Claylands, 
Estate Farmlands and Principal Settled Farmlands.  Also represented 
within the Mid-Worcestershire Forests are Riverside Meadows, Wet 
Pasture Meadows, Timbered Plateau Farmlands, Sandstone 
Estatelands, Unenclosed Commons and Principal Wooded Hills. 

 
3.1.6.44. The Landscape Types in the Mid Worcestershire Forest Regional 

Character Area are described as follows: 
 

 Principal Wooded Hills  

 Timbered Plateau Farmlands 

 Principal Timbered Farmlands 

 Wooded Estatelands 

 Unenclosed Commons 

 Enclosed Commons 

 Estate Farmlands 

 Principal Settled Farmlands 

 Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 

 Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 

 Village Claylands 

 Riverside Meadows 

 Wet Pasture Meadows 

 Urban 
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3.1.7. North West Gloucestershire Sandlands 
A small fragment of an area that appears to be extensive in 
Gloucestershire is represented along the south eastern border of 
Herefordshire, flanked by the Leadon Vale and the Malvern Hills.  The 
area would appear to be characterised by its underlying sandstone with 
characteristics features that are similar to the sandland areas of north 
Worcestershire.  The full area has not been included in the survey so a 
description cannot be produced.   The Sandstone Estatelands is the only 
landscape type of this area found in Worcestershire. 
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3.1.8. Vale of Gloucester 
The Vale of Gloucester is topographically an extension of the Vale of 
Evesham, but without the strong association with market gardening that 
characterises the latter area.  The boundary between the two vales has 
been defined as the low watershed that connects Bredon Hill to the main 
Cotswold escarpment. To the south and east, market gardening and 
orchards are less prevalent and the vale is much broader and less 
confined by the surrounding higher ground. 
 

3.1.8.1. The topography of the area is dominated by a broad, low-lying clay 
vale which extends north-eastwards from the Severn Estuary along the 
foot of the Cotswold escarpment as far as Bredon Hill.  The greater 
part of this vale is underlain by Lower Lias sediments, consisting of 
calcareous clays with occasional beds of shale and limestone.  The 
latter, being more resistant to erosion, form an indefinite low ridge, 
which in places rises to more than 50 metres above the level of the 
surrounding vale. This ridge forms the only area of raised relief in an 
otherwise gently rolling plain. 

 
3.1.8.2. The physical character of the Vale is strongly influenced by the 

presence of the River Severn and its associated alluvial corridor.  The 
fall of the river is slight, only 12 metres between Tewkesbury and 
Gloucester, and as a consequence it has developed a fairly wide, and 
in places ill-defined, alluvial floodplain that is subject to periodic 
inundation.  A series of river terraces (numbered 1-5 in ascending 
order) often occur alongside the river corridor.  The second and third 
terraces tend to be the most extensive, frequently forming broad tracts 
of level ground lying 5-10 metres above the adjoining floodplain. 

 
3.1.8.3. The soft Lias clays that underlie much of the Vale give rise to 

inherently productive, but rather heavy, poorly draining soils which are 
not particularly suited to arable cultivation.  The Vale of Gloucester has 
thus traditionally been a cattle rearing and dairying region.  To the 
south of Bredon Hill, however, the underlying bedrock is covered by 
extensive deposits of coarse oolitic material that has been washed 
down from the hill above.  The fertile, free draining soils that have 
developed on these drift deposits are well suited to the growing of a 
wide range of arable crops.   

 
3.1.8.4. The flat vale to the south of the River Avon has always been a rich 

agricultural region, renowned for its cornlands in medieval times.  
Meadows lay along the river and there were also mills and fisheries 
associated with the river.  In Anglo Saxon times monasteries were 
found along the Vale, including one at Bredon.  The prosperity of the 
area is reflected in the surviving architectural features of agricultural 
buildings such as dovecotes and barns.  There are several substantial 
country houses such as the 18

th
 Century Overbury Court. Bredon 

between the 17
th
 and 19

th
 Century had the knitting of worsted hose as 

a prosperous local industry. 
 

3.1.8.5. Villages in the area became strongly nucleated by medieval times, with 
both timber framing and Oolitic limestone used for building, particularly 
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adjacent to Bredon Hill. These villages were set amidst extensive open 
field systems which were not generally enclosed until the 18

th
 century 

and few outlying farms pre-date this period.  This has produced a 
landscape of geometric medium sized fields beyond the allotments and 
later larger establishments associated with market gardening. This 
activity was introduced in the late 18

th
 century although expanded in 

the mid 19
th 

century, as rail transport provided access to the markets of 
the growing industrial towns. 

 
3.1.8.6. This area is akin to the Vale of Evesham in that it lacks woodland.  

Extensive gravel workings are now leading to the creation of wetlands 
which are becoming important sites of migrant and breeding birds, 
insects and plants. Rare dragonflies and birds are regularly recorded 
on Kemerton Lake. The Carrant Brook runs through the area to 
Tewkesbury and follows an extremely convoluted course. It is 
frequently lined by pollarded willows and is an important wildlife 
corridor. 

 
3.1.8.7. The River Avon and its flood plain continue south from the Vale of 

Evesham and are similar in character.  There are important wetlands 
near Bredon’s Hardwick, developed from past gravel working, which 
support excellent numbers of migrant and wintering ducks and waders. 

 
3.1.8.8. The Vale of Gloucester only just extends into Worcestershire and 

includes the lower part of the River Avon as far as Bredon’s Norton 
along with the broad tract of land that lies between Bredon Hill and the 
Carrant Brook. Principal Village Farmlands is the dominant landscape 
type in this area.  Village Claylands and Riverside Meadows are also 
represented.  
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3.1.9. Teme Valley 
Much of south Shropshire and north-west Worcestershire is drained by the 
River Teme and its tributary streams.  To the east of Ludlow the river lies 
in an irregularly shaped basin bounded by the Bromyard Plateau to the 
south and the Wyre Forest Plateau to the north.  This basin reaches its 
widest point between Tenbury and Newnham, where it includes the broad 
valley of the Kyre Brook and the lower part of the river Rea.  Below 
Newnham the basin narrows considerably and the river becomes confined 
within a steeply undulating valley that swings southwards along the 
western flank of the Berrow and Ankerdine Hills.  At Knightsford the river 
then takes an abrupt turn eastwards, flowing across the line of the Malvern 
and Abberley Hills in a narrow gorge-like valley, before breaking out into 
the lowlands of mid-Worcestershire.   
 

3.1.9.1. Geologically, the region is defined by a zone of Upper Palaeozoic 
mudstones of the Raglan formation.  These mudstones have been 
exposed by the river as it has cut down through the harder Dittonian 
sandstones that form the higher ground surrounding the valley.  The 
boundary to the south is well defined by a thin band of limestone at the 
base of these sandstones, which gives rise to a steep, wooded scarp 
around the northern edge of the Bromyard Plateau.  The northern 
boundary is similarly defined to the west of Bayton, but between 
Mamble and Abberley the edge of the valley is defined by rising 
ground associated with an outcrop of coal bearing shales and 
sandstones.  These form an undulating plateau that is steeply incised 
along its southern edge by a series of narrow, wooded valleys. 

 
3.1.9.2. The Teme itself meanders across a flat, alluvial floodplain, which is 

well defined by rising ground along much of its length.  This is 
especially marked below Tenbury, where the floodplain is narrowly 
confined by the converging valley sides.  The average fall of the river is 
almost one metre per kilometre, but rocky reefs break its course into a 
series of still pools and swift-running stretches.  The present-day 
course of the Teme flows against the general north-south grain of the 
land, and together with its abrupt changes of direction, suggests a 
complex history.  One of the more likely explanations is that the river 
was originally a tributary of the Lugg and flowed in the opposite 
direction between Knightwick and Wooferton, before it was diverted by 
the deposition of glacial drift near Orleton.  River capture by a vigorous 
tributary of the Severn may also have played a part in the diversion of 
the Teme catchment.   

 
3.1.9.3. The river valley has notable tributaries. This is most pronounced to the 

south, where the Kyre Brook is the central feature of a valley of 
considerable width and with a rolling topography.  This rolling 
character extends along the  river valley of the Teme to the west of 
Tenbury. 

 
3.1.9.4. The area as a whole is characterised by an undulating topography and 

rich red soils derived from the underlying mudstones.  These give rise 
to the fertile farmlands that make up the distinctive “patchwork quilt” 
landscapes of the Teme Valley.  The region remains an important fruit 
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growing area, the majority of the orchards being located on the warmer 
south-facing slopes to the north of the river.   

 
3.1.9.5. The area is characterised by a dispersed settlement pattern of outlying 

farms and hamlets.  Tiny settlement nuclei occur along the Teme 
Valley with the market town of Tenbury, situated at a crossing point on 
the river, being the only settlement of any size.  The pattern of 
dispersal is accentuated by the encroachment of cottages on small 
commons such as Bleathwood in Little Hereford and Sapey Common.  
The farms are set within a pattern of irregular, small hedged fields - 
very little open field survived to be recorded in this region.  Kyre Park 
is an area of 17

th
 century parkland once noted for the magnificence of 

its oaks.  Tenbury Wells was a borough by the 15
th
 century and 

remained a small market town situated at a crossing point of the river.  
There was little rural industry but an iron age forge was established at 
Shelsley Beauchamp. 

 
3.1.9.6. The area has a notable widespread pattern of enclosed commons, 

some of which are considered too small to be classified as Landscape 
Types in their own right and lowland common with Wet Pasture 
Meadows are also present. The area is also very important for the 
wildlife that it supports.  The River Teme is a designated Site of 
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) with a rich invertebrate and fish fauna 
and uncommon bankside plants.  The river channel winds through a 
wide low-lying flood plain which is agriculturally improved pasture or 
arable land and has lost most of its wildlife interest.   

 
3.1.9.7. The valley sides are steep and cut by many small wooded stream 

valleys with strange names like Death’s Dingle, Devil’s Den, Witchery 
Hole and Hell Hole.  These valleys are often clothed by ancient semi-
natural woodland and are very wet with many mosses, liverworts and 
ferns.  Hanley Dingle contains a large stand of uncommon large-
leaved limes and ancient small-leaved limes are also a feature of these 
woods.  On the south and west valley sides a band of Psammosteus 
limestone, lying on impervious rocks, gives rise to many calcium-rich 
springs.  As the water flows over other rocks and vegetation calcium 
carbonate is deposited and eventually compacted into soft rock, or 
tufa, which supports limestone plant communities.  On the north side of 
the Teme Valley the side streams cut deeply into the coal measures, 
again creating deep wet dingles which often contain ancient woodland 
dominated by oak and small-leaved lime.  Some were once managed 
as coppice woods and ancient hazel stools remain.  Dumbleton Dingle, 
once the site of a coal mine, is very varied with woodland and scrub 
and holds good colonies of fritillary butterflies. 
 

3.1.9.8. The dominant landscape type is the Principal Timbered Farmlands 
whilst the Riverside Meadows associated with the River Teme are also 
well represented, the former tending to flank the latter.  Wooded 
Estatelands in the vicinity of Kyre Park, together with Settled 
Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use found to the west of Tenbury, are 
also present. The Landscape Types in the Teme Valley Regional 
Character Area are described as follows: 
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 Principal Timbered Farmlands 

 Wooded Estatelands 

 Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 

 Riverside Meadows 

 Urban 
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3.1.10. Vale of Evesham 
The Vale of Evesham is a densely settled horticultural area, which extends 
southwards into Gloucestershire and eastwards along the Avon Valley into 
Warwickshire.  Although it is physically distinguished by its low lying vale 
topography and association with the River Avon, it is difficult to fix with 
precision the boundaries of this area since they are essentially zones of 
transition where market gardening becomes progressively diluted by an 
increasing proportion of ordinary mixed farmland.  To the south there is a 
definite transition along the foot of the Cotswold escarpment, but 
westwards the Vale of Evesham merges gradually with the adjoining Vale 
of Gloucester, the low watershed that connects Bredon Hill to the main 
Cotswold escarpment, providing the only clear line along which the two 
areas can be separated.  Northwards the boundary of the Vale is more or 
less defined by rising ground beyond the terraces of the river Avon. 
 

3.1.10.1. The topography of the area is dominated by a broad, low-lying clay 
vale which extends north-eastwards from the Severn estuary along the 
foot of the Cotswold escarpment to Stratford in South Warwickshire.  
The greater part of this Vale is underlain by Lower Lias sediments, 
consisting of calcareous clays with occasional beds of shale and 
limestone.  The latter, being more resistant to erosion, form a series of 
low escarpments, including Haselor Hill and Cleeve Hill, which mark 
the transition between the Jurassic sediments of southern and eastern 
England and the red Triassic rocks of the Midlands.  These 
escarpments are backed by gently sloping dip slopes and, together 
with a number of other low rounded hills, they form the only areas of 
raised relief in an otherwise gently rolling plain. 

 
3.1.10.2. In Worcestershire, the character of the Vale is strongly influenced by 

the presence of the River Avon, which flows in wide sweeping 
meanders through the northern part of the area before joining the 
Severn at Tewkesbury.  The fall of the river is slight in this area and as 
a consequence it has developed a fairly wide alluvial corridor that is 
subject to periodic flooding.  Beyond the alluvial floodplain lie a series 
of river terraces (numbered 1-5 in ascending order), each of which 
occurs at a slightly higher level than the one before.  The second 
terrace tends to be the most extensive, often forming broad tracts of 
level ground lying 10-15 metres above the adjoining river corridor.  The 
level surface and light, well drained soils make these areas especially 
suited for arable cultivation. There is a strong sense of enclosure 
created by the surrounding higher ground of the Cotswolds, Dumbleton 
Hill, Bredon Hill and The Lenches. 

 
3.1.10.3. The soft Lias clays that underlie much of the Vale give rise to 

inherently productive, but rather heavy, poorly draining soils which are 
not particularly suited to arable cultivation.  In the vicinity of Evesham, 
however, much of the underlying bedrock is covered by a varying 
thickness of fluvio-glacial drift.  In part this consists of river terrace 
sands and gravels, but there are also extensive deposits of coarse 
oolitic material that has been washed down from the Cotswolds and 
Bredon Hill.  This material occurs in wide belts to the north and south 
of Bredon Hill, at the base of Broadway Hill, and also at Bretforton and 
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Badsey.  For the most part these drift deposits have developed fertile, 
free draining, brown soils which are well suited to the growing of 
horticultural crops. 

 
3.1.10.4. The flat vale to the south of the River Avon has always been a rich 

agricultural region, renowned for its cornlands in the medieval times 
and later for its fruit orchards and market gardens.  Meadows lay along 
the river and there were also mills and fisheries.  Monasteries were 
founded at intervals along the Vale in Anglo - Saxon times with 
Evesham, Fladbury and Pershore surviving to acquire rich and 
extensive estates in the Vale and its environs.  Their prosperity is 
reflected in surviving architectural features such as the remnants of the 
Abbey at Evesham, the abbot’s sick house at Badsey and many 
agricultural buildings such as dovecotes and barns (for example, North 
Littleton).  The monasteries established market towns at Pershore and 
Evesham, both already boroughs by the 11

th
 century, and these 

continued to prosper due to the vital route provided by the river and 
through local industry. The knitting of worsted hose was a local 
industry in the area around Evesham and Pershore between the 17

th
 

and 19
th
 centuries.  The market towns continue to retain much of their 

historic character and charm, largely as a result of the shift in urban 
growth away from the Avon Valley to the Midland coalfields during the 
industrial revolution.  

 
3.1.10.5. Villages in the area had become strongly nucleated by medieval times.  

Some villages grew more than others, such as Elmley Castle, which 
developed at the foot of the 11

th
 century castle of Robert le Despenser 

on the north side of Bredon Hill, or Broadway which was established 
by the abbot of Pershore and was a borough and market centre in the 
14

th
 century.  Building materials consist of the yellow ooltic limestone 

from the Cotswolds and timber framed dwellings.  They were set 
amidst extensive open field systems which were not generally 
enclosed until the 18

th
 century and few outlying farms predate this 

period.  This has produced a landscape of geometric medium sized 
fields beyond the allotments and later larger establishments associated 
with market gardening. The latter was introduced in the late 18

th
 

century and expanded in the mid 19
th
 century as rail transport provided 

access to the markets of the growing industrial towns.  This strongly 
nucleated pattern of settlement is still apparent and it is in marked 
contrast to the more dispersed pattern of hamlets and scattered 
farmsteads found elsewhere in the county. 

 
3.1.10.6. The character of the present day landscape is strongly influenced by 

the historical development of land use and settlement in the Vale.  
These in turn are closely related to the underlying physical character of 
the land, in particular the presence of the River Avon and the 
occurrence of fertile, easily worked soils throughout the area.  The 
latter have long supported a prosperous agricultural industry, 
characterised today by market gardening and orchards.   
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3.1.10.7. Notable features of this area are the lack of woodland, hedgerows with 
relatively few trees and the River Avon flood plain meadows. Small 
areas of limestone grassland occur at Cleeve Prior and the Littletons. 

 
3.1.10.8. The few small plantation woods are usually dominated by ash, field 

maple or oak. The hedgerows, which mainly originate from 18
th
 or 19

th
 

century enclosure awards, contain only a moderate number of shrubby 
species with hawthorn predominating. Many hedges once contained 
moderate numbers of large elm trees and although the big trees were 
killed by elm disease, long lengths of hedge still consist of elm. Flailing 
generally prevents this growing to any size but if it reaches 15-20 feet 
it is then killed by elm disease but sprouts again from the roots. Elms 
used to support good populations of white-letter hairstreak butterflies 
but these are now scarce.  

 
3.1.10.9. Most of the land away from the flood plain is intensively cultivated. 

Some plants, such as cow parsley and false oat grass, are common 
along roadside verges. In a few places, road verges contain a richer 
plant community, especially where there are calcareous soils. Here, 
bee orchids and grass vetchling may occur. A few patches of herb-rich 
calcareous grassland can be found elsewhere. 

 
3.1.10.10. This area was famous for its abundant orchards. Most have now been 

removed and old-established orchards are now scarce. Where they 
occur they sometimes have a herb-rich grassland beneath the trees. 
The old trees with dead wood are important refuges for scarce insects 
dependent on this habitat and holes in the trees are used by nesting 
birds.  Modern orchards managed intensively generally have reduced 
wildlife interest. 

 
3.1.10.11. The River Avon and its associated low-lying wetlands and meadows 

forms an important wildlife corridor through the area. The river itself 
has good margins of plants containing many insects and breeding 
birds such as reed warblers and sedge warblers. In places the banks 
are lined with old pollarded willows which are used as nesting sites 
and feeding places for birds. The nationally scarce plant great dodder 
is found on the river banks near Eckington. A few marshy areas remain 
by the river although most have been drained. Their tall, rank 
herbaceous vegetation, dominated by great hairy willow herb, meadow 
sweet and nettles is rich in insects and birds and marsh warblers once 
bred here.  The river is proving to be a corridor for the re-colonisation 
of Worcestershire and Warwickshire by otters.  The Gwen Finch 
Wetland Reserve has been created near Birlingham by the 
Worcestershire Wildlife Trust.  The grasslands adjacent to the river are 
almost all agriculturally improved, drained and poor in wildlife. 

 
3.1.10.12. The steep slopes of limey soils near the Littletons (Windmill Hill) and 

Cleeve Prior have a rich limestone flora with many species of snails. 
The dominant Landscape Types are Village Farmlands, represented 
by Principal Village Farmlands being found throughout the area and 
the Village Farmlands with Orchards having a more localised 
distribution.  The Village Claylands are significantly represented and 
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also the Riverside Meadows associated with the River Avon. The 
Landscape Types in the Vale of Evesham Regional Character Area 
are described as follows: 

  

 Principal Village Farmlands 

 Village Farmlands with Orchards 

 Village Claylands 

 Riverside Meadows 

 Urban 
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3.1.11. Wyre Forest Plateau 
The Wyre Forest plateau forms the central part of an extensive tract of 
upstanding relief that includes much of north-east Herefordshire and 
south-east Shropshire.  Geologically this area is defined by a zone of 
Upper Palaeozoic rocks, consisting in the main of red Dittonian 
sandstones but also including grey shales, reddish marls and sandstones 
of the Middle and Upper (barren) Coal Measures.  The latter are 
particularly well developed in the Telford coalfield, but coal bearing strata 
also outcrop further to the south in the vicinity of the Wyre Forest.  
 

3.1.11.1. Within Worcestershire, the Middle Coal Measures form a much 
dissected plateau, somewhat flatter than its counterpart - the Bromyard 
plateau - but rising to a similar height of around 230 metres at Clows 
Top.  The plateau falls off steeply into the Teme valley along its 
southern edge, whilst to the east, although the boundary is less 
marked, it is nonetheless still clearly defined by rising ground.  The 
latter follows the line of a fault which, continuing the line of the Malvern 
Hills, runs from the vicinity of Abberley Hill, through Stagborough Hill to 
Bewdley, over the Severn past Trimpley and beyond to Enville in 
Staffordshire.  This fault marks the transition between the older, harder 
rocks of the Welsh Borders to the west and the younger, softer rocks 
of the Midlands to the east. 

 
3.1.11.2. The main streams in the region drain from Clows Top in a semi-radial 

fashion, west to the Rea, south to the Teme and east to the Severn via 
the Dowles, Dick and Gladder Brooks.  Many of these streams show 
youthful features and for the most part they flow in deeply incised 
valleys which have cut through the Coal Measures strata into the 
underlying sandstones and mudstones.  In the vicinity of Heightington, 
the waters of the Dick and Gladder Brooks have exposed a roughly 
triangular shaped basin which is distinguished by its deep red soils 
and, until recently, prevalence of orchards and soft fruit.  These fertile 
soils contrast strongly with the impoverished and locally shallow soils 
that occur on the adjoining plateau summits. 

 
3.1.11.3. The dominating feature of land use in the region is the Wyre Forest, 

which straddles the county boundary between Bewdley and Cleobury 
Mortimer.  This extensive tract of ancient woodlands is closely 
associated with the poorest soils in the region.  These soils are derived 
in the main from outcrops of Coal Measures and in the area around 
Clows Top, where only remnants of ancient woodland survive today, 
there is ample evidence from place names that this area may also 
have been heavily wooded into the historic period. 

 
3.1.11.4. The pattern of settlement on the Wyre Forest plateau is largely one of 

scattered farms and dwellings with occasional small villages.  The 
latter, including Bayton, Mamble and Abberley, occur mainly in the 
southern part of the region.  In later centuries, irregular encroachment 
settlements developed around the margins of the forest on the relic 
commons, as at Far Forest and Callow Hill on the southern side and 
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Pound Green to the north-east, with cottages built of brick or the local 
yellow grey sandstone, linked to mazes of narrow lanes but set away 
from the main roads.  Although there has been considerable ribbon 
development, most of the older farms and cottages in this area lie off 
the main road, by the side of a stream or on the woodland edge, and 
are linked to one another by a maze of narrow, winding lanes.  These 
cottages and diminutive farmsteads, with their chaotic outbuildings and 
surrounding walls, are almost all built of the local yellow grey 
sandstone. Bewdley, granted a market in 1376, was a thriving river 
port in the 15

th
 century for the Severn carrying trade and its industries 

in the 17th century including cap and cloth making, brass founding, 
leather working and the production of horn goods.  Earlier this century 
it was also a hop market for the Upper Teme Valley.  It has been 
described by Pevsner (1968) as “the most perfect small Georgian town 
in Worcester”. 

 
3.1.11.5. The core region, once a Royal Forest, has remained wooded with 

relatively large areas of ancient and replanted woodland.  It remains 
the most extensive area of woodland in the county and although much 
of it is now planted with conifers, areas of oak woodland survive. 
Historically the original woodland not only provided wood pasture for 
stock but later gave rise to woodland industries.  Charcoal was 
produced from coppiced trees, much sent to the blast furnaces of 
Cleobury Mortimer in Shropshire until the end of the 18

th
 century, and 

the woodland supported the timber, boat-building and leather trades of 
Bewdley.  Coal was extracted on a small scale in several locations.  
The Dean of Lichfield had a deer park, Eymore Park, in Upper Arley in 
the medieval period and another at Bewdley was imparked by Edward 
Mortimer. 
 

3.1.11.6. The Wyre Forest area is a meeting place where flora and fauna 
associations which are more common to the north, south, east and 
west can be found within a relatively small area.  The extraordinary mix 
is further encouraged by the underlying coal measures, which produce 
a wide variety of soil types including acid, neutral and basic, dry and 
well-drained. The Wyre contains many uncommon plants and animals.  
It is, for example, the centre of the distribution of the terrestrial caddis 
fly which is restricted in Britain to a small area that includes 
Worcestershire, Shropshire and Staffordshire.  Wyre is of great 
national importance for wildlife and most of it is designated as a 
National Nature Reserve or Site of Special Scientific Interest. 

 
3.1.11.7. The Wyre plateau woods are akin to Wales, with sessile oak, rowan 

and birch and great woodrush growing on acid soils.  The stream 
valleys often have limey soils and a wide variety of trees such as ash, 
small-leaved lime and wild service tree, more typical of the Welsh 
borders to the south.  In other parts, pedunculate oak and coppiced 
hazel more reminiscent of central England occur.  The original and, 
until recently, the only, British True Service tree was found in Wyre in 
the 1600’s and its progeny still grow in the area.  Recent discoveries of 
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the species in South Wales strengthen the belief that it was indeed a 
true native rather than an introduction. 

 
3.1.11.8. In addition to the woodlands, the Dowles Brook is an important 

unpolluted stream containing native white-clawed crayfish and many 
invertebrates.  Nearby are small fields and orchards with old trees and 
herb-rich grasslands. 

 
3.1.11.9. The River Severn is an important feature of this area.  In Wyre it is a 

relatively unspoiled river which has not been dredged and deepened 
and is therefore very varied.  There are deeps and shallows, small 
rapids and rock sills, riffles, steep banks and muddy banks.  This 
variety supports a wide range of animals and plants including the 
uncommon club-tailed dragonfly. Overall this zone is extremely rich in 
wildlife of almost every description. 

 
3.1.11.10. The dominant landscape type of this area is the Timbered Plateau 

Farmlands. The Wooded Forest and Forest Smallholdings and 
Dwellings Landscape Types are both present being directly related to 
the Wyre Forest itself.  To the east of the area landscape type 
Principal Wooded Hills occurs as does the Riverside Meadows 
landscape type associated with the River Severn. 

 
3.1.11.11. The Landscape Types in the Wyre Plateau Regional Character Area 

are described as follows: 

  
 Principal Wooded Hills 

 Wooded Forest 

 Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 

 Timbered Plateau Farmlands 

 Riverside Meadows 

 Urban 
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3.2. LANDSCAPE TYPE PROFILES 
 

Enclosed Commons 
Estate Farmlands 
Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 
High Hills and Slopes 
Limestone Estatelands 
Principal Settled Farmlands 
Principal Timbered Farmlands 
Principal Village Farmlands 
Principal Wooded Hills 
Riverside Meadows 
Sandstone Estatelands 
Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
Timbered Pastures 
Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
Unenclosed Commons 
Village Claylands 
Village Farmlands with Orchards 
Wet Pasture Meadows 
Wooded Estatelands 
Wooded Forest 
Wooded Hills and Farmlands 

 
Unsettled Landscape Types  

High Hills and Slopes 
Riverside Meadows 
Unenclosed Commons 
Wet Pasture Meadows 
Wooded Forest 
 
Settled Landscape Types 

Scattered settlement pattern 
Limestone Estatelands 
Principal Wooded Hills 
Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
 
Dispersed settlement pattern 
Enclosed Commons 
Principal Settled Farmlands 
Principal Timbered Farmlands 
Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
 
Wayside settlement pattern 
Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 
Timbered Pastures 
 
Clustered settlement pattern 
Estate Farmlands 
Sandstone Estatelands 
Wooded Estatelands 
Wooded Hills and Farmlands 
 
Nucleated settlement pattern 

Principal Village Farmlands 
Village Claylands 
Village Farmlands with Orchards 

 Unwooded landscapes 
 

Landscape Types where trees and 
woodland are not characteristic 
High Hills and Slopes 
Unenclosed Commons 
 
Landscape Types where woodland is 
not characteristic although there are 
individual trees 
Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 
Principal Settled Farmlands 
Principal Village Farmlands 
Riverside Meadows 
Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
Village Claylands 
Village Farmlands with Orchards 
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ENCLOSED COMMONS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
This is a landscape of very similar character to the Sandstone Estatelands, with the 
same ordered pattern of large fields of regular outline, straight roads and estate 
plantations. It is an open, formal landscape with a visual clarity primarily defined by 
the straightness of the field boundaries. These are patterns that the Historic 
Landscape Characterisation shows have arisen as a result of late enclosure from 
former commons and wasteland. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Hedgerow boundaries to fields 

 Planned enclosure pattern of straight boundaries and roads with wide verges 
 
Secondary: 

 Pastoral land use 

 Planned woodland character 

 Woodland pattern of discrete blocks (estate plantations) 
 
Tertiary: 

 Gently rolling topography 

 Open farmland landscape 

 Impoverished soils 

 Dispersed pattern of isolated farmsteads and scattered wayside dwellings 
 
DETAIL 

This is a planned landscape with a notably regular pattern, defined by the 
straightness of its hedge lines and roads and the outlines of its woodlands. This 
regularity is strongly expressed visually, the wide roadside verges emphasising the 
straightness of the roads and the general openness of the landscape enabling the 
pattern to be clearly evident. 
 
Tree cover along watercourses can contribute significantly to the landscape structure 
but hedgerow tree cover is generally far less significant. The presence of wayside 
dwellings corresponds to the historic evolution of these landscapes from areas of 
former waste and common land. Scattered farmsteads can also be a characteristic 
feature today. 
 
These landscapes are often located adjacent, or close, to areas which remain today 
as unenclosed common land. These are farmed landscapes with an inherent land 
use of mixed agriculture, although recent increases in arable dominance may be 
evident. If such a trend continues, the functional value of hedgerows could be 
significantly reduced. Any loss or deterioration in the hedgerow structure could dilute 
the visual clarity of these landscapes. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 
The low density wayside settlement pattern of small cottages and occasional 
farmsteads is gradually being altered as cottages are enlarged and new dwellings 
built. In principal, these landscapes can accept additional wayside dwellings if the 
proposals are in accordance with policy, but the density should remain low and any 
new building must respect the style, materials and the small scale of the traditional 
cottages. 
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Enclosure Pattern: 

The former common land was enclosed in a planned manner to create a geometric 
pattern. The removal of hedgerows has led, in some places, to a change in 
landscape scale and disruption of pattern. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 

This is a sparsely wooded landscape where trees are restricted to occasional 
hedgerow trees, discrete plantations and tree cover along watercourses. Efforts to 
introduce more hedgerow trees would be misguided here. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve and restore the distinctive hedgerow pattern with priority given to 
primary hedgerows. 

 Conserve and enhance the tree cover along water courses. 

 Conserve the scale, spatial patterns and specific character of wayside dwellings. 

 Promote the creation and appropriate management of natural vegetation 
communities on non-farmed areas and along highways. 

 Conserve and enhance the spatial pattern and scale of the landscape. 

 Promote the development of wide field margins for wildlife benefit. 
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ESTATE FARMLANDS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
This is an ordered agricultural landscape characterised by a sub-regular pattern of 
medium to large sized fields, small geometric plantations and groups of ornamental 
trees associated with large country houses. Settlement is largely restricted to discrete 
clusters of dwellings and occasional small estate villages. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Hedgerow boundaries to fields 

 Planned woodland character 
 
Secondary: 

 Mixed farming land use 

 Discrete settlement clusters and small estate villages 

 Medium-framed views 
 
Tertiary: 

 Semi-regular pattern of medium to large fields 

 Small geometric plantations and belts of trees 

 Large country houses set in mature grounds 

 Rolling lowland with occasional steep-sided hills and escarpments 
 
DETAIL 

This is a landscape dependent upon tree cover and field pattern to provide its 
structure and scale. The character is based upon the small plantation woodlands and 
tree features associated with large country house estates and ornamental parklands, 
and relates to a field pattern that lacks the strong geometric framework of some other 
Landscape Types. The eighteenth and nineteenth century enthusiasm for landscape 
design is often evident in this Landscape Type where tree planting has been 
designed specifically to enhance, frame or screen designed views. Croome Park is a 
particularly striking example. 
 
This is a landscape of increasingly dominant arable land use where hedgerow loss 
and deterioration is apparent and accelerating. In some localities, such as Croome 
and Pirton, the relics of extensive parkland plantings still remain, now often located 
amidst arable land. Estate villages with distinctive architectural styles and detailing 
are often associated with such areas but face dilution of their distinctive character by 
modification and new development. These are landscapes that have restricted 
opportunities for wildlife but have the potential to accommodate considerable new 
woodland planting, which would be of benefit in strengthening the overall landscape 
structure as well as increasing their ecological interest. The restoration of tree cover 
associated with parkland and ornamental grounds together with improving the tree 
cover along watercourses should also be encouraged. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 
The settlement pattern of clustered groups of dwellings, often estate villages, could 
theoretically accept new development if in accordance with policy. However, the 
siting of new development should be undertaken with extreme care in order to avoid 
compromising the visual integrity of distinctive estate villages. 
 
Enclosure Pattern: 
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The tendency towards arable conversion is gradually changing the character of this 
Landscape Type. Hedgerow loss and deterioration are very often associated with an 
arable land use change, as hedgerows are no longer required for their primary 
function of stock containment. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 
The specimen tree planting and small plantations associated with large country 
houses and ornamental parkland is generally over a century old now and inevitably in 
decline, although it should be borne in mind that old or veteran trees can be of 
considerable wildlife and historical interest. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Enhance tree cover through further planting of small scale plantations and tree 
belts. 

 Conserve the pattern of hedged fields, with priority given to primary hedge lines. 

 Conserve and restore parkland and the tree cover associated with large 
ornamental grounds. 

 Conserve and enhance the tree cover along water courses. 

 Promote the development of wide field margins for wildlife benefit. 

 Conserve the integrity of estate villages 
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FOREST SMALLHOLDINGS AND DWELLINGS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
Occurring in Worcestershire solely around the fringes of the Wyre Forest, this is an 
intimate, densely settled landscape characterised by strings of wayside cottages and 
associated smallholdings. These nestle within a complex matrix of pastoral fields and 
narrow interlocking lanes, usually defined by prominent, dense hedges with 
hedgerow trees. The consistency of human activity in these distinctive, small scale 
landscapes has resulted in a unified, palpably domestic character. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Hedgerow boundaries to fields 

 Scattered hedgerow and garden trees 

 Intimate spatial character 

 Intricate network of narrow, interlocking lanes 

 Densely settled pattern of wayside dwellings 

 Distinctive building style – small cottages of brick or stone 
 
Secondary: 

 Variable enclosure pattern of small fields 

 Heathy/acid grassland ground vegetation - widespread bracken and gorse 

 Pastoral land use 
 
DETAIL 

These distinctive landscapes owe their character to the incremental assarting and 
subsequent settlement of areas of former woodland and waste. The settlement 
pattern has developed in a random, opportunistic manner, with the corresponding 
density, scale and ad hoc pattern of both dwellings and lanes being distinctive 
characteristics today. The associated, usually small, parcels of pasture, orchard and 
pockets of rough ground with heathy/acid grassland are also important, reinforcing 
the scale and providing reminders of the origin of these landscapes. The hedgerows 
usually have significant associated tree cover and provide an important structural 
element to the landscape. 
 
The pastures are often of considerable nature conservation interest yet this can be 
easily lost through inappropriate management. This is especially true where they are 
used as paddocks for ponies and horses, a change of use that can be accompanied 
by degradation and loss of hedgerows. These landscapes possess a unique element 
of rustic charm which is destroyed by excessive "tidiness". The overall management 
strategy should be based on the conservation of the distinctive, small scale, settled, 
rural character of the landscape. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 
The settlement pattern and the character of individual dwellings are vulnerable to 
expansion and modification to an urban character. The small scale plots and 
pastures provide considerable scope for infilling which in turn changes the character 
of these landscapes. 
 
Enclosure Pattern: 
The varied, small scale enclosure pattern is under threat from amalgamation of 
pastures and orchards as hedges are allowed to fall into disrepair. 
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Tree Cover Pattern: 
The verdant quality of this landscape depends on the mature hedges, hedgerow 
trees, traditional small orchards and garden plantings. As orchards and hedgerow 
trees age they are not being adequately replaced so that a tidy sub-urban character 
is gradually encroaching. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve the pattern, scale and detailing of settlements, including the open 
spaces within them. 

 Conserve the small scale enclosure pattern of hedged fields through appropriate 
management. 

 Encourage the retention and appropriate management of permanent pasture. 

 Conserve the pattern of narrow winding lanes. 

 Conserve and enhance the tree cover within the landscape, giving particular 
attention to hedgerow trees. 
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HIGH HILLS AND SLOPES 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
This is an unenclosed "highland" landscape characterised by its steeply sloping 
topography, shallow mineral soils and extensive tracts of rough grassland and heath. 
The large scale and open, exposed character is heightened by the dramatic form of 
the topography creating a wild and invigorating quality of place. This is a simple, yet 
visually distinctive landscape, not least for the contrast which it provides with the 
surrounding, less dramatic, enclosed agricultural landscapes. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Prominent, steeply sloping highland topography 

 Hard rock geology with localised prominent rocky outcrops 

 Unsettled landscape with few signs of human habitation 

 Wide views over surrounding, lower lying farmland 

 Shallow mineral soils supporting extensive areas of acid grassland and heath 

 Unenclosed landscape 
 
Secondary: 

 Rough grazing land use 

 Absence of woodland, though there may be localised patches of secondary 
woodland and scrub 

 
DETAIL 

This is a landscape that owes its character to a combination of past management 
and physical structure. In Worcestershire, this Landscape Type is restricted to the 
summits and upper slopes of the Malvern Hills. Here the ridge of hard Precambrian 
schists and gneisses is one of the country's most striking landforms, while the Iron 
Age hillforts built along the ridge provide an even more distinctive silhouette. This is 
an area that, in the past, has been an unenclosed expanse of commons and rough 
grazing. The stocking levels would have been sufficient to keep scrub encroachment 
at bay and so maintain its distinctive open character, producing a close, botanically 
valuable sward in the process. It is an area that has a much greater diversity of 
vegetation today, with significant areas of bracken together with scrub and secondary 
woodland, particularly on the lower slopes. It is an area that tends to be bordered by 
roads, rather than crossed by them, the sparse settlement that exists being 
associated with the few roads. 
 
In order to facilitate the maintenance and possible expansion of the open grassland 
area, the long term sustainable management of the central ridge should be a priority. 
The notable ecological status of the area, particularly the habitat requirements of 
certain rare species, must strongly influence the management strategy of the area 
through the Malvern Hills AONB Management Plan, but a degree of consultation to 
appreciate public perceptions of this particular landscape should also be included. 
 
The future management of areas of scrub and woodland should be led by biodiversity 
priorities where a compromise approach, accepting a degree of woodland and scrub 
cover and endeavouring to maximise habitat diversity within the matrix of habitats 
present, will be most appropriate. 
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MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 

Modern planning controls should safeguard the unsettled character but where 
dwellings already exist there is a tendency towards suburbanisation. 
 
Enclosure Pattern: 
The enlightened management guidelines provided by the Malvern Hills AONB 
discourage any further enclosure. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 
It is important for ecological, historical and visual reasons that the existing areas of 
open grassland are retained. A severe reduction in stocking levels over the years has 
led to the advance of bracken and scrub and the character of the landscape is likely 
to change enormously if this encroachment is allowed to continue. Allowing the 
establishment of woodland cover would have the effect of wiping out the historical 
record of the landscape, destroying the essential scale and openness in the process. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve all remaining areas of semi-natural grassland. 

 Restore areas of former grassland whilst acknowledging the need to retain other 
habitats of importance for endangered species. 

 Enhance the nature conservation interest of the whole area through appropriate 
sustainable management, with particular emphasis placed on restoring grazing at 
the necessary stocking densities. 

 Conserve the simple unity of the area, avoiding enclosure, built development and 
urban influences. 
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LIMESTONE ESTATELANDS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
This is a sparsely populated "upland" landscape characterised by thin limestone 
soils, estate plantations and large rectilinear fields defined by drystone walls. 
Although still retaining a remote character, the stone walls convey a sense of human 
presence and the reddish soils a sense of warmth to this landscape. Closely 
associated with the higher parts of the Cotswold escarpment, this is a well ordered 
landscape of large open spaces framed for the most part by woodland edges and 
belts of trees. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Upstanding rolling plateau, capped by oolitic limestone 

 Thin, stony soils with characteristic orange colouring 

 Large rectilinear fields defined by drystone walling 

 Dominant use of local stone for building 

 Woodland of planned character – estate plantations and belts of trees 
 
Secondary: 

 Scattered settlement, largely restricted to isolated stone farmsteads 

 Discrete woodlands with dominance of beech in woodland composition 
 
DETAIL 
The key factors that define this landscape are its topography, its large scale and 
open character and the estate like influence of large regular fields, plantations and 
belts of trees. The undulating form of the plateau is emphasised by the openness and 
long distance views. This is a landscape formerly associated with extensive sheep 
walks, although much of the permanent pasture has now been lost to arable uses. It 
is a landscape that was probably cleared of its tree cover by Roman times and with 
its favoured light and easily cultivated soils has been farmed ever since, with little 
opportunity for the natural re-establishment of woodland except along the steeper 
valleys. The tree cover today comprises plantation woodlands and tree belts, the 
shape of which emphasises the regular pattern of fields. It is an area of intensive 
agriculture with settlement tending to be confined to the valleys and lower ground, 
with the exception of occasional farmsteads. The dominance of local stone as a 
material for buildings and field boundary walls provides further unity and distinction to 
the landscape. 
 
This is a landscape where priority should be given to ensuring that the large scale, 
open pattern of regular fields is retained. The essence of these landscapes is their 
large scale and spaciousness which could become fragmented and diluted by land 
use changes. Reinforcement and expansion of the characteristic belts of trees could 
usefully strengthen the structure and scale of the landscape. The planting of further 
large plantations should be considered, in order to enhance the estate character of 
the landscape, providing care is taken to recognise and conserve the dominance of 
large open spaces. Initiatives to secure the ongoing repair and maintenance of the 
network of stone walls with appropriate local stone should be encouraged. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Enclosure Pattern: 
Ongoing deterioration of the field boundary walls gives cause for concern for the long 
term perpetuation of this distinctive characteristic. 
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Tree Cover Pattern: 
Whilst these areas can accommodate considerable amounts of new woodland 
planting, the siting and scale of such woodland will be a critical factor in order to 
ensure that the dominance of the landform and the open visual expanse of the 
landscape is not compromised. This is a landscape where plantation woodlands are 
a feature, rather than being a landscape that is classed as wooded. The introduction 
of too much new woodland planting on the plateau area could easily result in closing 
down the views and creating a sense of enclosure which is uncharacteristic of this 
landscape. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Maintain the large scale estateland character of the farmed land by conserving 
the strong rectilinear field pattern. 

 Enhance the structure of the landscape by encouraging new woodland planting 
whilst retaining the long distance views and open character of the plateau. 

 Conserve and restore field boundary walls especially along roadsides, using 
locally sourced stone. 

 New, or replacement, tree planting should be predominantly broadleaved, 
favouring beech, together with oak and ash, as the major species. 

 Strengthen and expand the linear pattern of tree belts. 
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PRINCIPAL SETTLED FARMLANDS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
These are small to medium scale, settled agricultural landscapes of scattered farms, 
relic commons and clusters of wayside dwellings. These buildings are linked by a 
network of narrow, winding lanes which nestle within a matrix of hedged fields. Tree 
cover is largely restricted to thinly scattered hedgerow trees and groups of trees 
around dwellings. The land use is primarily one of mixed farming. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Hedgerow boundaries to fields 

 Moderate-to-high density settlement pattern of farmsteads and rural dwellings 
dispersed throughout the area 

 
Secondary: 

 Mixed farming land use 

 Rolling lowland with occasional steep-sided hills and escarpments 
 
Tertiary: 

 Irregular enclosure pattern of small and medium-sized fields 

 Scattered hedgerow trees 
 
DETAIL 

In Worcestershire, these landscapes are located in areas of former Royal Forest and 
their 'hybrid' characteristics, between Timbered Farmlands and Village Farmlands, 
may be the result of the late clearance of these forest areas following contraction of 
the Royal Forest boundaries. The subsequent withdrawal of the associated Forest 
Law, which previously influenced and restricted land use, would have enabled a 
wider farming remit leading to mixed farming which now characterises the land use. 
These are landscapes with a notably domestic character, defined chiefly by the scale 
of the field pattern and the moderate to high density dispersed settlement pattern of 
farmsteads and hamlets. Principal Settled Farmlands are thought to have developed 
from areas of extensive open field that were established from cleared forest later 
than the open fields associated with Village Farmlands. The field pattern tends to be 
of a sub-regular nature, supporting the suggestion of early enclosure of areas of 
open field. 
 
Woodlands are not characteristic of these landscapes and the introduction of such 
features tends to dilute their identity. Opportunities for new tree planting are best 
concentrated along watercourses, strengthening the linear pattern of these features. 
It is desirable to encourage additional tree cover in the vicinity of farmsteads and 
other settlements, in so doing emphasising the domestic scale of the landscape. The 
small fields of permanent pasture found within these landscapes can often be of 
significant nature conservation interest, the increasing change in land use in favour of 
arable farming can threaten such sites and initiatives to safeguard remaining areas of 
permanent pasture should be strongly promoted in these areas. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 
There are pressures for development in many of these areas and a danger that 
concentrations of new development could arise, resulting in the creation of a pattern 
approaching the nucleations of other Landscape Types. However, the dispersed 
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settlement pattern of farmsteads and hamlets is capable of accommodating limited 
low densities of new development if it is in accordance with policy. 
 
Enclosure Pattern: 

The pattern of small to medium sized hedged fields is vulnerable to change as the 
tendency towards arable dominance reduces the functional worth of hedgerow 
boundaries. Hedgerow loss and deterioration is already in evidence locally, with 
corresponding dilution of the essential scale of these landscapes. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 
Tree cover is most notable along stream sides, with only scattered tree cover along 
hedgerows. Groups of trees and orchards are often associated with settlements. 
Woodland is not a characteristic feature of this Landscape Type and its introduction 
in many places has weakened the landscape character. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

● Conserve and enhance the pattern of hedgerows. 
● Retain the integrity of the dispersed pattern of settlement. 
● Conserve and enhance tree cover along watercourses. 
● Enhance patterns of tree cover associated with settlement. 
● Seek opportunities to conserve all remaining areas of permanent pasture 
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PRINCIPAL TIMBERED FARMLANDS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
Principal Timbered Farmlands are rolling lowland landscapes with occasional steep 
sided hills and low escarpments. They have a small scale, wooded, agricultural 
appearance characterised by filtered views through densely scattered hedgerow 
trees. These are complex, in places intimate, landscapes of irregularly shaped 
woodlands, winding lanes and frequent wayside dwellings and farmsteads. 
The Principal Timbered Farmlands are characterised by a mosaic of agricultural land 
cleared directly from woodland, on a piecemeal basis, together with land enclosed 
from former localised areas of open fields, resulting in their dispersed pattern of 
farmsteads and wayside cottages and lack of strong settlement nuclei. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Notable pattern of hedgerow trees, predominantly oak 

 Hedgerow boundaries to fields 

 Ancient wooded character 
 
Secondary: 

 Organic enclosure pattern 

 Small-scale landscape with hedgerow trees creating filtered views 

 Brick and timber building style of older properties 

 Rolling lowland with occasional steep-sided hills and low escarpments 
 
Tertiary: 

 Mixed farming land use 

 Dispersed settlement pattern 
 
DETAIL 

The key element of these landscapes is the strongly unifying presence of tree cover 
in the guise of woodlands, hedgerow trees and linear, stream side tree cover. The 
combined presence of these tree cover components creates the underlying sense of 
scale and enclosure, together with the filtered views that are distinctive in this 
landscape. The resulting woodland character is essentially that of mixed native 
broadleaves, with oak the dominant species; lines of mature oak being a particular 
feature of the hedgerows as befits a landscape with strong links to its woodland 
origins. The scale and shape of the woodlands is also important, the woodlands 
ranging in size from small field corner copses to those of a size exceeding that of the 
surrounding fields. The pattern of hedgerows is also important, not only in providing 
the basic fabric for the hedgerow tree populations, but also in emphasising scale and 
enclosure, the hedgerow composition being complex and rich in places where the 
links to woodland origins are strongest. The irregular outline of many of the 
woodlands, together with the pattern of hedgerows and winding lanes, contributes to 
the overall organic character of this landscape. A densely dispersed pattern of 
farmsteads and wayside cottages is typical with a notable number of buildings 
constructed out of brick and timber. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 
Additional individual dwellings could be accommodated within the dispersed 
settlement pattern as long as they do not occur in sufficient density to convert the 
pattern to wayside or clustered status. Modern development favouring groups or 
clusters of new houses would not be appropriate in this landscape. 
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Enclosure Pattern: 
Though traditionally a landscape of mixed farming, a gradual increase in arable land 
use is leading to the demise of the hedgerow structure. It is vital for the retention of 
landscape character that the organic pattern of enclosure is preserved and that a 
geometric pattern is not superimposed by subdividing fields or enlarging others and 
employing straight fence or hedge lines. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 
The accelerating loss of scale and structure in the landscape is due mainly to the 
decline and fragmentation of the elements of tree cover, particularly the hedgerow 
trees. The age distribution of hedgerow oak is unbalanced, with the majority classed 
as mature or veteran. The distribution of woodlands is also uneven and the 
streamside cover fragmented in places. There is scope for additional small-scale 
woodland planting but large scale planting or linking up existing fragmented 
woodlands to form large blocks would not be appropriate. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Maintain the tree cover character of hedgerow oaks and enhance the age 
structure of the hedgerow oak population. 

 Conserve all ancient woodland sites and restock with locally occurring native 
species. 

 Seek to bring about coalescence of fragmented relic ancient woodlands. 

 Encourage the planting of new woodlands, reflecting the scale, shape and 
composition of the existing ancient woodland character, favouring oak as the 
major species. 

 Conserve and restore tree cover along water courses and streamlines. 

 Seek opportunities to enhance tree cover along highways and other non-farmed 
locations. 

 Conserve and restore the pattern and composition of the hedgerow structure 
through appropriate management and replanting. 

 Conserve the organic pattern and character of the lane networks. 

 Maintain the historic dispersed settlement pattern. 
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PRINCIPAL VILLAGE FARMLANDS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
Principal Village Farmlands are open, rolling landscapes characterised by a 
nucleated pattern of expanded rural villages surrounded by large arable fields, often 
sub-divided into a series of smaller plots. This is an intensively farmed landscape 
associated with fertile, free draining soils which give rise to high quality farmland 
used for growing a wide variety of cash crops. This is a landscape of contrasts 
between the intensely functional, yet often very open and empty, character of the 
farmland and the focused, communal density of the villages. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Nucleated pattern of expanded rural villages 

 Arable/cropping land use - cereals and field vegetables on fertile, free-draining 
soils 

 
Secondary: 

 Hedgerows define field boundaries 

 Rolling lowland topography 
 
Tertiary: 

 Planned enclosure pattern of medium-to- large scale fields 

 Groups of trees associated with dwellings 
 
DETAIL 

These are landscapes which the Historic Landscape Characterisation (see Appendix 
A) shows are derived from vast expanses of former open field, which have remained 
under intensive cultivation following their enclosure and within which the regeneration 
of woodland and tree cover has never re-established to any significant degree. The 
exception being elm, which was formerly a dominant hedgerow tree, now almost 
completely lost to Dutch Elm Disease. These are relatively open, large scale 
landscapes, where the key elements are the settlement pattern and land use. It is 
important to try to retain the notable contrast between the concentrations of dwellings 
and farmsteads in the villages and the relatively unsettled land between them. The 
land use in these areas is very strongly based on cropping and horticulture, with 
characteristic concentrations of tunnels and greenhouses associated with such uses. 
Orchards are a distinctive feature, occurring throughout the area on a domestic 
scale, with lines of fruit trees, usually damson, growing in the hedges. 
 
The characteristic traditional orchards of standard trees are gradually disappearing in 
certain areas, being replaced by bush stock. Associated with this is the loss of many 
of the old fruit tree varieties, many with close links to the County. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 

The nucleated settlement pattern lends itself to modern housing development where 
dwellings are constructed in clusters within the existing village envelope. 
 
Enclosure Pattern: 
The hedgerow network provides structure in places but has often largely lost its 
function and the resulting scale is derived from the patterns of cropping rather than 
the boundaries between them. Although it is desirable to try to retain the full 
hedgerow structure for visual and wildlife reasons, it is most viable to focus on the 
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primary hedges in these landscapes where the hedgerow function is generally in 
decline. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 

Woodland cover is not a characteristic of the Village Farmlands and the prospect of 
new woodland planting in these areas would dilute their distinctive character. The 
regeneration of elm continues in the hedgerows but still eventually succumbs to 
disease at a certain size. After much consideration, it has been decided to promote 
the planting of oak and ash substitutes for the original densely planted hedgerow 
elms. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Retain the pattern of strongly nucleated villages with associated low dispersal of 
settlement between. 

 Conserve and enhance the hedgerow structure, with emphasis on the primary 
hedge lines. 

 Conserve and enhance tree cover along watercourses and hedges. 

 Encourage opportunities for tree planting in and around villages. 

 Conserve and restore old orchards around villages, with an emphasis placed 
upon the fruit type and varieties associated with different localities. 

 Conserve and restore lines of hedgerow fruit trees. 

 Promote the development of wide field margins for wildlife benefit. 

 Promote the management of roadside verges for wildlife benefit. 
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PRINCIPAL WOODED HILLS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
These are upstanding, wooded landscapes with a sloping, in places steeply 
undulating topography, often on the edge of higher ground. These are landscapes of 
large, irregularly shaped ancient woodlands and wooded streamlines, typically 
forming an interlocking pattern with surrounding hedged fields. The flowing woodland 
cover is a key visual element within the landscape, resulting in a strong sense of 
unity and visual integration. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Varied, often steeply sloping, topography 

 Large, often interconnecting, blocks of ancient woodland 
 
Secondary: 

 Organic pattern of hedged fields, derived from assarting the adjacent 
woodland 

 Frequent, narrow, wooded valleys or dingles 

 Medium-framed views 

 Patches of rough grassland and scrub 

 Sparsely settled pattern of farmsteads and wayside dwellings 
 
DETAIL 
In these landscapes the nature and steepness of slope has inhibited clearance for 
agricultural use in the past. Consequently, they have retained a significant proportion 
of ancient semi-natural woodland into which only slight clearances, usually of an 
assarted nature, have taken place. Woodland cover usually occurs in extensive 
interlocking belts and is the dominant land use, typically extending to 60 - 70%, 
although a lower proportion might be more appropriate in the Cotswold Wooded Hills 
where a greater amount of historical piecemeal clearance took place and where 
many of the grasslands are of significant nature conservation interest. Where 
clearance has taken place in the past, the presence of strong hedge lines with a 
good representation of hedgerow tree cover contributes to the visual integration of 
the landscape. The ancient semi-natural status of these woodlands confirms their 
nature conservation value. 
 
The visual cohesion of these landscapes is critical. They are very visible landscapes, 
tending to frame long distance views, and as such their composition and unity is 
particularly important. Hedgerow trees and wooded stream sides are a vital 
component in achieving visual integration between the areas of historic clearance 
and the denser woodland. In these areas, the hedgerow tree stock tends to be 
dominated by mature and veteran trees and the visual integration will become diluted 
if tree populations are not perpetuated. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 
The sparsely scattered settlement pattern consists of occasional dwellings which 
were traditionally small forestry workers cottages. An occasional additional dwelling 
could be assimilated if it is in accordance with policy, but the density should remain 
extremely low. 
 
Enclosure Pattern: 
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The organic enclosure pattern is made up of irregularly shaped pastoral fields 
bounded by hedges, often cleared from the adjoining woodland. Any changes to 
woodland cover, either through felling or new planting, should respect the historical 
significance of the old patterns of woodland clearance and ensure the conservation 
of these patterns along with boundary hedges of assarted origin. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 

The woodland component has become fragmented in places by recent clearances 
which damage the unity of the landscape. The development of woodland shapes that 
are unsympathetic to the topography, together with the modification of the mixed 
broad leaf composition of the woodlands, most notably through the introduction of 
conifer blocks, can severely interrupt the unity of the landscape. The presence of 
conifer dominated skylines is particularly damaging. The nature conservation value of 
the woodlands is also significantly reduced by deviations from their inherent species 
composition. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve and restore the ancient broadleaved character of all woodlands. 

 Seek to restore the wooded character of the area through large scale woodland 
planting in areas where the interlocking pattern has become diluted. 

 Conserve and restore the irregular pattern of assarted fields. 

 Strengthen the wooded character of hedge lines and streamlines through 
replanting or natural regeneration. 

 New woodland planting and felling coupes should be carefully designed to take 
particular account of their visual impact. 
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RIVERSIDE MEADOWS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
Riverside Meadows are linear riverine landscapes associated with a flat, generally 
well-defined alluvial floodplain, in places framed by steeply rising ground. These are 
secluded pastoral landscapes, characterised by meandering, tree-lined rivers, 
flanked by alluvial meadows which are defined by hedge and ditch boundaries. 
Settlement is typically absent. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Flat, low-lying topography 

 Pastoral land use, including seasonal grazing meadows 

 Tree cover character of individual trees rather than woodland 

 Tree cover pattern of linear tree belts along ditches, watercourses and in 
hedgerows 

 
Secondary: 

 Unsettled with few roads 

 Seasonally flooded alluvial floodplain 

 Meandering river channel 

 Medium-to-large fields with hedge and ditch boundaries 

 Rushes, reeds and other wetland vegetation 
 
DETAIL 

Throughout these landscapes the presence of extensive areas of waterside 
meadows, used for seasonal grazing, has in the past provided a strong sense of 
visual and ecological unity. These are landscapes that have historically 
accommodated a degree of annual flooding, a factor which was reflected in the 
patterns of land use, the lack of settlement and development (except for the 
occasional water mill), and the representation of species and habitats tolerant of such 
waterlogged conditions. Tree cover is a notable element of Riverside Meadows, 
usually in a linear pattern along the hedge and ditch lines and along the banks of 
watercourses. Typical species are alder and willow, the latter often pollarded. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Land Use: 

The strong unity derived from the presence of water meadows and pasture is 
becoming fragmented by the encroachment of arable land uses. The decline in the 
traditional practices of seasonal grazing and haymaking have diminished the nature 
conservation interest of the remaining areas of pasture. Similarly, modification of the 
natural shape and profile of water courses and drainage channels has reduced their 
wildlife value and produced a functional, somewhat urban appearance. These are 
essentially linear landscapes, relying on extensive views along the length of river 
corridors. New roads have been constructed on embankments directly across the 
flood plain, notably in the vicinity of Worcester, fragmenting the visual unity of the 
riverside meadow corridors as a result. 
 
These are landscapes where the remaining areas of pasture should be conserved 
and opportunities sought to convert areas of arable land back to pasture. Wetland 
habitats are nationally scarce today and opportunities to restore or re-create them 
should be encouraged and in areas where property would not be at risk, a return to 
annual flooding cycles could be considered in order to achieve this. 
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Tree Cover Pattern: 
There is little to indicate that woodlands have been a characteristic feature of these 
landscapes since their use as grazing meadows evolved. Therefore, opportunities to 
introduce new tree planting should respect the inherent linear patterns of tree cover, 
although there may be some limited opportunity for wet woodland creation. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Seek to retain the unity of the linear form of these landscapes. 

 Conserve all existing areas of permanent pasture. 

 Seek opportunities to encourage the conversion of arable land back to pasture. 

 Conserve and enhance continuous tree cover along hedge lines, ditches and 
watercourses. 

 Conserve existing wetland habitats and seek opportunities for further wetland 
habitat creation. 

 Avoid building or road construction works. 

 Avoid further drainage of waterside meadows. 

 Explore opportunities to return to patterns and processes of natural flooding 
cycles. 
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SANDSTONE ESTATELANDS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
These are open, rolling landscapes characterised by an ordered pattern of large, 
arable fields, straight roads and estate plantations. Fields are typically defined by 
straight thorn hedges, reflecting the late enclosure of much of this landscape from 
woodland and waste. This historic land use pattern is also reflected in the occurrence 
of isolated brick farmsteads and clusters of wayside dwellings, interspersed with 
occasional small villages. Despite the fact that this is a functional landscape, the 
consistent geometric pattern can convey a strong sense of visual unity. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Arable land use 

 Hedgerow boundaries to fields 

 Planned enclosure pattern – straight roads and field boundaries 
 
Secondary: 

 Woodland pattern of discrete blocks 

 Planned woodland character – estate plantations and groups of trees 

 Large-scale landscape with wide views over open farmland 

 Impoverished sandy soils with relic heathy vegetation 

 Dispersed pattern of isolated farmsteads and scattered wayside dwellings 

 Discrete settlement clusters often in the form of small estate villages 
 
Tertiary: 

 Rolling topography with occasional low escarpments 
 
DETAIL 

This is an ordered landscape in which strong, regular patterns - in terms of field 
layout, road networks and woodland shape - play a dominant structural role. Large 
plantation woodlands provide a notable structural component to the landscape, 
although it is the field pattern that provides the overall unity. Further structure is 
provided by tree belts and linear tree cover along watercourses, although this is 
essentially a fairly open landscape, the tree cover providing a framework to views 
rather than producing a sense of enclosure and blocking them. They tend to be more 
open with more expansive views than the similar Enclosed Commons. Parkland 
features and associated ornamental planting, together with estate villages, also 
contribute to the diversity of these landscapes. 
 
These are landscapes of arable dominance in which the hedgerows have largely lost 
their function. Hedgerow loss and deterioration is already apparent in places to the 
detriment of landscape scale and character. The deterioration and reduced size of 
parklands is often evident, with parkland trees now located in areas of arable 
cultivation. These are landscapes that have a particularly distinctive natural 
vegetation, resulting from the sandy soils, of heathy/gorse communities that are 
seldom expressed, being too often suppressed by management, particularly in such 
non-farmed locations as the wide roadside verges. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 

The settlement pattern varies between isolated brick farmsteads, clusters of wayside 
dwellings and occasional estate villages. There may be limited opportunities for new 
development that conforms to policy and local character. 
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Enclosure Pattern: 
The conservation of hedgerows remains a priority but, bearing in mind the overall 
loss of hedgerow function, focus should be placed on primary hedgerow patterns. 
The opportunities for wildlife can be restricted in large scale arable landscapes such 
as these and scope for improving wildlife habitats and corridors, particularly the 
development of wide field margins and the continuous tree cover along 
watercourses, should be encouraged. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 

Tree cover is predominantly provided by large, discrete plantation woodlands and 
tree belts. These are often planted with conifers, poplars or other quick cropping 
species. The Sandstone Estatelands have the capacity to accommodate 
considerable areas of new woodland planting. With the decline and fragmentation of 
the hedgerow pattern, the development of a cohesive woodland structure, with 
woodland shape reflecting the pronounced regular landscape pattern, would 
considerably help to retain a sense of unity and scale to the landscape. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve and restore the distinctive hedgerow pattern with priority given to 
primary hedgerows. 

 Identify opportunities for further large scale planting of woodlands and tree 
belts to strengthen the regular patterns of the landscape. 

 Conserve and restore parklands. 

 Conserve and enhance tree cover along watercourses. 

 Conserve the integrity of estate villages. 

 Promote the creation and appropriate management of natural vegetation 
communities along highways and other non-farmed areas. 

 Promote the development of wide field margins for wildlife benefit. 
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SETTLED FARMLANDS ON RIVER TERRACES 

 
CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 

This is a medium scale, settled agricultural landscape where horticulture and 
cropping is the dominant land use, reflecting the fertile, free draining soils. The 
settlement pattern is represented by scattered farms and clusters of wayside 
dwellings, linked by a matrix of winding lanes. Fields are bounded by hedgerows, 
with tree cover largely concentrated in groups associated with dwellings. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Cropping/horticultural land use 

 Landscape of medium scale 

 Gently rolling lowland topography 

 Sandy brown soils 
 
Secondary: 

 Hedgerow boundaries to fields 

 Dispersed settlement pattern of farmsteads and clusters of wayside dwellings 

 Tree groups associated with settlement 
 
Tertiary: 

 Sub-regular enclosure pattern 
 
DETAIL 
This landscape is similar to Principal Settled Farmlands and shares many of the 
characteristics of the latter, in terms of the absence of woodland, the pattern of 
dispersed settlement and hedged fields. The topography too is similar, but typically of 
a more gently rolling nature. The field pattern tends to be sub-regular, suggesting 
early enclosure from areas of open field. The defining characteristic lies in its land 
use - this landscape is primarily found on the river terraces, where free-draining, 
highly fertile sandy brown soils support an arable land use dominated by cash crops 
and market gardening. In Worcestershire, this Landscape Type is located on the river 
terraces of the Severn. 
 
These landscapes are of medium scale with an open nature, tree cover being most 
strongly represented along watercourses and in association with settlement. 
Woodland is not characteristic of the Settled Farmlands on River Terraces. These 
areas have always been amongst the most fertile and productive agricultural land 
and were consequently probably cleared early, maintained under cultivation and as a 
result have been devoid of woodland for a substantial period of time. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 

Settlement tends to be sparsely distributed, comprising wayside dwellings and small 
clusters. The same dense network of interlinking lanes, as found in the Principal 
Settled Farmlands, is usually present. 
 
Enclosure Pattern: 

The pattern of hedged fields is very vulnerable to change as the functional worth of 
these boundaries becomes reduced, coupled with the increasing demands of modern 
horticulture. There is a consequent increase in openness and scale of the landscape 
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as these features become fragmented. Several areas already have a notably 
depleted hedgerow pattern. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 

Hedgerow trees have become reduced in number, due to their incompatibility with 
modern arable farming, and tree cover is now largely concentrated in the vicinity of 
settlement and in association with watercourses. This is not a landscape where 
woodland is characteristic and opportunities for new tree planting are best focused 
on strengthening the linear pattern of cover along watercourses, together with 
augmenting the tree cover associated with farmsteads and other settlements. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Retain the integrity of the dispersed settlement pattern. 

 Conserve and enhance tree cover along watercourses. 

 Seek to maintain cropping/horticultural land uses. 

 Enhance patterns of tree cover associated with settlement. 

 Conserve and enhance patterns of hedgerows 
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SETTLED FARMLANDS WITH PASTORAL LAND USE 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
These are small-scale, rolling, lowland, settled agricultural landscapes with a 
dominant pastoral land use, defined by their hedged fields. Hedgerow and 
streamside trees, together with those associated with settlement provide tree cover in 
a landscape with a notable network of winding lanes, scattered farms and clusters of 
wayside settlements. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Pastoral land use 

 Small-scale landscape defined by prominent pattern of hedged fields 

 Tree cover character of individual trees rather than woodland 
 
Secondary: 

 Tree cover pattern of scattered trees along hedgerows and watercourses 

 Dispersed settlement pattern of farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings 

 Sub-regular enclosure pattern with small and medium sized fields 

 Rolling lowland with occasional steep sided hills and escarpments 
 
Tertiary: 

 Gleyed soils 
 
DETAIL 

The Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use share many characteristics of the 
Principal Settled Farmlands. They are both lowland agricultural landscapes, with 
hedged fields and a dispersed settlement pattern, but the primary defining 
characteristic relates to soils and to the subsequent land use. These are landscapes 
of heavy or poorly drained soils associated with a predominantly pastoral land use. 
The field pattern follows that of the other Settled Farmlands, tending to be sub-
regular, suggesting early enclosure from areas of open field, but the size of the fields 
tends to be smaller and the pattern more prominent. 
 
Tree cover is primarily represented by hedgerow trees and by trees along 
watercourses. In both instances these can be notable in their numbers and this, 
combined with the field size, results in a landscape of much smaller, more intimate 
scale than the other Settled Farmlands categories. The same pattern of dispersed 
farmsteads and wayside dwellings occurs in association with a dense network of 
lanes. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Land Use: 
The defining pastoral land use is becoming diluted due to increased arable 
cultivation, which in turn has an impact upon the scale and enclosure pattern of these 
landscapes. The remaining areas of permanent pasture can often be of significant 
biodiversity interest and this can be threatened by the increasing change in land use 
in favour of arable farming. Initiatives to safeguard remaining areas of permanent 
pasture should be strongly promoted. 
 
Enclosure Pattern: 
Over the past years hedgerows have been removed, resulting in larger fields and a 
change in the scale of the landscape and, although the Hedgerow Regulations 
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should now reduce such direct damage, deteriorating management is likely to 
continue. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 

Woodlands are not characteristic of these landscapes and hedgerow trees, together 
with linear tree cover associated with watercourses, are particularly important, 
providing the defining tree cover element. The existing patterns of tree cover should 
be conserved and opportunities for new tree planting should be focused on 
strengthening and restoring hedgerow tree populations and the tree cover associated 
with watercourses. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

● Conserve and enhance the pattern of hedgerows. 
● Maintain overall pastoral land use. 
● Seek opportunities to conserve all remaining areas of permanent pasture. 
● Conserve and enhance tree cover along watercourses. 
● Conserve hedgerow tree populations and promote new hedgerow tree planting. 
● Retain the integrity of the dispersed pattern of settlement. 
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TIMBERED PASTURES 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
Timbered Pastures are small-scale, settled, pastoral landscapes characterised by 
filtered views through densely scattered hedgerow trees. The oak trees convey a 
sense of scale and stature combined with a feeling of maturity and history. This is a 
complex landscape of relic commons and former wood pasture, reflected today by an 
intermixed pattern of irregular fields and scattered farms occurring next to areas of 
geometric enclosure, straight roads and strings of wayside dwellings. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Notable tree cover pattern of mature hedgerow oaks 

 Ancient wooded character 

 Small-scale landscape with well-defined pattern of small, hedged fields 
 
Secondary: 

 Pastoral land use 

 Dense network of minor lanes 
 
Tertiary: 

 Impoverished, poorly draining soils with wet heathy vegetation 

 Variable enclosure pattern 

 Dispersed settlement pattern of farmsteads and strings of wayside cottages 
 
DETAIL 
This is a landscape of considerable ecological and historical interest, comprising a 
matrix of former areas of common land and areas of woodland assarted origins. The 
key feature, providing character and structure, is the dominant presence of dense 
lines of mature hedgerow oaks, which in turn rely upon the presence of hedge lines 
for their continued existence. The tree cover emphasises the small scale pattern of 
enclosure, overriding local differences in hedgerow pattern: regular where the fields 
are derived from the late enclosure of common land; irregular where associated with 
fields of assarted origin. The dominant pastoral land use is also a notable feature. 
This is a landscape that can contain considerable nature conservation interest, the 
presence of areas of unimproved permanent pasture together with the high densities 
of small field ponds associated with former marl pits being particularly relevant. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Land Use: 

A shift to arable farming and an increase in the grazing of horses are becoming 
evident, both of which can have a detrimental effect upon the hedgerow structure, 
and in turn on the perpetuation of hedgerow trees. The decline in the dominance of 
permanent pasture dilutes the unity of this landscape and opportunities to both 
conserve and restore this land use should be sought. This is a landscape which 
formerly included a distinctive concentration of unenclosed commons, the essential 
character of which could be integrated into any new development proposals for the 
area in order to facilitate opportunities for recreation 
 
Significant numbers of field ponds are being lost due to infilling. This landscape is 
subject to many pressures due to the proximity of the conurbation of Birmingham, not 
least through the modification of the characteristic wayside dwellings as a result of 
modernisation and enlargement. Pressures to modify the narrow winding complex of 
lanes could become a priority as traffic volumes increase. 
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Tree Cover Pattern: 
Emphasis needs to be placed upon promoting the importance of hedgerow oaks to 
this landscape, developing appropriate new incentives to encourage the planting of a 
new generation of trees. Alternative opportunities to introduce tree cover within 
farmland, such as field corner plantings, are unlikely to achieve the distinctive density 
and consequent sense of enclosure created by the existing oaks. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve the dominant presence and density of hedgerow oak trees. 

 Conserve and restore the small-scale pattern of hedged fields through 
appropriate management. 

 Conserve the pastoral land use character. 

 Conserve the distinctive pattern and character of wayside dwellings. 

 Maintain the distinctive density of ponds. 

 Seek opportunities to reintroduce the character of unenclosed commons through 
creative design. 

 Conserve the distinctive pattern and character of narrow, winding lanes. 

 Seek opportunities to enhance tree cover along highways and other non-farmed 
locations. 
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TIMBERED PLATEAU FARMLANDS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
The Timbered Plateau Farmlands are varied, mixed farming landscapes of hedged 
fields, scattered farms, woods and wooded valleys associated with upstanding areas 
of undulating relief. The landform conveys a sense of strength and dominance which 
tends to override the pattern of tree cover and fields. Variations in landform within 
this landscape create a changing sequence of visual perspectives, ranging from open 
vistas on plateau summits to more secluded scenes along valley bottoms. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Upstanding plateau of rolling topography dissected by broad valleys 

 Filtered medium/long distance views 

 Woodland of ancient character 

 Mixed hedges with scattered hedgerow oaks 
 
Secondary: 

 Organic enclosure pattern of medium to large fields 

 Linear tree cover pattern of wooded valleys often associated with streamside 
habitats 

 Mixed farming land use 
 
Tertiary: 

 Dispersed settlement pattern of farmsteads and hamlets 
 
DETAIL 
The key elements of the Timbered Plateau Farmlands are topography and woodland. 
These are landscapes that have developed from a mosaic of piecemeal clearance of 
woodland and localised areas of open field and they retain a strong association with 
their woodland origins. Consequently the tree cover is essentially of ancient semi-
natural character, with oak as the dominant species. Unlike the Principal Timbered 
Farmlands, the lowland equivalent of this Landscape Type, the role of hedgerow 
trees and their influence in creating filtered views is less significant in the Timbered 
Plateau Farmlands. The more pronounced topography tends to throw the pattern of 
woodland and hedgerows into greater visual prominence. The woodland cover 
provides the major structure to the landscape, the hedgerow pattern defining the 
scale. These are landscapes containing woodlands of varying size, the dingles 
associated with the valley streams being a particular characteristic. The settlement 
pattern is a variable one of dispersed farms and hamlets with occasional villages or 
wayside cottages. The land use tends to be a patchwork of mixed farming with 
pasture often dominating the areas where topography limits intensive cultivation. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Tree Cover Pattern: 

The deterioration of the overall structure of tree cover tends to be the major issue in 
these landscapes with corresponding loss of landscape unity. Woodland cover is not 
always a prominent component of the landscape today, the streamside tree cover 
can often be fragmented and the hedgerow tree cover composed of primarily mature 
or veteran trees. The fragmentation of hedgerows can result in the remaining 
woodlands becoming isolated from other areas of tree cover. The gradual change 
from a landscape of mixed agriculture to one dominated by arable farming suggests 
that the function of hedgerows will become increasingly reduced, rendering the whole 
linking structure of hedgerows and tree cover, upon which the landscape character 
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depends, increasingly vulnerable. The Timbered Plateau Farmlands are landscapes 
that could accommodate a considerable amount of new woodland planting. In some 
places a doubling of the woodland cover could be considered in order to retain and 
emphasise the woodland associations and origins of these areas and to give greater 
structure to the landscape. New planting should aim to perpetuate the characteristic 
wide range of woodland size. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve and manage all ancient woodland sites, restocking with locally 
occurring native stock. 

 Promote the coalescence of fragmented remnants of ancient woodland. 

 Promote new woodland planting, favouring native broadleaves with oak as the 
major species. 

 Promote infilling of gaps in tree cover along watercourses and dingles. 

 Conserve hedgerow oaks and promote the importance of veteran trees. 

 Conserve and restore the pattern of hedgerows throughout the area, giving 
priority to primary boundaries and boundaries of assarted origin. 

 Conserve and restore existing parkland areas. 

 Encourage new populations of hedgerow oaks, particularly through natural 
regeneration. 

 Maintain the characteristic dispersed settlement pattern, avoiding the formation of 
pronounced settlement nuclei. 
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UNENCLOSED COMMONS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
This is a category of landscape that offers tremendous variety of scale and size, the 
overriding characteristics being the lack of enclosure and, usually, a land use of 
rough grazing. The smaller unenclosed commons are ranked as features within other 
Landscape Types but a few are considered to be of sufficient extent to warrant 
separate classification. Settlement, where present, is usually restricted to wayside 
dwellings situated around the perimeter of the common. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Unenclosed land 

 Rough grazing land use 
 
Secondary: 

 Unsettled, but with wayside dwellings of distinctive scale and style, located on the 
perimeter of commons 

 Unwooded, but small plots associated with dwellings often afford scattered tree 
cover 

 Acid grassland/heath very often associated with these landscapes 
 
DETAIL 
The character of these landscapes has, in the past, developed as a result of the 
activities of local people with commoners' rights. Different activities have resulted in 
rather differing identities. They are, as a group, notable for their lack of enclosure and 
their overall sense of wilderness. There is frequently an element of settlement 
associated with these commons, the style, scale and pattern of which is particularly 
distinctive, typically being small, wayside cottages, often white-washed, set in small 
plots of irregular shape. In many cases, tree cover is largely restricted to the plots 
and gardens associated with these cottages. The traditionally grazed commons are 
invariably associated with a high nature conservation value due to their unimproved 
status. 
 
There would appear to continue to be a general lack of motivation to restore active 
pursuance of rights of common today, factors of economic benefit, disturbance and 
danger to grazing stock from busy roads, dogs and people together with increased 
regulations associated with animal husbandry perhaps contributing to such 
reluctance. The demise in the exercising of commoners' rights has resulted in 
reversion to scrub in many places. Elsewhere commons are valued for their 
recreation potential and managed in a municipal fashion, with regular cutting of the 
sward and sometimes associated planting of ornamental trees. There have, however, 
been successful instances of community approaches to restoring grazing stock on 
common land, Monkwood Green being an example. Long term sustainable 
management initiatives are clearly needed for these landscapes and the success of 
such existing schemes should be widely promoted and encouraged elsewhere. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 

These are fundamentally unsettled landscapes, but over the years an element of 
settlement has built up. The degree of settlement varies but is usually of small 
wayside cottages dotted around the periphery of the common. The cottages are often 
whitewashed and set in small, irregularly shaped gardens with occasional paddocks. 
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Modern enlargement and remodelling has often resulted in an uncharacteristic sub-
urban character. 
 
Enclosure Pattern: 

All methods of enclosure are inappropriate although peripheral temporary stock 
fencing may sometimes be necessary. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 
Tree cover is typically restricted to the gardens and small orchards associated with 
the surrounding cottages. However, the character of these commons varies widely 
and some have a significant number of trees, either as individual specimens, groups, 
or areas of grazed woodland. 
 
In addition, those commons that are no longer adequately grazed have a problem of 
encroaching scrub and secondary woodland. Generally, additional tree planting is not 
appropriate on Unenclosed Commons. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve and enhance the unenclosed visual distinctiveness of open common 
areas. 

 Conserve and enhance the spatial pattern, scale and specific character of 
wayside dwellings associated with commons. 

 Recognising that each common will have a different historical profile, seek to 
define management objectives to integrate wildlife benefit, current recreational 
interests and other uses, together with the historical interest. 

 Seek to avoid municipal/tidy approaches to management. 
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VILLAGE CLAYLANDS 

 
CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 

These are open, gently rolling agricultural landscapes characterised by an ordered 
pattern of hedged fields and discrete rural villages connected by a network of minor 
roads. These are landscapes of heavy, poorly drained soils, typically associated with 
broad clay vales backed by steeply sloping escarpments. Ridge and furrow, a relic of 
medieval farming practice, is often distinctive. The field pattern tends to define the 
scale of the landscape. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Hedgerow boundaries to fields 
 
Secondary: 

 Pastoral land use with relic ridge and furrow 

 Gently rolling lowland topography 

 Heavy, poorly drained soils 

 Medium-to-large scale field pattern 

 Rural lanes with uniform grass verges 

 Scattered hedgerow and streamline trees 

 Nucleated settlement pattern, usually of small, rural villages 
 
DETAIL 

The pastoral land use is one of the key elements of this landscape, together with the 
pattern of settlement and hedged fields. These are landscapes derived from former 
extensive areas of open fields, but, because of their heavy soil, were less favoured 
for continued arable cultivation becoming predominantly converted to pasture at the 
time of enclosure. There are still significant areas of permanent pasture in some 
localities, often with notable representation of ridge and furrow. The pattern of 
hedged fields defines the scale of the landscape which until recently would have 
conveyed a more pronounced sense of structure and enclosure. These landscapes 
were often bastions of hedgerow elm tree cover in the past and the composition of 
many hedges is still dominated by this species. The impact of Dutch Elm Disease 
has left them significantly lacking in tree cover. Originally, it was thought that rather 
than use an alternative species to restore the distinctively dense tree cover 
associated with the elm it would be left for a degree of natural resistance to emerge 
that would enable regeneration of this species to arise from the remaining hedgerow 
stock. However, after 40 years there is no evidence of any emergence of natural 
resistance. The decision has therefore been taken by Environmental Planning 
Officers at Worcestershire County Council to attempt to replicate the originally 
heavily treed landscape by promoting the planting of oak and ash hedgerow trees. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 
The nucleated settlement pattern reflects the organised community structure 
associated with open field culture of long standing where farmsteads were located 
within the village, not in the open countryside. However, the villages have often 
declined in size or even become abandoned, reflecting the decline in status of the 
areas for farming. 
 
Enclosure Pattern: 
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An increase in the proportion of arable land is evident which dilutes the distinctive 
land use and results in damage to the nature conservation and archaeological 
interest if areas of unimproved meadow are destroyed in the process. The increase 
in arable land uses also reduces the functionality of hedgerows, with consequent 
dilution of landscape scale and structure as hedges become lost or fragmented. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 

Woodland is not a characteristic of these 'planned' landscapes. Trees are now 
primarily represented by watercourse lines of willow and alder with limited hedgerow 
ash. The restoration of tree cover along the watercourses is to be encouraged along 
with the planting of tree groups in and around settlement to enhance the character 
and to help emphasise the distinctive settlement pattern. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve the pattern of hedgerow boundaries. 

 Conserve all remaining areas of permanent pasture and distinctive ridge and 
furrow. 

 Conserve and enhance tree cover along water courses. 

 Conserve and enhance the scattered populations of hedgerow trees. 

 Seek to retain the integrity of the distinctive settlement pattern of small villages. 

 Encourage the planting of tree groups in association with settlements. 

 Opportunities for conversion of arable land back to pasture should be given 
consideration. 
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VILLAGE FARMLANDS WITH ORCHARDS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
This is a distinctive planned lowland agricultural landscape with a notably dominant 
orchard land use. It is an intensively cultivated landscape characterised by a 
nucleated pattern of expanded villages surrounded by large cultivated fields. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Extensive apple and plum orchards on south facing slopes 
 
Secondary: 

 Nucleated settlement pattern 
 
Tertiary: 

 Gently undulating topography 

 Planned enclosure pattern of medium- to large-scale fields 

 Crops of cereals and field vegetables 
 
DETAIL 
The Village Farmlands with Orchards are planned, lowland agricultural landscapes 
with a strongly nucleated settlement pattern, sharing many of the characteristics of 
the Principal Village Farmlands with which they have a similar evolution. The primary 
defining characteristic lies in the land use. These landscapes tend to be located in 
areas of slightly more pronounced topography, where the south facing slopes are 
ideal for fruit growing. Orchards are a primary land use with apple, plum and gage 
being particularly notable. Unfortunately, the characteristic traditional orchards of 
standard trees are disappearing in some areas, with many old traditional fruit tree 
varieties being lost as a result. The economic worth of certain types of orchard - such 
as damson and plum - appears to be in decline and could hamper prospects of 
replacement once the old trees have died. New orchard planting/restoration, notably 
of apple, often uses bush stock, the smaller stature of which has an impact upon the 
scale of the landscape. 
 
Fields are bounded by hedgerows, typically of a regular, planned pattern, although 
the pattern becomes subsidiary to the structure of orchard cover and is less evident 
visually than in the Principal Village Farmlands. 
 
Lines of hedgerow fruit trees, particularly damson, are a distinctive local feature. 
Scattered tree cover along water courses, together with tree presence within the 
villages, provides the remaining tree cover character of these landscapes. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Enclosure Pattern: 

The functionality of many hedgerows has now declined and, whilst appreciating both 
the landscape and wildlife value of retaining the full hedgerow structure, it would 
appear most viable to give priority to the conservation and restoration of primary 
hedgerows. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 
Woodland is not characteristic of any of the Village Farmlands and new woodland 
planting in these areas would dilute their distinctive character. Elm was formerly a 
dominant tree species, providing a distinctive landscape feature. The regeneration of 
elm continues in the hedgerows but still eventually succumbs to disease at a certain 
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size. After much consideration, it has been decided to promote the planting of oak 
and ash substitutes for the original densely planted hedgerow elms. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve and restore traditional orchards, with emphasis placed upon the fruit 
type and varieties associated with different localities. 

 Conserve and restore lines of hedgerow fruit trees. 

 Retain pattern of strongly nucleated villages with associated low dispersal of 
settlement between. 

 Conserve and restore hedgerow structure with emphasis upon the primary hedge 
lines. 

 Conserve and enhance tree cover along watercourses. 

 Encourage opportunities for tree planting in and around villages. 

 Promote development of wide field margins for wildlife benefit. 

 Promote management of roadside verges for wildlife benefit. 
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WET PASTURE MEADOWS 

 
CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 

A flat, low-lying, largely uninhabited landscape associated with irregularly shaped, 
poorly draining basins fringed by low hills or scarps. This is a secluded pastoral 
landscape characterised by a regular pattern of hedged fields and ditches fringed by 
lines of willow and alder. Pollarded willows are often a distinctive feature. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Flat, low-lying topography 

 Pastoral land use with patches of wet grassland 

 Tree cover character of individual trees as opposed to woodland 

 Tree cover pattern of linear tree belts along ditches and watercourses - 
particularly lines of alder and willow 

 
Secondary: 

 Regular pattern of hedged fields with ditches 

 Rushes, reeds and other marginal/aquatic vegetation 

 Unsettled with few roads 
 
DETAIL 

These are flat, low lying and largely uninhabited landscapes. They are found where 
the land form has naturally created poorly drained, low lying basins collecting water 
from the surrounding low hills or scarps. These are landscapes which, in the past, 
have been protected from change by the difficulty of cultivating soils with such poor 
drainage. They have consequently been avoided as sites for settlement and roads, 
and have often not been considered economically viable for agricultural 
improvement. This, together with the widespread pastoral land use and associated 
traditional methods of management, has favoured the retention of wetland habitats of 
considerable wildlife interest and a certain wilderness quality. The patterns of hedged 
fields provide structure to the landscape, the hedge lines invariably associated with 
ditches. Further structure is provided by linear tree cover along the ditches. These 
are usually alder and willow, with pollarded willows being a distinctive feature in 
places. 
 
The sustainable land use for these areas would appear to be pastoral, which in turn 
is compatible with the great ecological potential these landscapes possess and the 
exciting opportunities they offer for wetland creation or restoration. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 

These are unsettled landscapes where development is not appropriate in landscape 
terms. They should be regarded primarily as areas of conservation and the unsettled, 
undeveloped character perpetuated. 
 
Land Use: 

These landscapes are particularly vulnerable to changing agricultural practices. Many 
Wet Pasture Meadows have been drained in order to increase their productivity. This 
has led to agricultural improvement of the sward, changes from hay making to silage 
production, or arable conversion. All such changes result in a significant 
impoverishment of landscape character and ecological value. Similarly, the 
transformation of some of these areas to deeper water by excavating features such 
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as lakes and irrigation reservoirs will have inevitably destroyed wetland habitats of 
greater ecological interest. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 

Unfortunately, the traditional management of pollarding willows is often neglected, 
leading to deterioration and loss of the linear tree cover. Woodland is not appropriate 
in Wet Pasture Meadows. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve all permanent pasture. 

 Conserve and restore linear tree cover along watercourses, ditches and hedge 
lines. 

 Seek opportunities to encourage the conversion of arable land back to pasture. 

 Encourage the retention and appropriate management of existing wetland 
habitats. 

 Encourage the creation of new wetland habitats. 

 Discourage activities likely to increase the drainage, or lower the water table of 
these areas. 

 Discourage any building or construction works in these landscapes. 
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WOODED ESTATELANDS 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
This is a large scale, wooded agricultural landscape of isolated brick farmsteads, 
clusters of wayside dwellings and occasional small estate villages. The key visual 
element in this landscape is the frequent, large, irregularly shaped ancient 
woodlands, often prominently situated on low crests. It is a landscape that, due to its 
scale, lacks intimacy and can appear rather functional. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Large discrete blocks of irregularly shaped woodland 

 Mixed farming land use 
 
Secondary: 

 Rolling topography with occasional steep-sided hills and low escarpments 

 Semi-regular pattern of large, hedged fields 

 Woodland of ancient character 

 Discrete settlement clusters often in the form of small estate villages 

 Medium distance framed views 

 Large country houses set in parkland and ornamental grounds 
 
DETAIL 

These are wooded agricultural landscapes of isolated farmsteads, clusters of 
wayside dwellings and occasional small estate villages. Mixed farming is the 
dominant land use, with woodland comprising about 30-40% of the land cover. This 
Landscape Type relies heavily upon its woodland component as the critical element 
in defining its character. The size, shape and composition of the woodlands are all 
important, being generally large, discrete woods of ancient semi-natural character 
and irregular or semi-regular outline. They frame the views and are often prominently 
situated on low crests. The prominent hedgerows are also important in defining the 
scale and providing the structure to the landscape. Ornamental grounds and 
parkland associated with large estates can be a noticeable feature in these 
landscapes. Groups of mature ornamental trees planted in parks or gardens are 
often significant visual landmarks. Similarly, medieval parkland and its associated 
ancient woodland is often a feature. Estate villages may also be associated with 
these areas and invariably possess a strong character as a result of their style, layout 
and detailing. It is not an intimate landscape and, due to its fairly large scale, can 
sometimes appear rather functional. 
 
The landscape character is dependant on a small number of strongly defined 
characteristics. It could easily lose its integrity and become muddled and confusing if 
the range of features associated with it were to be increased. The introduction of 
small scale elements would do as much harm to the character as the loss of the 
inherent features. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 
These landscapes generally have a clustered settlement pattern of wayside dwellings 
or estate villages. Isolated farmsteads are also a feature. New development would be 
appropriate if it is in accordance with policy but it must be carefully sited in order to 
protect the visual integrity of the estate villages. 
 
Land Use: 
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Hedgerows provide a unifying presence in this landscape by linking the large blocks 
of woodland. The intensification of arable farming has resulted in the loss and 
deterioration of many of the hedgerows and thus the fragmentation of landscape 
character. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 
The introduction of conifers to the woodlands has weakened the inherent character of 
the landscape. The many parklands often originating from medieval deer parks have 
been significantly reduced in size, frequently leaving the former parkland trees 
marooned amongst arable cropping. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve all ancient woodland sites and restock with locally occurring native 
species. 

 Promote new large scale woodland planting. 

 New woodland planting should be of native broadleaves, favouring oak as the 
dominant species, and relate to the scale and spatial pattern of the Landscape 
Type. 

 Conserve and restore the hedgerow pattern, particularly primary hedgerows and 
hedgerow tree cover. 

 Seek to ensure hedgerow linkage to all woodland blocks, for visual cohesion and 
wildlife benefit. 

 Conserve and restore parkland including historically correct ornamental planting 
and with an emphasis on arable reversion. 

 Conserve the integrity of estate villages and their associated tree cover. 
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WOODED FOREST 
 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 
In Worcestershire this Landscape Type is only represented in Wyre Forest. This is a 
landscape dominated by dense tree cover, predominately woodland of ancient 
character, effectively blocking all but immediate short distance views. It is essentially 
unsettled although occasional wayside cottages occur, often with adjacent small 
fields of assarted origin. This is an uncomplicated landscape where the unrelenting 
mass of woodland and restricted views creates a strong character which can feel 
overwhelmingly remote and confined. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Continuous woodland cover of ancient character, woodland being the dominant 
land use 

 Intimate spatial character 
 
Secondary: 

 Generally an unsettled landscape, except for occasional wayside cottages 

 Infrequent roads, access generally poor 

 Occasional clearings of small fields associated with cottages 
 
DETAIL 
The overriding characteristic of this landscape is the dominance of woodland cover. 
These are areas that may have been briefly cleared for agricultural purposes at the 
height of agricultural expansion in the late 13th/early 14th centuries. Any clearance 
would have been likely to be of a piecemeal nature with woodland re-colonisation 
following the contraction of the area of cultivated land after the Black Death. The 
relative lack of settlement relates to the absence of a prolonged period of agricultural 
activity, the scattered cottages probably relating to occupations linked to the 
woodland. The interdependence of woodland and the charcoal and smelting 
industries has been a major factor in the survival of such a large concentration of 
forest. The woodlands are of ancient character and the whole woodland landscape is 
one of notable nature conservation value. The underlying impoverished sandy soils 
give rise to a heathy/acid grassland ground vegetation, which is of considerable 
botanical interest in its own right. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 

This is fundamentally an unsettled landscape but one that accommodates the 
occasional small scale wayside dwelling. The character and integrity of these 
cottages and their associated land parcels is important to the integrity of the 
landscape and should be conserved; any increase to the size, appearance or scale 
of such properties should be avoided. Additional settlement is not appropriate in this 
landscape. 
 
Enclosure Pattern: 
This is an unenclosed landscape of continuous woodland. Additional clearance or 
enclosure should be resisted. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 

Previous conifer plantings have resulted in some dilution of woodland character. 
However, the acknowledged importance of the nature conservation interest and the 
increasingly sympathetic approach towards landscape and wildlife interests promoted 
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in current national woodland management guidance suggests that the restoration of 
the ancient wooded character is already a priority, and that further deterioration of the 
woodland character is unlikely. The existing guidance for the management of ancient 
woodland sites should be strongly promoted and supported in this area, coupled with 
priorities identified for nature conservation. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve all ancient woodland sites and restock with appropriate locally 
occurring broadleaved trees, favouring oak as the major species. 

 Conserve the unsettled woodland character, avoiding any urban influences. 
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WOODED HILLS AND FARMLANDS 

 
CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 

These are medium to large scale upstanding, wooded landscapes with a sloping 
topography and well defined character. They are similar to the Principal Wooded 
Hills, but with more of an emphasis on farmland. The woods tend to occur as discrete 
blocks framing larger areas of enclosed fields. The latter are often associated with a 
small village or hamlet. There is a sense of balance, with a character that is less 
extreme than the Principal Wooded Hills. 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
Primary: 

 Prominent sloping topography 

 Hedgerow field boundaries are an important element in defining landscape scale 

 Tree cover pattern of large, discrete woodland blocks 
 
Secondary: 

 Woodland of ancient character 

 Mixed farming land use 

 Medium-framed views 

 Sparsely clustered settlement pattern associated with areas of former open fields 
 
DETAIL 
These are landscapes with an inherently large scale and strength due to their 
patterns of substantial woodland blocks and large hedged fields. The steepness of 
slope is generally less severe than the Principal Wooded Hills and therefore has 
been less of a constraint for agriculture. They contain a significant proportion of 
farmland, considered to be derived from former areas of open field and which is 
usually associated with settlement clusters. The historic origins of these areas should 
be recognised and their visual cohesion conserved. The dominant land use is of 
mixed farming, interspersed with large, ancient semi-natural woods that frame the 
views. The hedgerow structure and streamside tree cover is particularly important in 
providing visual unity to these areas, linking the woodland blocks and integrating 
them with the areas of farmland. Within the farmed areas, the upper slopes may 
include areas of permanent pasture of botanical interest. 
 
These are landscapes that often lack a strong sense of visual cohesion today, due to 
the variable amount of woodland cover and the decline in both hedgerow pattern and 
fabric. The mixed broadleaf composition may also have been diluted by the presence 
of conifer planting. The strength and scale of the landscape becomes diluted if the 
large woodland blocks become fragmented when the structure of hedgerow and 
streamlines is broken, or if features of an inappropriately small scale are introduced. 
 
MODERN IMPACTS ON CHARACTER 
Settlement Pattern: 
Settlement in these landscapes is usually clustered dwellings associated with the 
areas of open fields. Small villages and hamlets are therefore typical but are sparsely 
dispersed through a landscape that does not feel well populated. Opportunities for 
additional housing should be in accordance with policies and should respect the 
settlement pattern, being concentrated on the existing clustered communities in order 
to maintain the low settlement density. 
 
Enclosure Pattern: 
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The sub-regular enclosure pattern reflects the scale of woodland clearance and 
historical land enclosure. Loss of hedges will disrupt this pattern, as will the addition 
of hedges or fences seeking to subdivide fields. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern: 
There are considerable opportunities for planting new large woodland blocks 
particularly in areas of recent clearance. At the same time, the importance of the 
patterns of historical land clearance should be recognised and conserved. Emphasis 
should also be placed on perpetuating the corridors that link the woodlands together. 
 
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES 

 Conserve existing blocks of woodland. 

 Seek opportunities to restore the balance of woodland cover throughout these 
landscapes. 

 Conserve and restore the ancient woodland character of all woodlands. 

 Conserve the historic pattern of large hedged fields, with priority being given to 
strengthening and restoring primary hedge lines. 

 Enhance tree cover along watercourses and dingles. 

 Conserve all remaining areas of permanent pasture. 
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3.3. LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION UNIT PROFILES 
 

LDU AR01  Hunnington Hill Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
An area of intermediate, rolling topography, forming part of an undulating plateau, 
comprising mixed shale and sandstone (of the upper coal measures), with poorly 
draining, base-poor soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern.  The land use is pastoral and the tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks. 
  

         holly prominent in hedgerows 
         red brick building style 
         localised bracken 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         moderate to high intensity farming with a declining field pattern due 
to arable intensification and urban fringe activities including horse 
paddocks. 

         hedgerow trees are often poorly represented and are of poor age 
structure 

         in places woodland is locally poorly represented 
         occasional extensive ancient woodlands but much conifer 

introduction 
         localised high impact of modern ribbon development 

  

LDU AR01 Hunnington Hill Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: no information 
Network: good 
Range: no information 
Impacts: locally severe recent impacts of forestry, agriculture and recreation 
(golf). 
 
Woodland - high proportion of ancient woodland sites including outstanding 
examples, (same unusual woodland type as LDU AR03.3/AR02.2). Presence of 
dingles, locally known as gutters, with associated variation of species - provide 
important asn woodland features.  
Grassland - significant mesotrophic grassland resource - local concentrations due 
to traditional management and patterns of tenure 
Wetland - confined to dingles 
Hedgerows - ancient pattern - species rich - severely fragmented in places due to 

transport, agricultural and recreational impacts 
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LDU AR02.1 Frankley Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A dissected undulating plateau of hard rock sandstone with free draining, base-
poor brown soils.  The land use is pastoral and the tree cover comprises relic 
patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow 
oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside dwellings 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern. 
  

         red brick building style 
         localised gorse and bracken 
         wooded streamlines 
         relic deer park 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         high intensity mixed farming with a declining field pattern due  to 
arable and urban fringe activities 

         high impact of motorway and associated development 
         numerous woodland relics along steeply incised stream courses 

but elsewhere tree cover is poorly represented 
         presence of reservoirs modifies existing pattern on the eastern part 

of the area 
  

LDU AR02.1 Frankley Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
 
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: no information 
Network: moderate 
Range: no information 
Impacts: modern farming. Localised fragmenting impact of motorway 
 
Woodland - considerable number of small linear ancient woodlands associated 
with incised valleys 
Grassland - restricted to micro-features or abandoned areas on urban fringe. 
Open water - reservoirs - valuable open water resource in county context, but 
only small portion lies within county 
 
Special features 
Distinctive flora in terms of Worcestershire  
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LDU AR02.2 Romsley Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A dissected undulating plateau of hard rock sandstone with free draining, base-
poor brown soils.  The land use is pastoral and the tree cover comprises relic 
patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow 
oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside dwellings 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern. 
  

         red brick building style 
         localised bracken 
         locally dense hedgerow trees 
         localised parkland 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         moderate intensity farming, field pattern generally intact declining 
in places 

         boundaries generally poor or neglected 
         several extensive woodlands but elsewhere there is localised poor 

representation of tree cover 
         localised conifer planting in ancient woodland 
         localised high impact of ribbon development at Romsley 
         localised high impact of roads 

 
LDU AR02.2 Romsley Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
 
Biodiversity: good minus - significant proportion of semi-natural habitat in area 
Abundance: high 
Network: good 
Diversity: high 
Impacts: local impact of intensive farming, locally severe impact of forestry, 
localised impact of transport corridor. 
 
Woodland - good ancient woodland resource. High % cover of ancient woodland 
sites, significant proportion subject to modern forestry/conifers. Ancient 
woodlands in this area have a unique species assemblage for Worcestershire - 
locally very important - sited on Carboniferous rocks and so associated with more 
northerly species. Significant woodland cover along stream valleys, including wet 
woodland - notably dingle woodlands, providing a valuable resource. 
Grassland - formerly very significant mesotrophic grassland resource, now much 
reduced, remaining sites generally associated with horse culture, and, to a lesser 
extent, with linear features - verges and roadsides. Also localised acid grassland 
resource. 
Wetland - limited to small, linear sites - flushes and streamsides  
Hedgerows - generally ancient character, locally fragmented. 
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LDU AR03.1 Clent to Lickey Wooded Hills and Farmland 
  
A steeply sloping hard rock plateau edge, of sandstone, with impoverished sandy 
soils.  The tree cover comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland.  Clusters of wayside dwellings and scattered 
farmsteads, and a pastoral land use further characterise the area. 
  

         red brick building style 
         extensive areas of rough grazing on commons 
         widespread gorse and bracken 
         additional tree cover provided by wooded streams 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         low intensity farming with a generally intact field pattern  
         boundaries condition varies but some in poor condition 
         localised high impact of forestry with some conifer introduction 
         scrub invasion on unenclosed commons  
         localised moderate impact of amenity activities 
         localised moderate impact of modern residential ribbon 

development 
         localised high impact of modern road development 

  
 

LDU AR03.1 Clent to Lickey Wooded Hills and Farmland 
 
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good - high % cover of semi-natural habitats 
Network: good - intact 
Range: no information 
Impacts: locally intensive agriculture 
 
Woodland - Good proportion of woodland cover, especially on lower slopes, a 
high % on ancient sites. Also much 18

th
/19

th
 century plantation associated with 

enclosure period and poor soils. Locally important parkland 
Heath - locally significant, notably Lickey. Evidence of initial recolonisation of 
heathland on Clents 
Grassland - significant proportion of grassland of interest. Most of higher slopes 
comprise unimproved oligotrophic or acidic grassland. Notable concentration of 
mesotrophic grasslands, notably at Romsley and in the valley systems 
Wetland - upper slopes feature flushes and rills with mesotrophic communities of 
local importance 
Hedgerows: locally some boundary features ancient, otherwise field pattern dates 
from enclosures and species poor.  
 
Special Features: 
Infertile acid soils creating a range of oligotrophic habitats, - grasslands, heath - 
uncommon in the county.  
Varied topography increases potential habitat range. Local pockets of traditional 
farming ie small field systems, pasture land 
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LDU AR03.2 Barnt Green Sandlands Enclosed Commons 
  
A steeply sloping hard rock plateau edge, of sandstone, with impoverished sandy 
soils.  The tree cover comprises discrete blocks of planned woodland and 
occasional hedgerow trees. A dispersed pattern of wayside dwellings and 
scattered farmsteads, a planned enclosure pattern of straight boundaries and 
roads with wide verges and a pastoral land use further characterise the area. 
  

         frequent occurrence of large houses in garden plots with 
ornamental tree planting 

         small scale geometric pattern of hedged fields, larger scale along 
roads 

         planned road pattern with wide verges 

 untypical tree cover pattern of discrete ancient woodland, particularly 
notable along streams 

Condition (updated 2012) 
         moderate intensity farming with an intact field pattern in 

undeveloped areas 
         variable condition hedges 

 denser woodland and tree cover than the Type 
         widespread impact of new residential development with infilling of 

plots 
  
  

LDU AR03.2 Barnt Green Sandlands Enclosed Commons 
 
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: no information 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: Intensive agriculture. Fragmentation of former large urban gardens due 
to development 
 
Woodland - locally important blocks of secondary woodland (formerly open, 
possibly heath). Mature trees and veterans in large urban gardens 
Grassland - fragments in large urban gardens 
Heath - fragments in large urban gardens 
Wetland: some mesotrophic aquatic habitats (headwater flushes) 
Hedgerows: species poor, but includes holly. 
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LDU AR03.3 Hagley Wooded Hills and Farmland 
  
A steeply sloping hard rock plateau edge, of sandstone, with impoverished sandy 
soils.  The tree cover comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland.  Clusters of wayside dwellings and scattered 
farmsteads, and a pastoral land use further characterise the area. 
  

         localised parkland 
 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         moderate intensity farming with an intact field pattern in eastern 
parts but fragmented to the west, near Hagley 

         woodland pattern generally good but some conifer introduction 
         Hagley Park has poor tree/woodland age structure and 

inappropriate introduction of conifers and modern ornamental species 
 

LDU AR03.3 Hagley Wooded Hills and Farmland 
 
Biodiversity: good minus - significant proportion of semi-natural habitat in area 
Abundance: high 
Network: good 
Diversity: high 
Impacts: locally severe impact of forestry, localised impact of transport corridor 
 
Woodland - good ancient woodland resource with a high % cover of ancient 
woodland sites, significant proportion subject to modern forestry/conifers. Ancient 
woodlands in this area have a unique assemblage for Worcestershire - locally 
important - sited on Carboniferous rocks and so associated with more northerly 
species. (Wyre also on Carboniferous rocks but different suite of soils - more 
acidic) Significant woodland cover along stream valleys. Some small linear damp 
woodlands associated with stream banks. Notable concentration of ancient yews 
at  Wychbury Hill (iron age camp) - one of largest concentrations of old yews in 
Worcestershire. 
Parkland - a significant local feature 
Grassland – this area has a very important mesotrophic grassland resource 
associated with farms, now particularly associated with horse culture. Significant 
resource also associated with linear features – streams and verges. Localised 
acid grassland resource also present together with small pockets/fragments of 
wet grassland associated with hill flushes, rills and streams. 
Wetland – a minor component – fragments of wetland/marsh associated with 
streams,  rills and hill flushes. Micro features -  fragments of sphagnum – occur in 
other habitats. 
Open water – minor open water resource, including pools associated with Hagley 
Park. 
Hedgerows – largely intact network of ancient species rich hedges. 
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LDU AR04  Bilberry Hill Wooded Hills and Farmlands 
  
A steeply sloping ridge of hard (lower palaeozoic) sandstone with shallow 
impoverished soils.  It is an area of rough grazing, with an ancient wooded 
character.  It is an unsettled landscape. 

  
         widespread gorse and bracken 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         low intensity grazing 
         low impact of conifer planting 
         widespread scrub encroachment/secondary woodland 

  
AR04  Bilberry Hill Wooded Hills and Farmland 
 
Derived from a forest landscape with heaths and rough grazings. A continuous 
historical record as Waste. 
  
Biodiversity: good, 
Abundance: good, whole area supports semi-natural habitat 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: no information 
  
Woodland – oak/birch woodland with significant mature timber resource, 
significant proportion impacted by coniferous plantations. Some conifer areas 
approaching a semi-natural aspect and support a range of associated species. 
Secondary woodland encroachment onto heathland 
Orchards 
Grassland 
Heathland – best example of bilberry heath in county 
Wetland 
Open Water 
Hedgerows 
  
Special features 
A high value county resource. Distinctive and unique acidic vascular and 
bryophyte floras, rich in macrofungi. Diverse bird and invertebrate communities 
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LDU AR05  Beoley Principal Wooded Hills  
  
A sloping escarpment of mixed mudstones and sandstones with free draining 
brown soils.  The land use is pastoral and the tree cover comprises interlocking, 
or frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient woodland.  The settlement 
pattern of one of isolated farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings, 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern. 

  

         widespread irregular field pattern 

         localised relic common 

         scattered hedgerow trees 

         disused marl pits with associated tree groups formed in them 

 

Condition (updated 2008) 

         poor representation of woodland pattern 

         moderate intensity farming with intact field pattern but boundaries 
in poor condition, particularly towards Longbridge 

  

LDU AR05 Beoley Principal Wooded Hills 
  
Derived from ancient countryside - forestland with relatively late clearance. 
Distinctly different to LDU 06 - abundance of wild service (as opposed to lime)   
Mostly Mercian mudstone - steep slopes with rejuvenated streams cutting steeply 
incised valleys through marl, creating dingles and holloways.  
Attractive for marl digging - bands of marl occur through mudstones, on surface 
along a line of the ridge - marl pits abandoned in 18

th
 century after canals 

enabled transport of lime, supplanting use of marl. 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: no information 
Network: moderate minus - locally fragmented  
Range: no information 
Impacts: no information 
Condition: most of area under fairly intensive agriculture - pasture and arable. 

  
Woodland - ancient semi-natural woodland present - locally steep slopes with oak 
woodlands (W10), discrete blocks and micro features - ponds, canal banks, marl 
pits, holloways - with reasonable woodland flora. 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland present only as very small fragments - banks, 
steepest slopes, pond margins. No sizeable blocks.  
Primary network: Holloways a notable feature for wildlife in this area, reaching 
maximum expression in Groveley Dingle. 
  
Special features: Arable weed seed bank of importance.  
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LDU AR06  Wythall Timbered Pastures  
  
A gently rolling plateau of boulder clay with poorly draining soils.  The land use is 
pastoral and the tree cover comprises relics of ancient woodland often associated 
with densely scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium field pattern. 

  
         regular to semi regular field pattern 
         red brick building style 
         thorn hedges 
         localised marl pits 
         wet heath associations 
         extensive areas of former common with geometric field pattern 
         high density dispersal particularly associated with areas of former 

common 
         contains urban area of Hollywood 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         generally tree cover is well represented, patchy in places 
         low to moderate intensity farming with a generally intact field 

pattern, with localised arable intensification and hedgerow loss 
         woodland poorly represented in western half of area 
         localised high impact of ribbon/urban development and associated 

urban fringe activities 
         localised high impact of modern road development 

 
LDU AR06 Wythall Timbered Pastures 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: good. 
Network: good - lot of features but mostly not of high quality. 
Range: no information 
Impacts: horse culture. Much land in low intensity farming or taken out of 
mainstream agriculture completely. Much neglected ground. 
  
Woodland - derived from a naturally species poor woodland - different to that of 
the Worcestershire plain. Appears well wooded visually due to high canopy cover 
but % cover in terms of woodland blocks one of lowest in county. Woodland and 
woodland species survive in holloways and micro and linear features - oak - 
bilberry woods with lime, similar to Wyre, would have been characteristic where 
better-drained - small-leaved lime still a feature. Wet woodland, of a type 
occurring nowhere else in county, is a feature of areas of boulder clay and stream 
valleys. Only county location for Salix pentandra. 
Grassland - much grassland of interest - mesotrophic (wet) grassland associated 
with streamlines and flushes with unique flora, oligotrophic grassland associated 
railway embankments, golf courses. A few populations of wild daffodil still 
survive. 
Heath - Headley Heath would have been heathy ground, some bilberry still 
evident.  
Open water - plateau generally poorly drained, many ponds but generally species 
poor. Banks often important for badgers and foxes. 
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Primary network features - good linking network - Stream valleys good wildlife 
corridors. Low intensity farmland for most of area so good spatial linkage at broad 
scale. 
  
Special Features 
Arable weed seed bank thought to be significant - medieval/late arable farming 
but later shift to pasture - if and when brought back to arable, seed bank still 
present. 
Lacks intensive agriculture in the main, and is characterised by a diversity of low 
intensity land uses (golf, horses). Most features of interest of small-scale - large 
blocks of semi-natural habitat not characteristic, nevertheless supports more 
wildlife than most of Worcestershire - reminiscent of 1950’s rural landscapes. 
Good carrying capacity for wildlife. 
Flora as a whole biogeographically distinct in Worcestershire, having elements 
more typical of marginal uplands of Pennines 
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LDU AR07  Blackwell Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with free draining base-poor soils and an 
intermediate topography.  The land use is pastoral and the tree cover comprises 
thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together with groups associated 
with settlements.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         notable small scale 
         land use dominated by a large area of large houses in extensive 

grounds 
         tree cover of mature parkland and ornamental trees 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         localised high impact of urban development 
         localised impact of infill housing 
         localised moderate impact of motorway 

 
 

LDU AR07 Blackwell Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Late clearance partly from forest, partly from waste. 
Details from Lickey applicable here too. Relatively little extensive semi-natural 
habitat but many micro features, particularly within the curtilage of dwellings. 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate poor - relatively little extensive semi-natural habitat but 
many micro features, particularly within the curtilage of dwellings 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: locally intensive agriculture  
  
Woodland - ancient semi-natural woodland very restricted - lane network 
supports locally good representation of ancient woodland micro features. Small 
area of acidic woodland of secondary origins. Area of wet woodland of county 
significance. Overall tree-cover good due to mature garden tree population. 
Grassland - much grassland in area. Former small field units often now contain a 
house - high potential for unimproved sites in large garden areas but survey 
information lacking. 
Wetland - significant area of marsh 
Water - large reservoir of county importance, supporting some mesotrophic 
species. 
Primary network - reasonable stream and streamlet system. 
  
Note 
Area divides into urban area with big gardens, elsewhere mixed, intensive 
agriculture 
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LDU AR08  Tutnall Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone (triassic) with free draining, sandy, base-poor soils 
and an intermediate undulating topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees 
together with tree groups associated with settlements.  The settlement pattern is 
one of farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate 
to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale of field pattern. 

  
         localised orchards 
         settlement pattern includes occasional hamlets 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         localised moderate impact of ribbon development 
         loss of orchards 
         mixed farming of high intensity with fragmented field pattern and 

poor boundaries 
         localised poor representation of tree cover 
         localised high impact of roads 
         localised impact of golf course 

 

LDU AR08 Tutnall Principal Settled Farmlands  
  
Derived from early clearance, remained relatively open. Subsequent later 
enclosure pattern. Poor soils. Varied topography 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: no information 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: agricultural improvement 
  
Woodland - a limited amount of secondary woodland. Ancient woodland features 
only present as micro features of lane sides and banks. Veteran trees locally 
significant. 
Orchards - formerly most northerly area of commercial orchards in 
Worcestershire, later converted to soft fruit, now virtually gone 
Grassland - naturally meso to oligotrophic. Unusually for sandstone areas, some 
interest remains, associated with steep slopes. 
Wetland - small pockets of interest - pools, flushes/marshes and streamlets, 
some of latter winterburns. 
Primary network - significant transport corridors, locally important for floristic 
diversity  
Hedgerows - poorly managed, species poor, elm prevalent, locally holly. 
  
Special features - Potential oligotrophic grassland interest greater than most 
sandstone areas - still retains some traditional sandstone habitats with its flora of 
low diversity. 
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LDU AR09.1 Cobley Hill Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining, mixed brown soils.  The land 
use is predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of 
ancient woodland often in association with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside tree cover. 

  
         localised irregular field boundaries 
         localised marl pits 
         pronounced rolling topography 
         high to moderate density settlement dispersal 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         reasonable representation of woodlands 
         locally poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         moderate intensity land use with a generally intact field pattern 
         localised high intensity farming associated with hedgerow loss 
         widespread impact of modern ribbon development 
         localised high impact of reservoirs and associated amenity tree 

planting 
         localised moderate impact of motorway 

 
 
LDU AR09.1 Cobley Hill Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: high - full range of habitats expected on Keuper marl 
Abundance: no information 
Network: moderate, fragmented to the north 
Range: no information 
Impacts: fragmentation associated with impact of motorway in north. Urban fringe 
zone with attendant pressures - leisure and vandalism  
  
Woodland - good diversity of asn woodland types in the south including lowland 
oak woods (W10), acid oak woodlands associated with glacial deposits, and 
more diverse oak/ash woods associated with dingles (in Keuper marl). Woodland 
also associated with steep slopes and old lane network. Damp woodlands 
associated with wetland areas. 
Grassland - fragmented, sparse interest, - remnants on slopes and banks and 
verges of ancient lanes.  
Wetlands: of considerable significance associated with reservoir, canal and the 
many ponds in the area including plant communities of national importance. 
Open water - reservoir, together with canal and ponds provides open water 
habitats of county and national importance (reservoir) 
Hedgerows - ancient pattern to south fairly intact, fragmented in north 
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LDU AR09.2 Alvechurch Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining, mixed brown soils.  The land 
use is predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of 
ancient woodland often in association with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside tree cover. 

  
         widespread marl pits 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         moderate intensity farming with field pattern fragmented due to 
road and housing development 

         localised high impact of motorway 
         widespread high impact of dwellings 
         localised high impact of urban development at Alvechurch 
         woodland poorly represented 
         restricted hedgerow tree cover 

  

LDU AR09.2 Alvechurch Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: no information 
Network: moderate overall. Very variable. Ancient networks intact in parts 
Range: no information 
Impacts: high fragmentation by transport networks. Pockets of intensive 
agriculture 
  
Woodland: woodland cover along stream corridors and in association with marl 
pits otherwise only exists as micro features 
Grassland: interest largely restricted to certain highway verges 
Wetland - wetland habitats along stream corridors, including wet grassland. 
Open water: at headwaters of several streams that make up the river Arrow. 
Canal. Many marl pits in the area with open water interest. 
Primary network - high fragmentation by transport network 
Hedgerows: ancient network intact in parts 
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LDU AR09.3 Beoley Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining, mixed brown soils.  The land 
use is predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of 
ancient woodland often in association with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside tree cover. 

  
         widespread irregular field pattern  
         localised relic deer park 
         localised existing ornamental parkland 
         widespread marl pits 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         poor representation of ancient woodland 
         mixed land use of moderate intensity 
         poor condition boundaries but intact field pattern 
         localised impact of new roads 

  

LDU AR09.3 Beoley Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: no information 
Network: moderate. Important stream network 
Range: no information 
Impacts: Intensive agriculture throughout area 
  
Woodland - very little, even less asn woodland. Fair representation in micro and 
linear features, especially streams and holloways, pits and pond, riparian 
woodland. Locally surviving parkland with veteran tree interest. 
Grassland - mesotrophic MG5 - exceptionally fragmented and hardly surviving. 
Wetland - important linear areas associated with stream margins  
Open water - abandoned marl pits but of greater interest for woodland habitat 
than water. Some designed ornamental water of local importance 
Primary network - good - intact pattern of old features - roman roads, streams 
Secondary network - late enclosure hedgerows, poor structure 
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LDU AR10  Bordesley Wooded Estatelands 
  
A soft rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining, mixed 
brown soils and an intermediate, undulating topography.  The land use is pastoral 
and the tree cover comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal 
and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         relic deer park 
         localised area of ornamental parkland with associated features, 

Bordesley Park, Brockhill Park 
         red brick building style 
         dense streamline trees, notable at Dagnell Brook 
         localised clusters of marl pit pools 
         localised enclosed relic common: Rowney Green 
         regular field boundaries 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with a declining field pattern with 
boundaries in poor condition 

         overall inconsistent and under-representation of woodland cover 
         localised high impact of modern ribbon development along roads 

noticeable in eastern half 
         localised high impact of urban development associated with prison 

complex 
 

LDU AR10 Bordesley Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: low plus 
Abundance: no information 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: widespread intensive agriculture. Modern forestry 
  
Woodland: Extensive woodland areas, including some of largest ancient 
woodland sites in county. Woodland composition varies due to soils. Woodland 
associated with marl pits of greater value than any wetland interest 
Parkland - associated with Hewell Grange/prison complex and Bordesley. 
Veteran trees associated with woodland and parkland 
Grassland - fragmented, associated with micro features - bank sides, lane sides 
Wetland - corridor of River Arrow, and canal both important. Large reedbeds 
associated with Hewell Lake 
Open water - Hewell Lake one of largest in county. Many small ponds 
Hedgerows - poor structure. Mostly species poor. Species rich hedges 
associated with woodlands. 
  
Special features 
Rowney Green Hill in the east, a high spot - a distinct unit of oligotrophic soils 
due to capping of gravels - with associated meso-oligotrophic communities 
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(grassland, wetland, aquatic) - gravel pits, common land, wetland, important 
flushes/bog sites.  
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LDU AR11  Redditch Urban 

LDU AR12  Redditch Urban 

LDU AR13  Redditch Urban 

LDU AR14  Redditch Urban 
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LDU AR15  River Arrow – Studley Riverside Meadows 
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and free draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 

  
         pasture farming 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         low intensity farming 
         high proportion of woodland is not characteristic of landscape type 
         moderate impact of road development 
         moderate urban impact and high amenity impact 

  
AR 15 River Arrow - Studley Riverside Meadows 
Alluvial flood plain derived from predominantly pastoral farming. 
  
Biodiversity: 
Abundance: no information 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: locally high intensity amenity use 
  
Woodland – veteran trees associated with enclosure pattern. 
Scrub - present 
Orchards 
Grassland – mesotrophic grassland present 
Heathland 
Wetland – wetland habitats, with diverse flora, associated with river corridor 
Open Water 
Hedgerows – ancient enclosure pattern 
  
Special features. 
Most of area devoted to public open space. A high proportion of area supports 
semi-natural habitats. River corridor and associated habitats in good condition. 
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LDU AR16  Mappleborough Green Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of rolling lowland topography based on soft rock of mudstone, producing 
a free draining brown soil.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside tree cover.  The land use is predominantly pastoral with a settlement 
pattern of farmsteads and groups of wayside cottages associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         localised relic common  
         mainly located in Warwickshire 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         localised arable intensification and loss of field pattern 
         hedgerow trees and ancient woodland poorly represented overall 

but locally well represented in Worcestershire 
         localised high impact of ribbon development located on former 

common 
         localised high impact of roads and road junctions 

 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU AR17  Tanworth Principal Timbered Farmlands (located in 
Warwickshire) 
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining, mixed brown soils.  The land 
use is predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of 
ancient woodland often in association with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside tree cover. 

  
         localised irregular field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         moderate to high intensity mixed farming with an intact field pattern  
         good representation of tree cover 

 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU AR18  Studley Urban 
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LDU AR19.1 Coughton to Dunnington Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed sandstones and mudstones, with free 
draining brown soils and an intermediate undulating topography.  The settlement 
pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a 
medium to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  
Mixed farming, in association with interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland, is characteristic. 
  

         series of relic deer parks 
         settlement has occasional hamlets 
         red brick building style 
         dense streamline trees 
         almost all in Warwickshire 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         high intensity cropping with a declining, often fragmented field 
pattern, notably in the south 

         woodland component generally well represented but linking tree 
cover is locally fragmented in the south 

  
 
LDU AR19.1 Coughton to Dunnington Wooded Estatelands (Warwickshire) 
including section in Redditch (one field wide strip) 
  
Biodiversity: no information 
Abundance: moderate plus  
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate plus 
Impact: ribbon urban development adjoining urbanisation significant 
  
Woodland - significant resource (notable in Redditch), heathy woods, some may 
be secondary over old heaths, majority asn, also tree cover associated with 
settlements 
Grassland - predominantly pasture, including some unimproved mesotrophic 
grassland 
Heath - would have been a natural cover of much of area but none currently 
evident 
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LDU AR19.2 Middletown Wooded Estatelands (located in 
Warwickshire) 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed sandstones and mudstones, with free 
draining brown soils and an intermediate undulating topography.  The settlement 
pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a 
medium to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  
Mixed farming, in association with interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland, is characteristic. 
  

         settlement has occasional hamlets 
         dense stream tree lines 
         series of relic deer parks 
         red brick building style 
         woodland of ancient character 

Condition (updated 2008) 
         high intensity cropping with a declining, at times fragmented, field 

pattern 
         moderate impact of modern road side development 

 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU AR19.3 Studley Wooded Estatelands (located in Warwickshire) 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed sandstones and mudstones, with free 
draining brown soils and an intermediate undulating topography.  The settlement 
pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a 
medium to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  
Mixed farming, in association with interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland, is characteristic. 
  

         borders the urban area of Redditch 
 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         moderate intensity pastoral landscape with declining field 
boundaries in good condition 

         tree cover poorly represented 
         widespread high impact of urban fringe land uses 

 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU AR20  Hollywood - Urban 
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LDU BP01.1 Cradley and Suckley Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate, rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         small nucleations at Suckley and Cradley 
         distinctive avenues of roadside trees, together with tree groups 

associated with large houses 
 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         mixed farming with a locally declining field pattern to the north 
         high localised impact of modern housing development, urban at 

times 
         generally good condition boundaries 
         good representation of hedgerow and stream side trees 
         poor age structure of hedgerow, mixed age structure of stream 

side trees 
         notable impact of modern barns 
         localised shift towards bush orchards 
         localised impact of windbreaks 
         localised hedgerow loss 

 

LDU BP01.1 Cradley and Suckley Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally severe impacts of modern agriculture and commercial fruit 
production 
  
Woodland - ancient semi-natural woodland present as small units. Quite a lot of 
woodland cover, especially associated with watercourse - whole series of little 
headwaters so lot of wooded corridors - creating well-wooded aspect. Tree cover 
also associated with other linear features and settlement. 
Orchards - very significant, including old traditional types and, predominantly, 
commercial. Also hop and vineyards. 
Grassland - reasonable resource of unimproved grassland, tends to be 
mesotrophic. Small fields associated with smallholder settlement. Also 
associated with micro and linear features especially stream verges and road 
corridors. Quite a reasonable stock of old grassland. 
Wetland - high stream density with associated riparian habitats. 
Open water - quite a dry area so ponds not a feature 
Hedgerows - a good resource with a fairly intact network, typically mixed species 
but locally of enclosure age.  
  
Note 
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Former hop country - hops would have occupied a lot of fields not under fruit. A 
well worked landscape although structure largely retained 
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LDU BP01.2 Suckley Court Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  

A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate, rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
Condition (updated 2008) 

         mixed farming of moderate intensity with an intact field pattern 
         good condition boundaries 
         good tree cover representation 

   
 
LDU BP01.2 Suckley Court Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: good 
Network: good/high 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally severely high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - high woodland cover a feature, much ancient semi-natural woodland, 
also secondary broadleaved woodland. Retention of woodland does relate to hop 
growing - ash beds for the hopfields. Tree cover also associated with linear 
features and settlement 
Orchard - traditional orchards present but very fragmentary - odd trees left rather 
than blocks 
Grassland - supports mesotrophic resource, associated with stream valleys, 
otherwise grassland interest confined to micro and linear features, woodland 
edges, path sides, hedge bottoms etc. Old grassland resource also present 
which includes some unimproved grassland units. 
Wetland - a couple of stream corridors but wooded along entire length. 
Hedgerows - moderately intact network, of primarily species rich hedges but 
some of enclosure age 
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LDU BP01.3 Suckley Green Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate, rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         irregular field boundaries 
         traditional orchards and hedgerow fruit trees 
         mixed species hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         mixed farming of moderate intensity with an intact field pattern 
         moderate impact of new road side dwellings 
         moderate localised impact of modern farm buildings 
         generally good representation of tree cover but poorer in the north 
         localised neglected boundaries 

  
 
LDU BP01.3 Suckley Green Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate plus. Good primary network with railway line. 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: negligible 
  
Woodland - one main block of ancient semi-natural woodland. Good tree cover 
associated with watercourses, linear features and settlement. 
Orchards - traditional orchards a feature associated with settlement 
Grassland - reasonable cover of old grassland, but unimproved grassland very 
restricted, confined largely to linear and micro features, banks etc 
Hedgerows - fairly intact network, typically species rich/ancient origin.  
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LDU BP01.4 Suckley Row Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate, rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  
Condition (updated 2008) 

         localised poor representation of tree cover especially woodland 
         mixed farming of moderate intensity with an intact field pattern 
         localised neglected boundaries 
         localised impact of modern road side dwellings 
         moderate impact of new farm buildings 

  
 
LDU BP01.4 Suckley Row Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impact: locally high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - discrete block of ancient semi-natural woodland, otherwise tree cover 
associated with linear features - watercourse, railway line and green lanes 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlement but also 
remnant hillside plantings. 
Grassland - old grassland present but unimproved resource restricted, mostly 
associated with micro and linear features - green lanes, orchards, banks, railway 
lines etc 
Hedgerows - ancient, species rich hedges with moderately intact network. 
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LDU BP02  Knightwick Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining soils 
and an intermediate, rolling topography within a valley formation.  The land use is 
mixed farming and the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often 
associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one 
of farmsteads and wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         pasture farming 
         mixed species hedges 
         hedgerow fruit trees 
         localised bracken 
         traditional orchards 
         localised irregular field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         moderate intensity farming with an intact field pattern 
         good overall representation of tree cover but locally poor in the 

north 
  

LDU BP02 Knightwick Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good/high 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern agriculture, most of area still intact 
  
Woodland - important and valuable ancient woodland resource, significant area 
under ancient semi-natural woodland, well distributed through area. Veteran tree 
resource. Tree cover also associated with watercourses and other linear features 
including old railway line. 
Orchards - significant area under orchard - mature traditional and some 
commercial, the latter is also mature not bush. 
Grassland - high grassland interest - a lot of old grassland, including mesotrophic 
grassland in blocks, along linear features, especially verges and railway line, and 
micro features. Much steep relief so many unimproved steep banks. Grassland 
also associated with orchards.  
Hedgerows - generally ancient, species rich hedges with intact network, 
compromised in some places.  
  
Note – 
Plentiful micro features due to varied relief and ancient pattern. Although few top 
quality sites, biodiversity notable, would be high if not for 1/3 of area 
compromised 
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LDU BP03  Wooded Estatelands (located in Herefordshire) 
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LDU BP04  Unenclosed Commons (located in Herefordshire) 
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LDU BP05 Whitbourne to Hanley Child Scarp Principal Wooded Hills 
  
A steeply sloping hard rock plateau edge, of sandstone, with impoverished sandy 
soils.  The tree cover comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually, large discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland.  Isolated farmsteads and a pastoral land use further 
characterise the area. 

  
         localised existing common with widespread bracken 
         localised traditional orchards 
         red brick building style 
         southern part in Herefordshire 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         tree cover of woodland generally well represented, localised 
interruption of interlocking woodland pattern 

         moderate impact of conifer planting 
         pasture farming of moderate intensity with an intact field pattern 
         localised neglected boundaries 
         scrub encroachment on common 

  

LDU BP05 Whitbourne-Hanley Child Scarp Principal Wooded Hills  
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: good minus 
Impacts: widespread high impact of forestry 
  
Woodland - exceptionally high %, principal land use of unit - of this, high % is 
ancient semi-natural but considerable areas of afforestation within these sites. 
Main impact of afforestation has been on land formerly unwooded. Formerly a 
series of discrete dingles separated by pasture - estate infilling between dingles 
with secondary woodland planting, linking them further in the process. Tree cover 
beyond woodland, mostly associated with field boundaries, linear features and 
settlement 
Scrub - scrub habitats, usually on abandoned grasslands or orchards 
Orchards - extensive orchard resource - traditional orchard resource associated 
with settlement.  
Grassland - mesotrophic predominantly, but both acid and calcareous types do 
occur. Bracken locally prominent. Mostly old grassland, unimproved examples 
are few, generally confined to steep slopes, and can form parts of larger fields. 
Also associated with linear features and orchards. 
Wetland - unit traversed by numerous small streams with extreme incised 
valleys/gradient. Most of systems have flushes with tufa deposits, and waterfalls 
occur. Calcareous streams and flushes permeate woodlands 
Primary network - stream systems and woodland forming near continuous 
corridor for 12 km (7 or 8 miles) 
Hedgerows - where woodland absent, network of small fields present with ancient 
pattern, species rich and in reasonable condition 
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Special feature - concentration of ancient semi-natural woodland, very diverse in 
terms of soils, relief and hydrology. A superb series of dingle woodlands. 
Calcareous tufa deposits in most stream valleys including largest tufa deposit in 
British Isles  
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LDU BP06  Tenbury Scarp Principal Wooded Hills 
  
A steeply sloping hard rock plateau edge, of sandstone, with impoverished sandy 
soils.  The tree cover comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland.  Isolated farmsteads and a pastoral land use further 
characterise the area. 

  
         localised hill fort 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         localised interruption of interlocking woodland pattern 
         pasture farming of moderate intensity with a generally intact field 

pattern 
         localised neglected hedgerows 
         generally mixed age structure of hedgerow trees 
         localised impact of conifer planting 

 

LDU BP06 Tenbury Scarp Principal Wooded Hills 
  
Biodiversity: moderate (locally good) not as steep as LDU BP05 and has been 
more worked through history. 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern farming and forestry. Local impact of 20

th
 

century forest clearance  
  
Woodland - significant area of woodland cover, including reasonable ancient 
semi-natural resource, much having been subject to forestry particularly since 
WW2, notably with conifers, - in addition, blocks of secondary broadleaf 
plantations, especially poplars. Woodland associated with steepest hill slopes 
and incised stream valleys. 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic - with locally more oligotrophic/acid soils with bracken 
prevalent. Interest much reduced - supported a lot of unimproved grassland up to 
WW2 – still a lot of old grassland but unimproved now confined to micro and 
linear features. 
Wetland - one major stream valley with associated wetland riparian habitats 
Primary network - reasonably good, centred around stream corridors 
Secondary network - field pattern small to medium, many hedgerows derived 
from forest clearance derived, also significant % of old enclosure age hedges. 
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LDU BP07.1 Easerfield Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A dissected, undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining brown soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
Condition (updated 2008)  

         mixed farming of moderate intensity with an intact field pattern 
         distribution of ancient woodlands is very localised 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
         neglected hedgerows 

  

LDU BP07.1 Easerfield Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: low 
Network: moderate 
Range: low 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland – discrete block of ancient semi-natural woodland, elsewhere 
fragmentary tree cover associated with linear features and settlements 
Grassland - mesotrophic area, currently no known areas of significance 
Hedgerows - moderate to large field size, enclosure style hedgerows, species 
rich hedgerows confined to ancient features - wood boundaries, byways etc. No 
real primary network. 
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LDU BP07.2 Bockleton Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A dissected, undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining brown soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         former common land 
         hazel prominent in hedges 
         uniform verges reinforce the planned landscape character 
         located mainly in Herefordshire 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         mixed farming of moderate intensity with a declining field pattern 
         moderate condition boundaries in Worcestershire section 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 

  

LDU BP07.2 Bockleton Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate - series of linear roadside commons giving good linkage 
throughout area 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern farming 
  
Woodland - overall cover low, predominantly secondary woodland, - small blocks 
and recent regeneration on commonland. Tree cover also associated with 
settlement 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic, tending to oligotrophic in part, with bracken a feature 
locally. Moderate proportion of old grassland, the grasslands associated with 
commons being the most diverse. Commons remain today as broad verges in 
association with settlements, much smaller than original area 
Hedgerows - fairly dense hedgerow network, much of enclosure age, older 
hedges confined to ancient features 
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LDU BP07.3 Leysters Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A dissected, undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining brown soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         localised parkland tree planting and specimen tree groups 

associated with large farms 
         moderate dispersal 
         localised fruit trees in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         mixed farming of a moderate intensity with generally intact field 
pattern 

         localised poor condition boundaries 
         new generations of hedgerow fruit trees lacking 
         localised hedgerow loss 
         localised poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         moderate impact of farm buildings 
         poor age structure of parkland trees and specimen tree groups 

 

LDU BP07.3 Leysters Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate plus - highway/byway, and stream networks provide 
substantive wildlife corridors 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: localised high impact of modern agriculture, localised high impact of 
forestry 
  
Woodlands - fairly high % woodland cover. Restricted ancient semi-natural 
woodland, largely confined to micro and linear features. Majority of woodland 
comprises old estate woodlands, considerably influenced by modern forestry. 
Tree cover also associated with old big houses, remnant parkland, and linear 
features in particular. Many trees in landscape. Veteran trees associated with old 
houses and parklands 
Orchards - small traditional orchard resource 
Grassland - predominantly mesotrophic, tending to oligotrophic in part, with 
bracken a feature locally. Notable old grassland resource - unimproved grassland 
confined to micro and linear features, especially stream corridor situations. 
Wetland - extensive stream network with riparian habitats 
Open water - pond resource derived mainly from field ponds and ornamental 
lakes associated with parklands - eutrophic.  
Hedgerows - reasonably dense hedgerow network, a lot of enclosure age, older 
hedges generally confined to ancient landscape features ie highway and byway 
network and stream corridors. Declining condition in parts. 
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LDU BP07.4 West Bromyard Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A dissected, undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining brown soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         predominantly mixed species hedgerows 
         localised fruit trees in the hedgerows and traditional orchards 
         localised enclosed common with regular fields 
         almost all in Herefordshire. Only sections of six fields in 

Worcestershire 
 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         mixed farming of high intensity with a generally intact field pattern 
locally declining  

         generally poor condition boundaries 
         moderate impact of new farm buildings 
         distribution of ancient woodlands is very localised 
         localised poor representation of tree cover 

 

LDU BP07.4 West Bromyard Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Just a few fields, rest in Herefordshire 
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LDU BP07.5 Middleton Timbered Plateau Farmlands (located in 
Herefordshire)  
  
A dissected, undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining brown soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         bordering edge of scarp 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         distribution of ancient woodlands is very localised 
         mixed farming of moderate intensity with an intact field pattern 
         poor condition hedges 
         good age structure of hedgerow and stream side trees 
         localised poor representation of tree cover 

 
 

LDU BP07.5 Middleton Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Only one field, agricultural use, rest in Herefordshire 
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LDU BP08.1 Tedstone Delamere Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A dissected undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining brown soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         wooded dingles 
         localised traditional orchards 
         small hamlets 
         located mainly in Herefordshire 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         medium intensity mixed farming with an intact field pattern 
         good condition hedgerows with some localised loss 
         good distribution of ancient woodlands in Worcestershire 

 

LDU BP08.1 Tedstone Delamere Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good minus 
Network: good, due to Sapey Brook and tributaries and extensive highway and 
byway system 
Range: good minus 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern farming, locally high impact of forestry 
  
Woodlands - reasonable proportion of woodland cover, very much associated 
with incised valley of Sapey Brook and its tributaries, which tend to be wooded 
throughout. Blocks of woodland also along the valley sides. High value. Tree 
cover also associated with settlement and other linear features. 1960’s 
afforestation locally throughout the Sapey valley, some on ancient sites, other 
taking over rough wood pasture/marginal land along streams. Stream valley 
woodlands often undergrazed, becoming a form of wood pasture  
Scrub - scrub a feature of grazed stream valley woodlands 
Orchards - reasonable concentration of traditional orchards 
Grasslands - significant old grassland resource, of this, unimproved types 
widespread but of limited extent - steep slopes and river valleys and other micro 
and linear features. 
Wetland - considerable stream network with associated riparian wetland habitat, 
one notable feature being the number of calcareous flushes, tufa deposits are 
frequent throughout the valley systems, one of the more notable concentrations 
of tufa springs in Worcestershire and Britain. 
Hedges - very rich hedges, and small size field pattern, apparently original 
settlement pattern with species rich hedges particularly associated with 
highway/byway system. 
  
Special features  
Stream system with its whole variety of habitats - dingle woodlands, tufa springs, 
waterfalls, ancient woodlands etc. 
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LDU BP08.2 Wolverlow Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A dissected undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining brown soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         localised parkland trees/specimen tree groups associated with 

large farms 
         relic deer parks 
         localised fruit trees in hedgerows 
         localised enclosed common with geometric field pattern 
         located mainly in Herefordshire 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         generally mixed farming of moderate intensity with an intact field 
pattern in Worcestershire, declining in Herefordshire 

         localised low impact of golf courses in Herefordshire 
         new generations of hedgerow fruit trees lacking 
         good representation of hedgerow trees and woodland in eastern 

part of Worcestershire section, around Hanley William. Poor 
representation in western part towards Hanley Child  

         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
         generally poor condition boundaries in western part, good 

condition in eastern part 
         moderate impact of farm buildings 
         poor age structure of parkland trees and specimen tree groups 

 
LDU BP08.2 Wolverlow Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate - primary network good, centred around incised streams. 
Primary network tends to be ancient, secondary more recent 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture, localised impact of settlement, 
localised high impact of forestry 
  
Woodlands - despite agricultural use of much of land, still moderately high 
woodland cover, largely associated with areas of strong relief, notably stream 
valleys. Reasonable area of ancient semi-natural woodland, plus a number of 
estate plantations and afforested ancient sites. Linear woods along stream 
corridors have traditionally been undergrazed so wood pasture character. 
Remnant parkland associated with big house. 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource especially associated with settlements - a 
lot being remnants from more commercial management 
Grassland - largely mesotrophic. Old grasslands especially on steep 
slopes/valley sides. Mainly improved or semi-improved but remnant unimproved 
grassland associated with micro and linear features, especially steep banks - 
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many streams with steep sides and fields with areas of difficult terrain, so quite 
significant in total. 
Wetland - area contains headwaters of quite a few dingle streams, with wetland 
habitats and flushes 
Hedgerows - old hedgerows associated with extensive system of highways and 
byways, especially tracks. Larger fields with hedges of enclosure age - variable 
condition, declining in part. 
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LDU BP08.3 Upper Sapey Timbered Plateau Farmlands (located in 
Herefordshire)  

  
A dissected undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining brown soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         localised fruit trees in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         mixed farming of high intensity with an intact field pattern 
         moderate impact of barns 
         poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
         poor condition hedgerows 

 

LDU BP08.3 Upper Sapey Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate - two main stream valleys where most habitats concentrated 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming, local impact of forestry 
  
Woodlands - moderate to low cover, principally confined to stream valleys, which 
appear very well wooded. Some ancient semi-natural, remainder replanted. Tree 
cover also associated with settlement. 
Orchards - remnant traditional orchard resource. 
Grassland - mesotrophic - confined to micro and linear features especially 
associated with stream corridors 
Wetland - minor habitats associated with stream courses including flushes. 
Hedgerows - tend to be of enclosure age and in declining condition. Large fields 
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LDU BP08.4 Clifton Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A dissected undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining brown soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         localised nucleated village 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         high intensity cropping with an intact field pattern 
         generally good condition boundaries but with localised poor areas 
         distribution of ancient woodlands is very localised 
         localised sparse hedgerow tree cover 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 

  

LDU BP08.4 Clifton Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: widespread high impact of modern farming 
  
Woodland - largely an area of farmland with very little woodland cover. Some 
blocks of secondary woodland but tree cover largely associated with settlement, 
linear features and big houses. 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlement. 
Grassland - mesotrophic, unimproved grassland confined to remnant micro and 
linear features, no known fields.  
Primary network - largely highway and byway network, moderate value, few 
streams due to headwaters location 
Hedgerows - small-scale field pattern, largely geometric - old enclosures from 
arable fields, mainly species poor and declining 
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LDU BP08.5  East Clifton Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
A dissected undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining brown soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
                 woodland cover along streamsides 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

                 medium intensity farming with a declining field pattern  
                 localised sparse hedgerow tree cover 
                 poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
                 localised poor condition hedgerows 

  

LDU BP08.5 East Clifton Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: poor - either farm or woodland 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming 
  
Woodland - largely unwooded, cover low. Only woodland, ancient semi-natural 
and associated with incised valleys of headwater streams. 
Orchards - some traditional orchard associated with settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic - exceptionally limited today confined to remnant micro 
and linear features of steeper slopes. 
Primary network - provided by headwater streams of incised stream valleys, 
Secondary network - most hedges of enclosure age with peripheral framework of 
ancient hedges. Condition declining. 
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LDU BP09  Timbered Plateau Farmlands (located in Herefordshire) 
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LDU CT01  Bredon Hill Limestone Estatelands 
  

A rolling plateau with an oolitic limestone cap.  The soils are shallow, free 
draining and of a calcareous nature.  This is a landscape of mixed farming, 
isolated stone farmsteads associated with a surveyor enclosed pattern of fields 
and roads, estate plantations and belts of trees. 
  

         localised hill forts 

         absence of roads 

 

Condition (updated 2008) 

         high intensity arable land use, inappropriate for the poor soils 

         field pattern intact with good boundaries 

         existing pattern of plantations lacks visual coherence 

  

 

LDU CT01 Bredon Limestone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus, poor over much of area, locally very high 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture/arable farming, local impact of afforestation 
  
Woodland - reasonable area of woodland, either discrete blocks or belts of 
secondary woodland of generally low value - estate woodlands with 
preponderance of conifer. Natural tree growth in area, including ‘old growth’ scrub 
(veteran scrub) associated with remaining grassland areas, odd individual trees, 
belts and clumps.  
Grassland - very important in county terms, limestone grassland resource 
especially associated with former quarrying, hill forts and verges of track/byway 
network. 
Hedgerows - enclosure pattern mostly of walls with some hedges and tree belts - 
not a dense network yet intact, most individual features of low wildlife value. 
  
Special features 
Limestone flora and fauna. Rock interest with open quarries - geological and 
ecological interest. Without quarries and hillforts, most interest would have been 
lost. 
Arable weed interest - distinctive weed assemblage - high potentiality for 
restoration.  
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LDU CT02  Bredon Hills Northern Scarp Principal Wooded Hills  
  
A steeply sloping topography of mixed siltstones and clays, with free draining 
brown soils.  The land use is pastoral, with interlocking, or frequent, discrete, 
usually large, blocks of ancient woodland.  The settlement pattern of scattered 
stone farmsteads and rural dwellings is associated with a piecemeal enclosure 
pattern. 
  

         notable steep slopes 
         localised relic deer park with associated ancient parkland trees 
         extensive areas of scrub/rough grassland – possibly remnants of 

wood park 
         good, localised representation of woodland cover 
         land use predominantly rough grazing 
         virtually unsettled with a lack of roads 
         large land parcels, field boundaries having low landscape 

significance 
 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         reasonably coherent woodland pattern, but distribution is uneven  
         poor representation of hedgerow and stream side tree cover 
         low intensity land use 
         localised moderate impact of conifer planting in woodlands 

 

LDU CT02 Bredon Hills Northern Scarp Principal Wooded Hills 
  
Biodiversity: high 
Abundance: high, some fields improved but still old features retained 
Network: good minus - good cover network of primary habitat, especially 
woodland 
Range: good 
Impacts: locally high impacts of agriculture and forestry 
  
Woodland - significant area under woodland, some quite extensive. Virtually all 
woodland blocks have been afforested, quite a lot is of 18

th
/19

th
 century estate 

origins now mature. Area also contains blocks of ancient semi-natural woodland. 
Wood pasture represented in many ways - old growth scrub, especially thorn and 
maples, dotted through hillsides, and veteran tree presence. Wood pasture 
associated with medieval deer park. High value veteran tree resource in deer 
park. Veteran trees scattered throughout LDU - in woodlands, in pasture, scrub 
and in parkland. 
Grassland - significant limestone grassland resource especially associated with 
steeper scarp slopes. Majority of area has had some agricultural improvement 
but largely classed as old grassland. Some mesotrophic/neutral assemblages 
associated with bands of marlstones. Some wet grassland interest associated 
with flushes and rills 
Wetland - associated with flushes and headwaters of streams - limited and 
currently in much degraded state 
Open water - limited open water with ponds, flushes dug out and ornamental 
water associated with Woollas Hall 
Hedgerows - fragmented network of walls and hedges - walls provide useful rock 
feature/habitat. 
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Special features 
High calcareous nature of ground and high concentration of traditional habitats 
and veterans 
Potentiality high - whole landscape could come back well - grasslands, 
woodlands - spring line location with potential to restore and improve flushes. The 
whole could be restored at ‘sheepwalk’ scale 
Extant feature - invertebrate interest known to be very high. 
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LDU CT03 Bredon Hill Southern Slopes Wooded Hills and Farmland  
  
A sloping topography, of mixed siltstones and clays, with free draining brown 
soils.  The area has a settlement pattern of notable clusters together with estate 
villages, and a tree cover of ancient woodland relics, suggesting a combination of 
partial open field enclosure of the hillside together with remnants of earlier 
piecemeal clearance for agriculture.  The inherent land use is mixed farming set 
in a landscape of isolated stone farms and a surveyor enclosed pattern of fields 
and roads.  Large plantations, parkland and belts of trees can be associated with 
such landscapes. 
  

         localised areas of ornamental parkland;  Overbury Park, Norton 
Park, Woollas Hall 

         scattered farmsteads with localised wayside dwellings associated 
with villages located in adjacent areas at the base of the slopes  

         few lanes and roads 
 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         high intensity land use 
         overall under-representation of woodland cover 
         restricted hedgerow tree cover 
         localised hedgerow removal 
         hedgerow management poor in eastern part 
         localised moderate impact of new residential development 

  

LDU CT03 Bredon Hill Southern Slopes Wooded Hills and Farmland 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: moderate  
Impacts: high impact of agriculture 
  
Woodland - in places reasonable/moderate woodland cover, either 
entirely/virtually secondary, especially associated with estate plantings. Parkland 
and parkland remnants including veteran tree element. Tree cover associated 
with settlement 
Orchards - some traditional orchard associated with settlement 
Grassland - significant area of grassland interest, but today very restricted - still 
some blocks present especially in Ashton area, also interest associated with 
former quarries and road verges 
Wetlands - area contains headwaters of various streams with associated 
calcareous rills and flushes - rudimentary fens Open water - scattering of ponds.  
Hedgerows - moderately intact network but declining. Enclosure pattern - large 
scale and in poor condition.  
  
Special features 
Limestone habitats  
Potentiality for restoration 
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LDU CT05  Cotswold Scarp Principal Wooded Hills  
  
A steeply sloping topography of mixed siltstones and clays, with free draining 
brown soils.  The land use is pastoral with interlocking, or frequent, discrete, 
usually large, blocks of ancient woodland.  The settlement pattern of scattered 
stone farmsteads and rural dwellings is associated with a piecemeal enclosure 
pattern. 
  

         localised ornamental tree groups associated with large house 
         substantial area within Gloucestershire 

 
Condition (updated 2008)  

         low intensity land use 
         declining field pattern with many neglected boundaries 
         restricted representation of woodland, except southerly section 
         localised high impact of conifer introduction 

  

LDU CT05 Cotswold Scarp Principal Wooded Hills 
  
Biodiversity: high 
Abundance: high 
Network: good - linkage throughout whole area 
Range: good minus - lacks wetland interest  
Impacts: localised high impact of arable farming but agricultural impact significant 
over whole area due to grassland improvement. Localised impact of forestry - 
some coniferisation 
  
Woodland - large, significant woodland resource associated with steeper scarp 
slopes, including ancient semi-natural woodland. Significant areas have been 
afforested. Quite a lot relating to estate planting. Condition of woodlands variable. 
Veteran tree interest. Parkland - type areas associated with estates. Tree cover 
associated with rills 
Grassland - restricted but very significant limestone resource, high value species 
rich, some fields and micro features - quarry banks etc, throughout area.  
Wetland - Springs. Used to be calcareous flushes with basic fen species, largely 
now eradicated but significant number remain, currently in poor condition. Short 
sections of unimproved calcareous headwaters in form of rills, flowing into 
Badsey Brook (outside area). Some stream corridors wooded and shaded. Half a 
dozen streams/rills in total 
Hedgerows - late enclosure, both hedges and walls - field boundary network still 
present but poor condition. Extent of semi-natural habitat in area reduces reliance 
on hedge network 
  
Special features: 
Clean headwaters, limestone grassland - whole gambit of calcareous habitats - 
including woods 
Potentiality high - increase limestone grassland to unite fragments, giving greater 
extensive unity at landscape scale. 
  
Comment 
Grassland resource has reached lowest level of interest but may be returning 
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LDU CT06  Buckland Hill Limestone Estatelands 
  

A rolling plateau outlier, of Jurassic limestone with a marlstone cap, and with free 
draining brown soils.  Mixed farming, isolated stone farmsteads associated with a 
surveyor enclosed pattern of fields and roads and estate plantations and belts of 
trees are characteristic of this landscape. 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         high intensity arable land use, inappropriate for the poor soils 

         field pattern intact 

         boundaries in moderate condition but replaced by hedges and 
fences in places 

  

LDU CT06 Buckland Hill Limestone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: low 
Network: poor 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture 
  
No woodland or grassland interest 
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LDU CT07  Cotswold Limestone Estatelands 
  

A rolling plateau with an oolitic limestone cap.  The soils are shallow, free 
draining of a calcareous nature.  This is a landscape of mixed farming, isolated 
stone farmsteads associated with a surveyor enclosed pattern of fields and roads 
and estate plantations and belts of trees. 
  

Condition (updated 2008) 

         land use of high intensity, predominantly arable 

         field pattern intact, many walls in poor condition although evidence 
of repairs noticeable 

         localised quarry 

 

LDU CT07 Cotswold Limestone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: high 
Abundance: high 
Network: good 
Range: moderate plus some elements missing 
Impacts: local impacts of farming and forestry 
  
Woodland - plantation estate woodland present, tree cover also represented by 
natural regeneration on abandoned ground, recreational areas (picnic site) 
Grassland - limestone grassland of high interest, including blocks, areas 
associated with former quarrying and roadside verges 
Hedgerows - walls rather than hedges. Much semi-natural habitat so linkage 
good. 
  
Special features  
Limestone grassland areas high interest, a scarce Worcestershire habitat 
Place names suggest heath in past 
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LDU KS01  Areley Kings Sandstone Estatelands 
  
An area of terrace sands and gravels, with free draining sandy soils and a gently 
rolling lowland topography.  The land use is arable with a tree cover comprising 
thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with tree groups 
associated with settlement.  Farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings 
characterise the settlement pattern, associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         localised gorse and bracken  
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised relic common 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         high intensity cropping with a fragmented field pattern  
         poor condition boundaries 
         localised high impact of urban development at Arley Kings and 

Astley 
 

LDU KS01 Areley Kings Sandstone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: poor 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture over a significantly long period 
  
Woodland - ancient semi-natural woodland occurs here as micro feature on river 
cliff site, otherwise woodland limited and confined to secondary plantings 
associated with estates and settlement - mixed nature (broadleaved and conifer). 
Tree cover also associated with settlements and landscaping associated with 
extractive industry, including secondary growth (natural regeneration) 
Grassland - insignificant - acid grassland, very fragmented - restricted to micro 
and linear features  
Heath - formerly notable - at one time called Astley Heath - heathland associated 
with common pastures in past but no trace today 
Wetland - a dry landscape with a couple of small stream corridors with associated 
riparian habitat.  
Hedgerows - disjointed network of principally species poor enclosure age hedges 
in declining condition.  
  
Special feature - River cliff. Arable weed interest has become noticeable since 
Set Aside. Good streambank in area. 
Potential for heathland restoration on relic common 
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LDU KS02  Areley Kings - Urban 
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LDU KS03  River Severn – Bewdley to Winnall Riverside Meadows 
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         predominance of a regular field pattern 
         localised wet grassland near to The Walshes 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         poor representation of tree cover 
         pasture farming of moderate intensity with a shift to cropping 

resulting in a fragmented field pattern 
         re-occurring localised impact of amenity land uses throughout the 

area 
         localised urban fringe impacts at Stourport-on-Severn and Bewdley 

 
LDU KS03 River Severn - Bewdley to Winnall Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally high impact of farming, locally severe impact of development, 
locally high impact of extractive industries, recreational uses and transport, both 
road and water transport. 
  
Woodland - limited floodplain (carr) woodland also single example of pollard 
pasture beneath Blackstone Rock - provides a pollard crop with undergrazing. 
Otherwise moderate woodland cover - not ancient, all secondary - mostly 
broadleaf plantation, mixed plantation, and natural regeneration on abandoned 
areas. Localised willow pollards. Tree cover associated with riverbanks, 
settlement and also amenity plantings, plus town park (of Stourport), big house 
(Arley House) - great variety around Stourport, including some terrace ground as 
well as flood plain 
Scrub - natural regeneration of willow scrub (will not reach tree climax), 
Grassland - largely mesotrophic with pockets of sandier, more acidic soils, and 
eutrophic floodplain area. Old grassland resource, unimproved types restricted to 
micro features and abandoned agricultural land. Low input sandy grassland 
communities around gravel areas, industrial estate, marina etc. Quite a few 
floodplain grasslands not in agricultural management. 
Wetland - some important floodplain wetland - especially mesotrophic fen and 
carr ie Redstone local nature reserve. Some wetland associated with former 
gravel workings, also floodplain hollows and ditches, plus wetland along 
riverbanks. Wet meadow present at Redstone and other sites on the floodplain 
but limited 
Open water - i. standing - large lake and smaller pools associated with former 
gravel workings, also floodplain ponds, and fairly extensive pool/swamp habitat 
associated with former brickpit. Also marina (of low wildlife value) ii. running - 
River Severn - this is transitional between the ‘untamed’, wild, upper reach and 
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the lower navigable stretches, so still has some features of the wilder parts. Past 
the 6 - 8ft mark, becomes more natural with riffles etc, below this less interesting 
Primary network - good, based on main river, variable (in character), with 
additional side tributaries, flood plain ditches and lower reaches of Stour. 
Hedgerows - network not extensive, most hedges at right angles to river, species 
poor, fragmented and declining. 
  
Special features - some important wetland floodplain habitat - these are the first 
good examples of the characteristic floodplain habitats of the Severn when 
coming downstream. Good floodplain habitat quite limited on the Severn 
generally - two good examples, old brickpit site and the nature reserve. 

* Mesotrophic fen should be mentioned for upper Severn and Teme as they have 
a distinct suite of species different to lower Severn and Avon - relates to silts and 
their origins ie Teme derived from Wales and ORS, upper Severn soils are also 
less eutrophic, especially after period of lying in wet ground - original nature of 
bedrock determines status - flood plains of Teme and upper Severn is more 
contained and less broad so nature of silt different. Silt isn’t mesotrophic, once its 
lain in damp hollows, has different chemical composition - more affinity with 
northern rivers with more peaty associations, = marginal uplands, half way 
between hills and valleys.  
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LDU KS04  Hartlebury Unenclosed Commons – lower section 
  
A gently rolling, lowland area of terrace sands and gravels, with free draining 
sandy soils. This unsettled, unwooded landscape is unenclosed, with a (former) 
land use or rough grazing. 

  

         localised patches of gorse 
 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         low intensity farming and a lack of grazing has led to regeneration 
of scrub and secondary woodland 

         localised high impact of plantation woodland 
         localised high impact of recreational land use 
         localised high impact of industrial estate development 

 

LDU KS04 Hartlebury Unenclosed Commons - lower section 
  
Biodiversity: good, even though half is industrial, as the rest is so good 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: good 
Impacts: high impact of development, high impact recreational activity, long 
tradition of travellers, natural regeneration, high impact of lowered water table 
(largely due to development) 
  
Woodland - moderate level of tree cover, almost entirely due to secondary 
recolonisation in heath and grassheath areas. 
Scrub - high proportion of scrub, the majority being gorse 
Grassland - acid grassland area, reasonable cover, some would be defined as 
grassheath 
Heathland - significant areas of Calluna heath 
Wetland/Open water - one site of each, difficult to separate - supports meso-
oligotrophic pond with associated bog communities, and a separate bog. Also 
some carr woodland (housing estate built partly on bog - bog partly drained to 
enable this hence lower water table and birch encroachment)  
Primary network - large part unenclosed so good continuity, rest is built 
environment with lot of rough edges throughout. 
  
Special features - Akin to a Breckland plant community - only site in western GB, 
which in turn links to Russian Steppes). Open sandy ground community (ruderal) 
- very distinctive and important - including several rare species, on unenclosed 
common - some of this interest still apparent in rough edges of developed area.  
Bog and open water communities - most extensive and richest bog site and 
meso-oligotrophic water community in county. Bog and pond are on an old 
incised meander of old river channel which includes peat deposits. Catchment 
area is much diminished since housing development and water now drains away 
from houses (and bog). 
Rare species associated with the whole assemblage of habitats, including heath 
and bog. 
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LDU KS05  Hartlebury Unenclosed Commons – upper section 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone, with impoverished soils and an intermediate, 
undulating topography with localised sandstone escarpment.  This unsettled, 
unwooded landscape is unenclosed, with a (former) land use or rough grazing. 

  

         widespread gorse and bracken 

         localised rock outcrops 

 

Condition (updated 2008) 

         moderate amenity impact due to visitor pressure  

         widespread scrub 

 

LDU KS05 Hartlebury Unenclosed Commons - upper section 
  
Biodiversity: high 
Abundance: high - whole LDU semi-natural habitat 
Network: high 
Range: moderate plus - restricted habitat range 
Impacts: local impact of natural regeneration, pressure from urban fringe, high 
impact of recreation use (positive and negative aspects) 
  
Woodland - fairly high % cover, naturally regenerated woodland with variety of 
age and structure. 
Scrub - significant proportion of scrub, with gorse scrub being prevalent (some of 
largest areas in Worcestershire) 
Grassland - acid soils - acid grasslands and grassheath contribute to habitat 
mosaic, bracken locally dominant. 
Heath - well represented - (Calluna heath) 
Primary network - unenclosed landscape but with continuity of semi-natural 
habitat throughout. 
  
Special features - part of one of most important heathland sites in the region, 
including many uncommon and rare species associated with such habitats. 
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LDU KS06 Stourport-on-Severn Urban 
LDU KS07 Stourport-on-Severn Urban 
LDU KS08 Stourport-on-Severn Urban 
LDU KS09 Stourport-on-Severn Urban 
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LDU KS10  Burlish Park South Sandstone Estatelands 
  
An area of flat, low lying river terrace sands and gravel, with free draining sandy 
soils.  The land use is arable, with a settlement pattern of discrete small villages 
and hamlets, associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of 
fields derived from arable origins.  Tree cover comprises thinly scattered 
hedgerow and streamside trees together with groups of trees associated with 
settlement. 

  
         geometric field pattern with thorn hedges 
         localised gorse and bracken 
         localised common  

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         cropping of moderate intensity with a declining field pattern  
         very poor representation of tree cover 
         neglected common 
         poor hedgerow management 
         localised impact of derelict former MOD land 

  
 

LDU KS10 Burlish Park South Sandstone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: low 
Range: poor 
Impacts: locally high impact of agriculture and horticulture, also locally high 
recreational impact with caravan site. Locally high impact of former extractive 
industry, urban fringe setting, and derelict MOD. 
  
Woodland - no woodland as such, tree cover associated with old manor house 
and settlement. Some secondary natural regeneration on abandoned land - 
MOD, former extraction land etc. 
Grassland - meso-oligotrophic type, largely confined to linear and micro features. 
Also rough grassland resource associated with non-
agricultural/abandoned/derelict land. 
Primary network - very fragmented 
Hedgerows - fragmented, hedges of enclosure age, species poor and declining 
condition. 
  
Special Features 
Derelict land supports ruderal/open ground communalities well represented here. 
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LDU KS11  Stourport-on-Severn/Kidderminster Sandstone 
Estatelands 
  
An area of flat, low lying river terrace sands and gravel, with free draining sandy 
soils.  The land use is arable, with a settlement pattern of discrete small villages 
and hamlets, associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of 
fields derived from arable origins. Tree cover comprises thinly scattered 
hedgerow and streamside trees together with groups of trees associated with 
settlement. 
  
Condition (updated 2008) 

         widespread urban fringe land use especially sports fields 
         localised impact of amenity tree planting 
         poor representation of inherent tree cover pattern 
         high localised impact of roadside dwellings 

 

LDU KS11 Stourport-on-Severn/Kidderminster Sandstone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: poor 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture and locally high recreational impact (over 
areas already affected by agriculture) plus tip site and urban fringe, plus high 
impact of transport corridor.  
  
Woodland - very low cover, a small secondary woodland plus tree cover 
associated with linear feature plus built environment. 
Grassland - meso-oligotrophic and confined to linear and micro features 
Primary network - highway routes but not high value - central reservation with 
trees - plus verges with thin soils of grassland interest 
Hedgerows - enclosure pattern, mostly non-farmed area so abandoned. Species 
poor and fragmented 
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LDU KS12.1 Burlish Farm Sandstone Estatelands 
  
An area of soft sandstone, with impoverished sandy soils and an intermediate 
undulating topography.  The land use is mixed farming with tree cover comprising 
an ordered pattern of large plantations, together with belts of trees and parkland.  
The settlement pattern is one of small villages or hamlets, associated with a low 
level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields, derived mainly from arable 
fields. 

  
         rolling river terrace 
         market gardening 
         river cliff woodland 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         linear woodland along western boundary, otherwise a notable lack 
of tree cover 

         high intensity cropping with fragmented field pattern 
         poor condition boundaries 
         urban fringe very prominent due to lack of tree cover and field 

pattern 
         localised high impact of working sand pit 

 
 

LDU KS12.1 Burlish Farm Sandstone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus - generally poor with wooded cliff classed as good 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: poor 
Impacts: severe impact of arable farming 
  
Woodland - woodland cover moderate, mainly ancient semi-natural river cliff 
woodland. Away from this, largely devoid of woody cover. Veterans a feature of 
the woodland 
Scrub - areas of old growth scrub associated with the woodland - where less 
steep slopes used as rough grazing. 
Grassland - meso-oligotrophic (acid side of neutral). A small high value resource 
associated with lower slopes of cliff (where slopes have fallen down and soils 
forms on top but difficult to farm) otherwise confined to linear micro features and 
very few of these. 
Primary network - ancient river cliff woodland provides valuable primary corridor 
for almost the entire length of site 
Hedgerows - enclosure age, species poor and in poor and declining condition 
  
Special features - river cliff woodlands - one of famous old hermitage sites of 
Worcestershire so historical interest, fords, Tickenhill royal palace. Large leaved 
lime in the woodland 
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LDU KS12.2 Burlish Park Sandstone Estatelands 
  
An area of soft sandstone, with impoverished sandy soils and an intermediate 
undulating topography.  The land use is mixed farming with tree cover comprising 
an ordered pattern of large plantations, together with belts of trees and parkland.  
The settlement pattern is one of small villages or hamlets, associated with a low 
level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields, derived mainly from arable 
fields. 
  

         notable frequent areas of unenclosed heath land 

 frequent areas of enclosed commons, some now built over 
         localised ornamental grounds with associated water features and 

tree planting 
         localised gorse and bracken on remnant common 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         low to moderate intensity land use of mixed farming and 
recreational land uses including golf and Safari Park  

         field pattern interrupted by varied land uses 
         boundaries, where present, are generally in poor condition or 

neglected 
         marked secondary woodland and scrub obscuring heathland 

character 
         reasonably intact woodland pattern in farmed areas 
         localised high impact of road development  
         localised high to moderate impact of urban fringe development 

 

LDU KS12.2 Burlish Park Sandstone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good - includes quite extensive blocks 
Network: good 
Range: good 
Impacts: locally high impact of arable farming, locally high impact of transport 
corridor, locally high impact of recreational development, high impact of the 
pressures of the urban fringe throughout.  
  
Woodland - fairly high cover, ancient semi-natural a fairly restricted part of that 
resource and usually confined to land relatively inaccessible to agriculture ie 
steepest slopes. High % of resource is secondary plantation woodland, both 
conifer and broadleaf, plus extensive natural regeneration on heathland areas. 
Remnant parkland (19

th
 century type), still managed as such as safari park, plus 

big houses with parkland type treecover. Tree cover also associated with 
settlement and with linear features. 
Scrub - much scrub habitat associated with natural regeneration, including, 
locally, gorse. 
Grassland - soils acid and infertile - significant acid grassland resource 
associated with areas of former commons and heaths. There are enclosed fields 
of acidic grassland interest, plus parkland, and linear features, especially 
railways. Grassland also associated with micro features - notable relief of area 
creating banks and slopes that are difficult to work. Bracken locally prominent. 
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Acid grassland under-represented in SWS designation and needs assessing - 
this area holds biggest concentration away from Malverns and other notable 
areas. 
Heath - vast majority of these areas would have been heath and heath-
associated habitats for most of historic period. Calluna heath as opposed to 
Vaccinium. Exists both as large blocks (nearly all protected sites) and as micro 
features which are an important local resource ie rock outcrops, road cuttings etc. 
This area, together with the Devil'd Spittleful (KS33) contains the main heathland 
resource of county 
Wetland - present only as micro features - but include high value, mesotrophic 
wetland sites when associated with heath, - tiny hollows etc. but valuable. 
Open water - notable open water resource associated with designed landscapes 
- lakes - eutrophic water bodies and including some of significant wildlife interest 
(should be mesotrophic but are degraded from natural condition) 
Primary network - very good, extensive blocks of interlinking semi-natural habitat 
throughout, also linking railway and road corridors, plus old byway network and 
old estate planting. 
Hedgerows - much of area unhedged - those present are enclosure age, species 
poor and in declining condition 
  
Special features - concentration of habitats. Part of main heathland resource of 
county. Also greatest concentration of acid grassland away from hill systems. 
Intensity of mosaics - juxtaposition of a lot of habitats together. Despite acid 
nature, tiny pockets of calcareous soils amongst acid grassland - very important 
but just micro features. Mid 19

th
 century recorders noted a lot of calcicoles in this 

area 
Number of features of geomorphological interest including non-riparian cliffs (ie 
top of Habberley valley) - lot of cliffs and natural rock outcrops 
Potentiality - considerable potential for rehabilitation (there but scrub 
encroachment) and restoration of heath and grassheath 

Hotspot 
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LDU KS12.3 Fairfield Sandstone Estatelands 
  
An area of soft sandstone, with impoverished sandy soils and an intermediate 
undulating topography.  The land use is mixed farming with tree cover comprising 
an ordered pattern of large plantations, together with belts of trees and parkland.  
The settlement pattern is one of small villages or hamlets, associated with a low 
level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields, derived mainly from arable 
fields. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         red brick wayside cottages 
         localised gorse 
         notable wooded valleys 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         low to moderate intensity pasture 
         field boundaries poor and neglected 
         localised high impact of urban development 
         localised moderate impact of modern ribbon development 

  

LDU KS12.3 Fairfield Sandstone Estatelands.  
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally high impact of agriculture, including horse culture, locally high 
impact of recreational activities. Urban fringe landscapes with tipping, vandalism 
pressures, and greyhound training. 
  
Woodland - fairly high wooded cover in area, including areas of ancient semi-
natural woodland, and quite a lot of secondary estate woodland including both 
broadleaf and conifers. Also areas of natural regeneration especially associated 
with rough grazing/steep slopes. Veteran tree resource 
Scrub - associated with areas of natural regeneration, including, locally, gorse 
Grassland - old grassland resource here tends to be associated with steepest 
slopes, generally acidic but locally mesotrophic on richer soils. Acidic grassland 
resource mainly in enclosed fields but also with non-farmland ie golf course, 
rougher land, and also with linear micro features on and off throughout much of 
landscape. 
Heath - capable of supporting heathland but no significant areas currently known. 
Could pick up these communities at quadrat (micro level) but no blocks. 
Wetland - associated with stream corridors - very narrow riparian fringe 
Primary network - good, due to interlocking semi-natural habitat throughout much 
of area 
Hedgerows - most of hedgerow network is enclosure age, species poor and in 
declining condition, but older hedges are present especially associated with 
ancient woodland features (ie banks and boundaries, although wood may have 
gone). 
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Special features - acid grassland resource good for Worcestershire - overall 
notable concentration of oligotrophic communities in county. There are naturally 
occurring rock outcrops (difficult to find) 
  
Potentiality - high - heathland restoration  
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LDU KS13  Bewdley Urban 
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LDU KS14  Beechcote Sandstone Estatelands 
  

An area of soft sandstone, with impoverished sandy soils and an intermediate 
undulating topography.  The land use is pastoral with tree cover comprising belts 
of trees and parkland, with a regular pattern of fields, derived mainly from arable 
fields.  Settlement is restricted. 

         sole farmhouse 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         locally high impact of urban fringe 
 

LDU KS14 Beechcote Sandstone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate  
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of urban fringe, locally high impact of agriculture 
  
Woodland - tree cover associated with settlement and some natural regeneration 
Orchards - traditional orchard present 
Grassland - oligotrophic area - supports a fairly high cover of old grassland, 
unimproved mostly on steep slopes 
Primary network - absent as such a small area 
Hedgerows - enclosure age 
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LDU KS15  Kidderminster Urban 

LDU KS16  Kidderminster Urban 

LDU KS17  Kidderminster Urban 

LDU KS18  Kidderminster Urban 

LDU KS19  Kidderminster Urban 
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LDU KS20  Summerfield Sandstone Estatelands 
  
An area of soft sandstone with an intermediate, undulating topography and 
impoverished sandy soils.  The land use is arable and the tree cover comprises 
an ordered pattern of large plantations, together with parkland and belts of trees.  
The settlement pattern is one of small villages and hamlets, associated with a low 
level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields, derived mainly from arable 
fields. 
  

         thorn hedges 
         extensive widespread relic common 
         red brick building style 
         notable localised scrub on western edge 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity farming with declining field pattern interrupted 
by modern development 

         boundaries in declining condition 
         some woodland on scarp slope, elsewhere poor representation of 

tree cover 
         high localised impact of ornamental tree planting 
         widespread moderate impact of new ribbon development 
         localised high impact of industrial estate and MOD. site  
         localised moderate impact of road development 

 

LDU KS20 Summerfield Sandstone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus - still has a lot of rough edges even though developed 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of enclosure and subsequent modern, intensive 
agriculture (would have been good before enclosure), plus high impact of 
extensive development. 
  
Woodland - moderate level of woodland cover especially associated with scarp 
slopes. There are small areas of ancient semi-natural woodland, remaining 
resource consists of natural regeneration, plus secondary estate type plantations 
of both conifer and broadleaves. Tree cover also associated with big houses and 
with settlement, also amenity planting, especially associated with industrial 
estates. 
Scrub - also scrub habitat associated with areas of natural regeneration, including 
areas of gorse. 
Grassland - acidic - generally associated with steep slopes, and micro and linear 
features.  
Heathland - locally, would naturally support heathland under appropriate 
management, tiny fragments do occur associated with micro and linear features - 
ie heath on roadside verge. 
Wetland - fragments of wetland associated with damp hollows (formerly ponds 
but now seasonal damp hollows - termed ‘dune slacks’) of mesotrophic nature, 
also wetland habitat associated with (broad) stream corridor. 
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Primary network - good interlocking network of linear habitats on western side of 
area supported by transport and stream corridors. 
Hedgerows - much enclosed commonland, hedges of enclosure age, species 
poor and in declining condition 
  
Special features - remnant heath and damp hollows 
Potentiality - good for restoration and rehabilitation of heathland (former heath 
now woodland). 
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LDU KS21  Stone Sandstone Estatelands 
  
An area of gently rolling topography of soft sandstone with some alluvium, with 
consequently free draining, sandy soils together with some wetland soils.  The 
land use is pastoral with tree cover represented by an ordered pattern of large 
plantations, together with belts of trees and parklands.  The settlement pattern is 
one of small villages or hamlets, associated with a low level of dispersal and a 
sub-regular pattern of fields, derived mainly from arable origins. 

  
         localised marshy ground associated with alluvial soils 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         patches of alder woodland linked by stream side trees 
         red brick 
         localised water features are the remains of a C17 irrigation scheme 

installed by Lord Foley 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         high intensity farming with field pattern generally intact  
         boundaries in variable condition 
         localised poor representation of tree cover 

 
LDU KS21 Stone Sandstone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus - too much arable 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of farming, especially arable, eutrophication, locally 
some lowering of water table, notably side tributaries 
  
Woodland - low cover %, woodland blocks mostly confined to low lying and damp 
ground, including an area of ancient semi-natural woodland with considerable % 
of wet woodland (5 or 6 blocks). High number of streams and notable tree cover 
associated with stream corridors. 
Grassland - relatively small old grassland resource - unimproved communities 
confined to micro and linear features. Meso-oligotrophic. 
Wetland - most valuable habitat in this area - extensive historic irrigation network, 
the stream corridors have associated riparian habitats, some of reasonably large 
blocks of damp grassland/fenland. Swamp habitats also present, associated with 
stream corridors. 
Open water - two large mill pools and several pools of recent origin. Pond 
resource is eutrophic. Stanklin Pool was a natural mesotrophic lake, the best 19

th
 

century mesotrophic assemblage in county, surviving up to WW2 as mesotrophic 
site. 
Primary network - largely composed of stream corridors - good habitat 
Hedgerows - largely enclosure age, species poor and declining 
  
Special features - peat deposits, flushes, formerly calcareous now in eutrophic 
condition. 
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LDU KS22.1 Churchill Sandstone Estatelands 
  
An area of soft sandstone with an intermediate, undulating topography and 
impoverished sandy soils.  The land use is arable and the tree cover comprises 
an ordered pattern of large plantations, together with parkland and belts of trees.  
The settlement pattern is one of small villages and hamlets, associated with a low 
level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields, derived mainly from arable 
fields. 
  

         red brick  
         thorn hedges 
         localised patches of gorse 
         mixed farming 
         localised sequences of pools associated with valley bottoms and 

wet land associations  
         woodland localised in the south of area  
         relic deer park and designed landscape 
         wooded streams 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate to high intensity farming with a generally intact field 
pattern declining in places  

         boundaries in variable condition 
         localised impact of modern ribbon development in the Hagley - 

Kidderminster corridor 
         localised moderate impact of amenity land use 

 

LDU KS22.1 Churchill Sandstone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: good - even though a lot is poor, has a good amount of high quality 
habitat 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: good  
Impacts: high impact of arable farming, locally high impact of transport corridors, 
locally high impact of development, locally high impact of lowered water tables, 
local impact of recreational activity, also localised impact of urban fringe, 
eutrophication 
  
Woodland - fairly high woodland cover, only small % is ancient semi-natural. High 
cover of secondary woodland, most of which is derived from estate plantings, 
some of which is old broadleaved woodland, but much is conifer planting. Tree 
cover also associated with localised relic parkland, and with large houses, both 
with local veteran tree interest. Much of valley floors wooded with alder carr 
woodland. Tree cover also associated with linear features and settlements. 
Area contains densest presence of conifers outside big forests - well distributed - 
a fashion of a period 
Scrub - local areas of scrub including old growth scrub with gorse - horse culture 
greatly affecting this. 
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Grassland - mostly acid - important old grassland resource, especially associated 
with difficult slopes. Amongst these are a number of sites of high value. Bracken 
locally prominent. Grasslands also associated with linear and micro features. 
Wetland - supports one of most significant wetland resources in county - Hurcott 
Brook and principle tributaries hold largest concentrations of wet woodland in 
county, in addition there is, locally, high value marsh and reedswamp habitat. 
Open water - includes one of most significant resources in the county. Main brook 
and tributaries hold series of dammed pools. Most streams with a flow have a 
dam along them. Eutrophic - were meso-eutrophic in 90’s. In decline due to 
falling water tables 
Primary network - strong primary network associated with transport and stream 
corridors. Several miles of good quality habitat, thin in parts away from the 
valleys 
Hedgerows - principally an enclosed landscape, species poor and in declining 
condition. 
  
Special features - superb concentration of wetland habitats  
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LDU KS22.2 Blakedown Sandstone Estatelands 
  
An area of soft sandstone with an intermediate, undulating topography and 
impoverished sandy soils.  The land use is arable and the tree cover comprises 
an ordered pattern of large plantations, together with parkland and belts of trees.  
The settlement pattern is one of small villages and hamlets, associated with a low 
level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields, derived mainly from arable 
fields. 
  
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity farming with a declining field pattern 
         boundaries in variable condition 
         localised high impact of urban development and golf course 

 

LDU KS22.2 Blakedown Sandstone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: moderate minus - reasonable primary network but little to link to. 
Range: low 
Impacts: high impact of arable farming, locally high impact of development 
(village) 
  
Woodland - no stand alone blocks of woodland, no ancient semi-natural 
woodland. Tree cover confined to a stream corridor, including small parcels of 
carr woodland (alder), and to linear features and settlements 
Grassland - an area of acid grassland. Pastures tend to be confined to close 
proximity to settlement, otherwise limited to micro and linear features and, 
possibly, golf course (was arable originally). Bracken locally prominent 
Wetland - stream corridor provides series of associated wetland habitats 
Open water - small pond resource associated with stream corridors 
Primary network - fairly well developed highway and byway network, especially 
associated with old trackways/green lanes, including linear wooded belts 
Hedgerows - mainly enclosure age hedgerows, species poor, in declining 
condition  
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LDU KS22.3 Cookley Sandstone Estatelands 
  

An area of soft sandstone with an intermediate, undulating topography and 
impoverished sandy soils.  The land use is arable and the tree cover comprises 
an ordered pattern of large plantations, together with parkland and belts of trees.  
The settlement pattern is one of small villages and hamlets, associated with a low 
level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields, derived mainly from arable 
fields. 

  
         pastoral land use 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         hedgerow boundaries neglected due to under / over grazing by 
horses 

         moderate intensity farming with a declining field pattern 
         localised high impact of urban development  

  

LDU KS22.3 Cookley Sandstone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate 
Range: poor 
Impacts: most of area is under development 
  
Woodland - very low tree cover. There is a small secondary woodland, otherwise 
tree cover associated with settlement 
Scrub - associated with some of the scarp slopes, including gorse. 
Grassland - area of acid grassland - small areas associated with steeper slopes, 
additional interest in micro and linear features 
Wetland - includes a section of canal of wetland interest 
Primary network - fairly substantive network of roads, supplemented by canal, - 
reasonably extensive network throughout  
Hedgerows - largely enclosure age, species poor. 
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LDU KS23 River Stour - Stourport-on-Severn to Kidderminster Riverside 
Meadows 
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 

  
         localised sand and gravel terraces with patches of gorse 
         significant area of wet grassland 
         localised pollards 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         low intensity pasture farming with a declining field pattern  
         neglected boundaries with wire fencing 
         localised high impact of land uses associated with urban fringe 

development such as sewage works 
         localised high impact of industrial development 

  
 

LDU KS23 River Stour - Stourport-on-Severn to Kidderminster Riverside 
Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: good 
Impacts: decline in grazing, impacts of drainage, tipping, industrialisation, 
development of silt lagoons for beet industry, urban fringe pressures, various 
developments, water quality concerns of Stour and some of its tributaries. 
  
Woodland - moderate woodland cover, mostly wet woodlands, including areas of 
probable primary ancient semi-natural asnw but also a lot of natural regeneration. 
Willowscrub also developed, otherwise tree cover associated with watercourse, 
other linear features and other manmade features ie canal sides. Good pollard 
resource, locally frequent. Osier growing here at one time 
Grassland - concentration of old grassland, generally damp, in some places 
increased due to drainage of marsh - of variable quality - high to low diversity. 
Wetland - very significant concentration of wetland habitats, including tall herb, 
meso and eutrophic fens, swamp habitats, wet meadow, and damp woodlands. 
Quite good variation in wetland communities dependent on local wetness and 
nutrient status - some peaty areas - would have been bog in the past 
Open water - i. running - Stour still supports eutrophic assemblage although not 
pristine state ii. standing - canal runs through area. Principle interest in 
reedswamp/marshy fringes, a large eutrophic pool, and a series of settling pools 
currently in process of decommission - formerly held nitrophilous communities. 
Also quite extensive ditch system with associated flora, together with floodplain 
hollows and ponds 
Primary network - strong network associated with watercourses and features 
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Hedgerows - in part of area, secondary network based on ditch systems - hedge 
pattern largely fragmented and destroyed, generally those still apparent are of 
enclosure age, derelict and declining condition - pattern particularly lost in north. 
  
Special features - one of most important concentrations of wetland habitats in 
county - good range and mosaic. Would have supported proper raised bog 
communities in past. 
Potentiality - great potential to restore range of wetland habitats - no longer an 
agricultural working landscape - very urban fringe in appearance. 
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LDU KS24  River Stour – Kidderminster to Kinver Riverside 
Meadows 
  
An area of low lying, flat, alluvial drift, with poorly drained wetland soils.  It is 
largely unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  
The inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside 
and hedgerow trees. 

  
         localised pollards 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity farming with a declining field pattern  
         woodland presence is uncharacteristic of landscape type 
         boundaries neglected with some post and wire replacement 
         localised intermittent tree cover near Kidderminster 
         localised moderate impact of amenity uses associated with urban 

fringe development 
  

LDU KS24 River Stour - Kidderminster to Kinver Riverside Meadows  
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: high 
Range: good 
Impacts: biggest impact has been development, locally severe (still building). 
Also tipping, people pressure due to urban location, localised impacts of 
recreation, very localised impact of agriculture and drainage. Also neglect (wet 
meadows no longer managed), water quality – polluted watercourse of Stour, 
now improving, (much of Dudley drains into this). Modern (urban fringe) assarting 
a problem. 
  
Woodland - fairly high woodland cover, much is natural regeneration - mostly wet 
woodland, - some is up-grown osier bed, other is wet woodland reclaiming 
abandoned land. Tree cover also associated with linear features, much willow 
scrub. Significant pollard resource 
Grassland - much dampish meadowland at one time, mostly wet meadow or 
marsh, - now scrub or ranker vegetation due to agriculture retreating. Damp 
grassland still present but in decline. Still an important old grassland resource. 
Wetland - valley exceptionally important for wetlands - interlocking series 
throughout valley system, much reversion of grassland to fen, lot of wet woodland 
types - alder, willow, willow scrub. Lot of mosaic wetlands dependent on local 
variations in topography. The fen communities tend to be either meso or 
eutrophic fens - both are present.  
Open water - i. standing - an old millpool site with eutrophic aquatic flora and 
reedswamp communities, a number of floodplain hollows and stagnant ditches, 
the Staffs/Worcs canal most notable for reedswamp fringes, runs through area. 
ii. running water - main river not of high water quality but does support eutrophic 
assemblage. Also some smaller fast flowing streams of good condition 
Primary network - rivers, streams and canal and ditch system strongly 
represented, covering significant area of LDU 
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Hedgerows - little present - field boundaries often ditches rather than hedges - 

tend to be enclosure age and poor condition, never a strong feature. 

  
Special feature: a mosaic of wetland habitats, one of larger concentrations in 
county 
Potential: great potential - to maintain integrity as a corridor for near continuous 
wetland habitats and to bring back appropriate management to return to greater 
habitat diversity - improve mosaic.  
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LDU KS25  Blakeshall Sandstone Estatelands 
  

An area of soft sandstone with an intermediate, undulating topography and 
impoverished sandy soils.  The land use is arable and the tree cover comprises 
an ordered pattern of large plantations, together with parkland and belts of trees.  
The settlement pattern is one of small villages and hamlets, associated with a low 
level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields, derived mainly from arable 
fields. 
  

         red brick building style 
         localised ornamental grounds 
         large blocks of woodland in western areas 

 much of this area was historically part of vast heathlands stretching 
into Shropshire and Staffordshire 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         locally poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         low – moderate intensity mixed farming with generally intact field 

pattern 
         some boundaries in poor condition, neglected in places 
         localised moderate impact of urban development 

  

LDU KS25 Blakeshall Sandstone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus - generally poor but locally good  
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate - generally poor, locally moderate plus 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming, locally high impact of forestry, locally 
high impact of settlement 
  
Woodland - high proportion of woodland cover, including ancient semi-natural 
(restricted mainly to steep slopes), replanted ancient sites, extensive conifer 
plantations (secondary), some mixed estate plantations (secondary) plus tree 
cover associated with settlement, linear features and big house locations, 
(remnant parkland but not evident today) 
Grassland - acid - restricted old grassland resource, mostly associated with steep 
slopes and micro and linear features. 
Primary network - largely highway and byway network, virtually no permanent 
watercourses as so dry - tend to be winter burns 
Hedgerows - pattern of medium sized fields, of enclosure age and in declining 
pattern and condition 
  
Potential - heathland restoration  
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LDU KS26  Upper Kinver Scarp Principal Wooded Hills 
  
A steeply sloping scarpment of soft sandstone with impoverished soils.  This 
unsettled, wooded landscape is unenclosed with a (former) land use of rough 
grazing. 
  

         exposed sandstone rock 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         widespread introduction of conifer plantation has a moderate 
impact on the character 

         widespread secondary woodland 
 

LDU KS26 Upper Kinver Scarp Principal Wooded Hills 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus - most of area is semi-natural habitat but all one type  
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: severe impact of conifer plantations, locally high impact of military 
installation 
  
Woodlands - high woodland cover, apart from micro features, woodland resource 
is all secondary, mainly developed over heathland, the largest area is under 
conifer but significant areas of natural regeneration. 
Grassland - acidic, restricted to micro and linear features 
Heathland - formerly extensive, now much restricted by natural regeneration and 
afforestation, pockets still present 
Primary network - good, semi-natural habitat throughout area. 
Hedgerows - largely defunct - there have been fields, and their boundaries 
remain within other features, and tend to be of enclosure age. 
  
Special features - heathland, sandstone rock outcrops and isolated sandstone 
rocks 
Potentiality - considerable potential for heathland restoration 
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LDU KS28  Kingsford Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of soft sandstone with impoverished sandy soils and an intermediate, 
undulating topography.  The land use is mixed farming with a tree cover 
comprising relic ancient woodlands, often associated with densely scattered 
hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised pollards 
         localised relic common 
         red brick building style 
         small scale 
         streamline trees 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         low intensity pasture with a generally intact field pattern but 
localised high intensity mixed farming with a declining field pattern 

         boundaries locally poor and neglected but elsewhere robust 
         tree cover well represented and age structure generally good in the 

south 
         localised poor representation of woodland particularly in the north 
         localised moderate impact of horse paddocks and associated 

hedgerow loss 
         localised moderate impact of holiday homes 

 

LDU KS28 Kingsford Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate (taking large gardens into account) 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern farming, locally high impact of war time 
development and subsequent squatter camps/on-going development, caravan 
sites and locally high impact of residential development 
  
Woodlands - moderate amount of tree cover, ancient semi-natural present, plus 
extensive secondary cover (recent natural regeneration) also tree cover 
associated with stream corridors and settlements. Veteran tree resource - some 
very large oaks as forest remnants. Birchwood a feature of this area (up till now 
oak dominant) 
Grassland - acidic, limited old grassland resource, mainly associated with micro 
and linear features. 
Heath - a few fragments of heath remain 
Wetland - stream corridors with associated wetland habitat 
Primary network - moderate/good - primarily based around the good stream 
corridors but also extensive high and byway network 
Hedgerows - wide range of pattern from small to large fields. Hedges naturally 
species poor. Enclosed common in Kingsford area so hedges there are of 
enclosure origin and species poor. 
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Potentiality - good for heathland development - the character habitat of area.  
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LDU KS29  Horseley Hills Principal Wooded Hills (Lower Kinver 
Scarp) 
  
A steeply sloping scarpment of soft sandstone with impoverished soils.  This 
unsettled, wooded landscape is unenclosed with a (former) land use of rough 
grazing. 

         cave dwellings 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         widespread secondary woodland encroachment into field 
         moderate impact of conifer plantations 

  
LDU KS29 Horseley Hills Principal Wooded Hills (Lower Kinver Scarp) 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate plus (quite a lot is semi-natural habitat) 
Network: high 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of forestry (on unimproved hill slope)  
  
Woodlands - fairly high woodland cover, including ancient semi-natural, conifer 
plantations, and secondary woodland derived from natural regeneration (on steep 
slopes) 
Scrub - scrub encroachment into pasture. 
Grassland - acidic - outwith woodland, the area has a dominantly pasture land 
use, unimproved grassland limited and confined to remnant features in existing 
fields - many pastures have such patches due to pronounced relief. 
Open water - dry sandstone hill so no water features 
Primary network - good due to woodland presence throughout unit 
Hedgerow network - field size small to medium, hedges species poor and in 
declining condition. 
  
Special features - sandstone cliffs - rock habitats 
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LDU KS30  Wribbenhall Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of soft sandstone with impoverished sandy soils and an intermediate, 
undulating topography.  The land use is mixed farming with a tree cover 
comprising relic ancient woodlands, often associated with densely scattered 
hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         red brick building style 
         prominent woodland cover in the north 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate to high intensity mixed farming with a fragmented field 
pattern  

         boundaries in poor condition 
         poor representation of hedgerow tree cover 
         distribution of woodland cover is inconsistent for landscape type 
         localised high impact of urban development 

  

LDU KS30 Wribbenhall Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus (would be poor but for block of woodland) 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern agriculture, locally severe impact of urban 
development 
  
Woodland - moderate level of woodland cover, majority being ancient semi-
natural, in addition, cover associated with linear features and settlement. 
Grassland - acidic, limited old pasture resource in area. Interest primarily 
associated with micro and linear features. 
Primary network - moderate, based on highways 
Hedgerows - medium sized fields of enclosure age, species poor and in declining 
condition 
  
Special features - acid loving flora including rare species 
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LDU KS31 West Hagley - Urban 

LDU KS32 Kinver - Urban 
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LDU KS33 Devil's Spittleful Unenclosed Commons 
  
An area of soft sandstone, with impoverished sandy soils and an intermediate 
undulating topography. The area is unsettled but typically, with wayside dwellings 
situated around the perimeter of the common. The land use is rough grazing with 
tree cover normally restricted to trees and small orchards associated with the 
dwellings.  
  

         notable area of unenclosed heath land with SSSI and Local Nature 
Reserve designations 

         widespread tree cover 
         localised gorse and bracken on remnant common 

 
Condition (updated 2012) 

         low intensity land management for nature conservation and 
recreational land uses  

         marked secondary woodland and scrub obscuring heathland 
character 

         local impact of amenity and pastoral land uses in the north-eastern 
part 

         localised high to moderate impact of urban fringe development 
 

LDU KS33  Devil's Spittleful Unenclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good - includes quite extensive blocks 
Network: good 
Range: good 
Impacts: locally high impact of the pressures of the urban fringe.  
  
Woodland - fairly high cover, ancient semi-natural. High % of resource is 
extensive natural regeneration on heathland areas. 
Scrub - much scrub habitat associated with natural regeneration, including, 
locally, gorse. 
Grassland - soils acid and infertile - significant acid grassland resource 
associated with areas of former commons and heaths. There are enclosed fields 
of acidic grassland interest and linear features, especially railways. Grassland 
also associated with micro features - notable relief of area creating banks and 
slopes that are difficult to work. Bracken locally prominent. Acid grassland under-
represented in SWS designation and needs assessing - this area holds biggest 
concentration away from Malverns and other notable areas. 
Heath - vast majority of these areas would have been heath and heath-
associated habitats for most of historic period. Calluna heath as opposed to 
Vaccinium. Exists both as large blocks (nearly all protected sites) and as micro 
features which are an important local resource ie rock outcrops, road cuttings etc. 
This area contains the main heathland resource of county 
Wetland - present only as micro features - but include high value, mesotrophic 
wetland sites when associated with heath, - tiny hollows etc. but valuable. 
Primary network - very good, extensive blocks of interlinking semi-natural habitat 
throughout, also linking railway and road corridors.  
Hedgerows - much of area unhedged - those present are enclosure age, species 
poor and in declining condition 
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Special features - concentration of habitats. Main heathland resource of county. 
Also greatest concentration of acid grassland away from hill systems. Intensity of 
mosaics - juxtaposition of a lot of habitats together. Despite acid nature, tiny 
pockets of calcareous soils amongst acid grassland - very important but just 
micro features. Mid 19

th
 century recorders noted a lot of calcicoles in this area 

Potentiality - considerable potential for rehabilitation (there but scrub 
encroachment) and restoration of heath and grassheath 

Hotspot 
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LDU KS34 Habberley Valley Unenclosed Commons 
  
An area of soft sandstone, with impoverished sandy soils and an intermediate 
undulating topography. The area is unsettled but typically, with wayside dwellings 
situated around the perimeter of the common. The land use is rough grazing with 
tree cover normally restricted to trees and small orchards associated with the 
dwellings.  
  

         notable area of unenclosed heath land with Local Nature Reserve 
designation 

         widespread tree cover 
         localised gorse and bracken on remnant common 

 no associated wayside dwellings 

 number of features of geomorphological interest including non-riparian 
cliffs 

 
Condition (updated 2012) 

         low intensity land management for nature conservation and 
recreational land uses  

         marked secondary woodland and scrub obscuring heathland 
character 

         local impact of amenity land use in the southern part 
 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MH01.1 Malvern Hills – North Ridge High Hills and Slopes  
  

A steeply sloping highland ridge, of igneous rock, with shallow, impoverished 
soils.  This unsettled, unwooded area is unenclosed, with a land use of rough 
grazing. 

  
         ornamental planting and conifers on east slope 
         localised earthworks – Shire Ditch, British Camp 
         locally distinctive leisure features associated with 

Edwardian/Victorian era – carriage drives, footpath networks, style of 
seating, wells associated with spring water 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         conifer block with notable visual impact on west slope 
         disused quarries – gradual colonisation by vegetation 
         reduction in grazing has led to a significant encroachment of scrub 

and secondary woodland 
         impact of visitor pressure, visually in terms of human presence and 

in associated features – car parks, hard surfaced pathways and steps 
on upper slopes 

         erosion of pathways and vegetation cover due to visitor pressure 
         localised large bodies of water on eastern side – reservoir 

 

LDU MH01.1 Malvern Hills - North Ridge High Hills and Slopes 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: good 
Impacts: localised impact of recreation, natural regeneration, water abstraction 
(18

th
 century) - flushes and rills were noted special habitats, mostly now lost. 

Eutrophication.  
  
Woodland - currently moderate cover on the Hills, in large part due to recent 
natural regeneration, one of species being sycamore. Very significant woodland 
increase since WW2, especially associated with cessation of grazing. There are 
small fragments of ancient semi-natural woodland on hill, include small alder 
woodlands in damp areas at foot of hills, too small for inventory, but mentioned a 
lot by Edwin Lees. Small area of 19

th
 century plantation. 

Scrub - old growth scrub element, also areas of gorse scrub, plus buddleia scrub 
communities developed on quarry faces. Scrub has always been part of the 
mosaic of the hills - western gorse scrub a valuable habitat - similar to that of 
clifftops 
Grassland - open areas are, or were, grassland - old unimproved communities, 
majority being acid, with bracken locally dominant and increasing. In addition, 
small pockets of acidic grassland associated with underlying geological 
formations - mineral veins associated with volcanic activity, include nationally 
scarce plants. There are mesotrophic grasslands associated with slightly deeper 
soils of lower slopes, also xerophytic communities associated with open ground 
including quarries and disturbed sites - more here than in most places - normally 
acid here but not entirely. Limestone grassland associated with basic intrusions. 
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Grassland is a declining resource due to bracken and tree encroachment. Gorse 
scrub not considered encroachment as has always been part of mosaic. 
Heaths - small pockets of true ericaceous heath - Calluna and Vaccinium heaths 
on hill - associated with suitable underlying geology - may have increased due to 
lack of grazing - was very rare in 19

th
 century. 

Wetland - formerly wetlands associated with flushes and rills descending from the 
hills, these have declined since water abstraction especially in northern block of 
hills - these have associated boggy communities - a rare habitat type in 
Worcestershire. Alder woods at base of hill associated with these remnants of 
ancient alderwood pasture. General wetlands decline since 19

th
 century 

Open water - clean eutrophic lakes - pools associated with the quarries and one 
large reservoir - support quite limited but interesting natural assemblages 
associated with natural (unpolluted) water. Hills are mostly acid but pools are 
eutrophic - quarries associated with basic rocks with intrusions throughout 
associated with igneous rocks. 
Primary network - unenclosed landscape, semi-natural habitat distributed 
throughout. 
Hedgerows - banks and walls provide an additional microhabitat 
  
Special features - a range of species and communities virtually restricted to this 
area in the county with some rare species. Very high ecological interest - some of 
oldest rocks in the world and some of the most intriguing. Concentration of 
habitat with a mosaic of types occurring in response to natural features - geology 
and soils. Cliffs/open rock habitat some of most extensive in county.  
  

Hotspot 
Potential - loss of some of rarer communities especially associated with bracken 
and tree encroachment - scope for rehabilitation and restoration. Could increase 
heathland if excluded from grazing. Potential for wetland restoration. 
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LDU MH01.2 Malvern Hills – South Ridge High Hills and Slopes 
  

A steeply sloping highland ridge, of igneous rock, with shallow, impoverished 
soils.  This unsettled, unwooded area is unenclosed, with a land use of rough 
grazing. 

  
         partial enclosure of lower slopes (of common land) 
         localised earthworks – hill fort and Shire Ditch 
         notable presence of tree cover on most of area – secondary 

woodland and trees, providing contrast to the exposed summits of the 
(3) small hills 

         localised dwellings concentrated along roadsides in cuttings 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         disused quarries – gradual colonisation by vegetation 
         impact of visitor pressure, visually in terms of human presence and 

in associated features – car parks, hard surface pathways and steps 
on upper slopes 

         erosion of pathways and vegetation cover due to visitor pressure 
         localised large bodies of water on eastern side   
         reduced grazing intensity resulting in bracken and scrub 

encroachment, together with loss of botanical interest of grassland 
         neglected hedgerows 

 

LDU MH01.2 Malvern Hills - South Ridge High Hills and Slopes 
  
Biodiversity: good minus (little wet ground so lacks full suite of expected sites) 
Abundance: good 
Network: good (throughout the zone) 
Range: good  
Impacts: local encroachment of tree scrub and bracken, local impact of 
afforestation 
  
Woodland - high woodland cover, including ancient semi-natural. Also wood 
pasture resource ie Holly Bush Hill (classed as asnw in inventory). Natural 
regeneration extensive in part. Veteran resource, notably holly 
Scrub - scrub growth present, including old scrub growth 
Orchards - small traditional orchard resource associated with cottages in valleys  
Grassland - relatively high cover of grassland types of interest, predominantly 
acidic with locally dominant bracken. In addition, mesotrophic grassland - old 
grassland resource associated with the enclosed land in valleys and at foot of 
hills (smallholder settlement), some of which are unimproved, wild daffodil 
meadows being a feature. 
Primary network - continuous interlocking semi-natural habitats 
Hedgerows - smallholder pattern. 
  
Special features - unique habitat group of oligo-mesotrophic habitats. Ancient 
hollies of Hollybush Hill a special feature. 
Hotspot. 
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LDU MH05  Upper Colwall Principal Wooded Hills  
  
An area of steeply undulating hills and ridges, of mixed shales and limestones, 
with free draining base rich soils.  The land use is pastoral and the tree cover 
comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient 
woodland.  The settlement pattern is one of scattered farmsteads and rural 
dwellings associated with a piecemeal enclosure pattern. 
  

         localised unenclosed common (Bearswood) 
         strong identity of different building material at a localised scale 

stone and brick (Upper Colwall) black and white (Lower Tundridge) 
         mixed species hedgerows 
         localised oast houses 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         good woodland representation on higher slopes, substantial loss 
elsewhere 

         presence of conifer blocks in ancient woodland sites throughout 
the area reduces visual unity of the inherent character through the 
impact of their form in an otherwise broadleaved pattern 

         generally pasture land use of low to moderate intensity with a 
mostly intact field pattern declining in places 

         modern residential development has localised impact with fences 
replacing hedges and gardens and orchards adding a suburban 
character 

         locally poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
         scrub encroachment on unenclosed common 

 

LDU MH05 Upper Colwall Principal Wooded Hills 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: good 
Impacts: very high impact of 20

th
 century forestry over extensive areas, locally 

high impact of modern agriculture, notably arable  
  
Woodland - very large area under woodland cover, mostly ancient sites, majority 
in ancient semi-natural condition. Some coniferisation. Veteran trees notable. 
Some wood pasture on steeper slopes. Tree cover associated with settlement, 
and primary linear features such as disused railway line and stream corridors. 
Orchards - traditional orchards, and some commercial orchards, characteristic 
Scrub - old growth scrub associated with steeper slopes. 
Grassland - predominantly a grassland area with much old grassland - 
unimproved elements tend to be fragmentary - parts of fields rather than whole 
fields - many fields have steep banks with unimproved areas on them. Character 
varies due to geology - mesotrophic, acid and limestone together with bracken. 
Significant interest also in micro and linear features. Grassland interest also 
associated with old limestone quarries and disused railway line. 
Wetland - minor wetland resource associated with stream corridors and 
headwater flushes 
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Hedgerows - largely woodland clearance pattern of small fields and species rich. 
Notably, high and byway networks support species rich hedgerows derived from 
woodlands, often representing original woodland boundary.  
  
Special features: 
Woodland resource exceptionally species rich, with high variation of woodland 
types including limestone/calcareous woodlands. Tree and shrub variations of 
national significance - Silurian woodlands including hornbeam, large leaved lime 
and wild service. Also river cliff woodland of high value 

Hotspot 
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LDU MH06.1 West Malvern Principal Wooded Hills  
  
An area of steeply sloping hills and ridges, of mixed shales and sandstones, with 
poorly drained gleyed soils.  The land use is pastoral and the tree cover 
comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient 
woodland.  The settlement pattern is one of scattered farmsteads and rural 
dwellings associated with a piecemeal enclosure pattern. 
  

         localised orchards along lower eastern margins 
         strong identity of different building material at a localised scale - 

white-washed  (Storridge) red brick elsewhere 
         mixed species hedgerows 
         hazel prominent in hedgerows 
         area of two adjacent enclosed  former commons (Old Storridge 

Common and Birchwood), with moderate dispersal of wayside 
cottages, smaller scale fields and notable dense tree cover, creates 
locally distinctive sub-area 

         pasture farming with forestry land use 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         very good woodland representation 
         localised moderate impact of forestry planting on ancient woodland 

sites 
         generally pasture land use of low to moderate intensity with a 

mostly intact field pattern declining  in places 
         the distinctive character of the Birchwood and Old Storridge 

Common area becoming diluted by infill development 
         boundaries often neglected 

 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MH06.2 Alfrick Principal Wooded Hills  
  
An area of steeply sloping hills and ridges, of mixed shales and sandstones, with 
poorly drained gleyed soils.  The land use is pastoral and the tree cover 
comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient 
woodland.  The settlement pattern is one of scattered farmsteads and rural 
dwellings associated with a piecemeal enclosure pattern. 
  

         pasture farming with small fields 
         orchards 
         black and white building style of wayside cottages 
         located on the lower foot slopes  
         dense hedgerow trees 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         substantial loss of wooded land use to intensive arable cultivation 
         high intensity arable farming with consequent loss of field pattern 
         neglected hedgerows with some loss and few hedgerow trees 

 
 

LDU MH06.2 Alfrick Principal Wooded Hills 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally high impact of 20

th
 century farming (improvement of grassland 

and arable land use)  
  
Woodland - main block of woodland is a large ancient site, largely replanted. In 
addition lot of woodland cover associated with micro and linear features including 
stream corridors - a lot of these are ancient semi-natural - strong ancient patterns 
remain ie most lanes are wood banks. Tree cover also associated with 
settlement. 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - traditionally an area of pasture - lot of grassland is old, much has 
been improved. Either mesotrophic or calcareous depending on nature of soils - 
interest confined either to small fields, or micro and linear features. 
Wetlands - minor wetland interest associated with stream corridors 
Hedgerows - intact network of largely small fields. Mixed species hedgerows 
predominate - many being old woodland fragments. Byway system also supports 
good hedgebank flora 
  
Special Features: 
An intact traditional 1930’s landscape character, intact with a good network.  
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LDU MH06.3 Ravenshill Principal Wooded Hills  
  

An area of steeply sloping hills and ridges, of mixed shales and sandstones, with 
poorly drained gleyed soils.  The land use is pastoral and the tree cover 
comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient 
woodland.  The settlement pattern is one of scattered farmsteads and rural 
dwellings associated with a piecemeal enclosure pattern. 

  
         pasture farming and forestry 
         hazel prominent in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         low intensity farming 
         intact field pattern 
         woodland well represented but few hedgerow trees  
         neglected boundaries 

 

LDU MH06.3 Ravenshill Principal Wooded Hills 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Distribution: good 
Range: good minus 
Impacts: locally high impact of 20

th
 century forestry 

  
Woodland - majority of area under woodland, mostly ancient semi-natural. In 
addition, tree cover associated with streamlines and settlement. Veterans, 
especially along scarp 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement.  
Grassland - mesotrophic and calcareous grassland resource, fragmented and 
confined to micro and linear features - woodland rides, quarries etc. 
Wetland - interest associated with headwater flushes 
Hedgerows - small-scale, intact field pattern, hedges mostly species rich. A lot of 
ancient woodbank hedgerows also present. 
  
Special features: 
A high concentration of high quality habitats 

Hotspot 
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LDU MH07  Ankerdine Principal Wooded Hills  
  
An area of steeply undulating hills and ridges, of mixed shales and limestones, 
with free draining base rich brown soils.  The land use is pastoral and the tree 
cover comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient 
woodland.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and rural dwellings 
associated with a piecemeal enclosure pattern. 

  

         mixed species hedgerows 
         localised traditional orchards 
         stone building materials 
         localised hill fort 
         widespread irregular field pattern 
         localised bracken 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         low intensity farming with intact field boundaries 
         neglected hedgerows 
         tree cover (hedgerow and woodland)  well represented throughout 

the area 
 

LDU MH07 Ankerdine Principal Wooded Hills 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good. Highway and byway network of importance - bridleways and 
green lanes, in addition to roads 
Range: good minus (no wetland but otherwise good) 
Impacts: local impacts of modern agriculture, very local impact of forestry (most is 
snw), plus impact of settlements - smallholders influencing land beyond their 
boundaries - tidying and planting around edges of holdings. 
  
Woodland - considerable large and valuable woodland resource in area, mostly 
ancient semi-natural woodland. Very local conifer planting. Also wood pasture 
associated with steep slopes (hill grazing within parceled fields) - undergrazed 
open woodland being a feature of this area. High veteran element in landscape. 
Orchards - substantive traditional orchard resource - again a form of wood 
pasture. 
Scrub - a distinctive feature - a lot of scrub associated with steep slopes. 
Grassland - an important resource - mostly old grassland amongst which is 
unimproved grassland of varied type, limestone, mesotrophic and acid grassland, 
extensive breaks of bracken associated with the latter. Often mosaics on a single 
site due to variations in geology and soils. Grassland also associated with micro 
and linear features.  
Wetland - confined to small headwater flushes 
Hedgerows - predominantly ancient, species rich hedges, locally of enclosure 
age. Network intact and in good condition 
High and byway network also important - bridleways and greenlanes in addition 
to roads - all ancient and valuable. 
  
Special features: 
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Sheer concentration and abundance of good quality habitat. Very diverse 
geological underpinning - reflected in relief and in wide range of soil types. Rock 
exposures associated with quarry activities. Ancient and valuable highway and 
byway network. An intact ‘traditional landscape’. 
Hotspot. 
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LDU MH08  Abberley Principal Wooded Hills  
  
An area of steeply undulating hills and ridges, of mixed shales and limestones, 
with free draining base rich brown soils.  The land use is pastoral and the tree 
cover comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient 
woodland.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and rural dwellings 
associated with a piecemeal enclosure pattern. 

  
         regular field pattern with elm prominent in hedgerows 
         brick and stone building material 
         localised traditional orchards 
         localised hill fort 
         localised narrow scarp slope to the west 
         localised sandstone hill at Woodbury 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         area to the north and scarp slope has low intensity farming with an 
intact field pattern and well represented woodland cover 

         southern part has high intensity mixed farming with a declining field 
pattern and locally poor representation of tree cover 

         localised high impact of quarrying and forestry 
  
 

LDU MH08 Abberley Principal Wooded Hills 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: good 
Impacts: locally high impact of arable farming, 20

th
 century forestry, and 

extractive industries. 
  
Woodland - considerable but varied woodland resource, including ancient semi-
natural woodland, ancient sites replanted, and extensive secondary plantations. 
Remnant parkland and tree cover associated with big houses. Veteran tree 
resource in area. Recent landscape plantings associated with extractive industry 
Orchards - some traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Scrub - scrub communities including old growth scrub associated with steep 
slopes and relaxed grazing pressures 
Grassland - old grassland particularly associated with hill slopes, amongst which 
is a notable grassland resource, mainly associated with steeper slopes and 
calcareous soils - limestone grassland usually occurring as fragmented units 
within large blocks, and also associated with micro features, road verges, cliff 
ledges, and steep banks. Soils not all calcareous and some areas support 
unimproved lowland acidic grassland with areas of bracken. Areas of 
mesotrophic grassland usually associated with woodland edges also present. 
Open water - a hill landscape of limestone so little surface water but several large 
marl lakes within limestone quarries - a special feature within the Worcestershire 
context - generally species poor in plants but with unique assemblage of rare 
species. ‘Marl’ refers to lakes of high calcium content - limestone deposited out 
and encrusted on vegetation (stoneworts) rather like tufa  
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Wetland - confined to small headwater flushes 
Hedgerows - field boundary system variable - enclosure age hedgerows on 
plateau, older hedges around edges, associated with highway and byway 
network, woodbanks and woodland edges, covering a big area, but most field 
hedges of enclosure age. 
  
Special features: 
Calcareous habitats  
Range of woodland types is high and includes only substantial yew woodland in 
county 
Substantial limestone cliff habitats present due to extraction 
Ornithological interest (breeding peregrines) 
An area of high diversity with a high concentration of sites of significant extent  

Hotspot 
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LDU MH10  Wyche Urban 
LDU MH11  West Malvern Urban 
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LDU MW01 Wyndbrook Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  

A soft rock area of mudstones, with a low lying, gently rolling topography and 
poorly draining soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.   This is an area of pastoral land use with tree 
cover comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with 
groups of trees around settlements. 

  
         red brick wayside cottages 
         thorn hedges 
         good representation of hedgerow trees including pollarded willow 

and oak 
         relic roadside common (now enclosed) 
         frequent ponds 
         localised deer park 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         decline in hedgerow management 
         increase in area of arable land use 

  

LDU MW01 Wyndbrook Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: locally severe impact of agriculture 
  
Woodland - no ancient semi-natural woodland. A small clump of secondary 
woodland together with tree cover associated with settlement, field ponds and 
watercourses. 
Orchards - reasonable traditional orchard coverage associated with settlements 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland area, with only fragments remaining in fields, 
otherwise associated with linear and micro features, and especially with orchards. 
Wetlands - riparian habitats associated with stream corridor 
Open water - significant pond resource - concentration of field ponds, some of 
which support fairly diverse aquatic communities 
Hedgerows - moderately intact network, largely of enclosure age but locally 
ancient 
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LDU MW02.1 Portway Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
An area of soft rock, of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with an intermediate 
undulating topography and free draining soils.  This is an area of pastoral land 
use, with tree cover represented by thinly scattered hedgerow and field trees 
together with groups of trees associated with settlements.  The settlement pattern 
of farmsteads and wayside dwellings is associated with a moderate to high level 
of dispersal and a small to medium scale of field pattern. 
  

         pasture land use 
         relic common 
         localised pollards 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity farming 
         hedgerow trees well represented in places 
         deteriorating boundary hedges 

  

LDU MW02.1 Portway Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus (no woodland) 
Impacts: general impact of agriculture, local impact of motorway 
  
Woodland - no discrete blocks of woodland. Tree cover associated with 
streamlines, settlements and hedgerows. 
Orchards - a reasonable feature, traditional orchards associated with settlements 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland, formerly extensive, now reduced to a 
scattering of discrete fields and associations with linear features, especially 
verges and micro features. 
Wetland - riparian habitats associated with stream network 
Open water - ponds are a feature, usually associated with settlements. 
Interesting aquatic assemblages still supported. 
Hedgerows - enclosure age pattern, interspersed with ancient hedgerows, latter 
associated with byway and highway network. Moderate condition. 
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LDU MW02.2 Barrow Hill Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
An area of soft rock, of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with an intermediate 
undulating topography and free draining soils.  This is an area of pastoral land 
use, with tree cover represented by thinly scattered hedgerow and field trees 
together with groups of trees associated with settlements.  The settlement pattern 
of farmsteads and wayside dwellings is associated with a moderate to high level 
of dispersal and a small to medium scale of field pattern. 
  

         prominent hilltop woodland is an uncharacteristic feature of the 
landscape type 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         mixed farming of moderate intensity with an intact field pattern 
         deteriorating boundary hedges 
         tree cover relies predominantly on woodland which is not 

representative of this Landscae Type, hedgerow trees are sparse 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 

  

LDU MW02.2 Barrow Hill Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: high 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of agriculture 
  
Woodland - one of few discrete blocks of ancient semi-natural woodland of any 
extent, in south chase - calcareous nature - containing ash and Iris foetidissima. 
Grassland - no known interest 
Hedgerows - moderately intact system of enclosure age 
  
Comment 
Contains one of the largest blocks of asn woodland in locality, south of Upton 
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LDU MW02.3 Gadbury Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
An area of soft rock, of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with an intermediate 
undulating topography and free draining soils.  This is an area of pastoral land 
use, with tree cover represented by thinly scattered hedgerow and field trees 
together with groups of trees associated with settlements.  The settlement pattern 
of farmsteads and wayside dwellings is associated with a moderate to high level 
of dispersal and a small to medium scale of field pattern. 
  

         red brick building style 
         mixed land use 
         some small woodlands and large woodland feature associated with 

hill fort 
         thorn hedgerows 
         regular field boundaries 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         high intensity farming 
         poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         poor condition hedgerows 
         woodland presence is uncharacteristic of landscape type 

 

LDU MW02.3 Gadbury Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate, locally high 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally high impact of agriculture 
  
Woodland - reasonable cover, mostly old secondary woodland associated with 
hill fort. Otherwise, tree cover associated with settlement and linear features. 
Orchards - traditional orchards present 
Grassland - localised (on ridges), but quite extensive, high value, basic grassland 
resource in area 
Hedgerows - network predominantly enclosure age and of moderate condition. 
Older/richer hedges associated with byway/highway network  
  
Potentiality  
Limestone flora has high interest value including rare species - scrub grown up 
over slopes of hill fort, covering grassland - opportunities to restore should be 
sought 
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LDU MW03 Sledge Green Principal Settled Farmlands  
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography derived from soft rock, of mixed 
mudstone and sandstone with free draining mixed soils.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with a settlement pattern of discrete small villages and hamlets with a low 
level of dispersal and sub-regular pattern of fields derived mainly from arable 
origins.  The tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside 
trees together with groups of trees associated with settlement. 
  

         mixed hedgerows 
         localised relic common 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         high intensity cropping farming 
         very poor hedgerow tree representation 
         poor condition boundaries 

  

LDU MW03 Sledge Green Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: low plus 
Range: poor 
Impacts: extensive and extended impact of agriculture. 
  
Woodland - small clumps - discrete woodland blocks, otherwise tree cover 
associated with settlement. 
Scrub - some scrub habitat on steep scarp slopes 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - associated with scarp slope, ranging from high value basic grassland 
sites to fragments within improved fields. Grassland interest also associated with 
linear features - verges 
Hedgerow - largely enclosure age pattern, moderately intact 
  
Potential 
Opportunities to improve old grassland on steeper slopes of ridgeline 
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LDU MW04 Elm House Marsh Wet Pasture Meadows  
  
An area of low lying, flat, alluvial drift, with poorly drained wetland soils.  It is 
largely unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  
The inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside 
and hedgerow trees. 
  

         flatness of topography less pronounced, reducing definition of area 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         high intensity cropping farming 
         some loss of field boundaries 
         good hedgerow tree representation 

 

LDU MW04 Elm House Wet Pasture Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: moderate. Watercourses provide linking features 
Range: low 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming - improved grassland 
  
Woodland - not a feature. Tree cover restricted to linear features. 
Grassland - restricted to micro and linear features. Originally an area of 
floodplain, and wet mesotrophic grassland 
Wetland - confined to streamcourse and associated riparian habitats  
Hedgerows - primarily a grazing marsh divided by linear features, so lacks a real 
hedgerow structure 
  
Potentiality 
Potential for restoration despite intensive management.  
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LDU MW05.1 Hardwick Green Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land 
Use 

  
A soft rock area of mudstones with a gently rolling lowland topography and free 
draining brown soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.  This is an area of pastoral land use with tree cover 
comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups 
of trees around settlements. 

  
         localised orchards and pollards 
         brick and timber building style 
         localised relic common 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         high intensity cropping land use 
         tree cover generally poorly represented 
         deteriorating boundaries 

  

LDU MW05.1 Hardwick Green Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus - typical farmed countryside 
Impacts: moderately severe impact of intensive agriculture 
  
Woodland - tree cover associated with linear features and settlement. Pollards 
along watercourses, old pollards representing veterans 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements 
Grassland - high potential but no known sites remain, just mesotrophic remnants 
confined to linear and micro features 
Open water - above average number of ponds and pools, especially associated 
with settlements 
Hedgerows - mixed origin, with moderately intact network 
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LDU MW05.2 Linkend Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
A soft rock area of mudstones with a gently rolling lowland topography and free 
draining brown soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.  This is an area of pastoral land use with tree cover 
comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups 
of trees around settlements. 
  

         pasture land use 
         mixed species hedgerows 
         widespread orchards 
         brick and timber building style 
         frequent lane network 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         low - moderate intensity farming 
         mixed age structure of hedgerow trees 
         good condition boundaries in the south, deteriorating in the north 
         hedgerow trees generally well represented, particularly in the south 

 
 

LDU MW05.2 Linkend Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: high 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: good, lots of small fields and byways 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: agricultural impact in north of area 
  
Woodland - one ancient semi-natural woodland present, of reasonable extent. 
Tree cover otherwise associated with settlements and linear features. Veterans a 
feature.  
Orchards - high concentration of traditional orchards as high as anywhere in 
county 
Grassland - significant and high value mesotrophic and damp grassland resource 
associated with smallholder pattern. A high proportion of old grasslands also 
present in the area. Also grassland interest associated with orchards and with 
micro and linear features - one of best grassland areas in county. 
Open water - concentration of field ponds 
Hedgerows - high hedgerow density especially in south, associated with small 
field and smallholder pattern. Diverse hedge resource - both old and enclosure 
origins 
  
Special features 
A notable density of habitat - old settlement pattern and high density of small 
fields and orchards - potential for bringing back more grassland within this 
structure 
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LDU MW05.3 Pillows Green Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land 
Use 

  
A soft rock area of mudstones with a gently rolling lowland topography and free 
draining brown soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.  This is an area of pastoral land use, mainly in 
Gloucestershire, with tree cover comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and 
streamside trees, together with groups of trees around settlements. 
  

         moderate - high dispersal of wayside cottages 
         small field ponds found throughout the area 
         localised relic commons 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         contrast of low intensity pasture in Gloucestershire to south and 
mixed, high intensity farming to the north, in Worcestershire 

         deteriorating hedgerows with sparse hedgerow tree cover 
  
 

LDU MW05.3 Pillows Green Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: poor plus 
Abundance: poor plus 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: poor plus 
Impacts: modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - localised tree cover associated with linear features and settlement 
Orchards - traditional orchards present 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland interest confined to road verges 
Hedgerows - mixture of old and enclosure age hedgerows, network of moderate 
condition 
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LDU MW06 Corse Lawn Enclosed Commons 
  
A soft rock area of mudstone, with free draining brown soils and a low lying gently 
rolling topography.  The settlement pattern is one of isolated red brick farms, 
associated with a surveyor enclosed pattern of fields and roads.  The land use is 
pastoral and tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside 
trees, together with groups of trees associated with settlement. 
  

         area of former common 
         thorn hedges 
         moderate settlement dispersal 
         localised existing common 
         localised pollards 
         small scale pasture fields and traditional orchards associated with 

settlement 
         localised area of damp pasture and ponds 
         large area of rough grazing 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         low intensity pastoral farming with a generally intact field pattern 
and good condition hedgerows 

         pollarding maintained 
 

LDU MW06 Corse Lawn Enclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: high 
Abundance: high 
Network: high 
Range: good minus (no woodland) 
Impacts: localised impact of agriculture  
  
Woodland - one small belt of screen planting. In essence an area of wood 
pasture - commonland with pollards, pollard stock largely a concentration of black 
poplar of impressive age and dimension - (such groups of pollards typical of 
Malvern commons). Pollards represent veterans. 
Orchards - notable cover of traditional orchard  
Grassland - high value mesotrophic resource. Lot of old permanent pasture 
including species rich areas, together with unenclosed unimproved permanent 
pasture of high interest. Most of fields are of grassland interest including those 
under orchard, one of highest densities of grassland in county. Some damp 
grassland associated with common. 
Open water - reasonable concentration of field ponds 
Hedgerows - intact hedge network associated with small fields 
  
Special feature - most of area beyond house/garden is semi-natural habitat. Very 
traditional landscape in both scale and habitat representation. 

Hotspot 
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LDU MW07 Chaceley Hole Principal Settled Farmlands  
  
A soft rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with rolling, lowland 
topography and free draining brown soils.  It is an area of mixed farming with a 
settlement pattern of discrete small villages and hamlets with a low level of 
dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived mainly from arable origins.  
Thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups of trees 
associated with settlement, characterise the tree cover. Situated in 
Gloucestershire. 
 

LDU MW07 Chaceley Hole Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: poor 
Impacts: no information 
  
Woodland - unwooded 
Orchards - traditional orchards present throughout area 
Grassland - mesotrophic old grassland present 
Hedgerows - intact small-scale pattern of smallholder ownership. 
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LDU MW09 Bushley Estate Farmlands 
  
A low hill of lias clay with free draining, base rich clay soils.  This is an area of 
mixed farming, with tree cover comprising discrete plantations, coverts and 
groups of trees.  The settlement pattern is one of hamlets and small villages, 
associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived 
mainly from arable land. 
  

         localised ornamental tree planting 
         small cluster of dwellings 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         poor condition hedgerows with localised loss 
         fragmented tree cover pattern with few hedgerow trees in the south 

and relic woodland on western boundary 
 

LDU MW09 Bushley Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate, largely due to one big site 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: local impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - still supports significant block of ancient semi-natural woodland. 
Veteran tree interest extends beyond these blocks, dotted throughout landscape 
representing direct descendents of Chase landscape. Tree cover associated with 
settlement and large houses. Part of area was medieval deer park 
Orchards - remnant traditional orchard presence 
Grassland - fragmented - small habitats associated with linear and micro 
features, especially road verges - mesotrophic 
Hedgerows - network reasonable - largely enclosure pattern, in moderate 
condition 
  
Special features 
Old quarries associated with Lias 
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LDU MW10.1 Queenshill Estate Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed sandstones and mudstones, producing a 
rolling lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  This is an area of 
mixed farming, with tree cover comprising discrete plantations, coverts and 
groups of trees.  The settlement pattern is one of hamlets and small villages, 
associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived 
mainly from arable land. 
  

         specimen tree planting 
         localised parkland with associated features 
         localised meadow land (Bushley Brook) 
         localised enclosed common with geometric thorn hedges and 

associated wayside cottages 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         localised loss of field boundaries in the south, elsewhere intact 
         localised impact of farm buildings 
         localised interruption of tree cover pattern to the west, elsewhere 

intact 
         localised impact of road development M50 
         localised river engineering works/flood protection measures 

 
 

LDU MW10.1 Queenshill Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally high impact of agriculture, disruption by motorway, dividing 
parkland from greater hinterland. 
  
Woodland - contains a significant and varied woodland resource - asn woodland, 
a lot of estate woodlands and a lot of belt planting - mainly broadleaf but mixed. 
Reafforestation - poplars in stream valley and conifers in places. Overall, this 
LDU captures most of woodland in this part of southern Worcestershire. 
Wood pasture still represented by remnant parkland (Bushley) and remnant 
chaseland of Queenhill, and relates to the high density of veterans, especially in 
Bushley and Queenhill areas 
Orchard - traditional orchards in association with settlements 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland, fragmented and associated with micro and 
linear features, especially road and motorway verges, also mesotrophic damp 
grassland interest associated with Bushley/Mill Brook corridor - rare. 
Wetland - Bushley Brook one of larger second order watercourses in county, with 
associated riparian habitat in part. Woodlands along Mill Brook include areas of 
damp woodland, (defined by ground flora in places where planted with poplar) 
Open water - overall pond resource reasonable, including a number of good-
sized ones, typically associated with large houses  
Network - unity based on brook in centre of LDU. Hedges mostly enclosure age, 
with a scattering of older species rich ones. Good primary pattern of substantial 
features, large brooks and woodland strips creating significant corridors. 
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Special feature - veteran tree resource 
Potentiality - wood pasture/parkland 
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LDU MW10.2 Swinley Green Estate Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed sandstones and mudstones, producing a 
rolling lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  This is an area of 
mixed farming, with tree cover comprising discrete plantations, coverts and 
groups of trees.  The settlement pattern is one of hamlets and small villages, 
associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived 
mainly from arable land. 
  

         relic deer park 
         localised existing common with associated dwellings 
         strong road side tree bands, possibly of former common 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         localised loss of hedgerows 
         fragmented tree cover pattern 

  
 

LDU MW10.2 Swinley Green Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: good minus - good framework, notably of thin woodland belts but not a 
lot in the way of large habitats to link to 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally severe impact of high intensity agriculture 
  
Woodland - significant woodland resource, comprising two main elements - 
discrete blocks and narrow woodland belts. The former are mostly of estate origin 
- currently mixed broadleaf/conifer but contains some ancient semi-natural 
woodland. More significant is the extensive network of belts, along roads and 
commonland, supporting ancient woodland indicators, covering most of the area. 
Significant concentration of veteran trees also important 
Orchards - reasonable presence of traditional orchards, associated with 
settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland resource currently mainly confined to micro 
and linear features - pondsides, verges etc. quite rich floristically. Much old 
grassland. 
Wetland - much of area is heavy ground with little relief, stream network has 
associated wetland habitats, not of great size but well distributed. 
Open water - significant field pond resource 
Hedgerows - network moderately intact but declining, of variable interest - mix of 
enclosure and forest origins. Belts of woodland of greater significance as linking 
features. 
  
Potentialities - grassland - from here to south of motorway (this area and LDU 
MW09) has great potential for meadow restoration at a landscape scale due to 
extent of old pasture. Woodland - potential to enhance woodland character in 
area.  
Bushley classed as best parkland in county by mid 19

th 
century naturalists - 

especially tree component 
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LDU MW11 Holdfast Hall Estate Farmlands 
  
A low hill of lias clay with free draining, base rich clay soils.  This is an area of 
mixed farming with tree cover comprising discrete plantations, coverts and 
groups of trees.  The settlement pattern is one of hamlets and small villages, 
associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived 
mainly from arable land. 
  

         thorn hedges 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         intact field pattern  
         generally, good hedges but localised loss of hedgerow trees 

 

LDU MW11 Holdfast Hall Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate, fragmented in part. Good primary network, enhanced by 
roadside planting belts 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: local impact of arable farming 
  
Woodland - represented by belt planting along roads, tree clumps and ride 
plantings. These appear to be of estate origin, largely broadleaf and secondary 
woodland derived from landscaping origins– not ans woodland. 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements 
Grassland - small grassland remnants associated with traditional orchards and 
steep banks - mesotrophic with basic influence 
Hedgerows - enclosure age pattern, moderately intact, well distributed. 
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LDU MW12 Holdfast Estate Farmlands 
  
An area of low lying, flat topography, with river terrace sands and gravels 
producing a sandy, free draining soil.  The settlement pattern is one of discrete 
hamlets and small villages, associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-
regular pattern of fields derived mainly from arable land.  This is an area of mixed 
farming, with tree cover represented by discrete plantations, coverts and groups 
of trees. 
  

         localised parkland with associated features: Ham Court 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         localised loss of field boundaries 
 

LDU MW12 Holdfast Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: locally high impact of (recent) arable farming  
  
Woodland - some semi-natural woodland but most woodland in area in form of 
discrete blocks/belts associated with parkland and large houses, not asn 
woodland. Tree cover also associated with settlement. Veteran tree resource 
present in area. 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements 
Grassland - a mesotrophic grassland area, but no significant areas known, 
surviving only as insignificant micro/linear features. 
Heath - no habitat present despite local nomenclature 
Ponds - concentration of ponds - mainly small field ponds 
Hedgerows - mostly enclosure pattern, now declining 
  
Potential  
An area of partial commonland derivation, offering potential to re-establish heath 
type communities on poorer soils. 
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LDU MW13 Buckbury Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
A soft rock area of mudstones, with a gently rolling lowland topography and free 
draining brown soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.  This is an area of pastoral land use with tree cover 
comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups 
of trees around settlements. 
  

         moderate dispersal of wayside cottages 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         good condition hedgerows in the southern part, elsewhere 
moderate 

         a generally intact field pattern 
         localised loss of hedgerow trees 

 
MW 13 Buckbury Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
Derived from forest – wood pasture/ common grazing, with smallholder type 
settlement pattern 
 
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: good. Individual sites generally small 
Network: good  
Range: no information 
Impacts: no information 
 
Woodland 
Orchards 
Grassland – restricted to roadsides and micro-features 
Heathland 
Wetland – eutrophic wetland 
Open Water – good pond network 
Hedgerows – old species rich hedgerows with good diversity of woodland edge 
species 
 
Special features 
Varied soil conditions, including basic and more acidic types. Arable weed 
interest suggestive of an extant,  diverse seedbank. 
Diverse range of semi-natural habitats associated with  many minor landscape 
features such as ponds, hedgerow and and old road banks.High potential for 
biodiversity restoration  
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LDU MW14 Longdon Principal Settled Farmlands  
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography derived from soft rock, of mixed 
mudstone and sandstone with free draining, base-poor brown soils.  It is an area 
of mixed farming with a settlement pattern of discrete small villages and hamlets 
with a low level of dispersal and sub-regular pattern of fields derived mainly from 
arable origins.  The tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and stream 
side trees together with groups of trees associated with settlement. 
  

         moderate dispersal with small hamlets 
         brick and timber 

Condition (updated 2009) 
         cropping land use resulting in deterioration of hedge condition, 

although little actual loss 
         intact field pattern 
         general loss of tree cover 

  

LDU MW14 Longdon Principal Settled Farmlands 
   
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: poor plus - poorly represented 
Impacts: arable farming and local impact of motorway 
  
Woodland - no ancient semi-natural woodland. Very restricted secondary 
woodland resource, associated with larger houses. Tree cover also associated 
with settlement 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements 
Grassland - limited resource but of some interest - Longdon Hill supports remnant 
mesotrophic/basic assemblage unique in Worcestershire. Notably a linear feature 
of several hectares extent associated with a bridleway, elsewhere associated 
with micro and linear features, especially churchyards and verges, although 
blocks few and far between. 
Open water - moderate concentration of ponds associated with settlement 
Hedgerows - moderate network of enclosure age origins 
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LDU MW15 Marsh End Hill Principal Settled Farmlands  
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography derived from soft rock, of mixed 
mudstone and sandstone with free draining, base-poor brown soils.  It is an area 
of mixed farming with a settlement pattern of discrete small villages and hamlets 
with a low level of dispersal and sub-regular pattern of fields derived mainly from 
arable origins.  The tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and 
streamside trees together with groups of trees associated with settlement. 
  

         low settlement dispersal 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         hedgerows generally good condition but some loss 
         generally good population of hedgerow trees 
         intact field pattern 

  

LDU MW15 Marsh End Hill Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: low plus 
Abundance: low 
Network: poor plus 
Range: poor 
Impacts: moderate impact of farming 
  
Woodland - scattered tree cover associated with hedgerows and settlement 
Orchards - traditional orchards present 
Hedgerows - enclosure age pattern 
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LDU MW16 Longdon Hill End Principal Settled Farmlands  
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography derived from soft rock, of mixed 
mudstone and sandstone with free draining, base-poor brown soils.  It is an area 
of mixed farming with a settlement pattern of discrete small villages and hamlets 
with a low level of dispersal and sub-regular pattern of fields derived mainly from 
arable origins.  The tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and 
streamside trees together with groups of trees associated with settlement. 

  
         low-moderate dispersal of brick and timber farmsteads 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         encroaching high intensity arable farming 
         lack of hedgerow tree cover 
         woodland presence is uncharacteristic of landscape type 
         localised hedgerow loss 

 

LDU MW16 Longdon Hill End Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate minus. Poor hedge network 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - present, predominantly broadleaved and associated with linear 
features - some ancient semi-natural, some secondary. Veteran trees present. 
Orchards - traditional orchards present, associated with settlements 
Scrub - linear hill ridge includes areas of scrub encroachment, where grazing 
pressures reduced - including some areas of calcareous scrub. 
Grassland - interest confined to localised but distinct remnant grassland interest 
on ridge and scarps, predominantly mesotrophic, but basic in places. 
Open water - pond resource associated with settlement, including old moats 
Hedgerows - hedges of enclosure age - big fields with network dispersed and 
declining.  
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LDU MW17.1 Longdon Marsh Wet Pasture Meadows 
  

An area of low lying, flat, alluvial drift, with poorly drained wetland soils.  It is 
largely unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  
The inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside 
and hedgerow trees. 

  
         widespread willow pollards 
         uniform road pattern 
         localised irregular and regular field pattern 
         localised historic park and garden and associated features: 

Birtsmorton Court 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         increase in arable area creates overall mixed farming character 
         high intensity land use 
         deteriorating hedgerow pattern, particularly in the north 
         notable loss of hedgerow trees in the northern part 
         small woodland plantations are uncharacteristic of landscape type 

 

LDU MW17.1 Longdon Marsh Wet Pasture Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate - now so improved, high value areas destroyed relatively 
recently 
Abundance: moderate - considerable linear habitat but little in way of blocks  
Network: good - primary network based on drainage system, holds most interest  
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: severe impact of modern/arable farming, drainage, and eutrophication 
  
Woodland - no ancient semi-natural woodland. A number of discrete woodland 
blocks - broadleaf plantations, otherwise tree cover associated with 
settlement/big houses. Significant tree resource along watercourses, especially 
pollards, including veteran interest. Relic parkland (Birtsmorton) 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - unimproved floodplain grassland resource in area albeit much 
reduced. Unimproved mesotrophic resource also present. Both restricted and 
confined to micro features, linear features and small fields. (Formerly a 
grassland/grazing resource of national importance in 19

th
 century) 

Wetland - once very significant, now reduced to few patches of damp grassland 
and watercourse corridor/ditch network - still holds remnant floristic and fauna 
interest. Linear wetland resource still present. 
Open water - ponds in lowlying areas, together with pools associated with 
parkland 
Hedgerows - enclosure age and species poor. Declining pattern and condition. 
Field boundaries of watercourses often tree lined and of considerable value. 
  
Special Features 
Discrete lowland basin - with whole range of habitats and communities up to 19

th
 

century. 
Potentiality very high for restoration 
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LDU MW17.2 Eldersfield Marsh Wet Pasture Meadows 
  
An area of low lying, flat, alluvial drift, with poorly drained wetland soils.  It is 
largely unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  
The inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside 
and hedgerow trees. 
  

         localised existing common 
         pastoral land use 
         localised pollards 
         generally good representation of hedgerow and stream side trees 

with exception of area of regular field pattern to the north 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         deteriorating hedgerows 
         arable encroachment throughout 
         woodland presence is uncharacteristic of landscape type 

  

LDU MW17.2 Eldersfield Marsh Wet Pasture Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate - reasonable hedge/ditch network 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: drainage, modern farming and eutrophication 
  
Woodland - contains several blocks of semi-natural woodland (the name of one 
suggesting ancient origins but nothing to confirm this). Tree cover also 
associated with stream courses, pollards being a particular feature especially 
willow. 
Grassland - land use still predominantly grassland, including unimproved fields of 
floodplain and mesotrophic grassland together with a significant resource of old 
grassland  
Wetland - current wetland interest confined to watercourse corridors and their 
associated riparian habitats. 
Hedgerows - linear pattern with a generally older age structure than Longdon - 
these were boundary hedges to the original marsh. Mostly intact. Some 
enclosure age hedges. 
  
Special feature  
Once extensive, high value, fenland habitats - still apparent in micro features. 
Potentiality for restoration very high. A smaller unit than Longdon and more 
intact. 
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LDU MW18 Birts Street Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
An area of fluvio-glacial drift with poorly draining, base-poor soils and a low lying, 
gently rolling topography.  The land use is predominantly pastoral, with tree cover 
represented by thinly scattered hedgerow and stream side trees together with 
groups of trees associated with settlements.  This is an area of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         mainly pastoral land use 
         notable small scale landscape due to semi regular pattern of small 

hedged fields that provide an extensive wildlife habitat 
         localised pollards 
         localised ridge and furrow 
         brick and timber wayside cottages 
         moderate-high dispersal 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         localised loss of hedgerows in the western part 
         generally good presence of hedgerow trees 
         some arable encroachment 
         woodland presence is uncharacteristic of landscape type 

 

LDU MW18 Birts Street Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: good minus 
Abundance: moderate minus - high density of micro-features 
Network: good primary network - byways/highways and streams, 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: localised agricultural impact  
  
Woodland - discrete woodland blocks of ancient semi-natural woodland. Veteran 
trees associated mainly with linear features. 
Orchards - strong presence of traditional orchards 
Grassland - mesotrophic and damp grassland interest of high importance. 
Grassland associated with linear features, especially road verges and small 
greens. Notable unimproved mesotrophic grassland interest, plus a lot of old 
grassland. 
Wetland - quite a few streams with locally well developed riparian habitats, - 
above average 
Open water - good representation of field ponds 
Hedgerows - a locally rich resource with ancient enclosure and smallholder type 
patterns. 
  
Special Features 
Notable network of highways/byways/streams. A relatively intact ‘Old 
Worcestershire’ landscape rich in micro features representing a good habitat 
range. 
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LDU MW19.1 Castlemorton Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
A soft rock area of mudstones, with a low lying, gently rolling topography and 
poorly draining soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.  This is an area of pastoral land use with tree cover 
comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups 
of trees around settlements. 
  

         notably small scale 
         pasture land use 
         high density settlement 
         localised small field ponds 
         small orchards next to dwellings 
         stream side trees notable in eastern half of area 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         neglected orchards 
         localised poor condition hedges and loss of hedgerow trees 
         localised impact of modern dwellings in west of the area 
         some loss of pasture to intensive agriculture, particularly in west of 

the area 
 

LDU MW19.1 Castlemorton Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: good minus - lacks woodland 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: local impact of modern farming 
  
Woodland - not represented as such, but continuity of wood pasture reflected in 
micro features - apparent in tree cover along watercourses and highway/byway 
network and hedgerows, including a considerable number of veterans and 
pollards. 
Orchards - traditional orchards strongly represented, especially associated with 
‘street’ settlement  
Grassland - highly significant, high value unimproved mesotrophic and damp 
grassland resource, plus considerable old grassland resource and high 
concentration of grassland interest associated with micro and linear features 
Wetland - high density of watercourses with associated riparian habitats 
Open water - field pond resource of significance 
Hedgerows - good network good hedges of mixed age, older hedges associated 
with highway/ byway network 
  
Special features 
‘Old landscape’ with significantly high representation of micro features 

Hotspot 
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LDU MW19.2 Mill Farm Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
A soft rock area of mudstones, with a low lying, gently rolling topography and 
poorly draining soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.  This is an area of pastoral land use with tree cover 
comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups 
of trees around settlements. 
  

         low density dispersal of farmsteads 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         pasture farming of low intensity and an intact field pattern 
         good condition boundaries 
         good representation of tree cover (hedgerow and stream side) 

  

LDU MW19.2 Mill Farm Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: low 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: average impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - small discrete block of secondary broadleaved woodland 
Hedgerows - reasonably intact network including both enclosure and older 
hedges 
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LDU MW20 Whitehouse Farm Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining, brown soils.  The land use is 
predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland often in association with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside tree cover. 
  

         low density dispersal of farmsteads 
         located at the base of the Malvern ridge 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         pasture farming of low intensity 
         some hedgerows in good condition but many have been replaced 

with fences 
         progressive loss of small scale enclosure pattern 
         good representation of hedgerow and stream side trees but with a 

poor age structure and much evidence of neglect 
         good woodland representation 

  

LDU MW20 Whitehouse Farm Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern farming 
  
Woodland - ancient semi-natural woodland resource associated with dingles 
(incised valleys from hills), tree cover also associated with watercourses and 
linear features, and with settlement. 
Orchards - some traditional orchards present  
Grassland - an area of old pastures which include unimproved mesotrophic 
grassland resource associated with units on hillsides/steep topography. Also 
interest associated with linear and micro features. 
Open water - ponds present, particularly associated with settlements 
Hedgerows - reasonable network, mixed age, and good condition. 
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LDU MW21 Fairoaks Farm Enclosed Commons 
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining, brown soils.  The land use is 
predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The tree cover relies predominantly on scattered 
hedgerow and streamside trees with some planted areas in the central section. 
  

         low density dispersal of farmsteads 
         located at the base of the Malvern Ridge 

 
Condition (updated 2012) 

         arable cultivation is intensifying with consequent field re-
organisation 

         some hedgerows in good condition but a substantial proportion 
have been lost in the northern part 

         good representation of stream side tree cover 
         notable areas of secondary woodland and scrub 

 

LDU MW21 Fairoaks Farm Enclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: no impacts of severity 
  
Woodland - small discrete blocks of semi-natural woodland. Tree cover 
associated with linear features 
Orchards - traditional orchards present. 
Grassland - old grassland present 
Hedgerows - fairly intact hedgerow network of mixed age 
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LDU MW22 Castlemorton South Unenclosed Commons 
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography with poorly draining soils derived 
from fluvio-glacial drift.  This is an unsettled, unwooded landscape with a land 
use of rough grazing. 

  
         marked combination of extensive areas of rough grazing together 

with frequent enclosure of settlement – wayside cottages – notably 
around the perimeter 

         small scale pasture fields associated with settlement 
         localised scrub, gorse and bracken 
         large scale 
         localised streams, pools and wet grassland 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         localised moderate impact of farm buildings (chicken houses) 
         localised horse culture 

 

LDU MW22 Castlemorton South Unenclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: high - all semi-natural habitat 
Abundance: high 
Network: high - continuous 
Range: good minus 
Impacts: no significant impacts 
  
Woodland - treelined watercourses in part, notably black poplar pollards. Tree 
cover also associated with settlement.  
Scrub - areas of scrub and natural regeneration on common. Gorse scrub and 
other broad-leaved thicket growth. 
Orchards - notable presence of traditional orchards associated with settlements 
Grassland - still woodland type communities present. The area contains a few 
enclosed fields of mesotrophic grassland but is predominantly unimproved 
commonland of high value, supporting eutrophic, acidic and damp grassland 
communities - species rich. 
Wetland - habitats associated with watercourses - some important wetland/marsh 
communities especially on commons. 
Open water - significant pond resource associated with commonland 
Hedgerows - mostly unenclosed. In settled areas, smallholder settlements with 
small fields with intact hedge network  
  
Special Features - extensive area of varied, unimproved grassland of high value. 
Excellent resource, surviving due to difficult nature of soils for agriculture hence 
low priority for clearance 
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LDU MW23 Little Malvern Enclosed Commons 
  
An area of fluvio-glacial drift with poorly draining soils and an intermediate, 
undulating topography.  The land use is pastoral and is associated with isolated 
red brick farms, and a surveyor enclosed pattern of fields and roads.  Tree cover 
is represented by thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together with 
tree groups associated with settlement. 
  

         area of former common 
         geometric and regular field enclosure 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         low intensity pasture farming with field pattern intact in southern 
third, more intensive arable farming has led to boundary and field 
pattern loss in the northern two thirds 

         tree cover locally poorly represented 
         woodland presence is uncharacteristic of landscape type and in 

the more wooded southern third this is a smaller scale, more intimate 
landscape than typical for this landscape type with a greater density of 
hedgerow trees 

 

LDU MW23 Little Malvern Enclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: no notable impacts 
  
Woodland - two areas of ancient semi-natural woodland in reasonable condition, 
of considerable importance as located at base of hill on Keuper marl plain where 
woodland remnants scarce. Small remnant parkland. Veteran tree interest 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - unimproved mesotrophic grassland and bracken resource associated 
with steeper slopes and small area of common (Shady Bank) 
Open water - field ponds and ornamental pools present 
Hedgerows - predominantly an enclosure hedgerow pattern but hedgerows more 
diverse to south. Network reasonable. 
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LDU MW24 Castlemorton North Unenclosed Commons 
  
An area of fluvio-glacial drift with a rolling lowland topography, poorly draining 
soils and a land use of rough grazing.  This is an unsettled, unwooded landscape. 

  
         marked combination of extensive areas of rough grazing together 

with frequent enclosure of settlement – wayside cottages – notably 
around the perimeter 

         small scale pasture fields associated with settlement 
         rough grass with gorse and bracken 
         large scale 
         localised streams, pools and wet grassland 
         localised tree cover along streams and associated with settlement 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         widespread encroachment of secondary scrub 
  

LDU MW24 Castlemorton North Unenclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: high 
Abundance: high 
Network: high - continuous 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: no significant impacts 
  
Woodland - tree cover associated with water course - significant in national terms 
with black poplar pollards. Tree cover also associated with settlement. 
Scrub - common has thicket growth and extensive gorse scrub over rough 
grassland in places 
Orchards - traditional orchards present, associated with settlement 
Grassland - exceptionally fine high value site with good range of grassland 
communities represented including mesotrophic, acid and damp types. 
Heath - small areas of Calluna. Certain restricted areas could be defined as 
grassheath communities - on the cusp between heath and grass heath. 
Wetland - very important corridor of wetland associated with streams that cross 
the common 
Open water - very important pond resource, a number are seasonal ponds, most 
are mesotrophic. The area contains the greatest number of mesotrophoic pond 
sites in the county 
Hedgerows - around periphery of site, smallholder settlements have small fields 
and intact hedgerow networks 
  
Special Features 
An ancient landscape, with an exceptional mosaic of habitats - best floristic site in 
county with national and local rarities. A unique suite of species and 
communities, some unique in Britain. 

Hotspot 
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LDU MW25 Welland Enclosed Commons 
  
An area of rolling lowland topography with poorly draining soils derived from 
fluvio-glacial drift.  The settlement pattern is one of isolated red brick farms, 
associated with a geometric pattern of fields and roads.  It is an area of pastoral 
land use with tree cover represented by thinly scattered hedgerow and stream 
side trees, together with groups of trees associated with settlement 
  

         area of former common 
         large scale in places due to field size 
         predominately thorn hedges 
         red brick building style 
         nucleation at Hanley Swan 
         localised existing common 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         localised high impact in several places of urban residential 
development 

         moderate intensity farming with field pattern becoming fragmented 
due to amenity land uses 

         poor representation of tree cover 
         tree cover character confused by amenity planting 

 

LDU MW25 Welland Enclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: overall moderate minus, locally poor, dividing into two zones, poor in 
the farmed area to the north, better in the more settled area to the south 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate - streams, transport corridors and hedges 
Range: moderate 
Impact: locally high impact of agriculture plus local impacts of urban 
developments. Part of this commonland affected by WW2 - development of 
hospitals and military use - large camps. Afterwards, the big open army sites 
were not farmed straight away and commonland grassland returned. 
  
Woodland - woodland present but very restricted, several discrete semi-natural 
blocks, mostly of a linear belt type. This area was cleared early but several small 
fragments of ancient semi-natural woodland remain. Tree cover also associated 
with watercourses, settlement, and modern development. Veteran interest 
especially Black Poplar pollards 
Orchards - significant concentration of traditional orchards in association with 
settlement in southern part of area. 
Grassland - derived from commonland - where subsequent land-use compatible, 
grasslands have survived - small mesotrophic grasslands in south and western 
parts of area, often associated with settlement, and churchyard. Reasonable 
resource in terms of species but no blocks, and restricted to micro and linear 
features, and to small units 
Wetland - several streams cross the area with a reasonable range of associated 
riparian habitats. 
Hedgerows - two distinct areas - to the north, enclosed commonland of large 
fields with species poor hedges in poor condition. To the south, smaller fields, 
associated with smallholder development, with an intact, species rich hedgerow 
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pattern. Corridors well developed, - parallel streams drain hills, plus transport 
corridors and hedges. 
  
Note - 
Welland Common was formerly superb - better than Castlemorton, with notable 
wet habitats and mesotrophic grasslands  
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LDU MW26.1 Malvern Common East, Unenclosed Commons 
  
An area of rolling lowland topography, derived from fluvio-glacial drift, with poorly 
draining soils and rough grazing. Area of open common.          

         glacial drift with poorly drained soils 
         large scale 
         rough grazing with seasonal cutting 
         localised scrub and damp grassland 
         unenclosed area 
         localised amenity planting 
         localised wayside dwellings 
         located on Malvern urban fringe 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         localised intrusion by neighbouring golf course 
         degraded grassland 
         heavily trodden paths 
         some erosion evident from car parking 

  

LDU MW26.1 Malvern Common Unenclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good - continuous semi-natural habitat 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: eutrophication of old grassland - no longer in good condition  
  
Woodland - open common with scattered, localised tree cover  
Grassland - old mesotrophic grassland, with areas of damp grassland, of 
declining quality. 
Wetland - narrow strips of wetland associated with watercourse 
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LDU MW26.2 Three Counties Showground Enclosed Commons 
  
A landscape of very similar character to the Sandstone Estatelands, with the 
same ordered pattern of large fields of regular outline, straight roads and estate 
plantations. It is an open, formal landscape with a visual clarity primarily defined 
by the straightness of the field boundaries, patterns that have arisen as a result of 
late enclosure from former waste and woodland. 
  

         area of former common 
         large scale in places due to field size 
         predominately thorn hedges 
         red brick building style 
         localised large plantation woodland 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         localised high impact in several places of urban residential 
development 

         moderate intensity farming with field pattern becoming fragmented 
due to amenity land uses 

         widespread moderate impact of amenity and non-agricultural land 
uses 

         poor representation of tree cover 
  

LDU MW26.2 Three Counties Showground Enclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: moderate  
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate overall but variable  
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of development, afforestation, recreational uses 
(showground and golf course) together with modern agriculture. 
  
Woodland - Blackmoor parkland has much woodland = estate plantations, both 
broad leaved and conifer. Remainder of area is enclosed commonland with a few 
small remnant pockets of ancient semi-natural woodland or ancient sites 
Commons derived from wood pasture, with veterans remaining. Tree cover also 
associated with settlement, watercourse, large houses, parkland and modern 
recreational development. 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland, currently confined to micro and linear 
features - railway and banks, churchyards etc. 
Wetland - riparian habitat associated with stream. 
Open water - large pools and associated wetlands of county importance and 
other ornamental pools 
Hedgerows - enclosure pattern, often in poor condition and declining. Many other 
linking features developed in association with semi-urban development. 
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LDU MW27 Malvern Wells Enclosed Commons 
  
A landscape of very similar character to the Sandstone Estatelands, with the 
same ordered pattern of large fields of regular outline, straight roads and estate 
plantations. It is an open, formal landscape with a visual clarity primarily defined 
by the straightness of the field boundaries, patterns that have arisen as a result of 
late enclosure from former waste and woodland. 
  

         area of former common 
         contains a substantial urban area : Malvern Wells 
         prominent woodland 
         localised bracken 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         localised high impact in several places of urban residential 
development 

         eastern part now occupied by golf course 
         low intensity pasture farming 
         loss of hedgerows and hedgerow trees 

  
LDU MW27 Malvern Wells Enclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impact: locally high impact of development and recreation 
  
Woodland - an enclosed ancient semi-natural woodland - a very unusual feature 
in the Chase landscape. Tree cover also represented by clumps and rows of 
trees together with cover associated with recreational activities and settlement 
Grassland - formerly significant but now restricted to fragments - banks, railways 
etc. 
Hedgerows - enclosure age hedges with moderately intact network 
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LDU MW28.1 Hanley Swan Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  

A soft rock area of mudstones, with a gently rolling lowland topography and free 
draining mixed soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.  This is an area of pastoral land use with tree cover 
comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups 
of trees around settlements. 

  
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         red brick   
         localised tree groups 
         small orchards around settlement 
         moderate to high dispersal 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         mixed farming of moderate to high intensity 
         localised loss of hedgerows 
         localised loss of hedgerow trees 
         localised impact of recent residential change  

 

LDU MW28.1 Hanley Castle Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate - one of less good smallholder areas 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: moderate plus 
Impact: impacts of development and local impact of modern farming 
  
Woodland - small ancient semi-natural woodland resource. Tree cover 
associated with settlement and, particularly, with watercourse - well developed. 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement. 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland area, containing old grassland, but known 
unimproved resource confined to micro and linear features. 
Wetland - large watercourses with associated riparian habitats 
Open water - concentration of field ponds 
Hedgerows - smallholder pattern, high density, intact network. Some early 
enclosure hedges so quite diverse. 
  
Special Features 
Notable presence of micro feature but lacks big habitats.  
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LDU MW28.2 Mere Brook Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
A soft rock area of mudstones, with a gently rolling lowland topography and free 
draining mixed soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.  This is an area of pastoral land use with tree cover 
comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups 
of trees around settlements. 
  

         pasture land use 
         isolated red brick farmsteads with associated tree groups 
         hazel prominent in hedgerows 
         localised traditional orchards 
         relic deer park 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         increasingly encroaching high intensity arable farming, particularly 
in the eastern part 

         average condition boundaries with loss of field pattern in the 
eastern part 

         poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         dense water course tree line with good age structure of trees 

  

LDU MW28.2 Mere Brook Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: moderate minus 
Impact: high impact of modern farming 
  
Woodland - small, discrete blocks of broadleaved woodland - not ancient. Tree 
cover associated with big houses, old areas of settlement, and watercourses, 
including pollards. 
Orchards - traditional orchards present, also derelict nuttery - the banks of old 
Hanley Castle holding a cobnuttery 
Grassland - largely absent. A mesotrophic grassland area, the resource now 
confined to linear and micro features - disused railway, verges and stream 
corridor. 
Wetland - major brook provides reasonable stream corridor and associated 
riparian habitats 
Open water - minor concentration of field ponds 
Hedgerows - predominantly enclosure age with moderately intact network 
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LDU MW28.3 Brotheridge Green Settled Farmlands with Pastoral 
Land Use 

  
A soft rock area of mudstones, with a gently rolling lowland topography and free 
draining mixed soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.  This is an area of pastoral land use with tree cover 
comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups 
of trees around settlements. 
  

         stream side trees in eastern half 
         localised orchards 
         pastoral land use 
         brick and timber farmsteads with red brick wayside dwellings 
         good hedgerow tree representation 
         moderate - high dispersal 
         localised tree groups 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         average hedgerow condition with almost intact field pattern 
         shift to bush orchards 
         arable encroachment 
         localised urban impact ( of school and estate) 

  

LDU MW28.3 Brotheridge Green Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate plus - good hedgerow network 
Range: moderate 
Impact: locally moderate impact of farming and urbanisation  
  
Woodland - very limited, no ancient semi-natural woodland, a few secondary 
woodlands. Tree cover associated with settlement, watercourses, linear features 
and large houses. 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlement 
Grassland - high value unimproved mesotrophic resource with significant number 
of fields. Mesotrophic interest also associated with micro and linear features, 
especially highway and disused railway line. Considerable area of old grassland 
Scrub - scrub communities associated with linear features 
Wetland - minor wetland resource associated with stream corridor 
Open water - higher than average concentration of field ponds 
Hedgerows - smallholder pattern of small field size with dense hedgerow network 
still extant over much of area. Locally species rich.  
  
Special Features 
Notable presence of micro features. Formerly an area of high value grassland 
interest but now in decline.  
High Potential for grassland restoration 
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LDU MW29 Hanley Castle Estate Farmlands 
  
An area of rolling, lowland topography with free draining brown soils, derived from 
soft rock, of mixed sandstones and mudstones, with considerable areas overlain 
with river terrace deposits.  This is an area of mixed farming with a settlement 
pattern of farmsteads and wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  Tree cover is 
represented by discrete plantations, coverts and groups of trees. 
  

         regular field pattern 
         type 2 hedgerows 
         brick and timber building style 
         localised parkland with associated tree planting, lodges and large 

houses 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         localised urban impact (of school and parking areas) 
         localised loss of hedgerow trees 
         localised loss of hedgerows 
         poor hedgerow condition evident 

  

LDU MW29 Hanley Castle Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate, locally fragmented 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of farming and local impact of settlement 
  
Woodland - some discrete blocks of secondary estate woodlands with 
considerable proportion of afforestation, (some broadleaved). Remnant parkland. 
Tree cover associated with settlement. Well wooded stream courses, including 
pollards. Veteran tree resource 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements 
Grassland - fragments of mesotrophic grassland, confined to micro and linear 
features  
Wetland - major stream with good diversity of associated riparian habitats 
Open water - concentration of field ponds 
Hedgerows - mainly enclosure pattern of moderate to fragmented condition 
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LDU MW30 Upton Wet Pasture Meadows   
  
An area of low lying, flat, alluvial drift, with poorly drained wetland soils.  It is 
largely unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  
The inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside 
and hedgerow trees 
  

         pollarded willows 
         localised wet pasture 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity land use 
         intact field pattern 
         localised impact of recreation areas 
         localised loss of tree cover 

 

 

LDU MW30 Upton Wet Pasture Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good minus - good ditch and hedge combinations plus railway 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: impacts of urban pressure 
  
Woodland - reasonable tree cover, especially associated with the many 
watercourses including old willow pollards 
Grassland - all on alluvial soils, predominantly pasture, most of which is old 
grassland, mostly lowlying and damp. 
Wetland - floodplain habitat, with many ditches with associated riparian habitats 
Open water - many flood-plain pools - probably mostly derive from flood plain 
activity rather than man-made - floristically different - richer than field ponds, and 
contain a different suite of species. 
Hedgerows - intact network, largely due to ditches and hedge/ditches rather than 
hedges alone. - hedges variable, some old.  
  
Special Features 
High density of micro features 
Special concentration of floodplain habitats and features, plus geomorphological 
interest associated with paleochannels - peat and silt deposits of significance 
High potential to restore to good quality floodplain habitat - wet grassland linked 
to nodes of ponds, with traditional lines of willow pollards. 
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LDU MW31 Upton Principal Settled Farmlands  
  
An area of river terrace sands and gravels producing a rolling lowland topography 
with free draining sandy soils.  This is an area of mixed farming with tree cover 
represented by thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together with tree 
groups associated with settlements.  The settlement pattern consists of discrete 
small villages and hamlets with a low level of dispersal associated with a sub-
regular pattern of fields derived mainly from arable origins. 

  
         thorn hedges 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         very poor hedgerows with substantial loss 
         poor tree cover representation 

 

LDU MW31 Upton Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: moderate 
Range: low 
Impact: high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Orchard - traditional orchards present 
Hedgerows - network moderately intact, enclosure age, with declining pattern 
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LDU MW32 Upton upon Severn Urban 
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LDU MW33.1 River Severn - Tewkesbury Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         regular thorn hedges with ditches 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         high intensity arable farming 
         poor tree representation 
         poor condition hedgerows, particularly in the north 

  

LDU MW33.1 River Severn - Tewkesbury Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate  
Network: always at least moderate due to river  
Range: moderate 
Impacts: moderate to high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - confined to linear relic osier beds, otherwise tree cover associated 
with linear features especially watercourses, including pollards 
Grassland - much old grassland on floodplains, generally high value even in its 
improved state - naturally eutrophic (in Severn and Avon) - classed as MG4 when 
most diverse - and still a valuable resource, even when received improvements. 
Still have damp patches. 
Wetland - associated with watercourses and drainage channels 
Open water - small resource - flood plain field ponds - on the flood plain these 
often occupy old river channels 
Also old brick pit pool.  
Primary network - river plus good network of other watercourses.  
Hedgerows - variable - including enclosure type hedges within framework of older 
network - typical of floodplain situations. 
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LDU MW33.2 River Severn - Upton upon Severn Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         localised pollards 
         unenclosed meadow land 
         large scale landscape 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity pasture farming 
         locally poor hedgerows and associated tree cover 

 

LDU MW33.2 River Severn - Upton upon Severn Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: high 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally moderate/high impact of modern farming, local impact of 
recreation. Southern part improved somewhat. Old railway on bank 
  
Woodland - woodland lacking, tree cover confined to linear features - railway and 
watercourses, willow pollards present 
Grassland - majority of area old grassland - eutrophic - of this some is species 
rich, high value, one of largest areas of unimproved flood meadow grasslands in 
England = approx 100 acres 
Wetland - habitats associated with watercourses, including small blocks of fen 
and wet grassland  
Open water - eutrophic resource especially associated with floodplain drainage 
network and its associated ponds 
Primary network - extensive - especially associated with drainage network, also 
disused railway line 
Hedgerows - mostly secondary associated with drainage lines, some hedges 
associated with ham meadows are ancient, more recent enclosure types to the 
south. Upper Ham comprises open grassland. 
  
Special features - abundance of species rich floodplain grassland and other 
floodplain features - ditch and ancient boundary features - good mosaic 
Potentiality - potential for floodplain restoration - grassland and wetland 

Hotspot 
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LDU MW33.3 River Severn - Hanley Castle Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         pollards scattered throughout 
         thorn hedges 
         regular field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity land use with an intact field pattern 
         localised river engineering works/flood protection measures 
         localised loss of tree cover 

  

LDU MW33.3 River Severn - Hanley Castle Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus  
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: localized impact of forestry, high impact of modern farming, high impact 
of flood defence works, 
  
Woodland - small woodland resource, including mixed plantation. Quite likely 
some ancient micro features - particularly where two streams join - but uncertain. 
Outside woodland, tree cover associated with linear features and locally includes 
pollards 
Grassland - eutrophic - old pasture grassland present. 
Wetland - associated with watercourses and with old brickpit site 
Open water - eutrophic standing water - old brickpit pool, plus series of old 
floodplain ponds - hollows in floodplain created by river. 
Primary network - strong based on watercourses 
Hedgerows - largely enclosure age and in declining condition 
  
Potential - wet grassland restoration, especially at back of palaeochannel 
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LDU MW33.4 River Severn - Rhydd Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         local impact of caravan park 
 

LDU MW33.4 River Severn - Rhydd Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate (good ponds) 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: locally severe impact of caravans, localised high impact of 
landscaping/property improvements.  
  
Woodland - formerly fairly high cover of wet woodland associated with old brickpit 
and traditional orchard but cleared recently (last 12 years). Tree cover now 
associated with landscaped grounds - derived from former cleared area of 
orchard and wet woodland on brickpit. Tree cover also associated with riverbank 
Grassland - eutrophic - old grassland resource in part but not species rich 
Wetland - small-scale features associated with drainage lines. Pond margins 
support fairly diverse swamp flora including Poa palustris 
Open water - two large eutrophic ponds on former brickpit site with reasonable 
flora - old brickpit sites almost eu-mesotrophic (between eutrophophic and 
mesotrophic), running water - main river 
Primary network - river 
Hedgerows - only modern field boundaries 
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LDU MW33.5 River Severn - Pixham Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         localised pollards 
         large scale landscape 
         irregular field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         high intensity land use of mixed farming with a declining field 
pattern 

         localised river engineering works/flood protection measures 
         widespread loss of trees and hedges, particularly in the south 

  

LDU MW33.5 River Severn - Pixham Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming, localised impact of flood defence works 
  
Woodland - very low cover, small blocks, largest being damp woodland 
associated with old brickworkings, otherwise tree cover associated with 
watercourses, other linear features and settlements associated with ferries etc. 
Pollards a feature especially willows. 
Orchards - fragment of traditional orchard. 
Grassland - eutrophic, significant old grassland resource, diverse types restricted 
to micro features 
Wetland - reasonable representation associated with watercourses including 
river, and with old brickworkings 
Open water - eutrophic - associated with floodplain hollows, ponds and old 
brickworkings 
Primary - strongly represented, based on watercourse network 
Hedgerows - largely enclosure age, species poor and in generally declining 
condition, locally ancient boundaries apparent 
  
Potential for wetland restoration as elsewhere on floodplain 
Classic ham meadow situation but no ham meadow here, despite name 
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LDU MW33.6 River Severn - Powick Ham Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         part of broad low lying alluvial plain at the confluence of the River 
Severn and River Teme 

         localised irregular field pattern 
         localised unenclosed areas of meadow 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         good representation of willow and ash hedgerow trees 
         localised fragmentation of field pattern 
         high intensity mixed farming 
         high impact of new road system and associated embankments 

across the flood plain breaks up the strong topographical unity of the 
area 

         hedgerow condition very variable with many overgrown and others 
overflailed 

         localised impact of moorings alongside river 
   

LDU MW33.6 River Severn - Powick Ham Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate (for floodplain location) 
Network: moderate - 2 rivers providing corridors 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture including localised drainage impacts, 
high impact of transport corridor, localised impact of recreational activities on 
riverside (moorings) - tipping in last decades of 20

th
 century in 2 separate areas 

  
Woodland - several small discrete blocks of carr and secondary woodland 
associated with old brickworkings and settlement. Tree cover also associated 
with linear features especially watercourses, also stand-alone trees associated 
with destroyed field boundaries of old field systems. Osier bed on paleochannel. 
Veterans, including pollarded willows. Tree cover also associated with 
landscaping of road corridor/amenity planting 
Orchards - neglected orchards.  
Grassland - eutrophic, extensive areas of old grassland. Diverse grassland now 
confined to small-scale features - one of greatest losses of grassland interest in 
county over last 100 yrs 
Wetland - reasonable wetland interest, including wet grassland, fen, damp 
woodland, generally associated with watercourses including oxbows and 
palaeochannels 
Open water - eutrophic standing water resource associated with flood plain 
hollows, and ponds, including former oxbows 
Primary network - strongly represented by two main rivers, large tributary and 
network of floodplain watercourses, plus transport corridors - (new habitats as 
opposed to floodplain habitats) 
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Hedgerows - large unenclosed area although road fractures this - some medieval 
enclosure. Southern part of area is a classic network of ancient clearance pattern 
including species rich examples. 
  
Special features - diverse series of representative wetland habitats. Peat deposits 
associated with paleochannels. Managed osier bed.  
  
High potential for restorability 
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LDU MW33.7 River Severn - Powick Bridge Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         part of a low lying alluvial plain at the confluence of the River 
Severn and River Teme 

         irregular field pattern 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         poor representation of tree cover throughout 
         high intensity arable cropping with a declining field pattern 
         poor condition boundaries 
         localised impact of golf driving range 

  

LDU MW33.7 River Severn - Powick Bridge Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate - both Teme and Seven in this area and whole of Teme of 
national importance - locally good riffles at Powick, one of most diverse 
Coleoptera sites in Britain 
Abundance: moderate (most land farmland and pretty poor) 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture, locally high impact of recreation 
  
Woodland - no woodland as such, tree cover associated with watercourses and 
other wetland features (including ponds). Localised pollards 
Grassland - eutrophic area, old grassland resource in blocks - no diverse 
grassland 
Wetland - riparian habitat associated with watercourses  
Open water - eutrophic resource including some floodplain hollow ponds, plus 
series of manorial fishponds, the latter including some reedbeds - some over 
eutrophicated. 
Primary network - strong network associated with watercourses and wetland 
features 
Hedgerows - species poor, enclosure age with fragmented pattern 
  
Special feature - ‘wild’ river of national significance (Teme) 
Potential - in part, still not too damaged. Potential for floodplain wetland 
restoration greatest in northern part. 
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LDU MW33.8 River Severn - Kempsey Lower Ham Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         localised pollards 
         unenclosed meadows 
         localised patches of wet grassland 
         large scale landscape 

 
Condition (Updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity pasture land use 
         some loss of tree cover, particularly in the south 
         uncharacteristic subdivision of some fields, with added fences 

  

LDU MW33.8 River Severn - Kempsey Lower Ham Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus (Lower Ham improved slightly, Upper Ham 
significantly improved in mid 90’s) 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally severe impact of modern agriculture, localised impact of 
recreation 
  
Woodland - lacks any woodland as such (discrete blocks). Tree cover associated 
with linear features including localised pollards 
Grassland - eutrophic resource, high cover of old grassland, including one 
substantial block of diverse (MG 4) grassland.  
Wetland - associated with watercourses, also small areas of wet meadow, fen 
and swamp communities 
Open water - flood plain hollows 
Primary network - good, based on watercourse network. Upper Ham has good 
back channel - with cliff behind, plus main tributary, Lower Ham more of a broad 
plain 
Hedgerows - relatively narrow area, with few hedges that are not associated with 
watercourses. Hedges largely of enclosure age but some ancient ones present 
as would have been expected with an Anglo Saxon meadow. 
  
Special features - an ancient hay meadow under traditional management, also 
palaeochannels holding geomorphological interest including peat 
Potential - significant area of old grassland recently destroyed so restoration and 
rehabilitation opportunities. 
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LDU MW33.9 River Severn - Severn Stoke Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         pollards scattered throughout 
         hazel prominent in hedges 
         localised patches of wet pasture 
         irregular field boundaries  

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         pastoral land use is giving way to high intensity cropping 
         generally intact field pattern 
         some loss of tree cover 

  

LDU MW33.9 River Severn - Severn Stoke Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus - lacks big meadow but good micro features, probably 
one of best areas of its type 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: good - good hedgerow network 
Range: good (for flood plain habitats) 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture (quite a high % of arable), localised 
impact of flood defenceworks 
  
Woodland - very localised amount of wet woodland associated with old 
brickworking. Fairly good representation of tree cover associated with linear 
features including ancient semi-natural woodland micro features. Localised willow 
and oak pollards. Veterans - oaks, but many pollards may also come into this 
category. 
Grassland - significant area of old grassland - diverse types restricted but still 
exist in the area and include damp types 
Wetland - good representation of typical floodplain wetland communities 
associated with watercourses, including fen, wet meadow, carr and swamp 
communities - small blocks as well as linear features - one of best areas of its 
type. 
Open water - good eutrophic open water resource associated with floodplain 
hollows, paleochannels and old brickworkings 
Primary network - good, strong representation especially associated with 
watercourse features including many paleochannels 
Hedgerows - pattern largely ancient, and species rich - association with 
watercourse has helped their survival - one of best ancient floodplain hedgerow 
systems in county. Some enclosure hedges as well. 
  
Special features - hedgerow pattern and the variety of floodplain habitats 
represented as miocrofeatures 
Potential - good ancient network - plenty of scope to enhance the wetland value 
of the floodplain 
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LDU MW33.10 River Severn - Holly Green Riverside Meadows 
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         pollards scattered throughout 
         thorn hedges 
         localised patches of wet pasture 
         regular field boundaries 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity pasture farming is changing to cropping 
         some loss of field pattern 
         some loss of tree cover 
         localised moderate impact of marina development 

 

LDU MW33.10 River Severn - Holly Green Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming, locally high impact of settlement, locally 
high impact of recreational activity, 
  
Woodland - very minor component - tiny blocks. Moderate tree cover associated 
with watercourses and other linear features, including pollards.  
Grassland - eutrophic - sizeable old grassland resource, the more diverse 
grasslands are confined to micro features. 
Wetland - floodplain wetland habitat associated with watercourse - minor wet 
grassland component associated with field corners rather than large blocks. 
Open water - i. running water - floodplain drainage system supports some 
eutrophic assemblages, ii. - standing water - floodplain pond resource, declining. 
Old brickpit site formerly supported one of richest eutrophic lake assemblages in 
county, now much diminished due to marina construction and coalescence with 
River Severn. 
Primary network - strongly represented by watercourses 
Hedgerows - mixed age composition - both classic ancient and enclosure hedges 
- variable condition but in decline generally. 
  
Potential - high - whole suite of wetland restoration possibilities - right 
physiography, good remnants 
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LDU MW33.11 River Severn - Uckinghall Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         pollards scattered throughout 
         thorn hedges 
         localised patches of wet pasture 
         regular field boundaries 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity pasture farming with some cropping and an 
intact field pattern 

         localised impact of fishing pools and associated woodland 
         localised impact of quarrying 

 

LDU MW33.11 River Severn - Uckinghall Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: good 
Impacts: locally high impact of recreational activities, locally high impact of 
modern farming - Ham was one of best MG4 grasslands in county in 70’s - now 
declining 
  
Woodland - relatively high cover for floodplain, including one of most extensive 
wet woodland systems (former Ripple Lake) (crossed by motorway - on stilts - so 
continuous). Tree cover elsewhere typically associated with watercourses, 
including riverbank with old willow pollards as a feature. 
Grassland - significant old floodplain grassland resource - all eutrophic in 
floodplain - also some more species rich grassland including MG4 although 
largest block has deteriorated due to fertilizing  
Wetland - in association with wet woodland and the extensive drainage network - 
quite extensive riparian habitats including areas of wet meadows. Some fields 
have been left and reverted to fen. 
Open water - very significant - eutrophic - principle interest being large brickpit 
pond with unique species assemblage - ditch system good, floristically rich - 
standing water. Poa palustris in brickpits 
Primary network - strong primary network based on watercourses and river 
Hedgerows - predominantly enclosure age, with few older hegdes, overgrown in 
places 
  
Special features - very fine series of floodplain habitats - supports the whole 
series of habitats to be expected in the area - good mosaic 

Hotspot 
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LDU MW34 Guarlford Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of rolling lowland topography based on soft rock of mudstone, producing 
a free draining brown soil.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and stream 
side tree cover.  The land use is predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern 
of farmsteads and groups of wayside cottages associated with a moderate to 
high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         linear wayside commons with associated red brick wayside 
cottages and tree belts 

         localised parkland: The Rhydd 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         mixed farming of moderate to high intensity with a declining field 
pattern 

         poor condition boundaries 
         localised poor representation of tree cover 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
         woodland cover inconsistently represented 
         localised impact of modern roadside development 
         localised moderate impact of modern farm buildings 

  

LDU MW34 Guarlford Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: good minus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: good 
Impacts: locally severe impact of agriculture 
  
Woodland - reasonable area of woodland, quite a lot in semi-natural condition. 
Mostly secondary woodlands associated with estates but one large ancient site 
(Cliffey Wood), parts of which are ancient semi-natural, the greater part 
replanted. Veterans present especially oak pollards. Tree cover also associated 
with settlement, watercourses, other linear features and common land. River cliff 
woodland of high value. 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements. 
Grassland - valuable mesotrophic resource especially associated with 
unenclosed commonland and highway verge network. Generally, grassland 
compromised elsewhere 
Wetland - some habitats associated with stream corridors, and damp grasslands 
associated with commons 
Open water - significant pond resource, associated with commons and good field 
pond network  
Hedgerows - significant hedgerow interest, variable age but tending to be older, 
species rich hedgerows. Network fragmented but very good byway network 
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LDU MW35.1 Madresfield Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         clusters of medium sized ancient woodlands 
         significant area of parkland with associated estate feel 
         localised ornamental trees, planting of tree belts and specimen 

trees 
         notable large country house 
         large red brick farmsteads 
         estate village 
         regular pattern of medium to large fields with elm common in 

hedgerows 
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         generally mixed farming of high intensity with an intact field pattern 
declining in places 

         tree cover well represented 
         conifer planting in ancient woodland with commercial 

management, generally high intensity farming 
  

LDU MW35.1 Madresfield Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: good minus 
Abundance: good 
Network: moderate plus. Large woodland blocks enhance network structure 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally severe impact of modern farming, local impact of forestry 
  
Woodland - Very significant woodland resource, predominantly estate woodland 
origin, with significant blocks of ancient semi-natural woodland. Much under 
mixed forestry dating from WW2. Parkland. Veteran interest, both in parkland and 
in wider landscape, especially oak pollards. Tree cover associated with 
watercourses and other linear features. 
Orchards - significant traditional orchard resource. 
Grassland - poor resource, despite pastoral dominance. Quite a lot of old 
grassland but unimproved types limited and of fragmentary nature associated 
with micro and linear features, some associated with parkland.  
Wetlands - large stream corridors with associated riparian habitats  
Open water - pond resource, partly ornamental associated with parkland, but also 
a concentration of field ponds 
Hedgerows - varied, certain areas of enclosure age, (late enclosure of common) 
others species rich, associated with earlier clearance. Highway network hedges 
ancient and derived from forest. Big fields and fragmented pattern in parts. 
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LDU MW35.2 Clevelode Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         pronounced rolling topography 
         clusters of ancient woodland 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         mixed farming of high intensity with a declining field pattern 
         localised impact of forestry planting 
         poor condition hedgerows 

  

LDU MW35.2 Clevelode Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: good 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: local impact of modern farming and forestry (coniferisation) 
  
Woodland - significant area of woodland, mostly replanted, mostly of mixed 
plantations. Some are ancient sites, fragments could be termed ancient semi-
natural. At least two river cliff woodlands (ancient semi-natural) a special feature. 
Veteran tree resource throughout area. 
Orchards - traditional orchards present. 
Grassland - formerly a good area of mesotrophic grassland - reasonable quantity 
of old grassland  today but unimproved types restricted and confined to remnants 
associated with steep slopes, road verges, and small fields associated with 
settlement. 
Wetland - reasonable stream corridors with associated riparian habitats 
Open water - pond resource fairly significant locally - some scarce plant species 
Hedgerows - varied - LDU includes older, species rich hedges throughout, 
together with significant number of enclosure age. Byway hedges are old and 
species rich. 
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LDU MW36 Blackmore Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of fluvio-glacial drift, with poorly drained soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often 
associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  
The land use is predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads 
and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         localised parkland: Blackmore Park,  
 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         mixed farming of moderate to high intensity with a declining field 
pattern 

         poor condition boundaries 
         localised poor representation of tree cover 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
         localised high impact of non inherent land uses; industrial estate, 

incinerator, caravan site 
         localised high impact of farm buildings 

  

LDU MW36 Blackmore Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate minus - denser in south 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally severe impacts of agriculture and development - sewerage 
works, old army camp, caravans. 
  
Woodland - Parkland. Veteran tree interest throughout area. Some discrete 
blocks of broadleaved (secondary) woodland associated with estates, but most 
woodland lies just outside this LDU. 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - Mesotrophic resource especially associated with unenclosed 
common (Barnards Green) also fragments elsewhere associated with micro 
features and area of non-agricultural land use. 
Wetland - several watercourses (narrow corridors) with associated riparian 
habitats 
Open water - two groups present - network of field ponds and series of 
ornamental pools associated with parkland 
Hedgerows - mostly species poor, enclosure age hedges - locally fragmented. 
Older hedges to north, again, fragmented. Large blocks of parkland and other 
linking features provide some compensation for poor secondary network 
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LDU MW37 Malvern Urban 
LDU MW38 Malvern Urban 
LDU MW39 Malvern Urban 
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LDU MW40.1 Bransford Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free –draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         small linear clusters of settlement along roads 
         regular pattern of medium to large fields (later enclosure – fewer 

trees) 
         red brick farmsteads 
         discrete plantations and mixed broadleaved woodlands 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         mixed farming of high intensity with a declining field pattern 
(fragmented in places) 

         localised impact of golf course 
         generally deteriorating hedgerows 
         localised high impact of recent development in clusters 
         localised poor tree cover representation 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 

 
 

LDU MW40.1 Bransford Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate overall but variable, substantial part is low but has 
peripheral areas of high interest, plus block of moderate interest 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate, locally good 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high agricultural impact over large area, local impacts of recreation and 
settlement 
  
Woodland - significant ancient semi-natural woodlands, also modern woodland 
blocks - amenity plantings. Tree cover also associated with settlement and linear 
features. Veteran interest 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement. 
Grassland - unimproved grassland very restricted, largely fragmented and 
associated with linear and micro features - valley scarp slopes, railway etc. Old 
grassland areas present. 
Open water - recent ornamental pools significant  
Hedgerows - most of enclosure age, fragmented and declining. Ancient 
hedgerows associated with primary network - byways etc and these are generally 
intact. 
  
Special features  
Woodland - river cliff woodland. Highly localised Tufa deposits on river cliff - 
unexpected on keuper marl. 
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LDU MW40.2 Leigh Sinton Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free –draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         mixed farming with pockets of pasture 
         brick and timber farmsteads 
         winding lanes sunken in places 
         localised orchards 
         scattered pattern of discrete woodlands, some in incised dingles 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         mixed farming of moderate to high intensity with a declining field 
pattern in places fragmented 

         localised poor representation of tree cover in places very notable 
         localised high impact of recent development in clusters 
         shift to bush orchards 
         localised moderate impact of new roadside dwellings 
         localised impact of golf course and tree nursery 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
         impact of modern farm buildings 
         localised urban impact of recent residential development 

 

LDU MW40.2 Leigh Sinton Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate, locally good 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate, but variable. Extensive stream system and extensive river 
scarp 
Range: moderate plus - not enough grassland for good 
Impacts: locally severe impact of modern agriculture (Leigh Sinton plateau), 
locally impact of settlement - (Colletts Green), recreational impact - golf course. 
Local impact of forestry. 
  
Woodland - ancient semi-natural resource throughout area in form of discrete 
enclosed woodlands, with concentrations along river scarp and some stream 
valleys - dingle element to these latter woods, with a different suite of species as 
soon as humidity increases. Dingles unexpected in such a Keuper marl area. 
Veterans throughout area with notable pollards. Elsewhere tree cover associated 
with settlements and with watercourses, the latter well developed in places, 
extending to small woodlands. 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlements, plus 
commercial orchard and abandoned commercial plantings. 
Grassland - disappointing - mesotrophic area with quite a lot of old grassland. 
Unimproved grassland much restricted, confined to areas of smallholder 
settlement, areas of marked relief - steep slopes, scattered though area. In 
addition, mesotrophic interest associated with linear features, especially byways 
and highways and railway lines, and micro features ie churchyards. 
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Wetland - large watercourses with riparian interest 
Open water - field pond resource, also concentration of ornamental lakes - 
significant injection over last 10 - 15 yrs 
Hedgerows - quite dense hedgerow network, much of which is old and species 
rich. Considerable tracts are more open, fragmented and possibly of later age.  
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LDU MW40.3 Old Hills Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free –draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         sandstone hill 
        combination of existing common with rough grassland, widespread 

scrub and secondary woodland and surrounding farmland  
         enclosure limited to perimeter of area 
         thorn hedges with geometric pattern 
         pronounced undulating intermediate topography 
         localised gorse 
         localised wayside dwellings of red brick 
         notable oak trees 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         scrub and secondary woodland encroachment on common 
         variable condition of hedges 
         declining field pattern in farmed areas 
         locally poor representation of tree cover 

  
 

LDU MW40.3 Old Hills Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: good minus 
Abundance: good 
Network: good - near continuous semi-natural habitat 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally severe impact of agriculture in the assarted areas. 
  
Woodland - present - secondary woodland due to natural regeneration. Veterans 
on common and around it.  
Scrub - areas of old growth scrub, which includes significant areas of gorse 
scrub.  
Grassland - considerable resource present, Old Hills an area of unimproved 
mesotrophic grassland 
Open water - pond resource scattered on common, supporting mesotrophic 
elements, less good than Kempsey and Castlemorton commons. 
Hedgerows - mostly open, enclosure age hedgerows, old hedgerows bound the 
common 
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LDU MW41 Powick Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
A low lying, flat area of river terrace sands and gravels with free draining sandy 
soils.  This is an area of arable farming with a settlement pattern of farmsteads 
and clustered wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale of field pattern.  Thinly scattered 
hedgerow and streamside trees together with tree groups associated with 
settlements, make up the tree cover. 
  

         cropping land use 
         red brick building material dominates 
         predominately thorn hedges 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         high intensity farming with a fragmented field pattern 
         localised high impact of recent development in villages 
         localised urban impact of recent residential development 
         localised moderate impact of road side dwellings 
         locally poor representation of tree cover with uncharacteristic 

additions 
 

LDU MW41 Powick Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: low 
Range: low 
Impacts: severe impact of arable cultivation, local impact of development, 
sewage works, caravan sites. 
  
Woodland - limited woodland resource, confined to clumps in association with 
settlement (planted) and river scarp slope (secondary), otherwise tree cover 
associated with watercourses, settlement and large house. 
Grassland - most land cultivated so grassland scarce - fragments of unimproved 
mesotrophic grassland associated with scarp slopes, otherwise rudimentary 
interest in verges 
Wetland - a very short section of Carrey Brook provides a good corridor 
Hedgerows - very fragmented enclosure pattern 
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LDU MW42 River Teme - Upper Wick to Lulsley  Riverside Meadows 
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         frequent occurrence of irregular shaped field pattern 
         localised areas with regular field pattern 
         dense streamline tree cover 
         small scale landscape in places 
         generally thorn hedges south of the river 
         localised hops 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity pasture farming with some arable incursion 
         field pattern declining in places due to increase in arable cropping 
         generally a good representation of tree cover 
         localised impact of modern road development at Upper Wick 

  

LDU MW42 River Teme - Upper Wick to Lulsey Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: moderate plus - one good large site but a lot of agricultural land 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture and locally high impact of recreation. Field 
drainage in part of area 
  
Woodland - low cover, virtually all floodplain wood gone, a few natural, secondary 
woodlands associated with river features, colonisation on shingle banks etc, 
some wet woodland associated with river features ie oxbows and paleochannels, 
other woods confined to a few small ash beds - classed as old secondary woods. 
The river itself is very wooded and forms a linear woodland. Tree cover also 
associated away from woods, with river well wooded along much of its length, 
pollards being a feature. There is a veteran tree resource. There are micro 
features of ancient semi-natural woodland associated with bases of river cliffs 
(cliffs in adjacent LDU) - very valuable natural habitats 
Scrub - much willow scrub 
Grassland - mainly mesotrophic and/or damp - there is an old grassland resource 
although species diverse areas are confined to micro and linear features, rarely a 
whole field. There are natural grassland communities associated with riverbanks - 
ledges on eroding cliff banks. 
Wetland - wet grassland present in valley, mainly associated with paleochannels 
and floodplain hollows, occurring throughout but with localised concentrations. 
Fen and swamp communities are associated with the same sort of features. 
Considerable amount of riparian communities associated with natural course of 
river - quite a large area - banks are very large and steep with many in-channel 
features ie shingle banks.  
Open water - i. standing - localised concentrations of floodplain ponds and 
hollows associated mainly with paleochannels. There are oxbow lakes and also 
recent amenity pools. ii. running water - the Teme itself is one of the finest 
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examples of its type in UK with rich associated fauna and flora. There are a 
number of main tributaries and fair dispersal of smaller floodplain streams and 
ditches, but these tend to be localised. 
Primary network - excellent corridor based on Teme with all its microhabitats. 
Hedgerows - fairly intact pattern, including considerable ancient clearance 
patterns with species rich hedges, also significant areas of more fragmented 
pattern, likely to be of enclosure age. 
  
Special features - river and all its microhabitats. Geomorphological interest - 

there are tufa deposits, emerging from calcareous springs and bands of marl in 

Mercia mudstones. Good habitat concentration. 

Potentiality - potential for wetland restoration especially where concentrations of 
hollows and paleochannels  
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LDU MW43 Leigh Brook Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         dense stream side tree cover 
         localised parkland 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity pasture farming with an intact field pattern 
         good condition boundaries 
         tree cover well represented throughout 

 

LDU MW43 Leigh Brook Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus (not enough good grassland) 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: good 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: moderately high impact of modern farming 
  
Woodland - only small area under woodland cover in valley, - blocks are probably 
secondary but a lot of ancient semi-natural micro features present, including 
stream corridor itself which supports a fairly intact, albeit linear, ancient semi-
natural woodland along much of its length. Veteran trees including pollards - not 
just willows - unlike lowland brooks, this corridor has large and small leaved lime 
pollards. 
Orchards - small amount of traditional orchard 
Grassland - generally mesotrophic, quite a lot of old grassland, - but more 
diverse, species rich types associated with micro features and fragments in larger 
fields. Old records show rich calcareous grassland here, probably associated with 
calcareous flushes - still in late 1970’s but gone to arable in 1980’s. Areas of 
damp grassland associated with either flood plain hollows or flushes. 
Wetland - riparian habitat associated with brook, some fragments of wet meadow 
(no whole fields) 
Open water - i. running - Leigh Brook itself is a trout stream with an associated 
fauna and flora. High quality. 
Primary network - basically large brook dominating small valley - good network as 
a result 
Hedgerows - ancient pattern, tending to be species rich, fragmented in part in 
both pattern and condition, declining in places.  
  
Special features - Leigh Brook is one of best county examples of a fast flowing 
trout stream (along with Dowles Brook) 
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LDU MW44 Brockamin Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         ancient woodlands take form of wooded dingles 
         localised traditional orchards 
         mixed species hedgerows in good condition 
         sunken lanes 
         small scale landscape 
         red brick and brick and timber building material 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         pasture farming of moderate intensity with an intact field pattern 
         tree cover fairly well represented 
         good age structure of hedgerow trees 
         good hedgerow management 
         localised impact of road side dwellings 
         good wildlife corridors 

 
 

LDU MW44 Brockamin Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally severe impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - this area supports a fairly intact ancient semi-natural woodland 
resource, largely confined to areas of difficult topography - scarp slopes and 
rejuvenated stream valleys. Some is of very high value. Probably the best 
example in county of dingle woods within Mercia mudstones. Also river cliff 
woodland of high value. Tree cover also associated with watercourses and 
settlement 
Orchards - traditional orchards present, predominantly associated with settlement 
Scrub - disused railway line, wooded in part 
Grassland - supports valuable mesotrophic resource, mainly on steep slopes 
associated with stream valleys and difficult topography. Also grassland 
associated with linear features especially road verges and old railway line. 
Open water - ponds present but not high value 
Hedgerows - intact network, much of which is species rich and pre enclosure, a 
valuable resource 
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LDU MW45.1 Lulsley Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining, brown soils.  The land use is 
predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland often in association with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside tree cover. 
  

         ancient woodlands take form of wooded dingles 
         mixed species hedgerows 
         winding sunken lanes 
         red brick and brick and timber building materials 
         primarily pasture farming 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         pasture farming of moderate intensity 
         tree cover well represented 
         good age structure of hedgerow trees 
         localised impact of road side dwellings 
         good wildlife corridors 

  
 

LDU MW45.1 Lulsley Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good/high 
Range: moderate plus - not much wetland  
Impact: locally high impact of modern agriculture, but mostly quite intact 
  
Woodland - ancient semi-natural woodland resource of high value, reasonable 
amount of cover, due to pronounced relief of foothills - difficult land to cultivate. 
Veterans a feature. Tree cover also associated with linear features - especially 
watercourses - all wooded, together with settlement and old railway line with 
scrub and secondary woodland. 
Orchards - traditional orchards a feature, especially associated with settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland resource associated with sharper relief. 
Complicated assemblage as also acid and limestone grassland. Grassland also 
associated with old orchards as well as steep slopes, verges, old railway line and 
other micro features - big gardens etc. Old grassland also present 
Open water - pond resource and at least one large new lake, plus moats 
Hedgerows - fairly intact hedgerow system, mostly mixed species, pre-enclosure 
hedges 
  
Special features. 
High density of semi-natural habitat, plus good network, - overall good 
Worcestershire landscape. Area of semi-natural habitat not high but quality good. 
Dingle woodland a particular feature. Variations in soil conditions are a special 
feature. 
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LDU MW45.2 Alfrick Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining, brown soils.  The land use is 
predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland often in association with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside tree cover. 
  

         sunken winding lanes 
         high density dispersal notably of wayside cottages of brick and 

timber creating a small scale landscape 
         wooded streams 
         local derelict traditional orchards – damson and cherry 
         notable hedgerow tree cover 
         primarily pasture farming 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         pasture of low intensity with an intact field pattern 
         neglected boundaries 
         good representation of tree cover although woodland is poorly 

represented 
         shift to bush orchards 
         good wildlife corridors 
         good age structure of hedgerow and stream side trees 

 

LDU MW45.2 Alfrick Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: high 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: local impacts of village developments 
  
Woodland - a well treed area with a small ancient semi-natural woodland 
resource. Tree cover associated with linear features, watercourses and 
settlement. 
Orchards - a notable feature, traditional orchards and extensive areas under fruit 
trees. Associated with hillslopes and settlement. 
Grassland - tends to be mesotrophic but variation, with some basic and acid 
grassland. Grassland especially associated with linear features - verges and 
greenways, and highly correlated with orchards and micro features - churchyards 
and banks. Old grassland also present 
Wetland - Leigh Brook, a high value watercourse - runs through area 
Hedgerows - a good feature of the area with an intact network of ancient mixed 
species hedges 
  
Special point 
Hill country with lot of canopy cover - orchards, woodland edge, hedgerows.  
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LDU MW46.1 Kings Green Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A soft rock area of mixed sandstone and mudstone, with free draining brown soils 
and an intermediate, undulating topography.  The tree cover comprises relic 
patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow 
oaks and streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming and the settlement 
pattern that of farmsteads and clusters of wayside dwellings, associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         localised orchards and hedgerow fruit trees 
         localised pollards 
         inherently pasture 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         good representation of tree cover but poor age structure of 
hedgerow trees 

         variable representation of woodland 
         moderate intensity farming with an intact field pattern 
         hedgerows generally in good condition 
         shift to bush orchards 
         localised high impact of residential development on relic common 

at Wichenford 
 
LDU MW46.1 Kings Green Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: high/good. Highway and byway network ancient and rich 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming over quite a large area. Also extensive 
commercial fruit growing (Bulmers’ orchards - still trees rather than bushes). Very 
localized impact of settlement 
  
Woodland - ancient semi-natural woodland resource in area, generally small 
blocks but not as extensive as LDU 55.1. Tree cover also associated with stream 
corridors, settlement, and other linear features. Veterans plentiful 
Orchards - traditional field size orchards associated with settlements, also 
extensive plantings of mainly apple in commercial production for cider industry. 
Grassland - lot of old grassland but unimproved element is restricted, and mainly 
associated with micro and linear features and with old orchards but, although no 
units of field size, there are verge grasslands as good as SSSI’s. About 5km of 
unimproved verge grassland, of good width therefore a sizeable resource. 
Wetland - headwaters of Laugherne and Fitcher Brooks with associated riparian 
habitats 
Open water - reasonable field pond resource - linear pits as well 
Hedgerows - network is predominantly ancient, species rich and fairly intact. 
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LDU MW46.2 Martley Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
A soft rock area of mixed sandstone and mudstone, with free draining brown soils 
and an intermediate, undulating topography.  The tree cover comprises relic 
patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow 
oaks and streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming and the settlement 
pattern that of farmsteads and clusters of wayside dwellings, associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         hazel prominent in hedgerows 
         localised orchards 
         village with brick and timber building style 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         high intensity mixed farming with a declining field pattern 
         boundaries in variable condition 
         localised loss of tree cover 
         localised high impact of urban development and depot 

  

LDU MW46.2 Martley Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: low plus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture, locally very high impact of 
development, (industrial development putting great pressure on landscape) 
  
Woodland - a well worked landscape with ancient semi-natural woodland 
surviving as a linear streamside block virtually throughout whole LDU - some 
gaps (relating to medieval fishponds). Woodland has only survived here on most 
intractable soils. Tree cover also associated with settlement and linear features, 
also remnant parkland. 
Orchards - fragments of traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - some old grassland present, including a few small blocks of 
unimproved mesotrophic grassland, but most interest confined to micro and linear 
features, banks, verges etc. Variations due to sandstone and mudstone strata. 
Wetland - associated with principle stream corridor, more significant than most as 
pools present along course, plus wet woodland and other associated riparian 
wetland habitat. Stream corridor is the best feature of LDU. 
Open water - pond resource of interest - relating to monastic/church ponds - old 
stews, rather than ponds resulting from extraction. Also field ponds relating to 
settlement 
Hedgerows - fragmented ancient network of species rich hedges. 
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LDU MW46.3 Wants Green Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A soft rock area of mixed sandstone and mudstone, with free draining brown soils 
and an intermediate, undulating topography.  The tree cover comprises relic 
patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow 
oaks and streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming and the settlement 
pattern that of farmsteads and clusters of wayside dwellings, associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         red brick way side dwellings 
         hazel prominent in hedgerows 
         localised orchards 
         localised relic common 
         localised wooded dingle 
         inherently pasture land use 
         widespread irregular fields 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity farming with a generally intact field pattern, 
declining in places due to a shift from pasture to arable 

         boundaries generally in good condition 
         tree cover generally well represented, some loss of hedgerow 

trees in places 
  

LDU MW46.3 Wants Green Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: high/good 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally severe impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - significant ancient semi-natural woodland resource, - dingle 
woodlands - discrete blocks and valley units - steep sided valleys retaining blocks 
rather than linear fragments. Reasonable tree cover also associated with other 
linear features and settlement. Veteran trees 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlements. 
Grassland - much old grassland. Varied relief. Unimproved grassland restricted, 
largely confined to micro and linear features - steep slopes, verges, fields 
associated with settlement, plus a very few discrete blocks. 
Wetland - tufa deposits associated with dingles, on mudstones as opposed to the 
more usual sandstones. 
Hedgerows - ancient, significantly species rich hedges with an intact network. 
  
Special qualities 
Tufa deposit on mudstones. High quality of micro and linear features 
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LDU MW47.1 Ockeridge Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed sandstones and mudstones, with free 
draining brown soils and an intermediate undulating topography.  The settlement 
pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a 
medium to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  
Mixed farming, in association with interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland is characteristic. 
  

         notable presence of orchards in the south of the area 
         localised bracken 
         dense streamside trees 
         large, discrete mixed broadleaved woods and plantations 

 
Condition (updated 2009) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with a generally intact field 
pattern 

         generally boundaries in good condition 
        generally poor representation of hedgerow trees, those remaining 

have a poor age structure 
  

LDU MW47.1 Ockeridge Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: good minus overall - divides into two, east being better. Two of best 
woodland sites in county 
Abundance: good, locally poor 
Network: variable - tending to be east west divide, good in east, moderate to poor 
in west 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: severe impact of modern agriculture, considerable impact of extensive 
orchard growing 
  
Highlights 
Woodland - extensive and important ancient woodland resource, much of which 
is in ancient semi-natural condition. (Much is Harris woodland, which is not 
asnw). One of most important asn woodland sites on Mercia Mudstones - 
fragments of original forest and very extensive blocks. Significant veteran 
resource - especially oak pollards. Other tree cover associated with watercourses 
- linear wooded features locally frequent. Modern windbreaks a locally prominent 
feature. 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement, plus very extensive 
commercial plantations, some undergrazed. 
Heathland - (Sandstone ridges throughout area so could have supported small 
areas of heathland).  
Grassland - significant amount of old grassland, however high value unimproved 
sites are scarce. Lot of grassland interest in this area associated with linear and 
micro features - good network. Mesotrophic 
Wetland - watercourses with associated riparian habitats 
Open water - a dry area due to ridge location but has a limited resource of open 
ponds and recent amenity pools.  
Hedgerows - variable - underlying framework of very ancient hedgerows 
associated with highway and byway network, old patterns of clearance, especially 
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in east, however supplemented by a lot of early enclosure age hedgerows. 
Declining network where agriculture intensive. 
  
Special features - one of densest concentrations of ancient woodland sites on 
Mercia Mudstones in Worcestershire - an important concentration of habitats. 
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LDU MW47.2 Witley Court West, Wooded Estatelands  
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed sandstones and mudstones, with free 
draining brown soils and an intermediate undulating topography.  The settlement 
pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a 
medium to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
Mixed farming, in association with interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland is characteristic. 
  

         area of parkland 
         large block of woodland 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         cropping with a declining parkland pattern 
         degraded hedgerows 

  

LDU MW47.2 Witley Court West Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate minus (one big block in a corner) 
Network: poor 
Range: poor 
Impacts: severe impact of modern agriculture, also impact of modern forestry 
  
Highlights 
Woodland - large block of secondary, mainly broadleaved, woodland with 
intensive modern forestry activity. Remnant veteran tree resource from deer park, 
mainly oak pollards 
Grassland - no grassland interest. Deer park now arable. 
Hedgerows - interest mainly around boundary of LDU - some enclosure age 
hedges. 
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LDU MW48.1 Witley Wooded Estatelands  
  
A soft rock area of sandstone, with free draining, base-poor, sandy soils and an 
intermediate, undulating topography. The tree cover comprises interlocking, or 
frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient woodland. The land use is 
mixed farming. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings, associated with a medium to high level of dispersal, and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         localised steep slopes where it adjoins the riverside meadows 
         localised enclosed common - Structons Heath 
         localised bracken 
         substantial atypical linear woodland following water courses 
         extensive, discrete woodland - Shrawley Wood 
         localised market gardening 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         overall moderate intensity mixed farming with a declining field 
pattern 

         generally poor condition boundaries 
         localised impact of urban development at Holt Heath  

  

LDU MW48.1 Witley Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: overall moderate but locally high - secondary network fragmented but 
primary network good. Superb water corridors for wildlife with extensive semi-
natural habitat extending up valleys 
Range: good 
Impacts: considerable area under intensive cropping. Sandstone areas very 
heavily farmed and open 
  
Woodlands - very significant ancient semi-natural woodland resource, also very 
extensive resource of secondary woodland, both broadleaved and, locally, 
conifers. Contains one of the largest individual woodlands in county. Most stream 
corridors heavily wooded with asnw. Tree cover also associated with settlement 
and linear features. Veterans significant, reasonable density. Much variation in 
woodland type - significant % of the naturally occurring woodland types occurring 
in the county occur here, small-leaved lime woodland of particular note, Shrawley 
Wood being one of the best of this type in England. Also dingle woodland, and 
wet woodlands in valleys, plateaus where poorly drained or flushes along 
springline on valley sides. 
Orchards - some traditional orchards associated with settlement, also some 
commercial orchards, and vineyards, a formerly traditional feature.  
Grassland - important mesotrophic grassland resource, confined to areas of 
difficult relief ie river scarps and stream scarps, and valley slopes, otherwise 
limited and confined to micro and linear features ie verges. A sandstone area so 
does include oligotrophic grasslands - again confined to linear features, dry 
valleys and woodland edges. A lot of ground apparently abandoned, some 
formerly woodland - these tend to support lowland acidic grassland with bracken. 
Heath - no heath, but heathy woodland and grass heath present. 
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Wetland - wetland habitats associated with watercourses 
Open water - most of area dry - on sandstone - but a series of ornamental lakes 
and millpools present. Small field ponds limited due to geology and arable land 
use. 
Hedgerows - mixed. Most of landscape poorly hedged, with hedges of enclosure 
age with declining pattern. Older hedges associated with highway and byway 
network, and valley network. 
  
Special features - small-leaved lime woodland, sheer concentration of all 
woodland and its varied nature. Also rock habitats mainly derived from quarrying 
and natural cliffs. 
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LDU MW48.2 Little Witley Wooded Estatelands 
  
A soft rock area of sandstone, with free draining, base-poor, sandy soils and an 
intermediate, undulating topography. The tree cover comprises interlocking, or 
frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient woodland. The land use is 
mixed farming. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings, associated with a medium to high level of dispersal, and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         hazel prominent in hedgerows 
         localised orchards and hedgerow fruit trees 
         domestic garden trees 
         pasture land use 
         dense network of sunken lanes 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity farming with a declining field pattern 
         generally poor field boundary hedges 
         moderate impact of new dwellings along roadside leading into Little 

Witley 
         poor representation of hedgerow trees 

 

LDU MW48.2 Little Witley Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor plus (plus due to area of gardens) 
Network: moderate 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming and settlement 
  
Woodland - no woodland blocks. Tree cover confined to watercourses, linear 
features, settlement and pond sides. 
Orchards - small traditional orchard resource associated with settlements 
Grasslands - resource restricted to linear and micro features 
Open water - quite a few traditional field ponds in village 
Hedgerows - network moderately intact. Older hedges associated with byway 
network/ancient lanes. 
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LDU MW48.3 Witley Court East Wooded Estatelands 
  
A soft rock area of sandstone, with free draining, base-poor, sandy soils and an 
intermediate, undulating topography. The tree cover comprises interlocking, or 
frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient woodland. The land use is 
mixed farming. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings, associated with a medium to high level of dispersal, and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         parkland with associated water and tree features 
         localised area of ornamental grounds 
         frequent linked small woodlands 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high intensity cropping with a fragmented parkland pattern 
         localised high impact of modern dwellings 

  
 

LDU MW48.3 Witley Court East Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: good minus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate - hedgerow network virtually lost when park created, but good 
cover of semi-natural habitat with good primary corridors centred on stream 
courses. 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: severe impact of modern agriculture, prior to that development of 
landscape park (+). 
  
Woodland - significant area, predominantly secondary broadleaved associated 
with estate management. In addition very high concentration of veterans, 
predating Witley Court. Remnant ornamental grounds and remnant parkland now 
under agriculture. Tree cover associated with settlement. Notable ornamental 
tree cover. Modern conifer woods present 
Grassland - only remnant interest associated with micro and linear features - 
banks, ornamental grounds.  
Wetland - wetland features associated with watercourses 
Open water - significant open water resource derived from ornamental lakes in 
parkland  
Hedgerows - exceptionally fragmented hedgerow network.  
  
Special features - concentration of old trees and also presence of a lot of 
woodland with good age range. One of best concentrations of ancient trees in 
Worcestershire. Has best concentration of bat species in Worcestershire. Cave 
habitats represented by system of tunnels and ruins. 
  
Potentiality - parkland restoration 
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LDU MW48.4 Astley Wooded Estatelands 
  
A soft rock area of sandstone, with free draining, base-poor, sandy soils and an 
intermediate, undulating topography. The tree cover comprises interlocking, or 
frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient woodland. The land use is 
mixed farming. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings, associated with a medium to high level of dispersal, and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         localised bracken and gorse 
         steep sided wooded dingles 
         localised orchards 
         localised market gardening 
         brick and timber building style 
         groups of ornamental trees 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with a generally intact field 
pattern  

         boundaries in poor condition with few hedgerow trees 
         atypical linear woodland cover, following dingles and streams 
         localised impact of farm buildings 

  

LDU MW48.4 Astley Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate, locally good, - some habitat concentrations  
Network: moderate, locally good. Good primary stream network with which most 
habitats are associated 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: high impact of arable farming, local impacts of settlement and forestry 
activities 
  
Woodland - significant woodland area - varied, with some valuable ancient semi-
natural woodland, especially associated with stream corridors - dingle woods in 
places. Replanted woodlands on ancient sites, plus a significant area of estate 
woodlands (150 yrs age or so) - ranging from pure poplar, pure conifer to mixed 
broadleaved. Some wet woodland associated with stream valleys. Parkland - 19

th
 

century landscaping associated with big houses. Tree cover also associated with 
settlement and linear features especially watercourses 
Orchard - some commercial orchards, some of which is neglected, plus traditional 
orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - a restricted resource - associated with micro and linear features, 
especially stream corridors, valley sides and road verges. Acid grassland, 
including breaks of bracken in places. 
Wetland - stream network with associated riparian habitats including wet 
woodland 
Open water - pool resource - notably of mill ponds - lines of ponds on streams, 
some of reasonable size - a dry landscape otherwise. 
Hedgerows - typically a network of species poor enclosure type hedges although 
a complement of older hedges associated with high and byway network and 
earlier clearances. 
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LDU MW48.5 Dunley Wooded Estatelands 
  
A soft rock area of sandstone, with free draining, base-poor, sandy soils and an 
intermediate, undulating topography. The tree cover comprises interlocking, or 
frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient woodland. The land use is 
mixed farming. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings, associated with a medium to high level of dispersal, and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         domestic tree groups 
         localised orchards and hedgerow fruit trees 
         localised bracken 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         fragmented patches of woodland 
         moderate intensity cropping with declining field pattern 
         boundaries generally in poor condition with few hedgerow trees 

  
 

LDU MW48.5 Dunley Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate 
Distribution: moderate - due to primary network of roads, secondary network very 
poor 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact modern farming and urban settlement (not necessarily 
negative) 
  
Woodland - small secondary estate woodlands, tree cover also associated with 
settlement, and country houses and their grounds 
Grasslands - exceptionally limited. Classed between acid and neutral grassland, 
and restricted to micro features and linear features especially road verges 
Hedgerows - poor and declining network  
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LDU MW49 Astley Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A soft rock area of sandstone, with free draining, base-poor sandy soils and an 
intermediate, undulating topography.  It is an area of mixed farming with a 
settlement pattern of farmsteads and clusters of wayside dwellings associated 
with a moderate to high level of dispersal.and a small to medium scale field 
pattern.  Tree cover comprises relic ancient woodlands, often associated with 
densely scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside trees. 
  

         includes Astley Hall and associated parkland 
         domestic trees 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised bracken 
         brick and timber building style 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         atypical pattern of fragmented linear woodland, in places 

associated with designed landscape 
         moderate intensity cropping with declining field pattern in north 

western part 
         boundaries generally in poor condition 

 
MW 49 Astley Principal Timbered Farmlands 
Ancient countryside derived from a forested landscape. Formerly part of 
extensive small-leaved lime forest. Clearance was early within the plateau areas. 
Becoming ecologically fragmented today with a decline in quality of linear 
features. 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: no information 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts:  no information 
  
Woodland – small broadleaved woodlands present, small parkland areas 
Orchards 
Grassland – acidic and mesotrophic grassland present. Roadside flora notably 
diverse 
Heathland 
Wetland 
Open Water – ponds present 
Hedgerows – ancient hedgerow pattern 
  
Special features 
Good range of the semi-natural habitats and species associated with the 
Bromsgrove sandstones still present, including open ground species associated 
with infertile sandy soils. 
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LDU MW50 Shrawley Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A soft rock area of sandstone, with free draining, base-poor sandy soils and an 
intermediate, undulating topography.  It is an area of mixed farming with a 
settlement pattern of farmsteads and clusters.  Tree cover comprises relic ancient 
woodlands, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees. 
  

         widespread small irregular fields, particularly in the eastern part 
         notable pastoral land use in eastern part 
         localised orchards and hedgerow fruit trees 
         localised relic common 
         localised parkland at Wood House, Shrawley 
         localised bracken 
         predominately red brick building style 
         small scale landscape 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         low intensity pastoral landscape in eastern part, more intensive 
arable in western part 

         boundaries generally in poor condition in western part, good in 
eastern part 

         tree cover well represented in eastern part, few hedgerow trees in 
western part 

         generally, the western part is in poorer condition, the eastern part 
in better overall condition albeit with a compromised settlement pattern 

  
 

LDU MW50 Shrawley Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally severe impact of modern farming, infill settlement 
  
Woodland - some ancient semi-natural woodland - discrete block - also 
secondary woodland, and estate woodland - conifer and broadleaved. Also 
relatively intact small parkland with wood pasture and associated veterans. Tree 
cover also associated with linear features and settlement 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic and oligotrophic resource, associated with smallholder 
type fields and orchards, also with parkland, steep banks and linear features. 
Wild daffodil meadow 
Open water - one fairly sizeable dammed lake and limited field ponds 
Hedgerows - dense hedgerow network, moderately intact, variable age structure. 
Significant % ancient hedgerows. 
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LDU MW51 River Severn - Ombersley to Worcester Riverside Meadows 
  
An area of low lying, flat, alluvial drift, with free draining wetland soils.  It is largely 
unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The 
inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside and 
hedgerow trees. 
  

         pasture land use 
         frequent occurrence of localised wet grassland 
         localised areas with an irregular field pattern 
         localised areas with a regular field pattern 
         localised secondary woodland 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         pasture farming of moderate intensity with a declining field pattern 
in places 

         localised poor representation of tree cover 
         woodland presence is uncharacteristic of landscape type 
         localised impact of modern development at the Salwarpe 

confluence and to the north of the area 
         localised impact of modern development of water bodies for 

amenity use in the Shrawley meander 
  
 

LDU MW51 River Severn - Ombersley to Worcester Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: good 
Impacts: locally high impact of agriculture, locally high impact of recreational 
activities, locally high impact of field drainage. Invasion of alien species, locally 
severe impact of tipping, locally high impact of forestry, 20

th
 century increase in 

arable.  
  
Woodland - moderate level of cover, including some ancient semi-natural 
alderwood - a scarce feature, also fairly high cover of secondary floodplain 
woodland, largely associated with old brickworkings - of high value even though 
secondary - willow especially prevalent in these. Also good veteran tree resource 
especially oak. Tree cover also associated with linear features especially 
watercourses and, locally, settlement (at locks, pubs and crossing points). Some 
of willow woodland is willow swamp woodland - associated with brickworks - very 
scarce. 
Scrub - willow scrub present 
Grassland - old grassland resource, especially in higher part of valley, lower part 
is better drained with arable. Rather than the typical eutrophic old grassland of 
ham meadows - this is more mesotrophic. Diverse types limited to banks and 
channels and remnants.  
Wetland - wet grassland scattered through valley system but not as blocks, rather 
as parts of fields. Some fen and swamp. Also mesotrophic bog. Fen/bog habitats 
are some of best examples of the types in Worcestershire and are associated 
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with old brickworkings. Lot of wetland habitat associated with watercourses and 
banks 
Open water - i. standing - quite a number of floodplain pools, mainly associated 
with old brickworkings, but also floodplain hollows. Some ponds and wetlands 
associated with paleochannlels and amenity pools of recent origin. ii. running 
water - the Severn is an important resource 
Primary network - strong with river forming dominant feature in this LDU 
Hedgerows - variable, definitely fragmented and declining in parts. Generally 
species poor but locally older. 
  
Special features - good concentration of wet floodplain habitats, with potential to 
increase 
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LDU MW52 Holt Principal Settled Farmlands  
  
A soft rock area of sandstone, with sandy brown soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  Tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside 
trees, together with tree groups associated with settlement. This is an area of 
arable land use with a settlement pattern of discrete small villages and hamlets, 
associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields, 
derived from arable origins. 

  
         a rolling terrace with localised banks along the river 
         small hamlets 
         regular hedged fields 
         localised relic deer park 
         red brick farmsteads 
         localised relic common with associated settlement 
         localised orchards 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high intensity cropping with field pattern fragmented by arable 
intensification and sand and gravel extraction 

         remaining hedges in poor condition, boundaries replaced by 
fences 

         retention of water bodies after mineral extraction has resulted in a 
localised high impact of amenity land uses associated with old sand 
and gravel sites 

         localised impact of urban development at Holt Heath 
         modern farm buildings prominent in open landscape 

  
 

LDU MW52 Holt Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus - would be poor if not for acquired habitat (pools) 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: poor plus 
Range: poor (lot of one thing) 
Impacts: severe impact of modern farming for most of area. High impact of gravel 
extraction. Locally high impact of recreational activity 
  
Woodland - no ancient semi-natural woodland. Small blocks of secondary 
broadleaved woodland. A few small units of damp woodland associated with 
stream courses. Tree cover otherwise associated with watercourses and 
settlements. 
Remnant veteran tree resource associated with castle (remnant parkland) 
Orchards - very relict traditional orchard, plus some modern commercial orchard 
Grassland - resource very restricted, some rough grassland associated with 
gravel workings together with damp grassland along Grimley Brook 
Wetland - wetland habitat along Grimley Brook 
Open water - a significant open water resource, all associated with gravel 
extractions since WW2. All eutrophic. Individual ponds not valuable in their own 
right but have status in a collective sense. 
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Hedgerows - very fragmented, mostly of enclosure age, - older hedgerows very 
few and associated with byway network. 
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LDU MW53 Grimley Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
An area of flat, low lying river terrace sands and gravels, with sandy brown soils.  
The land use is arable with a settlement pattern of discrete small villages and 
hamlets, associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of 
fields derived from arable origins. Tree cover comprises thinly scattered 
hedgerow and streamside trees together with groups of trees associated with 
settlement. 
  

         small hamlets 
         regular hedged fields 
         red brick farmsteads 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         areas of secondary woodland 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high intensity cropping with field pattern fragmented by arable 
intensification 

         remaining boundaries in poor condition with added fences 
         modern farm buildings prominent in open landscape 

  

LDU MW53 Grimley Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: high at moment due to gravel pits, but will change as long term 
restoration proceeds 
Network: moderate - no hedgerows but lot of area covered by habitat although 
minor features are missing. 
Range: moderate 
Impacts modern farming has had high impact. Gravel extraction very high impact 
(positive and negative) localised impact of settlement 
  
Woodland - no ancient semi-natural woodland but old secondary woodland 
present, damp woodlands associated with watercourses and drainage features. 
Blocks of modern planting (from last 20 years) plus tree cover associated with 
settlement. Some veteran tree presence (on LDU boundary) at boundary of 
terrace and floodplain - possibly relating to floodplain forest. 
Grassland - remnant interest of mesotrophic and damp grassland, associated 
with micro features – churchyards etc. More acidic grassland communities found 
on old gravel workings ie on steep banks - oligotrophic grasslands as opposed to 
true acid grasslands.  
Wetland - varied habitats, associated with watercourses - wet woodland, ponds 
and reedswamp, and some fen communities. Wetland communities also 
associated with gravel workings. 
Open water - ponds fall into two groups - those associated with medieval 
fishponds and the series of gravel pit pools, some of which are permanent. 
Eutrophic  
Hedgerows - virtually no network, only fragments of enclosure age hedges, plus a 
few older fragments associated with byway network. 
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LDU MW54 Hallow Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A soft rock area of mixed sandstones and mudstones, with loamy brown soils and 
a rolling lowland topography.  It is an area of mixed farming with a settlement 
pattern of farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings, associated with a medium 
to high level of dispersal, and a small to medium scale field pattern.  The tree 
cover is defined by scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together with 
groups of trees associated with settlements. 
  

         significant areas of relic commons at Upper Broadheath and 
Hallow 

         localised small areas of surviving common 
         localised pollards 
         localised parkland and ornamental grounds, Thorngrove and along 

the approach to Worcester 
         pasture land use 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity pasture farming with a generally intact field 
pattern but declining in places where intensity increases 

         boundaries mostly in fair condition, locally poor, particularly in the 
north with added fences 

         hedgerow tree cover poorly represented, notably in the eastern 
part of the area 

         localised high impact of urban development  
         localised high impact of modern ribbon residential development 
         localised impact of modern farm buildings in the north of the area 
         lack of grazing on the small areas of existing common 

  
 

LDU MW54 Hallow Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate plus. Good network of byways and highways with ancient 
features 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: moderate impact of agriculture - fairly high impact over large proportion 
of area, and of urban development, especially associated with Broadheath and 
Hallow 
  
Woodland - few blocks of ancient semi-natural woodland. Quite a bit of old 
secondary woodland. Lot of forest micro features. Significant veterans - 
especially oak pollards. Parkland, from medieval parks to 18

th
 century (designed 

parks), and 19
th
 century big houses with grounds. Overall a significant and wide 

ranging tree element. 
Orchards - traditional orchard present especially associated with settlement. Pear 
orientated orchards on terraces 
Grasslands - important resource, varied, reflecting nature of soils and varied 
relief. Mesotrophic and oligotrophic grassland, plus damp grassland. Grassland 
especially associated with scarp slopes, valley fields and commonland. 
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Heathland - Broadheath was known to have heathland up to 20
th
 century, still 

present in 1920, but now lost 
Wetland - associated with stream valleys - fen communities associated with 
Grimley Brook 
Open water - moderately significant - ornamental lakes associated with parkland, 
plus field pond resource, and more recently created features. 
Hedgerows - varied - much loss evident. An area of modern farm units with 
fragmented system with species poor hedges especially in east. Assart hedges in 
north and west 
  
Special features 
Damp oligotrophic habitats - in two areas, probably more - Broadheath and 
Moseley. Potential for re-creation, especially as one site is commonland 
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LDU MW55.1 Kenswick Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining loamy brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         mixed species hedgerows 
         localised mature oak pollards 
         widespread field ponds 
         inherently pasture land use 
         brick and timber farmsteads and red brick roadside dwellings 
         localised irregular field pattern with wooded dingles 
         localised small area of existing common 
         localised parkland; Kenswick Manor, Laughern Hill 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming (arable encroachment) with a 
generally intact field pattern declining in places 

         boundaries generally in good condition, locally neglected 
         tree cover well represented through out although poor age 

structure 
         localised poor representation of hedgerow trees around Kenswick 

Manor 
 

LDU MW55.1 Kenswick Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate 
Distribution: good/high 
Range: good 
Impacts: locally severe impact of modern farming - Kenswick area, and locally 
high impact of forestry since WW2 
  
Woodland - this area holds a very significant ancient semi-natural woodland 
resource, unique perhaps in Britain as it has a high number of very small asn 
woodlands - most of which are too small to go in the Ancient Woodland 
inventory.  
Also a few larger woodland blocks, but influenced by modern forestry. Many 
veteran trees, possibly relating to ancient woodpasture. 
Orchards - many traditional orchards associated with settlement. Lot of field 
names associated with perry 
Grassland - significant grassland resource, a lot of old grassland, also 
reasonable unimproved grassland resource relating to commonland (including 
one important site) - apart from that mostly associated with linear and micro 
features - ie not whole fields. Road verges particularly good here, plus 
churchyards, and grounds of big house. A lot of grassland interest but few good 
fields. 
Wetland - two main streams drain area, with associated riparian habitats 
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Open water - significant pond resource in terms of density. 3 groups: fields ponds 
- usually from marl digging, moats - most old farms have moats, many now filled 
in, and linear ponds - too many to be associated with moats, often located in 
woodland. 
Hedgerows - either ancient or very old (pre 14

th
 century) – Norman hedging 

(straight lines). Fairly intact network. 
  
Special features 
Density of small ancient semi-natural woodland. Wild service tree abundant here 
- related to method of clearance - woodland edge species so lot of potential - as 
abundant here as anywhere else in GB. Lots of small-scale features of wildlife 
interest - typical ancient countryside. Highway and byway network ancient and 
rich  
Potentiality – high 
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LDU MW55.2 Broadwas Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining loamy brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         red brick 
         existing localised common 
         pastoral land use 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         variable representation of hedgerow trees 
         localised neglected boundaries 

 

LDU MW55.2 Broadwas Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate  
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: locally high impacts of modern agriculture and settlement 
  
Woodland - blocks of woodland absent, no ancient semi-natural woodland. 
Reasonable tree cover associated with linear features, watercourses and 
settlements. 
Orchards - significant but fragmented traditional orchard resource, associated 
with settlement, much in a semi-derelict state. 
Grassland - a lot of old grassland, of which there is a significant unimproved 
mesotrophic resource, especially associated with one commonland site, together 
with settlement and steep slopes - (settlement above on ridge with grassland 
below), and with orchards. Grassland interest also associated with linear and 
micro-features 
Hedgerows - intact system of ancient, mixed species hedges 
  
Potential: 
Good potential for grassland restoration as there is existing well spread resource 
and a lot of suitable small fields, associated with settlement. 
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LDU MW56 Crown East Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining loamy brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a medium scale field pattern. 
  

         localised orchards  
         localised market gardening terrace near Worcester 
         localised pools associated with streams 
         red brick building style 
         localised parkland and groups of trees; Crown East, Home Farm 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high intensity mixed farming, field pattern declining fragmented in 
places by arable intensification 

         generally boundaries in poor condition except in central area 
         hedgerow tree cover poorly represented  
         good representation of woodland and parkland trees 
         localised high impact of urban development 

 

LDU MW56 Crown East Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate, locally poor. Reasonable primary network of roads, tracks 
and streams across unit 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: high impact of intensive agriculture over whole area. Negative impact of 
forestry operations 
  
Woodland - significant ancient semi-natural woodland resource, although 
significant decline in 20th century with two large woods lost (Crown East and 
Birchen Grove). Old and new wood pasture represented. Veteran tree resource, 
especially oak pollards. Other tree cover associated with watercourses, linear 
features and settlement. Remnant old parkland - Crown East. 
Orchards - traditional orchard and intensive commercial production, latter 
somewhat in decline.  
Grassland - an area of unimproved grassland, including mesotrophic, acidic and 
damp grasslands, both as fields and as micro features, latter mainly along stream 
corridors. 
Heathland - tiny remnant of heath, - on high terrace soils that have been leached. 
Wetland - wetland presence along watercourses, some of moderate extent, 
especially marshland 
Open water - significant resource present, with a range of types, old ornamental 
ponds in parkland, fishing, irrigation lakes and small old field ponds. 
Hedgerows - enclosure age, species poor, in very declining condition, although 
locally older mixed species hedges, especially in west.  
  
Special Features  
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Wood Pasture a traditional feature of this area. Presence of hornbeam a notable 
feature - and small hornbeam wood in area, one of most northerly sites in Britain 
Heathland potential, especially Crown East estate area, - potential to link with 
Broadheath (latter was heath). 
On high ridge, associated with oldest river terraces, are found habitats associated 
with oligotrophic/poor soils, sometimes on gravel, sometimes on poorly drained 
ground. A number of oligotrophic species normally found in north of county, occur 
here. 
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LDU MW57 Rushwick Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of river terrace sands and gravels, with a low lying, gently rolling 
topography and sandy brown soils.  It is an area of mixed farming with a 
settlement pattern of farmsteads and clusters of wayside dwellings associated 
with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field 
pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient woodland often 
associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside trees. 
  

         localised pools associated with streams 
         red brick building style 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high intensity mixed farming, field pattern declining, fragmented in 
places by arable intensification 

         generally boundaries in poor condition 
         generally, hedgerow tree cover poorly represented  
         good representation of woodland  
         localised high impact of urban development at Rushwick 
         localised high impact of modern road side development 
         localised impact of highway development 
         localised impact of golf course 

  

LDU MW57 Rushwick Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate minus. Dense primary network - significant road, railway and 
verge system 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of ancient, and modern, farming on lighter soils, also high 
impact of development and transport corridors, plus locally high impact of 
recreational activities - fishing pools and golf courses - mostly on eastern side. 
  
Woodland - very restricted ancient semi-natural woodland resource - survival 
restricted to linear blocks along watercourses. Some secondary woodland - also 
associated with watercourses. Tree cover also associated with linear features, 
settlement, former parkland, old houses and recreational/amenity plantings. 
Cotheridge Court had notable lime avenue. Significant veteran tree resource 
Orchards - some traditional orchards 
Grassland - some old grassland present, but mostly either farmed or improved. 
Unimproved resource fragmented and associated with micro and linear features - 
banks, churchyards, verges, and especially with riverside scarp slopes. 
Wetland - some wetland habitats associated with watercourses. 
Open water - quite a lot of amenity pools (bigger than ponds) - especially for 
fishing pools and irrigation 
Hedgerows - varied resource in terms of age - some ancient with mixed species, 
others of enclosure age. Pattern highly fragmented in places. 
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LDU MW58 Worcester Urban 
LDU MW59 Worcester Urban 
LDU MW60 Worcester Urban 
LDU MW61 Worcester Urban 
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LDU MW62.1 Norton Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock, of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with a rolling lowland 
topography and free draining soils. This is an area of pastoral land use, with tree 
cover represented by thinly scattered hedgerow and field trees together with 
groups of trees associated with settlements.  The settlement pattern of 
farmsteads and wayside dwellings is associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale of field pattern. 
  

         predominantly pasture 
         high density dispersal of farmsteads and wayside cottages 
         organic pattern of mainly semi-regular fields, locally regular 
         frequent network of minor lanes, locally straight associated with 

areas of former common 
         localised areas of enclosed commons fringing separate Landscape 

Type at Kempsey Common 
 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         land use of moderate intensity 
         generally intact field pattern, becoming fragmented in places 
         poor representation of hedgerow trees, with poor age structure, 

particularly west of motorway 
         localised high impact of new dwellings and urban development of 

new housing estate 
         localised high impact of M5 and A roads 

 
 

LDU MW62.1 Norton Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate - cleared common leaves a less diverse landscape 
Abundance: poor 
Network: moderate - variable - old style field pattern locally, elsewhere significant 
fragmentation, compounded by transport corridors causing further loss of integrity 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: local impacts of agriculture and urban development, together with large 
transport corridors, which whilst creating habitat have also caused major 
fragmentation 
  
Woodland - currently confined to very small remnants, early landscape was very 
wooded and some woodland interest has survived in micro features of western 
and southern part of area. Most tree cover associated with settlement. In 
addition, secondary woodland has grown up around mineral workings. 
Orchards - some traditional orchards, including (rare) walnut orchard  
Grassland - reasonable old grassland resource of which there are significant 
mesotrophic examples remain - old meadows, stream side meadows, railway 
land, ancient monuments and mineral workings, ie Crookberow Hill. In addition 
several damp and wet grassland sites. Grasslands provide main interest for this 
LDU 
Wetlands - one stream noted for particular range of wetland habitats, others poor. 
Open water - ponds associated with mineral workings together with range of 
smaller marl pit type ponds throughout the area. 
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Comment 
It is quite likely that this area supported heathland - significant area of past 
commonland. Could be potential for restoration work 
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LDU MW62.2 Kempsey Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock, of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with a rolling lowland 
topography and free draining soils. This is an area of pastoral land use, with tree 
cover represented by thinly scattered hedgerow and field trees together with 
groups of trees associated with settlements.  The settlement pattern of 
farmsteads and wayside dwellings is associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale of field pattern. 
  

         localised tree groups 
         elm prominent species in hedgerows 
         red brick building materials 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         field pattern in decline 
         hedgerows generally in poor condition 
         poor representation of tree cover 
         moderate impact of new development in adjacent Kempsey village 

  

LDU MW62.2 Kempsey Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: moderate - strong n/s orientation 
Range: poor 
Impacts: locally high impact of arable farming, settlement and urban growth 
  
Woodland - supports asn woodland associated with river scarp slope otherwise 
tree cover largely confined to settlement and large houses 
Grassland - restricted to micro and linear features 
Wetland - wetland corridor along line of Hatfield Brook 
Hedgerow - network fragmented. Hedges species poor. 
  
Comment 
River scarp main feature. 
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LDU MW63 Kempsey Unenclosed Commons 
  
A soft rock area of mixed mudstone and sandstone, with free draining brown soils 
and a rolling lowland topography.  This is an unsettled, unwooded landscape with 
a land use of rough grazing. 
  

         predominately an area of rough grazing 
         localised gorse 
         occasional small clay pits and pools 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         localised path erosion 
         some scrubbing over, particularly in the southern parts 
         localised impact of built development and enclosures on Stonehall 

Common, in the northern part 
  
 

LDU MW63 Kempsey Unenclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: good (semi-natural habitat over whole area) 
Abundance: good plus (nearly all one extensive block) 
Network: good 
Range: moderate - lacks woodland element 
Impacts: none 
  
Woodland - no woodlands, however some veteran tree interest associated with 
old wood/park banks. 
Scrub - notable scrub interest. 0ne of largest extents of gorse scrub in 
Worcestershire. Secondary scrub developed where grazing pressure restricted 
Grassland - majority of area old grassland. Unusual grassland type - transitional - 
between mesotrophic and acid in parts and as such unusual in Worcestershire, 
and supports unusual range of species. Far from uniform, range of micro features 
within site increases habitat range - especially old banks.  
Heath - not present but highly likely was present in past 
Wetland - watercourses support rich and diverse wetland flora 
Open water - number of pond sites, including some of rarest pond communities in 
Worcestershire - mesotrophic in chemistry and ephemeral/seasonal in nature, 
supporting rich and rare flora. 
  
Highlights 
Ponds and grasslands are very special features. One of best sites that isn’t 
designated as SSSI. Still stock grazed 
Hotspot. 
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LDU MW64 Croome Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
An area of flat, low lying river terrace sands and gravels, with sandy brown soils.  
The land use is arable, with a settlement pattern of discrete small villages and 
hamlets, associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of 
fields derived from arable origins.  Tree cover comprises thinly scattered 
hedgerow and streamside trees together with groups of trees associated with 
settlement. 
  

         notable specimen parkland trees 
         brick and timber building style 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised market gardening 
         contains part of Kempsey village 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         intensive cropping, associated with an increasingly fragmented 
field pattern,  

         generally poor representation of hedgerow trees  
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
         localised high impact of motorway, dividing parkland areas 
         localised high impact of farm buildings 
         impact of new development associated with Kempsey village 

 
 

LDU MW64 Croome Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: poor - fragmented - area has discrete sites, lacking linkage. Interest lies 
in sites rather than in network. Poor 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of arable farming. Motorway has compromised sites by 
fragmentation, width becomes a barrier 
  
Woodland - a few small discrete woodland blocks, of which some are on ancient 
sites. Parkland remnant. Veteran tree interest - local parkland and ancient 
woodland links. Tree cover associated with settlement, especially Severn Stoke 
Grassland - interest restricted but does include a common and fields supporting 
mesotrophic grassland otherwise restricted to micro and linear features 
Open water - some pools 
Hedgerow - network fragmented, hedgerows generally species poor and 
enclosure age. 
  
Special features 
True service tree specimen 
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LDU MW65.1 Clifton Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
A low lying river terrace of sand, gravel and alluvium, with sandy brown soils 
together with wetland soils.  The settlement pattern is one of small villages and 
hamlets associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of 
fields, derived mainly from arable origins.  The land use is mixed farming and the 
tree cover consists of thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together 
with tree groups associated with settlements. 
  

         most of the LDU is being quarried for sand and gravel 
         localised small patches of wet woodlands in the southern part, 

associated with Clifton Arles SWS 
         small patches of wet pasture in the southern part 
         pollarded willow 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high impact of quarrying works over majority of area 
         moderate intensity mixed farming in south 
         localised loss of field pattern in south 

 
 

LDU MW65.1 Clifton Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
Biodiversity: good at present - little land under agriculture 
Abundance: good at present 
Network: moderate - network destroyed but new structure created  
Range: good - at present 
Impacts: modern agriculture impacted considerably, subsequent gravel workings 
had severe impact. 
  
Woodland - holds asn woodland, one of very few natural flood plain/wet 
woodlands in county. Wet woodlands formerly occupied most of flood plains of 
major rivers - most cleared as continuous forest in Iron age, although some 
survived to Anglo Saxon period - wherever too wet, woodland would have 
persisted. Woodland regeneration on floodplain was obviously possible at some 
time as so many veterans today, - might have been managed by Anglo Saxons 
as wood pasture, although veterans tend to indicate some oak woodland. Flood 
plain veterans quite significant 
Grassland - important wet grassland resource of county significance developed 
on paleo channels of Severn 
Wetland - fen development on channels 
Open water - considerable areas related to temporary phases of gravel workings 
Network - original network largely compromised but semi-natural habitat over 
whole area at present so network less important 
  
Special features 
Paleo channels some of best developed in county (geomorphological interest)  
Currently a hotspot but ephemeral situation, although there is potential to retain 
this status 
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LDU MW65.2 Kerswell Green Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
A low lying river terrace of sand, gravel and alluvium, with sandy brown soils 
together with wetland soils.  The settlement pattern is one of small villages and 
hamlets associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of 
fields, derived mainly from arable origins.  The land use is mixed farming and the 
tree cover consists of thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together 
with tree groups associated with settlements. 
  

         localised linear belt of wet pasture  
         localised existing commons - Normoor Common/Ashmoor 

Common SSSI 
         localised sand and gravel quarry 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high impact of quarrying over the western part 
         localised scrub encroachment on common 
         high intensity land use in places with a fragmented field pattern 

associated with cropping land use 
         very poor hedgerow tree representation, particularly in western 

parts 
         poor hedgerows 

  
 

LDU MW65.2 Kerswell Green Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
Biodiversity: poor but locally high - the old paleo channel (Ashmoor) being a 
particularly good area within it 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate minus - moderate primary, poor secondary 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: arable farming 
  
Woodland - confined to small block of secondary woodland and small areas of 
willow. Tree cover elsewhere associated with settlement and watercourses 
Grassland - significant grassland interest in area, largely confined to old paleo 
channel of Ashmoor Common 
Wetland - series of wetland habitats associated with old Severn paleo channel, 
including mesotrophic fen, marsh, wet grassland, swamp and ditch system 
Open water - at least 2 pools of county significance along old paleochannel 
Network - hedgerow fragmented, only intact in N-S direction 
  
Special features 
Series of high value wetland communities 
Peat deposits and geomorphological interest associated with ancient river 
channel  
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LDU MW66 Severn Bank Estate Farmlands 
  

A soft rock area of mudstone, with free draining brown soils and a gently rolling, 
lowland topography.  The settlement pattern is one of small villages or hamlets 
with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields 
derived mainly from arable origins.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree 
cover comprises discrete plantations, coverts and groups of trees. 
  

         localised steep banks along riverside 
         localised parkland with notable parkland structures 
         relic ancient woodland along steep banks 
         localised tree groups 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         mixed agriculture of moderate to high intensity, with areas of  
locally intensive cropping and associated decline of field pattern. 

         poor representation of hedgerow trees and woodland 
         poor age structure of all tree cover elements 

  

LDU MW66 Severn Bank Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: modern agricultural impact in part of area 
  
Woodland - contains ancient sites of which some woodland is in ancient semi-
natural condition. Veteran tree resource locally good. Tree cover associated with 
settlement/large houses 
Orchards - traditional orchards, associated with settlement 
Grassland - small mesotrophic grassland resource present but high quality, also 
grassland associated with linear features.  
Open water - small pond resource in area, not very extensive 
Hedgerows - primary interest in older hedgerows, but significant area of species 
poor hedges. 
  
Special feature 
River cliff woodland in natural condition - strip left to develop naturally as too 
steep. Good for wild service - chasmophytes 
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LDU MW67 Croome Estate Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed sandstones and mudstones, producing a 
rolling lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  This is an area of 
mixed farming, with tree cover comprising discrete plantations, coverts and 
groups of trees.  The settlement pattern is one of hamlets and small villages, 
associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived 
mainly from arable land. 

  
         middle distance views framed by woodland edge and belts of trees 

and filtered by hedgerow trees, giving a sense of enclosure that is 
emphasised by the adjacent topography 

         notable parkland structures 
         notable specimen parkland trees 
         brick and timber buildings in hamlets 
         red brick associated with estate villages and cottages 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         railings associated with parkland boundaries 
         land use of mixed origins but emphasis towards former open fields 
         localised relic deer park 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         arablisation of parkland to west of motorway and at Pirton 
         ongoing restoration of Croome Court historic parkland 
         high intensity mixed farming 
         intensive cropping in places, associated with a very fragmented 

field pattern, elsewhere field pattern intact with poor condition hedges 
remaining 

         localised poor representation of woodland components 
         generally poor representation of hedgerow trees  
         localised impact of poplar planting 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees (away from parkland) 
         localised high impact of motorway, dividing parkland areas 
         localised high impact of farm buildings 
         localised moderate impact of new development in hamlets 
         localised moderate impact of new dwellings outside hamlets 

 

LDU MW67 Croome Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate, locally good - southern part less good 
Abundance: moderate - locally good 
Network: moderate - locally good 
Range: good 
Impacts: local impact of arable/intensive agriculture. Disruptive effect of 
motorway. 
  
Woodland - fairly reasonable woodland cover of which small proportion is in 
ancient semi-natural condition ie Lickmore coppice. Most woodland of a type, not 
necessarily of high status but mass value gives moderate value. Estate 
woodlands - broad leaf plantations - largely classed as old secondary. High 
veteran tree resource. Extensive but compromised parkland resource. 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements 
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Grasslands - mesotrophic resource especially associated with common land and 
varied relief/steep banks and settlement and micro features remaining from 
parkland, ie banks around lake, ridges and banks not suitable for cultivation. Old 
deer parks located on difficult land with varied relief provide further grassland 
interest 
Wetland - alluvial stream valleys supporting wetland habitats - wet grassland. 
Wet grassland/marsh would formerly have been extensive but created into lake. 
Dunstall Common still supports wet grassland and fen communities in that valley. 
Open water - very important resource here - reasonable pond resource but main 
features are large lakes, two of largest in county associated with work of 
Capability Brown, one, Pirton Pool, is of outstanding county importance with 
nationally rare aquatic open water communities - small catchment with least 
eutrophic land draining into it. Croome also high value with extensive reed 
swamp. Both water bodies are of county importance. 
Hedgerows - fragmented pattern over most of area, but still significant resource. 
Mixed age, those associated with linear features of most importance 
  
Special features 
Concentration of scarce/unusual habitat types - woods, grassland and water 
combinations create localised hotspots. 
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LDU MW68 Smith Moor Wet Pasture Meadows 
  
An area of low lying, flat, alluvial drift, with poorly drained wetland soils.  It is 
largely unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  
The inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside 
and hedgerow trees. 
  

         scattered hedgerow trees 
         small area of existing common 
         few lanes 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         arable cropping of moderate intensity 
         poor condition hedgerows 
         poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         small areas of woodland are uncharacteristic of landscape type 

  
MW68 Smith Moor Wet Pasture Meadows 
 
Derived from one of county’s largest fenlands and grazing marsh. Ecologically 
fragmented today 
 
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: no information 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: high impacts of intensive agriculture over most of area 
 
Woodland – small woods present -flood plain thicket and fen wood,  plus remnant 
flora in hedges and along ditches. 
Orchards 
Grassland – small alluvial hay meadows present. Remnants of eu-mesotrophic 
grassland on roadsides. 
Heathland 
Wetland – grazed eutrophic fen meadow – superb large site with 25 county rare 
species, nationally uncommon species, unique florula. One of counties richest 
wetlands – eutrophic pools, streams and ditches – including locally good 
examples 
Open Water 
Hedgerows 
 
Special features 
Locally, excellent examples of natural characteristic habitats including one very 
fine site  
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LDU MW69 Holly Green Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
An area of flat, low lying river terrace sands and gravels, with sandy brown soils.  
The land use is arable, with a settlement pattern of discrete small villages and 
hamlets, associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of 
fields derived from arable origins. Tree cover comprises thinly scattered 
hedgerow and streamside trees together with groups of trees associated with 
settlement. 
  
Condition (updated 2010) 

         locally high intensity farming with a declining field pattern, 
particularly in the west 

         poor condition boundaries 
         localised impact of quarries 
         localised impact of golf course in the eastern part 
         localised high impact of urban development at Holly Green 

  
 

LDU MW69 Holly Green Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate, locally low 
Network: moderate minus - primary fairly well developed, secondary network 
compromised and open. Moderate to low overall 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: severe agricultural impact, local impact of urban development, locally 
reworked landscape through gravel extraction 
  
Woodland - very limited in this area, linear woodland associated with watercourse 
including Severn scarp. Local pollards and tree cover associated with settlement 
Orchards - some traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic but poorly represented - associated with linear features 
and to lesser extent micro-features. Quite a bit of verge/railway line interest. No 
grassland of field size 
Wetland - associated with Ripple Brook corridor, including wet grassland and fen 
Hedgerows - network compromised by gravel workings. Species poor. 
  
Special feature - 
Geomorphological interest - old channels on Ripple Brook including peat deposits 
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LDU MW70 Brockeridge Unenclosed Commons (located in 
Gloucestershire) 
  
An area of lias clay with poorly draining soils and an intermediate, rolling 
topography.  This is an unsettled, unwooded landscape with a land use of rough 
grazing.   
  

         extensive area of unenclosed land 
         occasional red brick wayside cottages around fringe 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         scrub and secondary woodland in western half of area 
         apparent overgrazing with occasional thorn and gorse to the east 
         localised impact of road junction 

  
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW71.1 Twyning Principal Settled Farmlands (located in 
Gloucestershire)  
  
An area of lias clay with free draining base rich clay soils and an intermediate, 
rolling topography. The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover comprises 
thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together with tree groups 
associated with settlement.  Farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern define the settlement pattern. 
  

         localised tree groups 
         localised roadside commons 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         land use of moderate intensity, locally high 
         localised impact of Puckrup golf course 
         localised impact of motorways and junctions 
         declining field pattern, particularly in the west 
         localised impact of roadside dwellings 

  
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW71.2 Strensham Principal Settled Farmlands  
  
An area of lias clay with free draining base rich clay soils and an intermediate, 
rolling topography. The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover comprises 
thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together with tree groups 
associated with settlement.  Farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern define the settlement pattern. 
  

         localised steep bank 
 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high intensity with a fragmented field pattern 
         poor hedgerow condition with few hedgerow trees 
         uncharacteristic woodland features associated with development 
         localised high impact of motorway, its junctions and service 

stations 
         localised impact of residential development (Twyning Green) 

  
MW 71.2 Strensham Principal Settled Farmlands 
Ancient agricultural exploitation, little trace of original habitats – calcareous wood 
and grassland. Exceptionally fragmented ecologically today 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: poor 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: high land take for motorway development 
  
Woodland – terrace slope with locally scarce broad leaved woodland 
Orchards 
Grassland – calcareous grassland confined to roadside verges and microfeatures  
Heathland 
Wetland 
Open Water 
Hedgerows 
  
Special features 
Local concentration of semi-natural habitat along river terrace slopes 
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LDU MW72.1 Strensham Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
A low lying, flat area of river terrace sands and gravels with free draining sandy 
soils. This is an area of mixed farming with a settlement pattern of farmsteads 
and clustered wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  Thinly scattered hedgerow 
and streamside trees together with tree groups associated with settlements, 
make up the tree cover. 

  
         localised pollards 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         land use of moderate intensity 
         poor hedgerow condition 
         localised high impact of sewage treatment works 
         declining field pattern, fragmented in places 

  

LDU MW72.1 Strensham Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: poor 
Range: poor 
Condition: high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland represented by local pollards, along edge of floodplain 
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LDU MW72.2 Twyning Settled Farmlands on River Terraces (located 
in Gloucestershire) 
  
A low lying, flat area of river terrace sands and gravels with free draining sandy 
soils. This is an area of mixed farming with a settlement pattern of farmsteads 
and clustered wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  Thinly scattered hedgerow 
and streamside trees together with tree groups associated with settlements, 
make up the tree cover. 
  
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW73 Lower Strensham Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
An area of low lying, gently rolling lias clay with poorly drained soils.  The 
settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside cottages 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and 
streamside trees together with tree groups around settlements.  The land use is 
mixed farming. 
  

         predominately thorn hedges 
         tree groups 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high intensity farming with a declining field pattern and poor 
condition hedgerows 

         very poor representation of tree cover 
  
MW 73 Lower Strensham Principal Settled Farmlands 
 
Ancient agricultural exploitation, little trace of the original habitats such as 
calcareous wood and grassland with pockets of fen. Exceptionally fragmented 
ecologically today. 
 
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: no information 
 
Woodland 
Orchards 
Grassland – calcareous grassland interest restricted to roadside verges and 
micro-features 
Heathland 
Wetland 
Open Water 
Hedgerows  
 
Special features 
Calcareous element of flora still evident – verge grassland and arable ruderals 
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LDU MW74.1 Lower Strensham West Estate Farmlands 
  
An area of low lying, gently rolling lias clay with poorly draining soils.  The land 
use is mixed farming and the settlement pattern one of small villages and hamlets 
with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields, 
derived mainly from arable origins.  The tree cover comprises discrete 
plantations, coverts and groups of trees. 
  

         includes steeply sloping Baughton Hill 
         area of former common 
         predominantly pasture 
         small areas of rough grazing and damp grassland to the north 
         internal thorn hedges, elm prominent in roadside hedgerows 
         wetland associations 
         enclosure of  a geometric pattern of hedged fields and straight 

roads   
         red brick wayside dwellings of a low to moderate density pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         neglected field boundaries 
         localised high impact of motorway and adjoining service areas 
         localised intrusive amenity planting 

 
MW 74.1 Lower Strensham West Estate Farmlands 
Calcareous woodland and wetland. Ecological links long severed due to ancient 
agricultural exploitation and settlement. Very fragmented ecologically 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: no information 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: widespread impact of intensive agriculture, locally severe impact of 
motorway service station 
  
Woodland 
Orchards 
Grassland – mesotrophic grassland with green winged orchid, calcareous 
grassland, eutrophic damp grassland – very fine assemblage on Common, one of 
best examples in county. 
Heathland 
Wetland 
Open Water – eutrophic open water – interesting examples with locally scarce 
species 
Hedgerows 
  
Special features 
Zone of outstanding interest at northern end of LDU 
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LDU MW74.2 Strensham Court Estate Farmlands 
  
An area of low lying, gently rolling lias clay with poorly draining soils.  The land 
use is mixed farming and the settlement pattern one of small villages and hamlets 
with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields, 
derived mainly from arable origins.  The tree cover comprises discrete 
plantations, coverts and groups of trees. 
  

         central parkland with associated features: lake and ornamental 
trees 

         mixed land use 
         regular field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         land use of moderate intensity in the north, high intensity in the 
south 

         hedgerows in poor condition throughout 
         enclosure pattern generally intact in the northern part, very poor in 

southern part 
         poor representation of tree cover components beyond parkland 

  
MW 74.2 Strensham Court Estate Farmlands 
Ancient agricultural exploitation and settlement. Native habitats of woodland and 
wetlands still well represented in parkland remnants. 
  
Biodiversity: moderate overall, high in parkland/lake/woodland. Low in farmland 
Abundance: no information 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: no information 
  
Woodland – broad leaved woodland with rich flora. Mature tree cover associated 
with parkland, swamp woodland associated with lake 
Orchards 
Grassland 
Heathland 
Wetland 
Open Water – very fine eutrophic lake 
Hedgerows 
  
Special features 
Calcareous saxicolous flora associated with village and old buildings 
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LDU MW75 Croome Ridge Estate Farmlands 
  
A low ridge of lias clay with free draining, calcareous, base rich brown soils. This 
is an area of mixed farming, with tree cover comprising discrete plantations, 
coverts and groups of trees. The settlement pattern is one of hamlets and small 
villages, associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of 
fields derived mainly from arable land. 

  
         central section is Croome Court Registered landscape park 
         prominent parkland trees, notably cedars on skyline 
         small plantations 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         mixed farming of high intensity 
         localised arable intensification, resulting in decline of enclosure 

pattern 
         poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         poor age structure of all tree cover elements 
         parkland is being restored by National Trust 

  

LDU MW75 Croome Ridge Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of arable farming, impact from 18

th
 century 

landscaping movement 
  
Woodland - broadleaf resource, much associated with 18

th 
century landscaping. 

All compromised, no ancient semi-natural woodland. Largely old secondary 
woodland subject to modern forestry practices. Remnant parkland. Veteran tree 
resource 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements  
Grassland - interest mainly associated with micro and linear features, esp steep 
banks. Does include mesotrophic and limestone elements 
Wetland - just above spring line so no wetland 
Hedgerows - network lost in part through landscaping activities and further 
depleted in modern times 
  
Special features 
Floristic interest - specific flora associated with this limestone ridge - including 
nationally rare plant, usually a cotswolds sp.  
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LDU MW76 Defford Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of low lying, gently rolling lias clay, with poorly draining soils.  The tree 
cover comprises interlocking, or frequent, discrete, usually large, blocks of 
ancient woodland.  The land use is mixed farming and the settlement pattern one 
of small villages and hamlets associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-
regular field pattern derived mainly from arable origins. 
  

         dispersed settlement of low to moderate density 
         mixed farming with localised market gardening 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high intensity land use 
         generally, good field pattern, boundaries locally neglected and in 

poor condition 
         poor representation of hedgerow and stream side trees 
         locally prominent impact of WWII RAF camp in northern part, 

within Croome Court parkland 
 

LDU MW76 Defford Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate, including some substantive blocks 
Network: moderate - overall fragmentary, intact on west side 
Range: moderate 
Condition: high negative impact over modern agriculture over most of area. 
  
Woodland - limited ancient woodland resource. Some naturally regenerated 
woodland over last 50 yrs associated with abandoned common and military use. 
Scattered veteran resource particularly in west. 
Grassland - substantive resource, especially damp grassland associated with 
Marsh Common. Dry grassland elsewhere. Whole area not apportioned to 
agriculture so considerable grassland interest in ‘rough edges’. 
Wetland - wetland interest associated with Bourne Brook and its valley, which 
includes saline spring (maritime sp). Marsh common part of Bourne Brook 
drainage system 
Hedgerows - not notable 
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LDU MW77 Defford Unenclosed Commons 
  
An area of lias clay with a gently rolling lowland topography and poorly drained 
soils.  It is an area of former open commonland which, despite the notable radar 
structures and large fenced fields of contemporary origin, still conveys a sense of 
unity as a result of its large scale and open treeless character.  This is inherently 
an unsettled, unwooded landscape, the former rough grazing land use now 
replaced by mixed land uses. 
  

         formerly two distinct sections, the northern section formerly 
enclosed but hedges now gone 

         settlement restricted to occasional perimeter farms 
 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         widespread high impact of relics of former airfield use:  runways, 
buildings etc. 

         high visual impact of radar installations 
         localised scrub encroachment 

  

LDU MW77 Defford Unenclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: poor - mainly non-existent, railway and few fields around periphery. 
Peripheral areas only 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high - substantial changes over last 25 years 
  
Woodland - some wooded land associated with secondary woodland and scrub 
developed on west side of LDU. 
Grassland - was an area of significant grassland interest until relatively recent 
times but most lost to intensive agriculture or military use. It is likely that some of 
this survives as remnants. 
Wetland - interest along Bourne Brook, noted for high salinity 
Hedgerows - not a feature. 
  
Special Features 
Formerly one of most extensive common systems in Worcestershire, known to be 
a high value site. Potential still high for restoration. 
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LDU MW78 Wadborough Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of lias clay with poorly draining soils and an intermediate, rolling 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of small villages and hamlets, 
associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived 
mainly from arable origins.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover 
comprises interlocking, or frequent, discrete, usually large blocks of ancient 
woodland. 
  

         relic deer park 
 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         generally arable cropping of high intensity with localised areas of 
more pastoral land use 

         generally intact field pattern becoming fragmented in places 
         generally poor condition of field boundaries 
         poor representation of hedgerow trees, with poor age structure 

throughout 
         uneven distribution of woodland, combined with above, giving 

interrupted tree cover pattern 
         localised damage to ancient woodlands due to conifer planting and 

loss of understorey 
         localised moderate impact of new dwellings 

 

LDU MW 78 Wadborough Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: area of extremes, overall moderate, locally high (N where smaller 
land units), locally poor 
Abundance: moderate plus - due to sheer extent of woodland.  
Network: variable, much of area very fragmented, core forest areas have fairly 
intact ancient network 
Range: good 
Impacts: locally ‘ancient’ area in good condition, outside of that, intensive modern 
agriculture with severe impact, the latter being the greater part of the LDU 
  
Highlights 
Woodland - superb asnw resource, some local forestry impact, declining now. 
Tree cover also associated with settlement, veteran trees resource, remnant 
parkland. Tree cover/woodland also associated with stream corridors. 
Orchards - significant traditional orchard resource, much now abandoned. 
Grassland - significant mesotrophic grassland resource, frequently lying close to 
asnw, often glades which were never improved (meadows cut out of forest) 
Concentrated in main woodland areas but grassland scattered thoughout area, 
remnants associated with railway and verges - some basic (limestone) grassland 
with railway. 
Wetland - stream corridor network - associated riparian habitat especially fen. 
Well wooded. 
Hedgerows - fragmented, especially species poor hedgerows in large scale 
landscape areas. Older, richer hedges in associated with woodland areas. 
  
Special features 
Close juxtaposition of main habitats in certain areas = local hotspots 
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Rare butterflies associated with this area 
LDU MW79 Pershore Urban 
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LDU MW80.1 Stoulton Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of lias clay, with poorly draining, base rich soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover a 
combination of relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks. 
  

         localised damson trees in hedgerows 
         dense stream side trees 
         low density dispersal of brick and timber farmsteads 
         red brick wayside cottages in places 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         small clumps of trees 
         localised river side meadows associated with Bow Brook 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         mostly poor representation of hedgerow trees throughout 
         land use of moderate intensity, locally high (around Stoulton) 
         localised market gardening 
         intact field pattern, fragmented in places (associated with high 

intensity land use) 
         hedgerow management generally poor 
         localised high impact of urban development (Drakes Broughton 

and Stoulton) 
         localised moderate impact of roadside dwellings 
         hedgerow trees of poor age structure 
         woodland component poorly represented in places 

 

LDU MW80.1 Stoulton Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Wooded status in Anglo Saxon period uncertain, evidence of early Saxon 
settlement at White Ladies Aston. 
Substantive part derived from planned landscape rather than ancient. A 
transitional unit between east (planned) and ancient to north and west. Southern 
part thought to have been well wooded. 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate, locally poor 
Network: moderate minus, primary fairly good, secondary (hedgerow) badly 
affected by modern agriculture 
Range: no information 
Impact: fairly high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - only a few discrete blocks survive, some of which is asn - blocks tend 
to be isolated Tree cover associated with settlement and relic parkland. Stream 
corridors well wooded, much being ancient woodland 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource present 
Grassland - confined to relic unimproved remnant patches associated with linear 
features and micro features, notably transport corridor, stream valleys and 
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churchyards. Formerly very good grassland resource but now replaced by old 
grassland rather than unimproved. Much ridge and furrow. 
Wetland - Bow Brook and attendant tributaries support good range of riparian 
habitats 
Primary network - good overall, stream corridors notable 
Hedgerows - network badly affected by agriculture 
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LDU MW80.2 Drakes Broughton Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of lias clay, with poorly draining, base rich soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover a 
combination of relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         widespread orchards 
         localised hedgerow fruit trees 
         localised market gardening and related roadside retail outlets 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         land use of moderate intensity 
         intact field pattern, boundaries in poor condition - overgrown and 

neglected 
         localised moderate impact of new dwellings 

  

LDU MW80.2 Drakes Broughton Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: moderate - only on account of orchards, otherwise low 
Network: poor/low 
Range: low 
Impacts: high impact of urbanisation, modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - Tree cover associated with settlements 
Orchards - significant orchard resource 
Grassland - interest confined to remnants of highway verges 
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LDU MW81 Bishampton Village Claylands 
  

An area of lias clay, with poorly draining base rich soils and a rolling, lowland 
topography.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover comprises thinly 
scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together with groups of trees around 
settlements.  The settlement pattern is one of discrete, usually large, villages with 
a low level of dispersal, associated with a regular pattern of enclosure, with fields 
derived mainly from arable origin. 
  

         black and white villages, outlying farmsteads of red brick 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised small, traditional orchards 
         prominent stream side tree cover  
         scattered hedgerow trees 
         localised ridge and furrow 

 
Condition (updated 2010)  

         poor representation of tree cover in general except along stretches 
of the Piddle and Whitsun brooks 

         mixed farming of moderate intensity with localised fragmentation of 
field pattern due to arable intensification 

         localised moderate impact of modern residential development in 
villages 

         high localised impact of development on disused airfield; waste 
site; derelict hangers, chicken houses 

  
 

LDU MW81 Bishampton Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: low 
Network: moderate, locally poor 
Range: moderate to poor 
Impacts: modern agriculture has had a significant negative impact, together with 
local development associated with airfields, tips etc 
  
Woodland - a few discrete blocks of secondary woodland, asnw absent. Tree 
cover associated with settlement and linear features especially stream corridors 
Orchards - traditional orchards a feature and some significant areas remain, 
bigger (commercial) blocks as opposed to domestic. Orchards provide biggest 
area of tree cover 
Grassland - still supports mesotrophic basic grasslands, some small 
concentrations associated with settlements, also microfeature grassland interest 
especially verges and byways. Notable grassland resource also associated with 
Throckmorton airfield site, excluded from agricultural use since WW2 - difficult to 
estimate as access restricted. 
Wetland - stream corridor provides an important feature supporting a range of 
associated habitats, including marsh, reedbed, pools 
Open water - some pools associated with stream corridor plus some 
ornamental/recent pools  
Hedgerows - predominantly species poor and in poor condition, fragmented over 
most of area 
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Special features 
Arable weed interest still extant in area - surviving seedbank in part. 
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LDU MW82 Kington Village Claylands 
  
An area of lias clay, with poorly draining soils and a rolling lowland topography.  
The land use is primarily pastoral and the settlement pattern one of discrete 
villages with a low level of dispersal, associated with a regular pattern of fields, 
derived mainly from arable origins.  The tree cover comprises thinly scattered 
hedgerow and streamside trees together with groups of trees associated with 
settlements. 

  
         notable ridge and furrow  
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         pastoral land use dominates 
         small - medium scale field pattern with relic strip fields 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity pasture with generally intact boundaries, local 
prevalence of arable farming with localised loss of hedges but overall, 
boundaries are in good condition 

         tree cover is generally poorly represented except along parts of 
Piddle Brook 

         localised moderate impact of housing development - villages and 
road side 

         localised moderate impact of farm buildings 
 

LDU MW82 Kington Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate/poor  
Impacts: locally high intensity agriculture 
  
Woodland - tree cover and woodland very sparse, mainly associated with 
settlement and stream corridors, low tree cover associated with hedgerows  
Orchards - local traditional orchards associated with settlement 
- significant old grassland resource - of this a reasonable proportion is 
unimproved and high value – at the basic end of the mesotrophic range. (Lias 
grasslands generally transitional between mesotrophic and basic [limestone] 
grasslands) 
Wetland - locally important stream corridors with associated wetland habitats 
Primary network - good stream corridor network 
Hedgerows - network fairly intact, hedges tend to be species poor 
  
Special features 
Potential for grassland restoration 
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LDU MW83 Abbots Morton Village Claylands 
  
An area of soft rock mudstone, with free draining brown soils and a rolling, 
lowland topography.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover comprises 
thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups of trees 
associated with settlements.  The settlement pattern is one of discrete, usually 
large, villages, with a low level of dispersal, associated with a regular pattern of 
fields, derived mainly from arable origins. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised ridge and furrow 
         mixed farming 
         localised parkland at Rous Lench 
         localised orchards and hedgerow fruit trees 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         tree cover generally poorly represented, particularly in the south-
west 

         mixed farming of moderate intensity with intact field pattern but 
poor in south-west 

         localised moderate impact of roadside dwellings 
 

LDU MW83 Abbots Morton Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate to low 
Network: moderate, locally fragmented 
Range: moderate to low 
Impacts: locally detrimental impact of agriculture  
  
Woodland - virtually devoid of asn woodland, small units of secondary woodland. 
Tree cover associated with settlements and stream corridors and other linear 
features. Local parkland remnant. 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource 
Grassland - formerly good but none remains now, confined to micro and linear 
features today 
Wetland - some wetland associated with stream corridors but of low significance 
Open water - pits and ponds including moated sites, with more traditional ponds 
than in other units of this landscape type 
Hedgerows - network fairly intact in the north, fragmented in the south  
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LDU MW84 Stakumford Bridge Wet Pasture Meadows  
  
An area of low lying flat, alluvial drift, with poorly drained wetland soils.  It is 
largely unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  
The inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside 
and hedgerow trees. 
  

         widespread pollards 
         localised areas of reeds/rushes with wet grassland 
         unsettled 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         localised arable encroachment 
         localised impact of poplar plantations 

  
 

LDU MW84 Stakumford Bridge Wet Pasture Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate  
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good, linking benefits of stream 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: local negative impact of arable farming (poplar plantations casting light 
shade allow fen ground flora to survive so not considered too detrimental though 
nutrient status of soils may be high) 
  
Woodland - fairly high secondary woodland cover (poplar plantation). Tree cover 
associated with stream corridors - pollards and willow scrub 
Grassland - old grassland significant. There is some unimproved wet grassland 
Wetland - stream corridor includes significant associated blocks of fenland, 
reedbeds, and marsh. 
Primary network - good stream network. 
  
Special Features 
Peat deposits a special feature 
Potentiality - significant for fenland restoration 
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LDU MW85 Bishampton Bank Village Claylands  
  
An area of soft rock mudstone, with free draining brown soils and a rolling, 
lowland topography.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover comprises 
thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups of trees 
associated with settlements.  The settlement pattern is one of discrete, usually 
large, villages, with a low level of dispersal, associated with a regular pattern of 
fields, derived mainly from arable origins. 
  

         thorn hedges with medium - large regular field pattern 
 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         tree cover poorly represented 
         generally intact field pattern 
         high intensity mixed farming with some hedgerow losses 

associated with land use change and increase of arable farming 
         high localised impact of golf course development and associated 

landscaping 
  

LDU MW85 Bishampton Bank Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: moderate to low (improved due to landscaping and ponds) 
Network: moderate to low, locally fragmented 
Range: low 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture, intensive arable. Golf course has some 
positive aspects 
  
Woodland - asn woodland non-existent. Existing tree cover associated with 
settlement, stream corridor and local landscaping activity. 
Grassland - remnant interest associated with micro features 
Wetland - associated with stream corridor 
Open water - increase associated with landscaping of golf course and other 
activities - now a significant area of open water 
Hedgerow - highly fragmented network, especially in southern part. Species poor 
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LDU MW86 Hill Village Claylands 
  

An area of lias clay, with poorly draining soils and an intermediate, rolling 
topography.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover comprises thinly 
scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together with groups of trees 
associated with settlement.  The settlement pattern is one of discrete, usually 
large, villages with a low level of dispersal, associated with a regular pattern of 
fields, derived mainly from arable origins. 

  
         black and white building style of hamlets with isolated farmsteads 
         localised traditional orchards 
         mixed farming 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         mixed farming of moderate intensity and an intact field pattern  
         poor representation of tree cover 

  

LDU MW86 Hill Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: moderate 
Range: low 
Impacts: moderate/high agricultural impact 
  
Woodland - no ans woodland, all wood/tree cover is secondary origin, and 
predominantly associated with settlement and linear features 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource, provides greatest extent of tree cover 
Grassland - no grassland interest 
Open water - some ponds associated with settlement 
Hedgerows - network moderately intact, species poor 
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LDU MW87 Lenches Principal Wooded Hills 
  
An area of lias clay, in the form of a sloping plateau edge, with poorly draining 
soils and localised areas of calcareaous soil.  Orchards are the dominant land 
use, with tree cover comprising interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland.  The settlement pattern is one of farmstead and 
strings of wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal 
and a small to medium scale field pattern.The settlement pattern is one of 
discrete small villages and hamlets, associated with a low level of dispersal and a 
sub-regular pattern of fields derived mainly from arable origins. 
  

         localised relic common 
         widespread orchards 
         includes Wood Norton Hall, historic park and garden 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         overall under representation of woodland cover with fragmented 
pattern 

         field pattern locally fragmented 
         shift to bush orchards 
         low to moderate intensity farming 

 

LDU MW87 Lenches Principal Wooded Hills 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: moderate plus (no wetland) 
Impacts: high impact of commercial orchards and, locally, of agriculture - some 
arable on slopes. Local commercial/built development (BBC) 
  
Woodland - significant, relatively large proportion in answ state. Calcareous 
woodland, less common in Worcestershire. Some woodland derived from 
parkland so some veteran trees. 
Orchards - cover a significant area, some traditional 
Scrub - significant areas of climax scrub, especially associated with steep scarp 
slopes (especially Bishampton Bank) 
Grassland - significant grassland interest especially calcareous (basic) types. 
Significant contribution to Worcestershire’s calcareous grassland - very important 
grassland resource in county terms 
Network - good - distribution of semi-natural habitat throughout area, including 
large blocks  
  
Special features 
Concentration of habitats and juxtaposition of wood, scrub and grassland makes 
area a hotspot. Microclimate makes it a particularly warm area (south facing 
slopes). Formerly a site for the (now extinct) Black Veined White Butterfly 
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LDU MW88.1 Sheriff’s Lench Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
An area of lias clay, forming a dissected, undulating plateau, with poorly draining 
soils. The settlement pattern is one of small villages or hamlets, associated with a 
low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields, derived mainly from 
arable origins.  The tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated 
with densely scattered hedgerow oaks.  The land use is mixed farming. 
  

         thorn hedges 
         black and white building style of hamlets with isolated farmsteads 
         localised traditional orchards 
         dense streamline trees add to tree cover 
         localised hedgerow fruit trees 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         localised moderate impact of new dwellings 
         moderate to high intensity land use with field pattern generally 

intact, declining locally in places with poor condition boundaries 
         localised loss of hedgerow trees, those remaining are of poor age 

structure 
  
 

LDU MW88.1 Sheriff’s Lench Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate to low 
Abundance: moderate to low 
Network: moderate, fragmented in placed 
Range: moderate to low 
Impacts: considerable areas ancient woodland lost to agriculture. Management 
declining in some commercial orchards  
  
Woodland - had been total clearance of woodland resource. Some recent 
plantations. Tree cover associated with settlement and linear features. 
Grassland - remnant interest only, calcareous/limestone/basic, now very 
fragmented and confined to micro and linear features. 
Open water - several sites in latter 20

th
 century - more open water now than ever. 

Hedgerows - variable, reasonable in part. Derived from enclosure pattern and 
some from more ancient origins. 
  
Special features - significant areas of calcareous soils a distinctive feature 
  
Potentiality - Significant area of calcareous habitats lost in relatively recent times 
(1980’s). The area would seem to have potential for restoration for some of 
these. 
  
N.B. Slads - former area of notable old scrub developed when grazing pressures 
relaxed in Middle Ages (Black Death 1300’s/Civil War 1500’s) established scrub, 
later grazed around - leaving very old scrub - (Malverns and Bredon described as 
same in past). Cleared in very recent times 
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LDU MW88.2 Church Lench Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
An area of lias clay, forming a dissected, undulating plateau, with poorly draining 
soils. The settlement pattern is one of small villages or hamlets, associated with a 
low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields, derived mainly from 
arable origins.  The tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated 
with densely scattered hedgerow oaks.  The land use is mixed farming. 
  

         pasture land use 
         localised relic common 
         widespread orchards 
         localised ornamental grounds at Rous Lench Court 
         large blocks of woodland 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         woodland pattern is uncharacteristic of the landscape type 
         field pattern locally fragmented 
         shift to bush orchards 
         low to moderate intensity farming 
         localised impact of new development 

 

LDU MW88.2 Church Lench Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: good 
Impacts: localised modern agriculture, and afforestation - both broad leaf and 
conifer 
  
Woodland - high woodland cover, of which a significant area comprises ancient 
woodland sites of high value, together with a significant area of ancient semi-
natural woodland. Local remnant parkland. Tree cover associated with 
settlement. 
Orchards - significant presence, both smaller traditional and larger commercial 
orchards. 
Grassland - interest mainly mesotrophic but smaller areas of base rich/limestone 
associated with scarp slopes. Much old grassland. Significant grassland resource 
associated with highway and byway network. 
Hedgerows - reasonably intact hedgerow network with trees. Mixed ages, 
significant ancient hedges associated with byway network 
  
Special Features 
Notable area of ‘old countryside’ character with juxtaposition of woodland, 
grassland, hedgerows - a high value ecological landscape even though many 
features damaged 
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LDU MW89 Morton Wood Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of soft rock mudstone, with poorly draining soils and a low lying, gently 
rolling topography. The land use is primarily mixed farming and the tree cover 
comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient 
woodland. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside dwellings 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern. 
  
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high intensity cropping with a declining field pattern, in places 
fragmented 

         hedgerow tree cover very poorly represented throughout 
         good representation of woodland 

  

LDU MW89 Morton Wood Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus - largely due to one large habitat 
Network: moderate to low, fragmented 
Range: moderate to low - one large site of interest 
Impacts: modern agriculture, locally significant impact of coniferisation 
  
Woodland - considerable area of woodland, significant proportion of ancient 
semi-natural woodland of high ecological value. Woodland elsewhere impacted 
by forestry. Elsewhere tree cover limited and associated with linear features 
Orchards - some orchard fragments 
Grassland - some old grassland but no unimproved mesotrophic fields known 
Hedgerows - network fragmented, mostly species poor, locally some older 
woodland hedgerows associated with byway network 
  
Potentiality for restoration of Morton Wood 
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LDU MW90 Bevington Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of lias clay with poorly draining soils and an intermediate, rolling 
topography.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover comprises 
interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient woodland.  The 
settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside dwellings, 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern. 
  

         this LDU lies predominantly in Warwickshire 
         wooded ancient character 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         good representation of woodland tree cover in Worcestershire but 
poor in Warwickshire 

         high intensity cropping with a declining often fragmented field 
pattern (in Warwickshire) 

  
 

LDU MW90 Bevington Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: high (nearly all semi-natural habitat) 
Network: good 
Range: moderate - all wood 
Impacts: high impact of forestry both conifer and broad leaf plantation (Forestry 
Commission and Harris) 
  
Woodland (Worcestershire area) – most of area of ancient origin with sections of 
ans woodland although forestry impacts on these. Surviving asn woodland of 
high ecology value. Part of a significant, spatially important, block of ancient 
woodland, notably represented as ridge woodland in Worcestershire, continuing 
onto the plateau in Warwickshire. 
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LDU MW91 Wood Bevington Wooded Estatelands (located in 
Warwickshire) 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed sandstones and mudstones, with free 
draining brown soils and an intermediate undulating topography.  The settlement 
pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a 
medium to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  
Mixed farming, in association with interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland is characteristic. 
  

         localised relic common 
         localised orchards 
         occasional hamlets 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high intensity cropping with a declining field pattern in places 
fragmented 

         tree cover very poorly represented throughout 
  
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW92 Abbots Morton Wet Pasture Meadows  
  
An area of low lying flat, alluvial drift, with poorly drained wetland soils.  It is 
largely unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  
The inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside 
and hedgerow trees. 
  

         unsettled 
         mixed pastoral, arable and woodland cover 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         some ditching 
         localised impact of woodland is uncharacteristic of landscape type 
         localised impact of arable land use 

 

LDU MW92 Abbots Morton Wet Pasture Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate - fairly intact 
Range: moderate to low 
Impacts: local impact of modern agriculture/intensive farming 
  
Woodland - some woodland in area, including ancient fragments, otherwise open 
with tree cover confined to linear features 
Grassland - area of old pasture but no surviving unimproved grassland known. 
Existing interest confined to micro and linear features 
Wetland - Piddle Brook corridor supports some associated wetland habitat 
Hedgerows - network intact, regular pattern, derived from wood pasture 
  
Special features 
Potential for fenland restoration, although drier than LDU MW84 
LDU MW89 and MW90 all woodland on 1st edition O.S. maps  
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LDU MW93 Kington Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
A soft rock area of mixed mudstones with free draining brown soils and a rolling 
lowland topography. The settlement pattern comprises farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings, associated with a medium to high level of dispersal, and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. This is an area of pastoral land use with a 
tree cover comprising scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together with 
groups of trees associated with settlements. 
  

         localised ridge and furrow 
         localised riverside meadows: Piddle Brook 
         localised clusters of meadows/wetlands associated with Piddle 

Brook 
 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         overall moderate pasture land use with a shift to mixed farming 
         field pattern remains intact 
         tree cover poorly represented in places with loss of hedgerow trees 

and uncharacteristic additions 
  
 

LDU MW93 Kington Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: localised high intensity agriculture, more traditional pattern remains to 
east 
  
Woodland - restricted, discrete blocks, very sparse. Tree cover associated with 
stream corridor, byways and other linear features, and settlement. 
Grassland - mesotrophic, very localised resource, and associated primarily with 
micro features, especially verges 
Wetland - stream corridor particularly diverse including a range of associated 
wetland habitats 
Hedge network - moderately intact, much of enclosure age, older ones present 
especially associated with byway network 
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LDU MW94.1 Cookhill Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free 
draining brown soils and an intermediate, rolling topography. The settlement 
pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings, associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  
This is an area of pastoral land use with a tree cover comprising scattered 
hedgerow and streamside trees together with groups of trees associated with 
settlements. 
  

         red brick 
         thorn hedges 
         localised relic common on top of the ridge 
         notable hedgerow tree cover 
         pasture land use 
         widespread marl pits 
         regular field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate - high intensity farming with intact field pattern  
         hedgerow condition locally poor and neglected 
         intermittent hedgerow tree cover 
         localised high impact of urban ribbon development located on old 

common 
         moderate impact of farm buildings 

 

LDU MW94.1 Cookhill Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: no information 
Network: moderate minus  
Range: moderate minus (limited) 
Impacts: locally high impact of intensive agriculture and urbanisation, also former 
mineral workings  
  
Woodland - lacking woodland, tree cover confined to linear features and 
associated settlements linked to commonland 
Grassland - small but important mesotrophic grassland resource 
Heath - none today but commonland would have been heathland at one time, 
some remnants of grass heath associated with micro features especially road 
banks and verges 
Open water - ponds and marl pits a feature, especially along ridgeway slopes. 
Hedgerows - hedgerow network mainly enclosure age and fragmented in parts, 
more intact to south of LDU 
  
Potentiality - currently no heath but scope for long term regeneration in suitable 
location. - gravel soils occur as a narrow band, and heath extended downhill with 
outwash, with some damp areas (Erica tetralix). Housing probably marks extent 
of former common 
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LDU MW94.2 Holberrow Green Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land 
Use 

  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free 
draining brown soils and an intermediate, rolling topography. The settlement 
pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings, associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  
This is an area of pastoral land use with a tree cover comprising scattered 
hedgerow and streamside trees together with groups of trees associated with 
settlements. 
  

         brick and timber 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         pasture land use 
         localised relic common; Holberrow Green 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         low - moderate intensity land use with an intact field pattern and 
boundaries in good condition 

         localised poor representation of hedgerow tree cover 
 

LDU MW94.2 Holberrow Green Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: locally moderate agricultural impact 
  
Woodland - very sparse woodland cover, tree cover mainly associated with 
settlements and linear features. Relic parkland. 
Orchards - relic remnant orchards 
Grassland - some mesotrophic grassland in area, also microfeature interest - 
banks, pits etc 
Open water - reasonable scatter of small bodies of open standing water, mainly 
associated with settlements - some moats 
Hedgerows - network reasonable - enclosure age plus some older ones 
associated with byway network. 
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LDU MW94.3 Inkberrow Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free 
draining brown soils and an intermediate, rolling topography. The settlement 
pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings, associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  
This is an area of pastoral land use with a tree cover comprising scattered 
hedgerow and streamside trees together with groups of trees associated with 
settlements. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised ridge and furrow 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         hedgerow condition locally variable 
         tree cover poorly represented in places 
         mixed farming of moderate intensity with intact field pattern  
         localised moderate impact of roadside dwellings 
         high impact of urban residential development around Inkberrow 

 

LDU MW94.3 Inkberrow Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate  
Range: no information 
Impact: locally high impact of intensive agriculture and urban development 
  
Woodland - very little woodland, a few natural woodlands associated with stream 
corridors, elsewhere tree cover associated with settlement and other linear 
features. Some parkland remnants - small parks around Inkberrow 
Orchards - some relic orchards 
Grassland - some mesotrophic grassland survives, (formerly of note), plus 
mesotrophic interest in micro features 
Wetland - stream corridors have associated wetland habitat 
Primary - good network - highway, byway and streams. 
Hedgerows - very fragmented in places 
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LDU MW95 Dormston Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
An area of low lying, gently rolling lias clay with base rich soils.  The settlement 
pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside cottages associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  
This is an area of pastoral land use with a tree cover comprising scattered 
hedgerow and streamside trees together with tree groups around settlements.  
The land use is mixed farming. 
  

         semi regular field pattern 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         local ridge and furrow 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity pasture farming with intact field boundaries 
         variable condition hedgerows 
         poor representation of hedgerow tree cover 

  
 

LDU MW95 Dormston Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate  
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: local impact of modern agriculture, generally to south 
  
Woodland - no ans woodland, tree cover represented by small secondary blocks 
and trees associated with settlement and linear features. A limited resource 
Orchards - relic orchards present  
Grassland - principal interest - old traditional pasture country, much old grassland 
remains, unimproved resource present but restricted, mainly in northwestern 
area. Formerly good 
Hedgerows - moderately intact network, mixed age structure, majority enclosure 
but some derived from woodland. 
  
Special features 
High potentiality for grassland restoration. 
Much ridge and furrow 
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LDU MW96.1 Stock Wood Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of lias clay, with poorly draining, base rich soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside 
cottages associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The land use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks. 
  

         localised relic common with associated wayside red brick dwellings 
and hedgerow fruit trees 

         relic deer park 
         localised areas of irregular field pattern 
         localised areas of unimproved pasture 
         woodland tends to be bigger than field size  
         locally dense hedgerow trees, predominately oak 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity pastoral landscape with a shift to mixed farming 
         field pattern declining in the western areas,generally intact 

elsewhere 
         hedgerow tree cover locally poorly represented, associated with 

hedgerow removal in the west 
         uneven distribution of small ancient woodlands 
         localised moderate impact of farm buildings 

 

LDU MW96.1 Stock Wood Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate, locally good. 
Abundance: moderate, locally good. Some locally extensive blocks 
Network: moderate, locally higher 
Range: moderate 
Impact: significant area impacted by modern farming. 
  
Woodland - significant resource of ansn woodland, in discrete parcels. Tree cover 
also associated with settlement, streamlines and linear features 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource present 
Grassland - important mesotrophic resource but limited. Associated with 
smallholder pattern. Remnants associated with linear and micro features. 
Open water - moderate pond resource (Lias ponds tend to be better than those 
on Mercia mudstones) 
Hedgerows - fairly well developed ancient hedgerow system in part 
  
Special features 
Wildlife interest focused in west of area where habitat concentration notable. 
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LDU MW96.2 Earls Common Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of lias clay, with poorly draining, base rich soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside 
cottages associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a medium to 
large scale field pattern.  The land use is mixed and the tree cover comprises 
discrete blocks of ancient woodland often associated with densely scattered 
hedgerow oaks. 
  

         relic commons with clusters of red brick wayside dwellings 
         scattered farms elsewhere 
         locally dense hedgerow trees, predominately oak 
         hazel prominent in hedgerows, thorn hedges on relic common 
         mainly mixed farming 
         localised areas of irregular field pattern 
         localised riverside meadows 
         discrete blocks of woodland 

 
Condition (updated 2012) 

         moderate to high intensity mixed farming with a generally intact 
field pattern, fragmented in places but very poor in the north 

         good representation of woodland pattern 
         boundaries in variable condition, poor in the north 
        locally poor representation of hedgerow trees associated with 

hedgerow removal 
         localised moderate impact of farm buildings 
         localised moderate impact of new dwellings on relic commons 

  
 
LDU MW96.2 Earls Common Wooded Estatelands 
 
 
Biodiversity: high 
Abundance: good, including large blocks of semi-natural habitat 
Network: good, locally excellent, but with one locally poor area, significantly 
impacted in recent times 
Diversity: good 
Impact: generally low but locally very severe impact  
  
Woodland - excellent asn woodland resource throughout site. Reasonable 
veteran tree resource. 
Orchards - traditional orchards present 
Grassland - mesotrophic plus old/semi-improved grassland formerly widespread 
but today resource has been in decline. Significant resource associated with 
linear and micro features. Good potential for rehabilitation 
Open water - quite a few ponds of interest 
Hedgerows - well developed network with much woodland relic hedgerows 
  
Special features 
High potential for grassland restoration 
Away from despoiled areas still highly representative of a distinctive 
Worcestershire landscape  
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LDU MW96.3 Stockgreen Enclosed Commons 
  
An area of lias clay, with poorly draining, base rich soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and scattered wayside 
cottages associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern with straight boundaries and roads with wide verges.  
The land use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover comprises discrete blocks of 
planned woodland.  
  

         area of former common 
         brick and timber building style 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         low to moderate intensity farming 
        field pattern intact with hedgerows in good condition to the east of 

Middle Road, declining to the west 
        localised moderate impact of new dwellings 

 notable straight roads and wide verges. 
  
 

LDU MW96.3 Stockgreen Enclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate plus - small-scale field pattern, dense hedgerow and road 
pattern 
Range: moderate  
Impacts: none 
  
Woodland - no woodland blocks, tree cover associated with settlements. 
Orchards - a minor component of remnant orchard interest 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland resource present, survival associated with 
smallholder settlement pattern 
Hedgerows - network well developed, tending to be species rich. 
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LDU MW97 Feckenham Marsh Wet Pasture Meadows  
  
An area of low lying flat, alluvial drift, with poorly drained wetland soils. It is 
largely unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  
The inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside 
and hedgerow trees. 
  

         area tends to encircle the main village of Feckenham 
         localised pollards 
         occasional brick and timber farmsteads 
         associated with Bow Brook and Shell Brook 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         good representation of stream side trees and hedgerow trees with 
reasonable age structure 

         localised impact of development associated with statutory 
undertakers 

         moderate intensity pastoral land use with intact field pattern of 
neglected boundaries 

  
 

LDU MW97 Feckenham Marsh Wet Pasture Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: high 
Network: high - centred on river corridors 
Diversity: moderate 
Impacts: low, predominantly pastoral, impacts limited. 
  
Woodland - virtually no big blocks but well wooded due to streamside corridor 
cover and to some extent, other linear features. Micro pockets of woodland. 
Fenland would have taken the form of wood pasture but now gone. 
Veteran tree resource associated with pollarded willows 
Grassland - significant mesotrophic and wet grassland resource. Most of land 
classed as old pasture. 
Wetland - substantive fen habitats of county significance 
Open water - Ponds within wetland system which contribute to overall value of 
area. Some ponds new 
Primary network - focused on well developed stream systems 
Hedgerows - good, intact network. 
  
Special features 
Considerable part of area, towards head of valley system lies over peat - rare in 
Worcestershire. Would have been a raised bog. Still there in 1800, lost in 1830’s. 
One of last great fens to be lost in Worcestershire 
High potential for significant fenland restoration 
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LDU MW98 Dagtail End Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  

An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining, base-poor soils.  The land use 
is predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland often in association with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside tree cover. 

  
         localised scarp slope 
         moderate density dispersed settlement of wayside cottages 
         local relic deer park 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity farming with generally intact field pattern 
         poor representation of woodland cover in places although other 

tree cover components well represented 
         moderate impact of new road development 

  
 

LDU MW98 Dagtail End Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Forest derived, part of royal Forest of Feckenham. Varied topography with steep 
slopes - the two factors leading to irregular field pattern. Semi-natural habitat 
generally restricted to linear features and micro features with exception of steeper 
slopes and ridgelines and extreme southern tail of LDU. Predominantly pastoral 
but arable impact high locally. 
  
Biodiversity: moderate - locally high and low. (Astwood Farm very poor) 
Abundance: moderate minus - generally restricted to linear and micro features, 
with exception of steeper slopes and ridgeline, and southern tip of LDU 
Network: moderate, compromised by modern agriculture and urban fringe 
Range: no information 
Impacts: local urban impacts of Redditch and Astwood Bank, local impact of 
arable farming 
  
Woodland - asn woodland associated with the two parallel scarp slopes running 
through the area, otherwise confined to ponds, lanes and other micro features 
Grassland - unimproved mesotrophic grassland associated with scarp slopes 
Open water - reasonable resource including ponds, moats and ornamental pools 
Primary network - good stream corridor network 
Hedgerows - hedge and byway network of reasonable but declining locally 
  
Special Features: 
Southern tail of LDU has virtually continuous semi-natural habitat. 
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LDU MW99.1 Feckenham Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of lias clay with poorly draining soils and a rolling lowland topography.  
The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside cottages 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern.  The land use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks. 
  

         centred on Feckenham village 
         brick and timber 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         pasture land use 

 
Condition (updated 2010)  

         generally good representation of hedgerow trees but declining in 
the south-west 

         moderate intensity land use  
         field pattern intact with good condition hedges, declining in the 

south-west 
 

LDU MW99.1. Feckenham Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate, semi-natural habitats all small but well distributed 
throughout area 
Network: good, intact network 
Range: no information 
Impacts: no information 
  
Woodland - moderate tree cover with some veterans 
Grassland - some old grassland interest plus remnant unimproved grassland ie in 
hedge bottoms. 
Hedgerows - network intact, old pattern, generally species rich with possibly 
some enclosure of open field/common in centre of area. 
  
Special Features 
Rose flora in hedges reflects differences in substrate - areas of boulder clay and 
some skerry and head deposits. 
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LDU MW99.2 Astwood Court Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of lias clay with poorly draining soils and a rolling lowland topography.  
The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside cottages 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern.  The land use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks. 
  

         pasture farming 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         black and white building material 
         streamside trees locally apparent 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity pasture farming with an intact field pattern, 
declining in places 

         generally good representation of tree cover, declining in places 
         hedgerows in variable condition 

  
 

LDU MW99.2 Astwood Court Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus - widespread micro features, few extensive areas 
Network: fairly good, micro features throughout. 
Range: no information 
Impacts: no information. 
  
Woodland - Well wooded area, but woodland largely confined to stream corridors, 
good representation of hedgerow trees  
Grassland - some small sites of mesotrophic, plus micro features as remnants - 
stream banks, verges 
Open water - scattering of pits and pools, some ponding associated with stream 
system. Some ponds very old mill ponds, some now gone 
Primary network - stream network most important feature of area, with associated 
woodland. 
Hedgerows - good hedgerow network with predominantly mixed species 
composition 
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LDU MW99.3 Lower Bentley Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of lias clay with poorly draining soils and a rolling lowland topography.  
The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside cottages 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern.  The land use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks. 
  

         inherently pasture 
         localised areas of irregular field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity farming with some loss of field boundaries and 
hedgerow trees 

         field boundaries in variable condition 
         poor woodland representation (occasional relics)  
         hedgerow trees generally well represented, declining in places 

 

LDU MW99.3 Lower Bentley Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus - many small-scale features throughout but no large 
sites 
Network: moderate, compromised in places 
Range: no information 
Impacts: no information 
  
Woodland - a few blocks of ancient woodland. Woodland well represented by 
micro features and stream corridors, highway and byway network, in particular a 
number of ancient greenlanes. Many linear ancient tracks here with section of 
holloways. (Holloways create special woodland conditions - deep shade and 
humid, often stream down middle - deep). Some wooded marl pits. Good range 
of veterans and mature timber in hedgerows. Remnant parkland. Local 
commercial willow growing, creating scrub-like habitat. 
Orchards - general scattering associated with farms 
Grassland - remnant mesotrophic grassland interest, small fragments or 
associated with banks, ponds, verges and byways. 
Open water - locally abundant - a notable feature 
Primary network - good stream network  
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LDU MW99.4 Hanbury Wooded Estatelands  
  
An area of lias clay with poorly draining soils and a rolling lowland topography.  
The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside cottages 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern. The land use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks. 
  

         area of former common 
         pasture land use 
         dispersed pattern of wayside dwellings 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity farming with an intact field pattern, declining in 
places 

         mixed age structure of hedgerow and stream side trees 
         hedgerows in variable condition 
         moderate impact of roadside dwellings 

  
 

LDU MW99.4 Hanbury Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: no information 
Impacts: no information 
  
Woodland - moderate tree cover with small-scale broad-leaved woodland. 
Orchard - some traditional orchards present 
Grassland - mostly pastoral area, old grassland present, unimproved grassland 
confined to fragments - verges, banks, green lanes 
Open water - scattering of traditional marl pits and more recent pools 
Hedgerows - small-scale pattern, mostly intact. 
  
Special Features 
Most interest in micro features - no large areas of habitat 
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LDU MW99.5 Goosehill Green Wooded Estatelands  
  
An area of lias clay with poorly draining soils and a rolling lowland topography.  
The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside cottages 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a medium to large scale 
field pattern.  The land use is mixed and the tree cover comprises discrete woods 
of ancient character linked by dense hedgerows. 
  

         widespread field ponds 
         notable willow trees 
         localised relic deer park at Mere Hall 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with reasonably intact field 
pattern, declining in central parts 

         boundaries in variable condition 
         very variable representation of hedgerow trees and woodlands, 

poor in places 
  
  
 

LDU MW99.5 Goosehill Green Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate - range of semi-natural habitats limited 
Abundance: poor plus 
Network: good 
Range: no information 
Impacts: less impact of modern farming than most areas 
  
Woodlands - notable veteran tree presence 
Orchards - traditional mature orchards present 
Grassland - reasonable resource, notable amount of old grassland - though 
traditional unimproved grassland poorly represented. 
Open water - ponds well represented 
Hedgerows - fairly intact hedge and ditch structure  
  
Special Features 
Significant hedge/ditch system with associated micro features. 
Veteran tree presence notable 
Ponds 
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LDU MW100.1 Astwood Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown soils.  The land use is 
predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland often in association with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside tree cover. 
  

         localised relic deer park 
         stream side trees locally apparent 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         generally moderate intensity pastoral landscape with generally 
intact field pattern, although pattern fragmented around eastern edge 
due to expansion of Redditch 

         poor representation of ancient woodland although tree cover 
otherwise well represented 

         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
         localised high impact of ribbon and urban development (including 

urban associated land uses ie golf course) around eastern fringe of 
Redditch 

  
 

LDU MW100.1 Astwood Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate to locally good  
Abundance: moderate - small discrete blocks, no extensive/continuous areas 
Network: good, focused on stream corridors and parallel road pattern on higher 
ground 
Range: no information 
Impacts: mixed, locally high urban impact of Redditch - golf, horses and other 
recreational impacts. 
  
Woodland - small asn woodlands of reasonable proportions well represented. 
Parkland remnant. Veteran tree resource better than average for area. Stream 
corridors tend to be wooded and valuable woodland resource in their own right 
Orchards 
Grasslands - significant - survived due to nature of land tenure, and locally strong 
topographical features - much grassland associated with steeper hillsides. 
Wetland - good range of habitats - wet grassland, wet woodland and other 
riparian habitats. 
Primary network - stream system good, well represented, draining high plateau 
area. Good parallel network of highway, byway and stream corridors. 
Hedgerows - fairly intact network, mostly species rich 
  
Special features: 
Micro features well represented - banks, ponds etc, many wooded. 
Core area of Feckenham Forest with ancient enclosure patterns 
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LDU MW100.2 Upper Bentley Wooded Estatelands  
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown soils.  The land use is 
mixed with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and wayside dwellings associated 
with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a medium to large scale field 
pattern.  The tree cover comprises discrete blocks of ancient woodland often in 
association with streamside tree cover. 
  

         localised relic common with clusters of wayside dwellings 
         dispersed pattern of farmsteads and redbrick dwellings 
         localised irregular field pattern 
         frequent minor lanes 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         generally good representation of ancient woodland although open 
and fragmented to the north-east 

         variable representation of hedgerow trees, particularly poor in the 
north-east 

         high intensity mixed farming with a declining field pattern 
fragmented in places due to arable intensification, particularly poor in 
the north-east 

         boundaries in variable condition 
         high localised impact of road development 

 
 
LDU MW100.2 Upper Bentley Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate, locally moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate, locally good 
Network: moderate - fragmented in intensive agricultural areas 
Range: no information 
Impacts: significant proportion of area under intensive agriculture 
  
Woodland - principle semi-natural habitat in area, notable in central and southern 
parts. Much woodland loss in recent times. Notable woodland association with 
minor features - byways and micro features. Reasonable representation of 
veterans 
Grassland - reasonable amount, valuable resource as unusual mesotrophic 
communities - glacial fluvial drift giving variety in ground conditions especially 
associated with high plateau area around Bentley, including scarce wet damp 
grassland communities associated with headland streams. 
Wetland - associated with stream corridors 
Open water - good scatter of ponds, moats and small pools, better than average 
ponds for wildlife. 
Primary network - Headwater area so streams small. 
Hedgerows - good in parts, especially in south. Generally species rich 
  
Special features: 
Arable weed communities interesting - unusual assemblage. 
True Feckenham Forest landscape - moated features and greens remaining. 
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LDU MW100.3 Stoke Pound Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  

An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown soils.  The land use is 
predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland often in association with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside tree cover. 

  
         stream side trees locally apparent 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised irregular field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with an intact field pattern 
         good representation of tree cover other than woodland 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 

 

LDU MW100.3 Stoke Pound Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Well wooded forest country - Domesday records lot of woodland here. Part of 
Forest of Feckenham. Typical piece of Worcestershire countryside with small 
field pattern derived from forest and many traditional features still present. Semi-
natural habitats generally associated with small features throughout area but 
some fairly extensive high value sites too. 
Varied relief provides remnant opportunities for micro features. 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: no information 
Network: good-primary and secondary networks intact 
Range: no information 
Impacts: mixed farming with only moderate impact 
  
Woodland - blocks of asnw present though some sites coniferised in part. Well 
wooded stream corridors. Remnant parkland interest, park now long gone. Quite 
a lot of hedgerow timber including significant veteran concentrations. 
Orchard - remnant orchard interest 
Grassland - surviving groups of unimproved mesotrophic grasslands, often 
associated with higher ground. Pockets of wet grassland. Remnant grassland 
throughout area, particularly associated with banks of highways and byways. 
Stream corridors largely well wooded.  
Wetland - overflow systems of canal give rise to areas of marsh 
Open water - Notable - good range of ponds, some in good condition. Moated 
dwellings a feature of area - linked to (lawless) forest landscapes. Canal feeder 
reservoir of high value - one of top lakes in county. 
Primary network - Stream network good and of high value, with associated 
dingles. Canal and lock system. 
Hedgerows - well developed and often old and species rich. 
  
Special features: 
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Varied soils - glacial drift deposits and calcareous formations giving rise to floral 
variations  
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LDU MW101 Redditch Urban 
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LDU MW102 Berrow Hill Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  

An area of lias clay with free draining base rich soils and an intermediate, 
undulating topography. The land use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
clusters of wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal, and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised relic common with geometric enclosure  

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         pasture land use of moderate intensity with generally intact field 
pattern and boundaries in mostly good condition, locally deteriorating 

         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
         good representation of woodland tree cover but deteriorating 

hedgerow tree pattern 
 

LDU MW102 Berrow Hill Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: moderate plus includes one fairly extensive block of habitat 
Network: moderate plus - fairly intact  
Range: moderate plus  
Impacts: moderate. Locally significant impact of forestry. 
  
Highlights 
Woodland - Asn woodland still present as discrete blocks, much managed as 
(holly) wood pasture 
Orchard - significant concentration of traditional orchards 
Scrub - significant areas of calcareous scrub - (area formerly subject to more 
intensive land use, declined after Black Death and scrub encroachment followed - 
low intensity grazing creating hawthorn scrub climax) 
Grassland - significant interest of both mesotrophic and calcareous grassland. 
Open water - pools and ponds a significant minor feature 
Hedgerows - network relatively intact, much from enclosure of commonland but 
locally, ancient networks, associated with linear features 
  
Special Features 
Notable concentration of all habitats around the topographical feature of Berrow 
Hill (a distinct area) - important due to the range and juxtaposition of habitats so 
close to one another. 
A biodiversity hotspot. 
The remaining area of the LDU also significant, with notable pattern of 
smallholders and farms. 
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LDU MW103.1 Priest Bridge Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of lias clay, with poorly draining, base rich soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside 
cottages associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The land use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         pasture land use 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         good representation of hedgerow trees 
         moderate intensity land use  
         field pattern intact with generally good condition hedges 
         moderate impact of farm buildings 
         localised impact of horticultural use 

 

LDU MW103.1 Priest Bridge Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: low 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate to poor (missing woodland element) 
Impact: locally moderate/severe impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - Tree cover mainly associated with stream corridors and linear 
features. Woodland cover poor. Veteran trees worthy of mention. 
Orchards - some traditional orchards present 
Grassland - significant and high value grassland resource 
Wetland - riparian habitat associated with stream corridor 
Open water - some pond interest 
Hedgerow network - fairly intact pattern, mostly (old/early) enclosure age but 
locally ancient species rich. 
  
Special features 
Smallholder pattern of high importance - responsible for surviving habitats, 
especially grassland resource. 
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LDU MW103.2 Littleworth Enclosed Commons 
  
An area of lias clay, with poorly draining, base rich soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and scattered wayside 
cottages associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern with straight boundaries and roads with wide verges.  
The land use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover comprises discrete blocks of 
planned woodland.  
  

         area of former common 

 mixed land use, although inherently pastoral 
 
Condition (updated 2012) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with an intact field pattern and 
good condition boundaries but declining near settlement 

  
  
 

LDU MW103.2 Littleworth Enclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate minus - limited 
Impact: much of area still traditionally managed (rather like a miniature Dodford), 
some more intensive management with some horse culture 
  
Woodland - tree cover limited to vicinity of settlements and linear features, 
notably stream course 
Orchards - significant traditional orchard resource 
Grassland - significant mesotrophic grassland resource. Reasonable old (aka 
semi-unimproved) associated with settlement pattern 
Wetland - significant stream corridor with wetland (and most of woodland) interest 
Hedgerows - enclosure pattern, very geometric, locally older and sp rich, 
associated with older linear network 
  
Special feature - concentration of grassland and orchard resource in well-defined, 
distinctive settlement pattern 
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LDU MW104.1 Great Lodge Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of lias clay with poorly draining soils and an intermediate, rolling 
topography.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover comprises 
interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient woodland.  The 
settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside dwellings, 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern. 
  

         area is the core of the historic royal forest and includes the Royal 
lodge 

         brick and timber building style 
         thorn hedges 
         localised relic common with geometric enclosure 
         bounded on the western edge by a narrow scarp 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         poor representation of woodland 
         moderate intensity farming with a generally intact field pattern 
         boundaries in generally good condition but poor in the central area 

 

LDU MW104.1 Great Lodge Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate to low  
Network: moderate to poor, fairly fragmented. 
Range: moderate to good 
Impacts: moderate to poor - intense impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - discrete blocks of ans woodlands, generally low, fragmented 
woodland cover. 
Orchards - a number of traditional orchards still extant 
Grassland - significant, mesotrophic grassland site of national importance (Eades 
Meadow – formerly enclosed commonland), other mesotrophic grasslands 
fragmented and associated with marginal land - scarp slopes and stream courses 
and microfeatutre. Scarp slopes include some limestone grassland as well as 
mesotrophic. Formerly grassland interest much more extensive. 
Wetland - absent apart from stream corridors. 
Open water - typical but unremarkable scattering of ponds - some old fishponds 
but generally of historical rather than ecological significance. 
Hedgerows - notable, typically species poor but locally ancient and species rich 
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LDU MW104.2 Broughton Green Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of lias clay with poorly draining soils and an intermediate, rolling 
topography.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover comprises 
interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient woodland.  The 
settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside dwellings, 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern. 
  

         scattered hedgerow trees  
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised irregular field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         pasture land use of moderate intensity in the north, high intensity 
arable use in the south 

         intact field pattern with boundaries in good condition in the 
northern half, field pattern totally lost in the southern half with 
associated loss of hedgerows 

         good representation of woodland but poor representation of 
hedgerow trees 

         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
  
 
LDU MW104.2 Broughton Green Wooded Estatelands 
 
 
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate to poor, fragmented. 
Range: moderate 
Condition: moderate/high impact of agriculture 
  
Woodland - asn woodland present, partly modified by forestry. Discrete 
woodbanked woods as opposed to linking woods of, say, Teme Valley. Notable 
veteran tree stock. 
Orchards - small traditional orchards present 
Grassland - basic (limestone) grassland on scarp. Mesotrophic grassland 
confined to micro features  
Open water - scattering of field ponds but not special 
Linear features - hedgerows a feature mainly enclosure age, but locally ancient 
and species rich  
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LDU MW105.1 Himbleton Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of lias clay, with poorly draining soils and an intermediate, rolling 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of small villages and hamlets, 
associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived 
mainly from arable origins.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover 
comprises interlocking, or frequent, discrete, usually large, blocks of ancient 
woodland. 
  

         localised narrow scarp slope along west side of the area 
         black and white building style in villages 
         elm prominent in hedgerows with localised hazel prominent in 

hedgerows 
         notable hedgerow trees with localised dense lines of stream side 

trees, 
         mixed farming with localised emphasis on pasture 
         localised enclosed common; Sale Green 
         localised stream-side meadows - associated with Dean Brook 
         large, discrete woodland blocks 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity farming with generally intact field pattern 
declining in places  

         generally, good condition of remaining hedges but declining in 
places 

         localised moderate impact of modern farm buildings 
         localised woodland impact of coniferisation 

 

LDU MW105.1 Himbleton Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: high, locally very high 
Abundance: good and extensive including large blocks of semi-natural habitat 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: good 
Impacts: locally high impact of farming and 20

th
 century forestry. 

  
Woodland - high cover of woodland - large and exceptional woodland resource. 
Significant quantity of asn. Most woods in discrete blocks of ancient provenance. 
Two large Harris woods. Some coniferisation. 
Orchards - traditional orchards present 
Grassland - important resource, particularly associated with stream corridors and 
scarp slopes. Grassland resource also associated with linear features of transport 
corridors - railways, canal and roadsides - extant, not just remnants. Notable road 
verges. 
Wetlands - locally valuable wetland resource associated with steam corridors - 
quite large streams, including wet woodland, fen and marsh habitats. Canal also 
present. 
Hedgerows - moderate network, locally species rich 
  
Special Features 
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This area is one of most important concentrations of wildlife and habitat in 
southern Worcestershire - a hotspot in the south and east Worcestershire 
natural area. 
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LDU MW105.2 Crowle Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of lias clay, with poorly draining soils and an intermediate, rolling 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of small villages and hamlets, 
associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived 
mainly from arable origins.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree cover 
comprises interlocking, or frequent, discrete, usually large, blocks of ancient 
woodland. 
  

         nucleated pattern of villages, black and white in style 
         localised small traditional orchards 
         localised hedgerow fruit trees 
         localised pollards 
         predominantly pastoral land use 
         includes localised area of riverside meadows associated with Bow 

Brook 
         localised enclosed common at Crowle Green 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate impact of new development in villages creating an urban 
impact in places 

         poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         moderate intensity farming with intact field pattern but deteriorating 

hedgerows 
         moderate impact of modern farm buildings 
         localised moderate impact of modern road side development 

 
LDU MW105.2 Crowle Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: poor to low 
Network: poor overall, apart from Bow Brook which raises it to moderate to poor 
Range: low (woodlands and grassland have been lost in the area) 
Impact: agriculture has been biggest impact from medieval to modern times 
  
Woodland - generally confined to linear and micro features - and to treecover in 
village 
Orchards - significant traditional orchards resource in area - main tree cover other 
than stream corridor cover 
Grassland - associated with micro features and linear features 
Wetland - Bow Brook significant wildlife resource with associated riparian habitats 
Hedgerows - enclosure age with locally ancient and species rich hedges 
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LDU MW106 Grafton Flyford Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of low lying, gently rolling lias clay, with poorly draining soils.  The tree 
cover comprises interlocking, or frequent, discrete, usually large, blocks of 
ancient woodland.  The land use is mixed farming and the settlement pattern one 
of small villages and hamlets associated with a low level of dispersal and a sub-
regular field pattern derived mainly from arable origins. 
  

         black and white building style 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         notable hedgerow and stream side trees 
         discrete blocks of woodland ranging in size from very large to very 

small 
         mixed farming 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high intensity farming with an intact field pattern 
         hedgerows generally in good condition 
         generally good representation of tree cover 
         moderate impact of farm buildings 

  

LDU MW106 Grafton Flyford Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate, locally good  
Abundance: moderate to locally good with extensive blocks of habitat (woodland) 
Network: moderate to poor, locally substantive and good in places, fragmented 
elsewhere. Mixed 
Range: moderate 
Impact: locally severe impact of agriculture and forestry 
  
Woodland - large, significant, discrete blocks still extant, some of which of 
exceptionally high quality, also large blocks of replanted woodland together with 
estate woods (secondary, planted over last 200 yrs). Such a concentration of 
these unusual for Worcestershire (around Huddington). Well wooded stream 
corridors, one especially. Remnant parkland. Veteran trees a notable feature. 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements 
Grassland - significant in not too distant past, very reduced and restricted today, 
mainly associated with micro features, churchyards, verges and a few stream 
banks 
Wetland - some wetland interest confined to (Bow Brook Valley) stream corridor 
Hedgerows - variable network, largely species poor but locally ancient and sp rich 
  
Special features 
Nationally rare butterfly species present  
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LDU MW107.1 Spetchley Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  

An area of soft rock comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         localised parkland and ornamental grounds with associated 

features 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         good representation of tree cover components, with local 
fragmentation 

         poor age structure of hedgerow and parkland trees 
         mixed farming of moderate intensity with generally intact field 

pattern 
         woodland poorly represented in places 
         hedgerows generally in good condition except those associated 

with parkland 
         localised high impact of motorway 
         localised moderate impact of roadside dwellings 

 
LDU MW107.1 Spetchley Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate, locally good 
Abundance: moderate, with an extensive block of semi-natural habitat 
Network: moderate, primary network good, (secondary) hedgerow pattern 
fragmented 
Range: moderate plus 
Impact: significant negative agricultural impact 
  
Woodland - outstanding woodland interest here is a deer park with considerable 
veteran tree interest, still functioning, one of few remaining in county. In addition 
to wood pasture, a scattering of enclosed blocks of woodland, tending to be 
estate (secondary) woodland. Elsewhere tree cover associated with settlement, 
relic parkland and stream corridors. 
Grassland - largest block is old pasture associated with deer park. Some 
mesotrophic unimproved grassland, also considerable interest associated with 
micro and linear features - railways, bridleway, road-verges and streamsides. 
Wetland - number of fields of fen and wet meadows associated with stream 
network, together with reedbed. 
Open water - two large lakes and a number of smaller pools of wildlife interest. 
Primary network - stream corridor network substantive. 
Hedgerows - hedgerow structure compromised and poor, tends to be enclosure 
age unless associated an older features. 
  
Special features 
Working deer park is a high value site in a county context 
Additional special feature - peat deposits 
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LDU MW107.2 Bredicot Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         brick and timber farmsteads 
         notable mature hedgerow oak trees 
         woodland well represented 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate to high intensity farming with an intact field pattern, 
particularly in the south, but some localised fragmentation as a result 
of new roads 

         field boundaries in generally moderate condition 
         localised poor representation of both woodland and hedgerow 

trees in the north but good representation in the south 
         localised high impact of new roads 

 

LDU MW107.2 Bredicot Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate to locally high 
Distribution: moderate, 
Range: moderate 
Impact: locally high impact of modern agriculture, locally high impact of urban 
fringe and transport corridors (latter a mixture of positive and negative) 
  
Woodland - significant woodland resource, some ancient semi-natural but mostly 
estate woodland, created over last few centuries, mostly old broadleaved 
plantation. Veteran tree resource present 
Orchards - present but not highly significant 
Grassland - some mesotrophic grassland, very limited. Mostly lost, some remnant 
interest, some interest associated with transport corridors and verges on some 
minor roads 
Hedgerows - network moderately intact, generally not species rich 
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LDU MW108 Netherwood Wet Pasture Meadows  
  
An area of low lying flat, alluvial drift, with poorly drained wetland soils.  It is 
largely unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  
The inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside 
and hedgerow trees. 
  

         occasional red brick farmsteads 
         regular field boundaries 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity land use with intact field pattern, declining in the 
south-west 

         localised tree loss, particularly in the south-west 
  
 

LDU MW108 Netherwood Wet Pasture Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus  
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate - fairly intact 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: general agricultural improvement, greater to south, more pastoral to 
north 
  
Woodland - woodland blocks absent, Tree cover represented by stream system 
and other linear features 
Orchards - very localised representation of farm orchards 
Grassland - would have had very significant grassland, now very fragmented, 
confined to minor and linear features, including railway (big cutting through 
limestone) 
Wetland - interest now confined to watercourses, including canal 
Hedgerow - network fairly intact, some enclosure age, others older, creating 
wooded appearance in places 
  
Special Features 
High potential for habitat restoration 
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LDU MW109.1 Tibberton Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  

A soft rock area of mudstones, with a rolling lowland topography and free 
draining brown soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.  This is an area of pastoral land use with tree cover 
comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups 
of trees around settlements. 

  
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         dispersed settlement pattern of farms and wayside cottages, with 

hamlets 
         brick and timber building style 
         semi regular field pattern 
         scattered hedgerow trees and tree groups 
         pastoral land use 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with an intact field pattern  
         boundaries in good condition 
         localised moderate impact new roadside ribbon development 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 

  

LDU MW109.1 Tibberton Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Twyning mudstones. Forest derived, indications of common field systems 
developed around distinct hamlet assemblages, with subsequent enclosure 
leading to regular field patterns. Unit therefore transitional between ancient and 
planned. Agriculture not over-intensive but semi-natural habitat scarce both at 
large blocks and microfeature scale. 
  
Biodiversity: moderate to low 
Abundance: moderate to low. Semi-natural habitat scarce at both large block and 
microfeature scale. 
Network: moderate 
Range: low 
Impacts: no information 
  
Woodland - virtually no woodland, tree cover primarily associated with settlement 
Orchards - some good traditional orchards 
Grassland - some fields of semi-improved interest plus remnants on byway 
verges, churchyards etc. 
Open water - scattering of field ponds, shortest section of canal 
Hedgerows - fairly intact network 
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LDU MW109.2 Newland Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
A soft rock area of mudstones, with a rolling lowland topography and free 
draining brown soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.  This is an area of pastoral land use with tree cover 
comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups 
of trees around settlements. 
  

         area of former common 
 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with an intact field pattern, 
declining in the central part 

         poor condition boundaries with few hedgerow trees 
         localised moderate impact of new roadside dwellings 
         high impact of motorway 

  
 

LDU MW109.2 Newland Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate to poor 
Abundance: no information 
Network: fragmented due to motorway and agricultural usage 
Range: no information 
Impacts: high impact of motorway, intensive agriculture and, locally, new 
development. Potential positive impact of golf course providing wildlife retreat 
  
Woodland - new planting associated with golf course. Little hedgerow timber 
Orchards - local presence  
Open water - ponds and pools locally important 
Hedgerows - small fields so hedgerows numerous but pattern fragmented 
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LDU MW109.3 Primsland Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
A soft rock area of mudstones, with a rolling lowland topography and free 
draining brown soils.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.  This is an area of pastoral land use with tree cover 
comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees, together with groups 
of trees around settlements. 
  

         predominantly pastoral land use 
 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity farming with a declining field pattern and poor 
condition boundaries 

         high impact of urban development in the north and east 
  
  

LDU MW109.3 Primsland Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Keuper marl landscape of early clearance. Commonland to south, which may 
indicate former more extensive areas of open field commonland. Semi-natural 
habitat very limited in both quantity and range and largely represented by micro 
features such as banks of ponds and old lanes. 
  
Biodiversity: moderate to low 
Abundance: moderate to low - very limited in quantity and range, largely 
represented by micro features - banks of ponds and old lanes 
Network: moderate network of minor features 
Range: low 
Impacts: urban fringe impacts 
  
Open water - some ponds 
Hedgerows - moderate pattern of hedges and byways  
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LDU MW110 Hanbury Wet Pasture Meadows  
  
An area of low lying flat, alluvial drift, with poorly drained wetland soils.  It is 
largely unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  
The inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside 
and hedgerow trees. 
  

         localised relic common 
         regular hedge and ditch field boundaries 
         thorn hedges 
         pastoral land use 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity farming with some loss of pasture to arable 
         intact field pattern with good condition boundaries 
         some hedgerow tree loss, particularly to the west 

  

LDU MW110 Hanbury Wet Pasture Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate, locally high 
Abundance: good 
Network: good minus 
Range: no information 
Impacts: no information 
  
Woodland - white willow and other species typical of alluvial soils notable in 
hedgelines. 
Orchards - present but largely over mature 
Grassland - extensive area of alluvial grassland of interest (ie for hare population) 
including high value unimproved grassland areas - both hay-meadows and 
permanent pastures. Alluvial soils naturally rich so tend to retain some of their 
interest even if improved. 
Hedgerows - ditch/hedgerow network good, species rich and fairly well wooded. 
Massive double hedgerows with deep ditch. Interesting hedgerow systems - 
straightlines even though some are old. 
  
Special features 
Intact common system of traditional ‘green’ type, formerly flanking road  
One big farm with moated site 
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LDU MW111 Hindlip Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
Note that Hindlip Park occupies much of this LDU. The park is a feature within 
the landscape and is atypical of the Landscape Type, having a larger, more 
regular, enclosure pattern and substantial areas of associated designed 
woodland consistent with a planned ornamental landscape superimposed when 
major works to the park and gardens were carried out in the second part of the 
19th century. 

  
        pasture land use 
        elm prominent in hedgerows 
        localised ornamental park at Hindlip with notable associated 

woodland cover 
        low density dispersal of farmsteads 
        localised existing common 
        occasional roads 

Condition (updated 2010) 
        moderate intensity farming with a declining field pattern 
        road development further interrupts the field pattern 
        poor representation of hedgerow trees and poor age structure 
        localised poor representation of woodland 
        localised high impact of motorway 
        localised high impact of various amenity uses around urban fringe 
        parkland trees over mature and poorly represented 
        parkland fragmented by different land use 

  
  

LDU MW111 Hindlip Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: very variable, moderate plus overall 
Abundance: moderate  
Network: moderate, locally good 
Range: good 
Impacts: diverse, locally severe impact of agriculture, plus impacts of urban fringe 
and transport corridors, not all negative (A449 positive, M5 less so) 
  
Woodland - answ woodland still occurs, reasonable sized units. A number of 
estate woodlands, some aws, others secondary. Veteran tree resource. Relic 
parkland and wooded common. Linear woodland associated with transport 
corridors - (ground allowed to scrub over) 
Orchards - reasonable traditional orchard resource 
Grassland - exists as relic especially associated with primary linear features (road 
and canal network) some old pasture. 
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Wetland - high wetland interest - canal, lakes and ponds significant, also fen and 
reedbed communities associated with lakes and natural fen, (the fen includes wet 
grassland). Also stream system. 
Primary network - very good, based on transport corridors - roads and canal, 
together with stream system. Reasonable quantity of semi-natural habitat linked 
with many of these.  
Hedgerow - network disappointing, poorly managed, original pattern still apparent 
in places 
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LDU MW112.1 Martin Hussingtree Settled Farmlands with Pastoral 
Land Use 

  
A soft rock area of mixed mudstone and sandstone with free draining brown soils 
and a rolling lowland topography.  The land use is predominately pastoral, with 
tree cover represented by thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees 
together with groups of trees associated with settlements.  This is an area of 
farmsteads and wayside cottages associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale of field pattern. 
  

         localised irregular field pattern 
         tree cover is of hedgerow trees, dense stream line trees and tree 

groups associated with large houses 
         pasture land use 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity farming with an intact field pattern declining in 
places 

         hedgerow trees locally poorly represented, sparse in places with 
poor age structure 

         widespread moderate impact of new dwellings and gentrification 
         localised impact of urban development and associated land uses 

  

LDU MW112.1 Martin Hussingtree Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land 
Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Distribution: moderate  
Range: low 
Impacts: high agricultural impact over considerable area 
  
Woodland - exceptionally scarce, confined to unfarmable ground, steep slopes 
etc. Micro features indicate woodland remnants. Tree cover represented by relic 
parkland, stream and hedgerow network, and cover around settlements. 
Veterans a local feature. 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland very limited, restricted to railway, canal and 
other linear features and micro features 
Wetland - locally incised stream valleys with associated habitats, woodland and 
marsh. Forms little dingles 
Canal with reedbed locally very notable - reedbed of county significance.  
Hedgerows - linear network variable - good byways and associated hedgerows 
on valley sides but much of area on plateau where agricultural impact greatest, 
with hedgerow network fragmenting. 
  
Special features 
Unusually high salinity for inland location  
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LDU MW112.2 Fernhill Heath Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land 
Use 

  
A soft rock area of mixed mudstone and sandstone with free draining brown soils 
and a rolling lowland topography.  The land use is predominately pastoral, with 
tree cover represented by thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees 
together with groups of trees associated with settlements.  This is an area of 
farmsteads and wayside cottages associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale of field pattern. 
  

         occasional clusters of cottages 
         red brick building style 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         ornamental tree groups 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         widespread modern ribbon development and urban infill 
  
 
LDU MW112.2 Fernhill Heath Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use. 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: fragmented urban (+/-) 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of urbanisation, loss of most open areas 
  
Highlights 
Woodland - No woodland blocks but tree cover associated with settlement, 
especially a few large residences 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland but associated now with transport routes and 
few patches of old pasture 
Heath - probably heath till 18

th
 century – marginal land of this nature lost during 

agricultural revolution. No heath today 
Primary network - whole pattern disrupted and fragmented by urbanisation – 
A449 and railway provide primary routes 
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LDU MW113 Claines Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
A low lying, flat area of river terrace sands and gravels with free draining sandy 
soils.  This is an area of mixed farming with a settlement pattern of farmsteads 
and clustered wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  Thinly scattered hedgerow 
and streamside trees together with tree groups associated with settlements, 
make up the tree cover. 
  

         mixed farming with market gardening 
         tree groups of ornamental trees associated with large houses and 

former parkland 
         red brick building style 
         holly in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high intensity farming 
         field pattern fragmented in the eastern part due to arable 

intensification, golf course and other urban fringe land uses 
         boundaries in poor condition, particularly in central area 
         tree cover locally sparse due to urban fringe influences 
         eastern half of the area has a high impact of amenity uses and 

associated buildings, including a golf course 
         localised high impact of road development 

 
 

LDU MW113 Claines Settled Farmlands on River Terraces 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus  
Network: fragmented - moderate minus - some big fields 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of intensive arable agriculture. Where farming doesn’t 
survive, urban fringe land uses - golf, allotments, horses, garden centres - some 
destruction but generally lower impact. 
  
Woodland - exceptionally sparse. Some wood pasture (ornamental trees). Bevere 
particularly well supplied with tree cover and wood pasture including mature 
trees. Remnants of wet woodland associated with Barbourne Brook. 
Orchards - some orchard interest 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland interest in Perdiswell area - (never improved) 
Wetland - reedbeds along Barbourne Brook, pools associated with landscape of 
Bevere area 
Hedgerows - network very fragmented, some areas however may have lacked 
original enclosure - could have been one big open field at Bevere and at 
Perdiswell. Landscape pattern today totally disrupted. 
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LDU MW114 Salwarpe Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of low lying, flat, alluvial drift, with poorly drained wetland soils.  It is 
largely unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  
The inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside 
and hedgerow trees. 
  

         reed beds 
         additional linear water feature of canal running alongside the river 

with good marginal vegetation 
 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity land use with a declining field pattern 
         boundaries of variable condition, some hedges replaced by post 

and wire fencing 
         intermittent stream side tree cover 

 
 

LDU MW114 Salwarpe Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: good - with canal and river 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of agriculture and drainage. Deterioration in water 
quality  
  
Woodland - cover very low, including small broadleaf plantations and small areas 
of natural regeneration. Tree cover otherwise associated with watercourses and 
other linear features, and settlement. Remnant parkland - difficult to identify. 
Localised pollards 
Scrub - small areas of scrub 
Grassland - predominantly eutrophic resource including old grassland, but 
mesotrophic grassland represented as a minor feature confined to micro and 
linear features. Fragments of damp grassland remain.  
Wetland - wetland habitats include notable tall herb associations with 
watercourses and important reedswamp habitat associated with canal. Still some 
fragments of wetland in valley, still some eutrophic flush sites with reedbeds. 
Most significant wetland feature is the naturally saline condition of the Salwarpe - 
saline flushes in valley. The fen wet grassland communities were formerly of 
greater extent 
Open water - i. standing - some floodplain hollows, some fairly new fishing lakes, 
Droitwich canal (saline waterbody) ii. running - River Salwarpe (high saline site) 
with an associated flora and fauna. 
Primary network - strongly represented due to canal and river 
Hedgerows - fairly narrow valley floor, hedgerow pattern moderately intact - 
variable age and species composition. 
  
Special features - saline environment with presence of halophytic species. 
Reedbed habitat 
Potentiality - high potential for restoration of wetland floodplain communities - wet 
meadow/grazing marsh etc. 
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LDU MW115 Droitwich Urban 
LDU MW116 Droitwich Urban 
LDU MW117 Droitwich Urban 
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LDU MW118.1 Hanbury Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         mixed farming 
         brick and timber farmsteads 
         frequent parklands and associated tree features;  Wychbold Hall, 

Hanbury Park, Impney Park, Hadzor Hall 
 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate to locally high intensity farming 
         local fragmentation of field boundaries and associated poor 

hedgerow tree cover particularly in the north-west 
         localised high impact of urban land uses and golf course in the 

south-west 
         localised high impact of road and rail corridors 

  

LDU MW118.1 Hanbury Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate to locally good 
Abundance: moderate - some fairly extensive blocks 
Network: generally good, fragmented in intensively farmed areas 
Range: good 
Impacts: varied - intensive mixed farming dominant with, low impact areas of 
parkland/pastoral land uses.  
  
Woodland - moderate representation, mostly broadleaf, majority secondary rather 
than ancient. Much estate woodland and significant parkland element with 
notable veterans throughout area. Beyond parkland, tree cover poorly 
represented. 
Wet woodland (ash dominated) associated with alluvial stream valley - scarce  
Grassland - limited. Significant proportion of old grassland associated with 
estateland and small areas of unimproved grassland associated with transport 
corridors, especially railway 
Wetland - some wetland and riparian habitat associated with main (alluvial) 
stream valley through area 
Open water - notable pond resource especially in parkland 
Primary Network - many big linear features, notably transport corridors 
Hedgerows - fragmented pattern of hedgerows and byways. 
  
Special features 
Saline influence in this area, resulting in a few atypical species for the area 
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LDU MW118.2 Westwood Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         red brick 
         localised parkland with associated features – notable area of water 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         high intensity cropping with a declining field pattern 
         boundaries in poor condition 
         woodlands poorly represented in eastern half 
         hedgerow trees poorly represented in much of the area with a 

predominately mature age structure 
         localised high urban impact along urban fringe also includes 

separate industrial estate and golf course 
  

LDU MW118.2 Westwood Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: good overall but severely impacted locally 
Abundance: good, but depleted in east. Generally high % cover with good 
number of large semi-natural habitats 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture over significant part of area. 
  
Woodland - well represented to west with significant proportion on ancient sites, 
much compromised by estate forestry so not in prime ecological condition. In part 
well supplemented by micro features, banks, stream corridors. Locally, very little 
woodland to east other than modern game coverts with conifers. 
Parkland - area has experienced emparking at different periods, with associated 
wooded features - belts, clumps, and veterans. Westwood Park established in 
17

th
 century, High Park of earlier date, connected with Salwarpe Manor. 

Orchards - some traditional orchards remaining. 
Scrub - associated with stream corridors 
Grassland - largely restricted to patches of wood pasture, railway embankments 
and urban fringe grasslands. 
Wetland - fen, damp grassland and other riparian habitats associated with stream 
networks 
Open water - very significant lake resource - including site of national importance 
(Westwood Pool), ornamental in origin. High Stank also significant, plus other 
smaller pools, ornamental in origin rather than industrial. Open water succession 
to swamp and alder woodland represented in places. 
Primary network - railway locally significant, highway network less so, lane 
system fragmented. 
Hedgerows - old field patterns survive to the west, remaining area significantly 
fragmented. 
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Special features: 
Parkland associations very strong in this LDU, relating to different periods 
Stream networks some of most significant in county. 
Hagley Brook Valley - incised valley with ancient countryside patterns with 
notable carrying capacity for wildlife 
Good density of habitats associated with urban fringe areas. 
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LDU MW119.1 Piper’s Hill Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         inherently pasture 
         localised hill with surviving common land on summit with beech 

woodland: Piper’s Hill 
         localised enclosed common with a geometric field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate intensity farming with some high intensity arable 
intensification  

         generally intact field pattern 
         generally good condition hedgerows but some localised loss of 

hedgerow trees 
         poor woodland representation 

  

LDU MW119.1 Piper’s Hill Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Transitional between ancient and planned, incorporating features of both 
Some forest - some surviving to present day as commonland. Good range of 
semi-natural habitats including some reasonably extensive sites. Good range of 
micro features throughout. Double hill system dominates LDU, common on one, 
hill fort and later church on other. Away from these landscape similar to LDU 
99.4. High ground forming watershed. 
Settlement represented by an old row (ribbon) development pattern 
  
Biodiversity: moderate to locally high 
Abundance: no information 
Network: good 
Range: good 
Impacts: Pastoral farming with only moderate impacts 
  
Woodland - blocks of asn woodland, including Piper’s Hill - developed from 
commonland which was wood pasture - one of better examples in county, - other 
good example of asn woodland on top of iron age hillfort. 
Woodland away from blocks associated with hedgerows, byway and stream 
corridor network. 
Orchards - small units survive associated with settlements. Most farms have their 
orchards still - better represented than most areas. 
Veteran trees - a significant feature, especially associated with old common. 
Grassland - abundant old grassland. Scattering of unimproved mesotrophic 
grasslands throughout associated with settlement rather than farmland. 
Open water - good assemblage of ponds and marl pits 
Primary network - not a marked primary network - canal and two sections of 
railway line. Streams a minor consideration due to watershed location. 
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Hedgerows - good, fairly intact network throughout area with representation from 
each period of enclosure. Old byway network intact. 
  
Special Features 
Piper’s Hill (commonland) an isolated hill with glacial deposits, of interest as gives 
rise to different soils and plants - acid soil, with acid loving plants out of their 
normal range. 
Good range of micro features throughout 
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LDU MW119.2 Stoke Prior Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         visually apparent stream side tree cover with localised pollards 
         localised tree groups 
         localised relic common 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity farming, field pattern fragmented  
         road development and urban development further fragments field 

pattern 
         poor hedgerow management 
         poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         widespread high impact of urban development and associated 

urban fringe land uses such as masts and car parks 
         localised high impact of transport corridors 

  

LDU MW119.2 Stoke Prior Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: moderate - good primary network compromised by loss of hedgerows 
Range: good  
Impacts: highly variable. Ribbon development along roads, coalescence in 
places. Considerable urban development and industry. A busy area dominated by 
impacts of modern development. 
  
Woodland - original cover largely gone, significant areas of more recent planting 
(woods associated with Harris Brushworks in this area). 19

th
 century parkland 

formerly present. 
Orchards - traditional farm orchards throughout area 
Grassland - most interest associated with river valley system, elsewhere confined 
to small fragments - verges, railways 
Heath - formerly present (Stoke Heath), now lost 
Wetland - notable saltmarsh communities 
Open water - pools associated with salt extraction 
Primary network - extensive. Centred on Salwarpe Valley and its tributaries - all 
notable, especially streamside micro features. Canal provides additional interest, 
together with motorway, A38 and railways 
Hedgerows - fragmented pattern. Notable micro features associated with byway 
network. 
  
Special Features 
Salt springs in areas gave rise to one of few inland saltmarsh communities in GB 
- notable both floristically and for birdlife. Of regional importance for latter. Canal 
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system formerly of greater interest - salt pumped into it until 1960’s supporting 
saltmarsh flora as result. 
Notable micro features associated with byways and streamsides 
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LDU MW119.3 Elmley Bridge and Hadley Principal Timbered 
Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows with thorn hedges on relic commons 
         three sizeable areas of relic common with geometric pattern of 

roadside and fields and red brick wayside dwellings (less distinctive in 
some) 

         notable red brick building style 
         frequent areas of irregular fields 
         inherently pastoral  
         localised small traditional orchards and hedgerow fruit trees 
         scattered medium to large blocks of woodland 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity land use, locally high associated with a 
fragmented field pattern 

         hedgerow tree cover well represented in places, locally poorly 
represented 

         woodland locally poorly represented 
         hedgerow trees of poor age structure 
         localised high urban impact of industrial estates and urban land 

use associated with former military depot in the vicinity of Hartlebury 
         localised high impact of ribbon development at Cutnall Green 

  
 

LDU MW119.3 Elmley Bridge and Hadley Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: no information 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: no information 
Impacts: locally high impact of agriculture. Local impact of forestry 
  
Woodland - significant resource including moderate to large blocks of ancient 
semi-natural woodland. Wild service prominent in some parts. Local afforestation 
on some of these woodlands. Woodland micro-features associated with byways, 
banks etc. very significant. Veteran tree presence in parts. 
Orchards - a feature of the area, mostly mature or over mature, apparently 
declining 
Grassland interest - poorer than expected from a keuper marl area - due to loss 
of commonland field system and grassland improvement. Grassland micro-
features associated with linear features. 
Primary network - good  
Hedgerows - good 
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Special features 
Principal interest lies in the stream corridors - some large streams and section of 
River Salwarpe a major feature of the District - including marshland, wet 
grassland and wet woodland habitats. 
Byway and highway network a valuable resource - grassland, relic woodland 
habitats etc 
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LDU MW119.4 Purshill Green Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock, comprising mixed mudstones and sandstones producing a 
rolling, lowland topography and free draining brown soils.  The tree cover 
comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside tree cover.  It is an area of mixed 
farming with farmsteads and groups of wayside dwellings associated with a 
moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         moderate density of settlement 
         wayside red brick dwellings 
         localised relic commons 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of moderate to high intensity 
         generally intact field pattern with localised decline due to arable 

intensification 
         generally good representation of hedgerow trees but with a poor 

age structure and locally sparse representation  
         woodland inconsistently represented 

 

LDU MW119.4 Purshill Green Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: low plus. Ancient semi-natural habits generally low in area but one or 
two sizeable sites extant 
Network: moderate plus  
Range: low 
Impacts: locally intensive agriculture - two of largest fields in county occur here  
  
Woodland - good overall interest with ‘ghost’ of wildwood evident. Significant 
large block of ancient semi-natural woodland, otherwise woodland interest 
restricted to (abundant) micro features associated with banks, lanesides, and 
streamsides. Veteran tree interest. Some modern broadleaf afforestation. 
Orchards - mostly associated with settlements, most over-mature.  
Grasslands - mesotrophic interest associated with common, highway verges and 
along stream corridor, in addition to wet grassland. 
Open water - several ponds, one large one on common. Numerous marl pits, 
many still wet, seasonally or permanently. Presence of moats, associated with 
forest landscape.  
Primary network - good stream corridors and byway network  
Hedgerows - declining pattern and condition. 
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LDU MW120 Ombersley Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with sandy brown soils and a rolling, lowland 
topography.  The land use is arable and the tree cover comprises relic patches of 
ancient woodland often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks.  The 
settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside cottages, 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale of field pattern. 
  

         localised relic common with geometric roads and field boundaries 
         red brick building style 
         mixed farming 
         occasional lanes 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         overall poor representation of hedgerow trees and woodlands but 
locally well wooded stream corridors 

         high intensity farming with a fragmented field pattern  
         field boundaries in poor condition 
         localised high impact of road development 

  
 

LDU MW120 Ombersley Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: no information 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: local impact of transport corridors and urban development. Widespread 
intensive agriculture 
  
Woodlands - important series of damp woodlands (willow/alder) of considerable 
width throughout area associated with stream corridors. 
Wetland - range of riparian habitats, including swamp, associated with stream 
corridors. 
Grassland - wet grassland associated with stream corridors otherwise minimal 
interest 
Open water - new ponds/fishing lakes, otherwise poor open water resource 
Primary network - good main network based on stream corridors 
Hedgerows - fragmented pattern, hedgerows neglected 
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LDU MW121 Ombersley Park Estate Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with sandy brown soils and a rolling, lowland 
topography.  The land use is arable and the tree cover comprises discrete 
plantations, coverts and groups of trees.  The settlement pattern is one of 
discrete small villages and hamlets, associated with a low level of dispersal and a 
sub-regular pattern of fields, derived mainly from arable origins. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         widespread parkland with associated belts of trees 
         localised water feature 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with a generally intact field 
pattern 

         good woodland representation 
         boundaries in poor condition with declining hedgerow trees 

  
  

LDU MW121 Ombersley Park Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus  
Abundance: good  
Network: no information 
Range: good 
Impacts: no information 
  
Woodland - significant proportion of ancient semi-natural woodland. Parkland 
with veteran trees an important habitat resource. 
Scrub - significant scrub habitats. 
Grassland - limited but occurs as micro-features along verges woodland edge, 
verges etc. 
Wetland - significant swamp resource associated with areas of open water 
Open water - significant bodies of open water particularly associated with 
parkland 
Hedgerows - species poor. Network very fragmented. 
  
Special features 
Greater proportion of semi-natural habitats than normal for a sandstone area, 
mostly associated with the old parkland. 
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LDU MW122.1 Holt Fleet to Titton Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with sandy, free draining soils and an intermediate 
rolling topography.  The land use is arable, and the tree cover comprises thinly 
scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together with tree groups associated 
with settlements.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and small 
to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         red brick building style 
         localised parkland at Hartlebury 
         arable farming with market gardening 
         localised steep slopes often wooded 
         localised ponds 
         localised bracken 
         sunken lanes with occasional rock exposures 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity cropping with declining field boundaries, particularly 
in the southern part 

         hedges in poor condition in southern part, better in northern areas 
         hedgerow trees poorly represented, particularly in southern part, 

locally well represented in the north  
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 

  
 

LDU MW122.1 Holt Fleet to Titton Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversiy: good 
Abundance: no information 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: no information 
Impacts: widespread intensive agriculture 
  
Woodland resource - ancient semi-natural woodland woodlands including small - 
leaf lime woodland, forming a near continuous linear woodland, 6 km long, along 
ridge line. Also carr woodland and parkland of interest. Veteran tree interest, 
notable at Hartlebury Castle. Also woodland fragments associated with byway 
network of interest. 
Grassland - area of oligotrophic grassland of county significance, otherwise 
grassland also associated with byway micro-features. 
Wetland - some significant stream corridors with wetland and riparian habitat of 
value 
Open water - significant open water interest and associated wet woodland 
habitats, notably in Hartlebury area. 
Primary network - good 
Hedgerows - fragmented and poor condition 
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LDU MW122.2 Hartlebury to Ombersley Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with sandy, free draining soils and an intermediate 
rolling topography.  The land use is arable, and the tree cover comprises thinly 
scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together with tree groups associated 
with settlements.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and small 
to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         brick and timber building style with sandstone foundations 
         localised traditional orchards 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         arable farming with market gardening 
         tree groups associated with settlements 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity cropping but with a generally intact field pattern 
         boundaries in poor condition 
         hedgerow trees are poorly represented with a poor age structure 
         localised high impact of urban development associated with 

villages 
         localised moderate impact of new dwellings 
         localised moderate impact of road development 

  
 

LDU MW122.2 Hartlebury to Ombersley Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: no information 
Network: poor, fragmented 
Range: no information 
Impacts: High impact of transport corridors 
  
Woodland - localised interest associated with stream valleys, elsewhere most 
tree cover associated with settlements 
Wetland - riparian habitats associated with Elmley Brook 
Primary network - most habitat associated with byways and highways 
Hedgerows - species poor, fragmented network 
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LDU MW122.3 Lineholt Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with sandy, free draining soils and an intermediate 
rolling topography.  The land use is arable, and the tree cover comprises thinly 
scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together with tree groups associated 
with settlements. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and small 
to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         area of former common 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         local large ancient woodland 
         localised hedgerow fruit trees 
         frequent lanes 
         inherently sparse hedgerow tree cover 
         localised bracken 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity cropping, generally with neglected boundaries 
         field pattern generally intact in extreme north and south but 

fragmented elsewhere 
         localised high impact of amenity land use for Ombersley golf 

course 
         localised scrub encroachment on steep slopes 

 

LDU MW122.3 Lineholt Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: no information 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: widespread intensive agriculture 
  
Woodland - Bishops Wood - (ancient semi-natural). 
Grassland - oligotrophic. Interest now confined to woodland edges and to verges 
and other micro-features 
Primary network - Byway network in south of area notable. 
Hedgerows - enclosure age, species poor.  
  
Local hotspots - byway network in south, and Bishops Wood - one of largest 
woods on this geological formation. Formerly lime woodland, now oak dominated. 
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LDU MW122.4 Torton Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with sandy, free draining soils and an intermediate 
rolling topography.  The land use is arable, and the tree cover comprises thinly 
scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together with tree groups associated 
with settlements.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and small 
to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         hedgerows prominently elm 
         red brick building style 
         localised traditional orchards and hedgerow fruit trees 
         localised roadside bracken 
         localised market gardening 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity cropping with an intact field pattern in the north 
and south but declining in the central area 

         boundaries generally in good condition in north and south but 
declining in central area with few hedgerow trees 

         neglected orchards 
 

LDU MW122.4 Torton Principal Settled Farmlands  
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: poor 
Network: moderate 
Range: no information 
Impacts: widespread agricultural impacts 
  
Woodland - cover low and generally associated with settlement. Secondary 
woodland only, ancient sites absent 
Grassland - oligotrophic grassland interest 
Wetland - stream valley and associated riparian habitats of high quality, (high 
quality only partly in this LDU) 
Primary network - Transport corridors, roads, railways hold a significant part of 
biodiversity in this area, including an old railway line with associated range of 
habitats 
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LDU MW123.1 Broome Estate Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone, with sandy free draining soils and an 
intermediate, rolling topography.  This is a large scale landscape, with a 
settlement pattern of discrete small villages or hamlets, associated with a low 
level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived mainly from arable 
origins.  The tree cover comprises discrete plantations together with coverts and 
groups of trees, the land use is primarily arable. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised parkland at Hagley Hall 
         red brick building materials 
         island trees 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with declining field pattern, generally in poor 
condition 

         localised loss of stream side trees 
         localised moderate impact of modern ribbon development 

  

LDU MW123.1 Broome Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate (large areas are of poor status) 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of modern, mostly arable, agriculture, plus lower water 
tables, eutrophication, development of transport corridors, housing development.  
  
Woodland - low % cover, virtually no ancient semi-natural except possible micro 
features. Existing resource of secondary, mainly estate plantings, both broadleaf 
and conifer. Wood Pasture and parkland significant (notably Hagley Park). Other 
tree cover associated with big houses, settlement, linear features especially 
stream corridors, relic parkland and amenity planting associated with 
development. 
Heath - formerly much heathy ground - absent today 
Grassland - meso-oligotrophic (a range with extremes of both), very restricted old 
grassland resource, small unimproved resource associated with small fields 
usually related to big houses. An area of mostly arable farming but areas present 
along valleys that have been left as sporting roughs, plus linear and micro 
features. 
Wetland - linear wetland associated with stream corridors, generally quite small 
features apart from one - stream valley themselves quite small. 
Open water - reasonable resource including old mill ponds/industrial valley pools, 
ornamental ponds associated with big houses and modern fishing pools. Mill 
ponds formerly very characteristic, many now dry. 
Primary network - strongly represented, associated with highway and byway 
network and series of parallel small stream valleys draining the hill system to the 
east. Streams formerly very significant, now compromised by water abstraction 
and flows limited. 
Hedgerows - basically enclosure landscape, mainly species poor hedges in 
declining condition with fragmented pattern 
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LDU MW123.2 Stone Estate Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock sandstone, with sandy free draining soils and an 
intermediate, rolling topography.  This is a large scale landscape, with a 
settlement pattern of discrete small villages or hamlets, associated with a low 
level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived mainly from arable 
origins.  The tree cover comprises discrete plantations together with coverts and 
groups of trees, the land use is primarily arable. 
  

         localised relic deer park at Sion House 
         narrow scarp slopes on NW edge at times locally prominent 
         localised market gardening 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised tree groups 
         substantial linear woodlands 
         red brick 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity localised arable intensification leading to a loss of 
field pattern and tree cover 

         generally poor hedgerow condition 
         localised woodland impact of coniferisation 
         localised moderate impact of new roadside dwellings 

  

LDU MW123.2 Stone Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture, localised impact of development, 
localised impact of forestry, lowered water tables, eutrophication 
  
Woodland - moderate % cover, including ancient semi-natural woodland (Fenny 
Rough), one of few on this sandstone formation on this side of the river. Ancient 
replanted woodland (part of asnw), plus secondary woodland with considerable 
amount of estate woodland of both conifer and broadleaves, and relic parkland. 
Tree cover also associated with big houses, settlement, stream corridors, scarp 
slopes and other linear features (well wooded stream valley). Veteran tree 
resource. Variety rather than high % cover. Patches of birch/heathy woodland. 
Scrub - scrub communities including old growth scrub 
Orchards - small traditional orchard resource associated with settlement. 
Grassland - meso-oligotrophic area, with an old grassland resource especially 
associated with settlement (pony paddocks), parks and big houses, and steep 
slopes. Bracken locally prevalent. Unimproved grassland is very limited - micro 
and linear features and steep slopes only (acid grasslands relate to steep slopes, 
mesotrophic closer to urban locations) 
Heath - small resource associated with the scarp slope 
Wetland - associated with stream corridors, - valleys broad, creating corridors as 
opposed to usual shallow valleys.  
Primary network – stream corridors and highway/byway network 
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Hedgerows - enclosure age, generally species poor, fragmented and in poor 
condition. 
  
Special features - dingle wood, (the answ referred to above), best dingle wood on 
sandstones in county. Heath also a special feature. 
  
Potentiality - heathland restoration,  
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LDU MW123.3 Barnett Hill Estate Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock sandstone, with sandy free draining soils and an 
intermediate, rolling topography.  This is a large scale landscape, with a 
settlement pattern of discrete small villages or hamlets, associated with a low 
level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived mainly from arable 
origins.  The tree cover comprises discrete plantations together with coverts and 
groups of trees, the land use is primarily arable. 

  
         localised market gardening 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         tree groups 
         locally large block of woodland 
         red brick 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity mixed farming with a declining field pattern 
         generally poor condition hedgerows with sparse representation of 

hedgerow tree cover 
         locally high impact of conifers 
         localised impact of roadside dwellings 

  

LDU MW123.3 Barnett Hill Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of arable, locally high impact of conifer planting, localised 
impact of lower water table 
  
Woodland - moderate % cover, no ancient semi-natural woodland, main area is 
estate plantations, predominantly conifer with areas of broadleaves and 
secondary regeneration. Tree cover also associated with settlement - mostly big 
early 20

th
 century properties, also associated with streamlines, including area of 

alder carr woodland. 
Scrub - scrub growth associated with areas of natural regeneration. 
Grassland - meso-oligotrophic grassland, mainly confined to remnants on steep 
slopes, micro and linear features, trackways and garden lawns. Pastures on acid 
soils mostly lost, those remaining are related to hobby farmers or steep 
unimproved slopes. Soils easily leached so don’t build up nutrient levels, fertility 
inherently low.  
Heath - originally present, there is still a small resource associated with hill 
slopes, also heath communities associated with old sand and gravel workings. 
Mosaic of heath, acid grassland and birch woodland. 
Wetland - a small stream corridor with some associated habitat 
Primary network - strongly represented, transport and stream corridors and also 
linear form of woodlands 
Hedgerows - enclosure age, species poor, declining condition with pattern highly 
fragmented. 
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Special features - heathland communities associated with Barnett Hill. Diverse 
sandstone flora 
Potentiality - for heathland restoration and rehabilitation, in southern part 
especially 
LDU MW123.4 Bluntington Estate Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone, with sandy free draining soils and an 
intermediate, rolling topography.  This is a large scale landscape, with a 
settlement pattern of discrete small villages or hamlets, associated with a low 
level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived mainly from arable 
origins.  The tree cover comprises discrete plantations together with coverts and 
groups of trees, the land use is primarily arable. 
  

         localised relic common 
         red brick building style 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised patches of wet pasture 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         generally high intensity farming with declining field pattern and 
poorly managed boundaries 

         poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         localised impact of modern ribbon development located on former 

common 
 

LDU MW123.4 Bluntington Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: poor 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of arable farming, localised impact of development. 
  
Woodland - virtually absent, tree cover very limited and associated with linear 
features and settlement 
Grassland - a meso-oligotrophic area, very limited grassland resource, 
unimproved limited to micro and linear features. Heathland - no heath 
Wetland - small area of wet meadow 
Primary network - weak, much developed (ribbon development along main 
highway), holloway with rock outcrops 
Hedgerows - enclosure landscape, species poor with fragmented pattern and 
declining condition 
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LDU MW123.5 Shenstone Estate Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone, with sandy free draining soils and an 
intermediate, rolling topography.  This is a large scale landscape, with a 
settlement pattern of discrete small villages or hamlets, associated with a low 
level of dispersal and a sub-regular pattern of fields derived mainly from arable 
origins.  The tree cover comprises discrete plantations together with coverts and 
groups of trees, the land use is primarily arable. 
  

         red brick building style 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised hamlet 
         relic historic park at Harvington Hall and Picturesque landscape at 

Shenstone 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity arable intensification resulting in fragmented field 
pattern 

         localised high impact of urban development; warehousing / trading 
estate 

 

LDU MW123.5 Shenstone Estate Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: poor plus 
Range: poor 
Impacts: very high impact of modern farming especially arable, localised 
development, lowered water tables due to abstraction, eutrophication  
  
Woodland - largely devoid of woodland cover, tree cover is associated with 
settlement, large houses and to a minor extent, linear features. 
Orchards - small traditional orchard resource associated with settlement 
Grassland - meso-oligotrophic area, very small field resource (small blocks) 
otherwise restricted to linear and micro features 
Wetland - minor resource associated with stream corridors (very few of them) and 
flushes (plateau area with spring lines here, start of tributaries) 
Open water - small standing water resource associated with moat, village ponds 
and modern fishing ponds. Harvington Hall moat. 
Primary network - moderate, based on highway/byway pattern 
Hedgerows - largely of enclosure age, very fragmented pattern, species poor and 
generally in poor condition. Some of largest fields in Worcestershire in this area. 
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LDU MW124.1 Chaddesley Corbett Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with sandy brown soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The land use is primarily mixed farming and the tree cover 
comprises relic ancient woodland, often associated with densely scattered 
hedgerow oaks. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         dispersed settlement pattern with hamlets 
         black and white building style in hamlets, red brick elsewhere 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         relic deer park 
         stream side trees provide tree cover with localised pollards 
         localised patches of wet pasture 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         generally high intensity farming with declining field pattern and 
poorly managed hedges in the central part 

         poor representation of hedgerow trees in the central part 
         localised high impact of residential urban development 

  
 

LDU MW124.1 Chaddesley Corbett Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: poor, poor presence of extensive semi-natural habitat 
Network: primary network good, secondary network fragmented 
Range: no information 
Impacts: widespread intensive agriculture 
  
Woodland - virtually absent away from stream corridors (localised wet woodland) 
and settlement. Veteran trees associated with 18

th
/19

th
 century deer park. 

Wetland - marsh and other riparian habitats associated with stream network. 
Grassland - wet grassland associated with watercourse corridors 
Open water - several medium pools of ornamental origin 
Primary network - stream corridor and tributaries and associated habitats of 
primary significance 
Hedgerows - very fragmented 
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LDU MW124.2 Bradford Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with sandy brown soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The land use is primarily mixed farming and the tree cover 
comprises relic ancient woodland, often associated with densely scattered 
hedgerow oaks. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         red brick building style 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity arable intensification resulting in some fragmentation 
of field pattern 

         generally, poor condition hedges with noticeable scarcity of 
hedgerow trees 

         localised high impact of urban development; warehousing, trading 
estates 

  

LDU MW124.2 Bradford Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: no information 
Network: fairly intact, including primary network based on stream corridors, the 
main feature of this area. 
Range: no information 
Impacts: no information 
  
Woodland - scarce. No ancient semi-natural woodland apart from micro features  
Wetland - full range of riparian habitats associated with stream corridors, notably 
Elmley Brook and associated tributaries. 
Open water - many water bodies of recent origin. 
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LDU MW124.3 Elmley Lovett Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with sandy brown soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The land use is primarily mixed farming and the tree cover 
comprises relic ancient woodland, often associated with densely scattered 
hedgerow oaks. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised traditional orchards 
         red brick building material 
         medium to large field size 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate to high intensity mixed farming with a locally declining 
field pattern 

         localised impact of urban development; warehousing/depot 
         poor tree cover representation in central area 

 

LDU MW124.3 Elmley Lovett Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor. 
Abundance: no information 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: intensive agriculture (arable) 
  
Wetland - stream corridor network with associated riparian habitats. 
Open water - a few recently created ornamental lakes 
Primary network - stream network of significance 
Hedgerows - poor structure 
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LDU MW125 Belbroughton Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A soft rock area of sandstone, with free draining, sandy brown soils and an 
intermediate, undulating topography.  It is an area of mixed farming with a 
settlement pattern of farmsteads and clusters of wayside dwellings associated 
with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field 
pattern.  Tree cover comprises relic ancient woodlands, often associated with 
densely scattered hedgerow oaks and streamside trees. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         red brick 
         localised parkland with associated features i.e. ornamental tree 

planting and water features 
         notable stream side trees 
         historic site of the scythe making industry 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         local moderate impact of urban development adjacent to the village 
         moderate intensity farming with a generally intact field pattern 
         poor boundary management 

 

LDU MW125 Belbroughton Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: no information 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: no information 
  
Woodland - overall woodland cover low, ancient semi-natural woodland 
negligible. Tree cover restricted to locally important linear features and parkland, 
and stream valleys supporting wet valley woodlands of alder and willow 
Grassland - restricted but small pockets of meso to oligotrophic grasslands 
relating to banks and slopes. Micro-features relating to lanes and roadsides. 
Wetland - significant major stream (River Bel/Hoo Brook) and its sidestreams. 

Open water - notable series of pools and side systems. At least 10 dammed 
streams. Important resource in county context. 
Primary network - significant stream corridors 
Hedgerows - species poor.  
  
Special features 
Greater tussock sedge associated with wetland sites. 
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LDU MW126.1 Dodford Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown soils.  The land use is 
predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland often in association with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside tree cover. 

         large blocks of ancient woodland (creating a woodland nuclei with 
adjacent small ancient woodland) 

         mixed species hedgerows 
         localised relic common with elm prominent in places 
         localised traditional orchards 
         pastoral land use 
         localised irregular field boundaries 
         localised area of distinct high density dispersed settlement pattern 

of 19
th
/20

th
 century houses set in large geometric plots  

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity farming with a generally intact field pattern  
         boundaries in varying condition and good in localised area of large 

19
th
/20

th
 century houses 

         good representation of hedgerow trees although locally poor 
         locally poor representation of small woodlands 

  
 

LDU MW126.1 Dodford Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Derived from forest. Notable area of fairly intact ancient countryside.  
Predominantly mixed/pastoral - farming within original field structure. 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good - extensive areas, many large habitats - good to very good, 
range of semi-natural habitats good  
Network: good 
Range: good 
Impacts: no information 
  
Woodland - very significant element, including much ancient semi-natural 
woodland in good condition and high ecological value. Part of Feckenham Forest. 
The survival of so much woodland cover relates to land tenure and the nature of 
soils. Extensive range of small woods and micro features so woodland ecological 
character pronounced throughout area. Small-scale dingles associated with 
rejuvenated streams with good ancient semi-natural cover. Reasonable 
population of veteran trees.  
Settlement in Dodford area - large gardens with tree populations, unimproved 
pasture and orchards, creates parkland/wood pasture character and provides 
high concentration of semi-natural habitats. 
Orchards - occur sparingly throughout area. 
Grasslands - the area holds one of greatest concentrations of unimproved 
mesotrophic (MG5) grasslands in Britain 
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Open water - ponds and marl pits significant - naturally limited species range on 
mercia mudstones 
Running water - streams notable clean and in good condition. Draining away from 
highest point of Keuper marl, with notable for rock outcrops, waterfalls etc, 
forming incised valleys 
Primary network - supplemented by excellent byway network - cut from ancient 
woodland 
Hedgerows - good intact hedgerow structure 
  
Special Features 
Excellent network structure. Very good micro features of ancient landscape 
Grassland resource of national significance 
Half of area comprises woodland/smallholder scale (unique Chartist 
development), remainder modern farming. 
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LDU MW126.2 Park Gate Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown soils.  The land use is 
predominantly pastoral with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland often in association with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside tree cover. 
  

         low to moderate dispersal of isolated farms 
         medium scale field size 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         woodland is absent and hedgerow trees are generally sparsely 
represented 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with locally declining field pattern  
  

LDU MW126.2 Park Gate Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Mostly intensive ag, mostly arable, but locally pasture prevalent 
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: no information 
Network: moderate  
Range: no information 
Impacts: widespread intensive agriculture 
  
Grassland - series of formerly unimproved mesotrophic grasslands all along ridge 
line, most now improved but important relics survive. 
Primary network - moderate highway/byway network 
Hedgerows - declining network, species poor. Best represented along lanes and 
byways 
Special features: 
Grasslands and lane/byway network - latter notable for hedgerows and 
grasslands, with county rare plants associated with them  
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LDU MW127 Catshill Principal Settled Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with impoverished sandy soils and an 
intermediate, rolling topography. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal 
and a small to medium scale field pattern.  The land use is mixed farming and the 
tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together 
with groups of trees associated with settlements. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         thorn hedges associated with enclosed commons 
         red brick building style 
         tree groups around settlement 
         dense streamline tree cover 
         predominately mixed farming, locally pastoral 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity land use with declining field pattern in places 
fragmented with boundaries in poor condition 

         lack of hedgerow trees 
         localised intermittent stream tree lines 
         localised impact of urban development 
         moderate widespread impact of new development at times 

coalescing into ribbon development 
         localised high impact of roads 
         widespread low impact of amenity land use of horse paddocks and 

associated structures 
         localised moderate impact of mineral extraction 

  
LDU MW127 Catshill Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low - relatively few semi-natural habitats of any extent. 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: locally intensive agriculture 
  
Woodland - absence of woodland blocks. Some stream corridors wooded, 
including wet woodland ie Sling Pool. Heathy woodland formerly extensive, now 
virtually absent. Tree cover associated with settlement. Locally frequent veteran 
sweet chestnuts associated with common/wasteland.  
Heath - virtually gone.  
Grassland - limited to a few roadsides of interest  
Wetland - eutrophication and water abstraction a problem, wetland potential of 
many valley systems now degraded 
Open water - water bodies and headwater streams - associated with former for 
waterpower.  
Primary network - most biodiversity associated with stream corridors. 
Hedgerows - mostly recent, species poor and fragmented pattern 
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LDU MW128 Perryfield Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with sandy brown soils and a rolling, lowland 
topography.  The tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside 
trees together with groups of trees associated with settlements. The land is mixed 
farming and the settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside 
dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern. 
  

         localised market gardening 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         poor representation of tree cover 
         high intensity land use with fragmented field pattern and poor 

condition hedges 
         high impact of motorway 
         localised high impact of conifer amenity planting associated with 

motorway hotel 
 

LDU MW128 Perryfield Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: poor 
Range: poor 
Impacts: severe impact of urban transport network. Urban fringe influences. 
  
Primary network - stream corridors provide minor interest 
Hedgerows - species poor, fragmented, neglected and poor management. 
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LDU MW129 Bromsgrove Urban 
LDU MW130 Bromsgrove Urban 
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LDU MW131 St. Godwalds Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with sandy brown soils and a rolling, lowland 
topography.  The tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside 
trees together with groups of trees associated with settlements. The land use is 
mixed farming and the settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised trees groups 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         poor hedgerow management 
         poor representation of hedgerow trees except in central area south 

of sports pitches 
         generally intact field pattern 
         locally high impact of sports pitches and amenity areas 
         locally high impact of urban development 

  
 

LDU MW131 St. Godwalds Principal Settled Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus - no significant areas of semi-natural habitats 
Abundance: no information 
Network: no information 
Range: no information 
Impacts: no information 
  
Woodland - tree cover primarily along hedgelines and stream corridors, and 
parkland, and recreation areas. Significant veteran tree presence 
Grassland - no unimproved grassland remains 
Primary network - stream corridors with wooded margin locally important 
Hedgerows - notable feature, species rich, those on sandstone contain holly, 
unlike those on Mercia mudstone. 
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LDU MW132 Timberhonger Manor Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of soft rock mudstone, with free draining soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside 
dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern.  The land use is mixed and the tree cover 
comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete blocks of ancient 
woodland. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         brick and timber 
         mixed farming 
         large ornamental pool at Grafton Manor House 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         woodland represented by only one wood 
         high intensity, generally intact field pattern, declining in the north-

west 
         hedges in variable condition and declining in the north-west 
         localised high impact of motorway 

  
 
MW 132 Timberhonger Manor Wooded Estatelands 
Forest derived landscape, from both wood pasture and enclosed types: carr and 
fen along river valleys. Late enclosure landscape. Core of area was medieval 
deer park of Grafton. 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: poor 
Network: no information 
Range: low 
Impacts: widespread impact of  agriculture, localised impact of motorway corridor. 
  
Woodland –  ancient woodland site, ancient woodbanks, veteran trees, mature 
remnant parkland associated with manor, alder cover along watercourse 
Orchards 
Grassland – mesotrophic grassland, restricted to banks, verges, stream corridors 
and microfeatures 
Heathland 
Wetland – eutrophic wetland associated with large pool and pockets along 
stream corridors 
Open Water – large pool 
Hedgerows 
  
Special features 
Several sites of good quality 
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LDU MW133 Malvern Wells – Urban 
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LDU MW134 Malvern Common West, Unenclosed Commons 
  
An area of rolling lowland topography, derived from fluvio-glacial drift, with poorly 
draining soils and rough grazing. Area of open common.          

         glacial drift with poorly drained soils 
         large scale 
         rough grazing with seasonal cutting 
         localised scrub and damp grassland 
         unenclosed area 
         localised amenity planting 
         located on Malvern urban fringe 

 
Condition (updated 2008) 

         localised area managed for recreational purposes 
         some erosion evident from over use of footpaths 
         peripheral formal tree planting has introduced an urban element 
         some scrub encroachment 
         degraded grassland 

  
 

LDU MW134 Malvern Common West Unenclosed Commons 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good - continuous semi-natural habitat 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: eutrophication of old grassland - no longer in good condition  
  
Woodland - open common with scattered, localised tree cover  
Grassland - old mesotrophic grassland, with areas of damp grassland, of 
declining quality. 
Wetland - narrow strips of wetland associated with watercourse 
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LDU MW135 Upper Wych – Urban 
LDU MW136 West Hagley – Urban 
LDU MW137 Hagley – Urban 
LDU MW138 Kempsey – Urban 
LDU MW139 Kempsey – Urban 
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LDU MW140 Golden Valley Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  

An area of intermediate, undulating topography with poorly draining soils derived 
from fluvio-glacial drift.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and wayside 
dwellings associated with a small scale field pattern. This is an 'island' of 
settlement within a larger area of common.  This is an area of pastoral and 
domestic land use with tree cover comprising thinly scattered hedgerow and 
streamside trees, together with groups of trees around settlements. 

  
         red brick wayside cottages 
         elm hedges 
         good representation of hedgerow trees including pollarded willow 
         relic common (now enclosed) 

 
Condition (updated 2012) 

         decline in hedgerow management 
         localised impact of cottage extensions 

 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW141 Upper Welland – Urban 
LDU MW142 Upper Welland – Urban 
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LDU MW143 Malvern Urban 
LDU MW144 Malvern Urban 
LDU MW145 Malvern Urban 
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LDU MW146 Bell Heath Sandlands Enclosed Commons 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with impoverished sandy soils and an 
intermediate, rolling topography. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal 
and a small to medium scale field pattern with straight boundaries and roads with 
wide verges.  The land use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover comprises 
discrete blocks of planned woodland.  
 

        area of former common 

 thorn hedges associated with enclosed commons 

 mixed land use, although inherently pastoral 
 
Condition (updated 2012) 

        moderate intensity mixed farming with a declining field pattern and 
variable condition boundaries 

 few hedgerow trees 

 localised low impact of amenity land use 
 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW147 Bell Heath Sandlands Enclosed Commons 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with impoverished sandy soils and an 
intermediate, rolling topography. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal 
and a small to medium scale field pattern with straight boundaries and roads with 
wide verges.  The land use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover comprises 
discrete blocks of planned woodland.  
 

        area of former common 

 thorn hedges associated with enclosed commons 

 mixed land use, although inherently pastoral 
 
Condition (updated 2012) 

        moderate intensity mixed farming with a declining field pattern and 
generally poor condition boundaries 

 good stream side tree cover 

 few hedgerow trees 

 localised high impact of mineral extraction 

 localised high impact of infill development 
 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW148 Wildmoor Sandlands Enclosed Commons 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with impoverished sandy soils and an 
intermediate, rolling topography. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal 
and a small to medium scale field pattern with straight boundaries and roads with 
wide verges.  The land use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover comprises 
discrete blocks of planned woodland.  
 

        area of former common 

 thorn hedges associated with enclosed commons 

 mixed land use, although inherently pastoral 
 
Condition (updated 2012) 

        moderate intensity mixed farming with an intact field pattern and 
declining boundaries 

 localised high impact of industrial farm buildings 

 localised high impact of infill development 
 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW149 Belbroughton Sandlands Principal Settled Farmlands  
  
An area of soft rock sandstone with impoverished sandy soils and an 
intermediate, rolling topography. The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal 
and a small to medium scale field pattern.  The land use is mixed farming and the 
tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together 
with groups of trees associated with settlements. 
  

         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         red brick building style 
         tree groups around settlement 
         predominately mixed farming, locally pastoral 

 
Condition (updated 2012) 

         moderate intensity land use with declining field pattern in places 
fragmented with boundaries in poor condition 

         lack of hedgerow trees 
         localised impact of urban development 
         moderate widespread impact of new development at times 

coalescing into ribbon development 
         localised high impact of roads 

 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW150 Catshill Sandlands Enclosed Commons 
  
A steeply sloping hard rock plateau edge, of sandstone, with impoverished sandy 
soils.  The tree cover comprises discrete blocks of planned woodland and 
occasional hedgerow trees. A dispersed pattern of wayside dwellings and 
scattered farmsteads, a planned enclosure pattern of straight boundaries and 
roads with wide verges and a pastoral land use further characterise the area. 
  

         variable scale and pattern of hedged fields 
         planned road pattern with wide verges 

 untypical and varied tree cover pattern  
Condition (updated 2012) 

         moderate intensity farming with a declining field pattern, much 
subdivided in places  

        very variable condition of hedges 

 untypical fragments of ancient woodland and dense hedgerow trees in 
places 

         widespread impact of new residential development with infilling of 
plots 

 local impact of mineral extraction 
 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW151 Jaspers Farm Enclosed Commons 
  
An area of lias clay, with poorly draining, base rich soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside 
cottages associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale field pattern.  The land use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover 
comprises orchard and small plantations with streamside and sparsely scattered 
hedgerow trees. 
  

         relic common with clusters of red brick wayside dwellings 
         locally dense hedgerow trees, predominately oak 
         hazel prominent in hedgerows, thorn hedges on relic common 
         mainly mixed farming although inherently pastoral 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

         moderate to high intensity mixed farming with a generally intact 
field pattern  

         boundaries generally poor 
         locally poor representation of hedgerow trees associated with 

hedgerow removal 
         localised moderate impact of new dwellings along southern 

boundary 
  
 
LDU MW151  Jaspers Farm Enclosed Commons 
 
 
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: good, including large blocks of semi-natural habitat 
Network: good, locally excellent, but with one locally poor area, significantly 
impacted in recent times 
Diversity: good 
Impact: generally low but locally very severe impact  
  
Woodland - none 
Orchards – relic traditional orchards present 
Grassland - mesotrophic plus old/semi-improved grassland formerly widespread 
but today resource has been in decline. Significant resource associated with 
linear and micro features. Good potential for rehabilitation 
Open water - none 
Hedgerows – loss of hedgerows and remaining in poor condition 
  
Special features 
High potential for grassland restoration 
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LDU MW152 Lower Bentley Enclosed Commons  
  
An area of lias clay with poorly draining soils and a rolling lowland topography.  
The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and scattered wayside cottages 
associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to medium 
scale field pattern with straight boundaries and roads with wide verges. The land 
use is primarily pastoral and the tree cover comprises discrete blocks of planned 
woodland.  
  

         area of former common 
         mixed land use, although inherently pastoral 
         dispersed pattern of wayside dwellings 

 
Condition (updated 2010) 

        moderate intensity farming with an intact field pattern, declining in 
places 

        poor representation of tree cover 
        hedgerows in variable condition 
        moderate impact of roadside dwellings 

 notable wide verges and straight roads 
  
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW153 Sheltwood Farm Wooded Estatelands 
  

An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown soils.  The land use is 
mixed with a settlement pattern of isolated farmsteads and wayside dwellings or 
estate villages associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
medium to large scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland often in association with densely scattered hedgerow 
trees and streamside tree cover. 

  
         water side trees locally apparent 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised irregular field pattern 

 includes part of Tardebigge reservoir 
 
Condition (updated 2012) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with an altered field pattern 
         generally poor representation of tree cover except around reservoir 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 

 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW154 Bentley Pauncefoot Wooded Estatelands 
  

An area of intermediate, undulating topography, derived from a soft rock mixture 
of mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown soils.  The land use is 
mixed with a settlement pattern of farmsteads and clusters of wayside dwellings 
and estate villages associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
medium to large scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises discrete blocks of 
ancient woodland often in association with streamside tree cover. 

  
         stream side trees locally apparent 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         localised irregular field pattern 

 extant Bentley Park 
 
Condition (updated 2012) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with an intact field pattern 
         good representation of tree cover, including woodland 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 

 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW155 Roundhill Wood Wooded Estatelands 
  
An area of lias clay, with poorly draining, base rich soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside 
cottages associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a medium to 
large scale field pattern.  The land use is mixed and the tree cover comprises 
large discrete blocks of ancient woodland linked by dense hedgerows. 
  

         localised areas of irregular field pattern 
         woodland tends to be bigger than field size  
         locally dense hedgerow trees 

 
Condition (updated 2012) 

         moderate to high intensity mixed farming landscape  
        field pattern substantially declining in the eastern areas, generally 

intact in the west 
        hedgerow tree cover locally poorly represented, associated with 

hedgerow removal in the east 
         substantial discrete woodlands 

 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU MW156 Grafton Wood Claylands Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
An area of lias clay, with poorly draining, base rich soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and clusters of wayside 
cottages associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a medium to 
small scale field pattern.  The land use is predominantly pastoral and the tree 
cover comprises relic stands of ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks. 
  

         relic commons with clusters of red brick wayside dwellings 
         scattered farms elsewhere 
         locally dense hedgerow trees, predominately oak 
         hazel prominent in hedgerows, thorn hedges on relic common 
         mainly mixed farming 
         localised areas of irregular field pattern 
         discrete blocks of woodland 

 
Condition (updated 2012) 

         moderate to high intensity mixed farming with a generally intact 
field pattern, fragmented in places 

         good representation of woodland pattern 
         boundaries in variable condition 
        locally poor representation of hedgerow trees associated with 

hedgerow removal 
         localised moderate impact of farm buildings 
         localised moderate impact of new dwellings on relic commons 

  
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU NG01.1 Brookend Sandstone Estatelands 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone, with impoverished sandy soils and an 
intermediate, undulating topography.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree 
cover comprises discrete, usually small, plantations, together with coverts and 
tree groups.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside 
dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern. 
  

         only two fields of this LDU within Worcestershire at Chase End, the 
remainder in Gloucestershire and Herefordshire 

         localised tree groups in association with large farmsteads 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 
         hill fort 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of high intensity with a declining field pattern 
         poor condition boundaries 
         woodland cover well represented but hedgerow trees sparse 
         moderate impact of farm buildings 

  
 

LDU NG01.1 Brookend Sandstone Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: moderate, in places severe, impact of agriculture 
  
Woodland - discrete block of ancient woodland site, replanted, mostly 
broadleaved 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland area, restricted to remnants on road verges 
Hedgerows - enclosure age hedges, network in moderate condition 
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LDU NG01.2 Ryton Sandstone Estatelands (located in 
Gloucestershire) 
  
An area of soft rock sandstone, with impoverished sandy soils and an 
intermediate, undulating topography.  The land use is mixed farming and the tree 
cover comprises discrete, usually small, plantations, together with coverts and 
tree groups.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and strings of wayside 
dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a small to 
medium scale of field pattern. 
  

         localised tree lines in association with large farmsteads 
         elm prominent in hedgerows 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of high intensity with a fragmented field pattern 
         poor condition boundaries 
         poor representation of tree cover 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
         moderate impact of farm buildings 
         moderate impact of M50 motorway 

 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU SV01  River Avon - Tewkesbury to Eckington Riverside 
Meadows  
  
A low lying, flat landscape of river alluvium with poorly draining, wetland soils.  
The land is largely unsettled, the land use is pastoral, derived from former 
meadows and grazing marsh.  Tree cover is represented by waterside and 
hedgerows trees. 
  

         medium to large scale pattern of fields of regular shape 
         thorn hedgerows, often associated with ditches 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate land use intensity 
         neglected field boundaries 
         localised high impact of motorway 
         localised impact of railway embankment and associated secondary 

woodland 
         intermittent sparse representation of waterside trees 

  

LDU SV01 River Avon - Tewkesbury to Eckington Riverside Meadows  
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of recreational activity, locally high impact of flood 
prevention works, high impact of modern agriculture. 
  
Woodland - small discrete blocks of woodland on the floodplain, which includes 
ancient semi-natural. Very curious linear woodland on railway embankment - ash 
wood with ancient semi-natural flora (railway may have gone through former 
ancient woodland) - this may represent a relic that has recolonised. Some alder 
woods bearing name ‘arles’. Other tree cover associated with watercourses and 
other linear features and includes localised pollards 
Grassland - generally eutrophic resource although some mesotrophic as well. 
High cover of old floodplain grassland, amongst which species rich grassland 
form a significant component. Mainly MG4 
Wetland - habitat associated with watercourses - riparian habitats include wet 
grassland, tall herb fen and micro features of damp woodland. 
Open water - floodplain hollows - seasonal ponds as micro features. Mousetail 
found here. An ornamental lake - eutrophic. 
Primary network - strong, associated with watercourses, and also with transport 
corridors 
Hedgerows - field pattern regular, fairly intact - thought to be enclosure age with 
ancient elements, even though latter straight. Enclosure of hams is enclosure age 
but elsewhere may be Romano British/Iron age - mixed but not species rich. 
  
Special features - concentration of floodplain grasslands (is a grassland 
landscape rather than a wetland landscape - slightly drier due to ditch network) 
Potential - high potential to bring the grassland back to full species diversity. 
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LDU SV02  Bredon Sandlands Principal Village Farmlands  
  
A low lying, flat landscape, defined by a small bank from the adjacent area, 
comprising river terrace sands and gravels with sandy, free draining soils.  The 
land use is arable with a nucleated settlement pattern and low level of dispersal, 
associated with a regular field pattern.  The tree cover relates to thinly scattered 
hedgerow and watercourse trees, together with tree groups associated with 
settlement. 
  

         hawthorn hedges 
         unsettled 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         old gravel workings 
 

LDU SV02 Bredon Sandlands Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate (although mostly semi-natural habitat, eutrophic pools) 
Abundance: high 
Network: moderate plus - poor landscape with big habitat blocks 
Range: moderate - one habitat but a lot of it 
Impacts: severe impacts of intensive agriculture, latterly sand and gravel 
workings having major impact. Late 20

th
 century gravel extraction over most of 

area 
  
Woodland - tree cover largely derived from screen planting associated with gravel 
workings.  
Open water - extensive areas retained from extraction, of county significance for 
birds, less so for flora. 
Hedgerows - original hedgerow network poor, now further compromised.  
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LDU SV03  Bredon Principal Village Farmlands  
  
 
A gently rolling landscape of fluvio-glacial drift with free draining, base rich brown 
soils.  The land use is arable, the settlement pattern nucleated with a low level of 
dispersal, associated with a regular field pattern, the tree cover relating to thinly 
scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees together with tree groups associated 
with settlement. 
Note that the influence of the Overbury Estate in the central part of the LDU has 
superimposed a strongly estate character with areas of planned or plantation 
woodland. The villages of Overbury and Kemerton are not typical of the 
Landscape Type, having a clustered settlement pattern. 
 

         hawthorn hedgerows 
         Cotswold stone building material 
         visually prominent ornamental tree groups in villages 
         includes part of Registered historic Overbury Park 
         regular field pattern of medium to large hedged fields 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         localised high intensity arable cropping  
         generally intact enclosure pattern but declining in the south-west  
         overall loss of hedgerow trees, especially in the south-west  
         localised historic sand and gravel extraction 
         localised high impact of modern residential development 

 presence of uncharacteristic planned woodland 
 
 

LDU SV03 Bredon Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor - relates to intense use of land for so long 
Abundance: poor plus - increasing all time. Dispersed but sizeable areas totally 
lacking habitat. 
Network: moderate - stream corridors frequent and of greatest importance, 
hedgerows fragmented 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: moderate - severe impact of intensive agriculture, plus urbanisation. 
Impact of sand and gravel workings but generally considered beneficial for 
habitat 
  
Woodland - devoid of ancient woodland sites. Increasing woodland resource in 
late 20

th
 century, mostly associated with landscaping schemes, largely 

broadleaved. Elsewhere tree cover associated with watercourses and, 
significantly, village settlements together with remnant parklands and big houses 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements 
Grassland - very limited resource, unimproved grassland exceptionally 
fragmented and confined to linear features - verges, railway embankments 
Wetland - some wetland associated with watercourses. 
Open water - significant open water resource, of recent origin, mainly associated 
with sand and gravel workings. Valuable eutrophic open water resource 
Hedgerows - poor network, species poor and declining condition 
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Special features 
Geological interest associated with river terraces and extensive sand and gravel, 
and underlying lias, deposits. There are some base rich open waters in a couple 
of small ponds - clean lime rich water associated with springs from Bredon Hill. 
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LDU SV04  Carrant Brook Village Claylands  
  
A gently rolling vale of lias clay with poorly drained soils.  Mixed farming is the 
inherent land use with an emphasis on pastoral agriculture. The settlement 
pattern is nucleated with a low level of dispersal, associated with a regular field 
pattern. The tree cover relates to thinly scattered hedgerow and watercourse 
trees, together with tree groups associated with settlement. 
  

         strong tree cover along Carrant Brook itself 
         localised pollards 
         localised ridge and furrow 
         localised riverside meadows associated with Carrant Brook 
         the greater part of this LDU lies within Gloucestershire 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         localised fragmentation of stream side tree cover 
         generally high intensity land use with declining field pattern, 

fragmented in places 
         poor boundary maintenance 
         poor representation of hedgerow tree cover 
         localised moderate impact of urban development 

  

LDU SV04 Carrant Brook Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate - whole site linked by watercourse. Hedgerow network poor 
Range: poor - notable stream but little else 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture and, locally, settlement/urban impacts 
  
Woodland - no ancient semi-natural woodland or ancient woodland sites, cover 
very limited, basically confined to poplar plantations. Carrant Brook largely a 
wooded corridor with significant pollards. Elsewhere tree cover associated with 
settlements.  
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grasslands - very minor interest associated with linear features - roads, railway 
Wetland - Carrant Brook corridor supports associated wetland features 
Hedgerows - away from primary corridor, hedgerows fragmented, species poor 
and in declining condition 
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LDU SV05  Carrant Brook Riverside Meadows  
  
A gently rolling vale of lias clay with poorly drained soils.  Mixed farming is the 
inherent land use with an emphasis on pastoral agriculture. The settlement 
pattern is nucleated with a low level of dispersal, associated with a regular field 
pattern. The tree cover relates to thinly scattered hedgerow and watercourse 
trees, together with tree groups associated with settlement. 
  

         strong tree cover along Carrant Brook itself 
         localised pollards 
         the greater part of this LDU lies within Gloucestershire 

 
Condition (updated 2012) 

         localised fragmentation of stream side tree cover 
         generally high intensity land use with declining field pattern,  
         poor boundary maintenance 

 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU TV01  River Teme Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and free draining wetland 
soils.  The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         relic historic parkland at Newnham Court 
         localised hops 
         hazel prominent in hedgerows 
         localised sandy river terraces 
         there are 6 bridging points but settlement has only developed to 

any notable degree at one of these, the market town of Tenbury Wells
  

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of high to moderate intensity with a declining field 
pattern 

         generally poor condition boundaries 
         stream side tree cover well represented with a mixed age structure 

but hedgerow trees poorly represented 
         localised moderate impact of chicken houses 

 

LDU TV01 River Teme Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: good (whole range present even though micro habitats) 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming, localised impact of recreational activity 
  
Woodland - no substantial blocks of flood plain woodland in ancient semi-natural 
sense, most has been cleared for agriculture at some time but ancient semi-
natural micro features do occur especially associated with cliffs. Teme is a wild 
and active river, still creating floodplain habitat in which secondary floodplain 
woodland of high value occurs. Willow scrub habitats also associated with similar 
features. Secondary woodlands associated with riverbanks - former ash beds 
associated with hop growing industry, now declining due to neglect and 
undergrazing. Tree cover also associated with riverbank - a well-wooded corridor, 
with pollards prominent. Tree cover also associated with settlement. 
Orchards - small traditional orchard resource  
Grassland - mesotrophic - old grassland resource associated with pastoral 
farming in valley. Unimproved types restricted to remnants and micro and linear 
features, including riverbank itself. 
Wetland - with river cutting down, floodplain is quite dry with less paleochannel 
evidence - wetland quite scarce, only micro fragments. River itself and its 
tributaries do support major wetland habitats. High diversity of habitats 
associated with river but not the floodplain. Much shingle bank etc. 
Open water - i. standing - very restricted, confined to few small ponds. ii. running 
- the Teme itself is one of the finest examples of its type in UK with rich 
associated fauna and flora. There are a number of main tributaries and fair 
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dispersal of smaller floodplain streams and ditches, but these tend to be 
localised. 
Primary network - excellent, based on river 
Hedgerows - reasonable network but locally in decline due to arabalisation. 
Variable composition - ancient and enclosure  
Special features - Teme and its attendant microhabitats is a site of national 
significance. 
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LDU TV02  Horsham Riverside Meadows  
  
A low lying, flat area of river terrace sands and gravels with free draining sandy 
soils.  This is an area of mixed farming with a settlement pattern of farmsteads 
and clustered wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  Thinly scattered hedgerow 
and streamside trees together with tree groups associated with settlements, 
make up the tree cover. 

  
         medium to large field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of moderate intensity with a fragmented field pattern 
         poor condition hedgerows 

  

LDU TV02 Horsham Riverside Meadows  
  
Biodiversity: poor plus - a farmed landscape  
Abundance: low 
Network: poor 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture over millennia, with major impacts during 20

th
 

century. Hops were a feature for a time 
  
Woodland - devoid of woodland - very early clearance - minor tree cover 
associated with settlement and linear features  
Grassland - minor old grassland resource - mesotrophic 
Primary network - lacking 
Hedgerows - mainly poor and in declining condition, possibly of enclosure age 
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LDU TV03  Whitbourne Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         only the most northerly third of this LDU is within Worcestershire, 
the rest is in Herefordshire 

         localised orchards and fruit trees 
         localised high intensity farming 
         brick and timber building materials 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of moderate to high intensity with a generally intact 
field pattern, declining in places 

         general deterioration of hedgerows 
         localised poor representation of hedgerow tree cover 
         localised impact of poplar wind breaks 
         some orchard removal 

  

LDU TV03 Whitbourne Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate - a number of incised rejuvenated stream valleys provide 
good network of wildlife corridors 
Range: moderate  
Impacts: high impact of successive waves of intensive agricultural use. Locally 
severe impact of 20

th
 century forestry 

  
Woodland - reasonable sized woodland resource, generally confined to most 
difficult terrain - scarp slopes and dingles with linear pattern rather than blocks - 
generally ancient semi-natural.  
Orchards - a few traditional orchards present, associated with settlement. Unlike 
rest of Teme Valley, orchards may have been far less widespread in Victorian 
period. 
Grassland - mesotrophic and largely confined to micro and linear features 
Wetlands - minor wetland interest - habitats associated with streams 
Hedgerows - a transitional area, typically a pattern of fairly large fields, hedges 
tend to be of enclosure age with limited species, and declining condition, but with 
older hedges associated with woodland boundaries, linear features and highway 
and byway network, tending to be intact. 
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LDU TV04  Shelsley Walsh Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         localised orchards 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of high intensity 
         poor condition boundaries 
         tree cover very poorly represented 
         declining enclosure pattern 

 

LDU TV04 Shelsley Walsh Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: poor 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - small fragments of ancient semi-natural woodland - associated with 
river cliffs. Woodland also associated with Court, with ornamental parkland. 
Orchards - remnant traditional orchard associated with settlement. 
Grassland - very limited mesotrophic resource, confined to micro and linear 
features 
Hedgerows - field hedgerows mostly enclosure age, species poor and in 
declining condition. Some older hedgerows associated with linear and wooded 
features 
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LDU TV05.1 Stanford Bridge Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         localised parkland at Stanford Court 
         ornamental lake (dammed) at Stanford Court, with associated area 

of mixed woodland 
         localised hops 
         localised orchards 
         localised river terrace 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of high intensity with a generally intact field pattern, 
declining in places 

         generally poor condition boundaries 
         poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         poor age structure of parkland trees 
         prominent line of poplar interrupting visual unity 
         localised audible impact of timber yard 

 

LDU TV05.1 Stanford Bridge Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming, locally high impact of forestry (including 
industry of Stanford Court), locally severe impact of drainage of Stanford Court 
lake - formerly one of top 10 lakes in county in terms of size 
  
Woodland - mostly mixed estate woodland associated with parkland, of 
secondary origin. Ancient semi-natural woodland associated with stream 
corridors (virtually a linear ancient wood) plus a small fragment on river cliff/bluff. 
Remnant parkland associated with the court. Elsewhere tree cover associated 
with settlement. 
Orchard - some traditional orchard associated with settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland resource, restricted to linear and micro 
features. 
Wetland - minor habitat resource associated with stream corridors. Also 
associated with former lake site 
Open water - until recently, this LDU held one of largest lakes in county, now 
drained. Currently supports locally valuable wetland and a smaller water body. 
Hedgerows - mostly enclosure age, species poor and in declining state. Primary 
network has older, species rich hedges.  
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LDU TV05.2 Eastham Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         relic deer park 
         pastoral land use 
         orchards 
         red brick farmsteads 
         dense dingles 
         oast houses 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of locally high intensity with an intact field pattern 
         tree cover generally well represented but poor in places 
         localised impact of modern residential development at Eastham 

Grange 
         orchard removal 

  

LDU TV05.2 Eastham Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good (many small fields on steep slopes). Good high and byway 
network a particular feature. 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern farming, very localised impact of forestry 
  
Woodland - % cover not high, but a well wooded landscape due to high numbers 
of trees and linear woods corresponding to scarp slopes. Quite a lot of ancient 
semi-natural woodland throughout area - associated with steep slopes of former 
old river terrace and tending to be in small units. Tree cover otherwise associated 
with settlement and linear features, particularly stream corridors. 
Orchard - very significant area under orchard cover, more than woodland, which 
adds to wooded aspect - dispersed throughout area, large % being old traditional 
orchard, both derelict and actively managed 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland resource in main but very restricted. Varied 
relief with most grassland confined to steep slopes and banks. Also associated 
with micro and linear features - good road verges. Bracken locally a feature. 
Significant area of old grassland, much under orchard. 
Wetland - wetland resource associated with stream corridors,  
Hedgerows - network intact, predominantly old hedgerows 
  
Special features: 
Calcareous water, from tufa, associated with most of drainage from dingle 
woodlands - supporting base rich water habitat with associated species. High 
concentration of old features/habitat - good wood pasture landscape with high 
canopy cover 
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Tufa has been quarried and used for building, - some interesting built structures, 
including churches.  
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LDU TV05.3 Rochford Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         pastoral 
         sense of domesticity  

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity pasture farming with a generally intact field 
pattern that is declining around Upper Rochford  

         generally, poor condition boundaries 
         poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         localised impact of modern housing development at Upper 

Rochford 
 

LDU TV05.3 Rochford Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate - all streams lie in LDU’s below this area 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of settlement - can have positive benefit, preventing farming 
right up to road. 
  
Woodland - no discrete blocks of woodland. Tree cover associated with 
settlement, including large house.  
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic area - unimproved remnants associated with micro and 
linear features. Old grassland associated with orchards 
Hedgerows - small-scale field pattern, moderately intact, providing reasonable 
network through area 
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LDU TV05.4 Kyrewood Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         localised orchards 
         small hamlet with low density dispersal 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity cropping with a markedly declining field pattern in the 
central area, elsewhere medium intensity farming with an intact field 
pattern 

         generally good condition boundaries but poorer in the central area 
         generally poor representation of hedgerow trees 
         good overall representation of woodland cover except in the 

central area 
  

LDU TV05.4 Kyrewood Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: fairly high impact of modern farming in most of area 
  
Woodland - quite restricted - small discrete blocks of semi-natural woodland. 
Tree cover otherwise associated with settlement - several large houses, and also 
with linear features. 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic - some old grassland especially associated with small 
fields of dispersed settlement. Unimproved grassland very confined, restricted to 
micro and linear features 
Open water - minor field pond resource 
Hedgerows - original mid to small-scale field pattern with both enclosure and 
ancient hedges - now declining. 
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LDU TV06.1 Marl Brook Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  

A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         the greater part of this LDU lies in Shropshire 
         mixed species hedgerows 
         red brick building style 
         localised irregular field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity farming with an intact field pattern and good 
condition hedges 

         very good representation of woodland tree cover, but loss of 
hedgerow trees in southern portion 

  

LDU TV06.1 Marl Brook Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: local impact of forestry 
  
Woodland - high level of woodland cover, including blocks, mainly on ancient 
sites, majority asnw, but some ancient replanted, (mixed plantation) plus tree 
cover associated with watercourses (often wooded). Also river cliff woodland. 
Orchards - significant area under traditional orchard. 
Grassland - mesotrophic area - old grassland present but unimproved resource 
confined to micro and linear features and fragments within improved sites. 
Wetland - several significant watercourses - (including Marl Brook), with 
associated wetland habitats,  
Primary - strong network - main river, substantive tributaries and old 
highway/main road (with grassland verges of interest) plus disused railway line. 
Hedgerows - small/medium field size, generally intact, with species mixed hedges 
  
Special features - single, large dingle woodland on Devonian sandstone 
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LDU TV06.2 Lindridge Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         small area of enclosed relic common 
         part of historic parkland at Newnham Court 
         notable traditional orchards 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         pasture farming of low intensity with an intact field pattern 
         prominent hedges, neglected in places 
         generally good representation of tree cover 
         bush orchards replacing traditional orchards 

 

LDU TV06.2 Lindridge Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: local impact of forestry (conifer afforestation), intensive orchard 
production. 
  
Woodland - moderate level of cover, with ancient semi-natural element of micro 
blocks/features, most ancient woodland in area has been afforested - mixed 
broadleaves and conifers. Quite a lot of secondary woodland - estate plantations 
and natural regeneration on commonland. Tree cover also associated with 
stream corridors in particular, and with settlement and large house.  
Orchards - considerable proportion of area under orchard - modern bush and 
traditional, including a lot of cherry 
Grassland - mesotrophic - lot of old grassland, of which unimproved element 
restricted to micro and linear features, and remnants in larger fields. Topography 
provides many small banks etc. 
Wetland - small stream corridors with associated riparian habitats but not major 
feature 
Open water - there is a pond resource in area, (unusual for Old Red Sandstone 
areas) - a minor concentration of, generally, field ponds, with some associated 
with amenity, all small. 
Primary network - area of strong relief so highway and byway network 
substantive supplemented by small streamcourses 
Hedgerow network - small/medium field size, largely intact, in varied condition, 
generally species rich, with an element of enclosure hedges. 
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LDU TV06.3 Stockton-on-Teme Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         localised orchards 
         small hamlet with lower density dispersal 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity cropping with declining field pattern 
         generally moderate condition boundaries but poor in places 
         generally good representation of woodland tree cover but declining 

hedgerow trees 
         moderate impact of farm buildings, both new and traditional 
         moderate impact of new village development 

  

LDU TV06.3 Stockton-on-Teme Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate - good high and byway network and streamsides.  
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of farming over time 
  
Woodland - very limited resource - very small discrete blocks - ancient semi-
natural and old secondary. In addition, tree cover associated with settlements, 
country houses, stream corridors 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlement 
Grassland - area supports mesotrophic grassland, locally more acidic with 
bracken breaks in places. Area contains old grassland but unimproved grassland 
confined to micro and linear features. 
Wetland - minor wetland habitats associated with stream corridors 
Hedgerows - a mixture of enclosure hedges, species poor and ancient 
hedgerows in association with older landscape features. 
  
Special features - Commercial hopyards - formerly good for wildlife but a lot of 
sprays now used. 
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LDU TV06.4 Pensax Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         localised bracken 
         traditional orchards 
         small area of enclosed relic common along woodland edge, with 

moderate to low dispersal of red brick wayside cottages 
         mixed species hedgerows 
         occasional oast houses 
         little access, restricted to narrow lanes 
         pastoral farming of low intensity 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         very good tree cover, of both hedgerow trees and woodland, 
providing visual unity to the area  

         pasture farming of low intensity with an intact field pattern 
         good age structure to hedgerow tree population 
         widespread invasion of scrub on steep slopes and woodland 

margins 
         overgrown hedgerows 

 

LDU TV06.4 Pensax Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good - notable primary network of high and byways and incised stream 
corridors 
Range: good minus (lacks wetland) 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern farming, locally high impact of forestry 
  
Woodland - considerable extent of cover, mostly ancient semi-natural. Local 
impact of modern forestry but mostly broadleaf plantation. In addition to woodland 
blocks, woodland associated with incised stream valleys and other linear features 
- wooded ravines notable. Veteran tree resource. Tree cover also associated with 
settlement and large houses. 
Orchards - sizeable orchard resource, mainly traditional but locally under 
commercial management. Notable old mature cherry orchards 
Grassland - supports a mesotrophic grassland resource, locally more acidic 
grassland with areas of bracken a feature. Reasonable old grassland resource, 
but unimproved grassland tends to be scarce and associated mainly with linear 
and micro features, and with orchards. A few blocks of unimproved grassland on 
steep slopes. 
Wetland - minor wetland resource associated with the stream corridors 
Hedgerow - flatter area has large open fields and enclosure age hedges, smaller 
organic, species rich hedges where terrain more difficult. High hedgerow interest 
with a lot of the hedges being old woodland boundaries.  
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Special Features - dingle woodland - some dingles with tufa deposits, and some 
with coal exposures in the streams - contrast between Old Red Sandstone and 
Carboniferous reflected in floristic differences. 
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LDU TV06.5 Shelsley Beauchamp Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         irregular field pattern 
         localised traditional orchards 
         lower settlement dispersal than type 
         small area of enclosed relic common 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         pasture farming of moderate intensity with an intact field pattern 
         variable condition boundaries with some hedgerow loss 
         good representation of tree cover with wooded watercourses 

linking areas together 
         good age structure of stream side trees 
         moderate impact of road side dwellings throughout 

 
 

LDU TV06.5 Shelsley Beauchamp Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: good minus 
Abundance: good minus 
Network: good minus. 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming over most of area 
  
Woodland - significant woodland resource, mostly ancient semi-natural. Primarily 
associated with the many dingles/incised stream valleys and steep slopes in this 
area. Outside these, old secondary woodland developed on commonlands, 
secondary colonisation on steep slopes etc. Other tree cover associated with 
stream corridors and settlement 
Orchards - significant traditional orchard resource associated with settlement. 
Grassland - mesotrophic - a lot of old grassland only a limited presence of 
unimproved, confined to micro and linear features, often in association with steep 
valleys. 
Wetland - habitats associated with stream corridors 
Open water - minor pond resource in area 
Hedgerows - pattern of open field (sheep walk), later enclosed, and ancient 
hedges, most dense where relief strong.  
Strong primary network of wildlife corridors associated with highway/byway 
network and incised stream valleys 
  
Special features: 
High concentration of habitats in incised valleys. Dingle woods with tufa deposits. 
Also geological interest associated with volcanic rocks 
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LDU TV07  River Rea Riverside Meadows  
  
An area of alluvial drift with a low lying flat topography and freely draining wetland 
soils. The inherent land use is pastoral, and is largely unsettled, derived from 
areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh.  The tree cover comprises 
scattered streamside and hedgerow trees. 
  

         only the most southerly part of this LDU is in Worcestershire, the 
remainder is in Shropshire 

         occasional red brick road side dwellings 
         a narrow linear area of wet pasture following the River Rea 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         localised impact of recent road side dwellings 
  

 

LDU TV07 River Rea Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate  
Network: good 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of transport corridors, locally high impact of farming.  
  
Woodland - valley floor itself holds low woodland cover but only one block - 
secondary mixed plantation, rest is all linear. Outside this LDU, valley sides are 
well wooded and come down to LDU edge. Linear cover associated with main 
river, plus natural regeneration on abandoned transport corridors - (old canal and 
disused railway). Tree cover also associated with settlement 
Orchards - orchard present 
Grassland - mesotrophic area - old grassland, unimproved areas confined to 
micro and linear features 
Wetland - riparian habitat along Rea, on valley floor - just small remnant areas of 
wet meadow/rushy pasture 
Open water - i. standing - limited to a cut off of River Rea = wet pond. ii. running - 
Rea is a trout stream - high quality water with associated fauna and flora 
Primary network - good - river Rea an important corridor, also substantial 
corridors associated with canal and railway, and also roads in area 
Hedgerows - weak secondary network - the few hedges present are derived from 
ancient landscape. 
  
Special feature - River Rea is one of better quality small rivers in county - 
valuable wildlife corridor with variety of habitat. Also river cliff site 
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LDU TV08.1 Knighton-on-Teme Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  

A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         the western part of this LDU is in Shropshire 
         pastoral land use 
         orchards, with some declining 
         red brick, with some brick and timber 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         pasture farming of moderate intensity with a declining field pattern 
due to localised arable 

         generally good condition of boundary hedges but some overgrown 
and some replaced with fences 

         overall good representation of stream side trees but localised poor 
sections 

         poor age structure of stream side trees 
         generally good representation of hedgerow trees, but poor in 

places 
  

LDU TV08.1 Knighton-on-Teme Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate - good countryside but no big blocks of habitat 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern farming, very local impact of afforestation 
(conifers) 
  
Woodland - largely farmland landscape with surviving woodland blocks relatively 
scarce and tending to be small. Some are ancient semi-natural. Ancient semi-
natural woodland element also fairly well represented by micro and linear 
features, especially stream corridors and steep banks. Tree cover also well 
represented and associated with linear features (ie railway line) and settlement. 
Significant areas of secondary woodland and scrub on former railway and canal 
lines. 
Orchards - significant area under traditional orchard. 
Grassland - mesotrophic - supports reasonable grassland resource, with a high 
concentration of old grassland. Unimproved grassland mainly restricted to micro 
and linear features and remnant blocks on steep banks within improved fields, 
occasional small fields and orchards. More microhabitat than in most areas. 
Wetland - a well drained area with a lot of streams, many having associated 
wetland habitat and flushes, with little rushy pastures in some places 
Primary network - extensive and high value, including several stream valleys, 
disused railway, old canal, plus dense and ancient highway and byway network. 
Secondary - small to medium sized field pattern, smallholder settlement, 
significant proportion of hedges ancient, intact but declining in part. 
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LDU TV08.2 Knighton Common Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         former common 
         widespread traditional orchards 
         thorn hedges 
         geometric boundaries 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         low intensity farming with an intact field pattern 
         generally good condition boundaries but with some losses 
         hedgerow tree cover poorly represented 

  

LDU TV08.2 Knighton Common Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: very localised impact of modern agriculture, local impact of forestry 
  
Woodland - reasonably high woodland cover, majority being ancient semi-natural. 
Some conifer planting on ancient sites. Other tree cover associated with linear 
features especially stream corridors, and settlement. 
Orchards - significant traditional orchard resource  
Grassland - mesotrophic - areas supports high cover of old grassland, with 
unimproved grassland occurring as fields and as micro and linear features, and 
also associated with orchards. 
Wetland - linear habitats associated with stream corridors 
Open water - ornamental pools of wildlife significance 
Primary network - intense corridors based on high density of streams, and good 
high and byway network, good habitat along primary network 
Hedges - small-scale field pattern, high % of which are species rich 
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LDU TV08.3 Neen Sollars Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  

A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         only a small part of this LDU, north-east of Little London is within 

Worcestershire, the remainder in Shropshire 
         red brick building materials 
         mixed species hedgerows 
         localised relic deer park 
         localised irregular field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with a declining field pattern 
         poor representation of hedgerow tree cover 
         good woodland representation 

  
 

LDU TV08.3 Neen Sollars Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern agriculture, high impact of forestry 
  
Woodland - high woodland % cover, mostly ancient, but majority has been 
reafforested such that ancient semi-natural woodland now restricted in 
distribution and particularly associated with stream corridor. 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource 
Grassland - mostly old pasture, unimproved grassland confined to micro features, 
woodland edges, banks etc 
Wetland - stream corridor with some associated riparian habitats 
Primary network - largely centred around stream corridor, lot of byways (no 
roads). Primary network intact 
Secondary network - medium field size - enclosure and woodland clearance 
hedges. 
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LDU TV09.1 Cheveridge Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  

A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land is mixed farming and the 
tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         red brick building style with some brick and timber 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of moderate intensity with an intact field pattern 
         good representation of tree cover but some local loss of hedgerow 

trees 
         generally good condition hedges but overgrown in places and 

declining in others 
  
 

LDU TV09.1 Cheveridge Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good - primary network of streams and byways well represented. 
Notable absence of roads, farm tracks instead. 
Range: good minus 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern agriculture, locally high impact of forestry 
  
Woodland - quite a wooded landscape, significant % ancient semi-natural, mostly 
associated with incised stream valleys and difficult terrain. Tree cover also 
associated with settlement and linear features especially streamlines. 
Orchards - significant concentration of traditional orchards 
Grassland - varied grassland resource, mainly mesotrophic but with small 
pockets of both basic and acidic where suitable soils occur. Lot of old grassland, 
often associated with orchards. Unimproved grassland occurs as discrete fields, 
usually associated with steep slopes. A lot of interest also associated with micro 
and linear features. 
Wetland - minor wetland resource associated with stream corridors 
Hedgerows - strong well-defined ancient hedgerow pattern, largely intact and 
species rich throughout area. Enclosure hedges locally.  
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LDU TV09.2 Stoke Bliss Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land is mixed farming and the 
tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         this LDU extends into Herefordshire 
         medium scale 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of moderate to high intensity with an intact field 
pattern 

         deteriorating boundaries 
         good representation of tree cover 
         moderate impact of recent road side residential development 

  
 

LDU TV09.2 Stoke Bliss Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate plus - area of good corridor habitats, notably dense highway 
and byway, and stream networks 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern agriculture, locally high impact of forestry 
  
Woodland - relatively little in % cover terms, relatively few enclosed blocks of 
woodland but the area does have a well wooded aspect especially stream 
corridors, often with small adjoining ancient woodlands. Quite a lot of ‘micro-
blocks’ of woodland - little pockets in field corners, valley sides etc. often of 
ancient origin. Tree cover also associated with settlement and other linear 
features. 
Orchards - small traditional orchards associated with settlements 
Grassland - predominantly mesotrophic but locally more acid with bracken 
noticeable in parts. Large old grassland resource, of which a small % is 
unimproved, including high value species rich sites (fields) and areas associated 
with the highway and byway network, stream corridors and other micro features - 
churchyards, traditional orchards, woodland edges etc. 
Wetland - habitats associated with riparian features, including Kyre Brook 
Open water - field ponds associated with smallholder settlement pattern of small 
fields, each needing water for stock. 
Hedgerows - small fields from forest clearance - ancient, high density network 
though declining in part. 
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LDU TV09.3 Underley Principal Timbered Farmlands (located in 
Herefordshire)  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land is mixed farming and the 
tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         wooded watercourse 
         regular field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of high intensity with an intact field pattern 
 
 
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU TV09.4 Collington Principal Timbered Farmlands (located in 
Herefordshire) 

  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land is mixed farming and the 
tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of high intensity with declining field pattern 
         poor condition boundaries 
         good representation of tree cover, especially stream side 
         mixed age structure of stream side trees 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 

  
  
ECOLOGICAL PROFILE NOT AVAILABLE 
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LDU TV10  Kyre Wooded Estatelands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         contains two small areas which contrast to the type by being 
medium scale pastoral landscape with farmsteads 

         relic deer park 
         waste origins 
         localised park (Kyre) with parkland trees and associated features 
         several ornamental pools 
         localised river side meadows – Kyre Brook 
         LDU extends into Herefordshire 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with small areas of pasture and a generally 
intact field pattern 

         woodland cover is inconsistently represented 
         hedgerow management varies 
         localised poor representation of tree cover in particular hedgerow 

trees 
 

LDU TV10 Kyre Wooded Estatelands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus (could have been better but for impacts) 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate plus  
Range: good minus 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture, high impact of modern forestry. 
  
Woodland - still reasonably high % woodland cover. Extensive forestry activity 
throughout the woodland resource, particularly in the largest units. Also 
afforestation of former wood pasture. In addition, large-scale poplar plantations 
on agricultural land (Harris Woodlands) but these have largely disappeared now. 
Quite a good ancient semi-natural cover still exists in area, mostly associated 
with stream corridors and valleys. Veteran tree interest, - remnant of old medieval 
deer parks and landscape parks of 18

th
 and 19

th
 centuries. Tree cover also 

associated with settlement and linear features. 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlement but not as 
prominent as in other Teme Valley areas. 
Grassland - mesotrophic - with bracken locally where soils differ. Old grassland 
present but unimproved areas tend to be confined to small fields, and micro and 
linear features. 
Heathland - there may have been heathland on areas of poor gravel soils 
Wetland - significant wetland associated with riparian network, big streams with 
side tributaries. Also flood plain habitat. Fen habitats associated with damming of 
stream courses 
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Open water - significant open water resource - pools derived in main from 
ornamental and mill origins. Many large pools. Eutrophic open lake resource, 
declining condition due to silting, reverting to fen/swamp. 
Hedgerows - primary skeleton of ancient hedges with infill of later ones. Much of 
area was deer park or open pasture, so much of hedgerow network is enclosure 
age (though enclosures date back to 16

th
 century so very early enclosure). A lot 

of skeletal framework comprises species rich ancient hedgerows, hedgebanks 
etc. Hedges very much declining in places. 
  
Special features 
Good primary network - Kyre Brook forming important corridor supplemented by 
dense network of tributaries. 
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LDU TV11.1 Cinders Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         the western half of this LDU lies within Herefordshire 
         mostly pastoral 
         red brick building material 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         pasture farming of moderate intensity with an intact field pattern 
         good condition boundaries 
         good representation of tree cover notably woodland but some loss 

of hedgerow trees 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 

  

LDU TV11.1 Cinders Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate. Primary network has good stream density 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture over most of area  
  
Woodland - small ancient semi-natural resource, represented as discrete blocks 
and also as well wooded stream corridors - dingles with strips of woodland. Tree 
cover also associated with relic parkland/large house  
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements 
Grassland - mesotrophic - very restricted, confined to micro and linear features. 
Wetland - habitats associated with stream corridors 
Hedgerows - varied, including enclosure hedges in generally declining condition, 
with, locally, a smaller field pattern associated with settlement, and older hedges 
associated with ancient features - stream corridors, old boundaries etc.  
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LDU TV11.2 Redwood Principal Timbered Farmlands  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate rolling topography.  The land use is mixed farming and 
the tree cover comprises relic ancient woodland often associated with densely 
scattered hedgerow oaks.  The settlement pattern is one of farmsteads and 
wayside dwellings, associated with a moderate to high level of dispersal and a 
small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         this LDU extends westwards into Herefordshire 
         mixed farming 
         red brick building material 
         lower settlement dispersal than defined landscape type 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity mixed farming of high intensity with a declining field 
pattern 

         localised poor representation of tree cover associated with arable 
intensification  

         good condition boundaries 
 

LDU TV11.2 Redwood Principal Timbered Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - ancient semi-natural woodland resource, represented as blocks, and 
also associated with stream corridors and linear belts. Tree cover also associated 
with settlement and linear features.  
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlements 
Grassland - mesotrophic - old grassland a feature of unit but unimproved 
grassland restricted to micro and linear features 
Wetland - minor wetland resource associated with stream corridors 
Hedgerows - network of small to moderate fields. Mainly mixed species 
composition. Pattern declining but condition of remaining hedges good 
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LDU TV12.1 Tenbury Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use  
  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate, rolling topography. The land is mixed farming and the 
tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together 
with tree groups associated with settlements.  The settlement pattern is one of 
farmsteads and wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         pastoral 
         widespread orchards 
         localised existing common 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         pasture farming of low intensity 
         locally poor condition boundaries some replaced by fencing 
         moderate impact of recent residential development resulting in a 

declining field pattern 
         good representation of woodland and tree cover 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 

 

LDU TV12.1 Tenbury Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate  
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate plus - fairly intense highway and byway network and good 
stream corridor network 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally high impact of farming, plus ribbon development and modern 
settlement, the latter having very high local impact (intensive urban character) 
  
Woodland - ancient semi-natural resource, associated with stream corridors and 
river scarp slope, with afforestation of the latter in part. Has well-wooded aspect, 
in addition to woods, associated with settlements, linear features and a number of 
large houses. 
Orchards - fairly substantive traditional orchard resource throughout area 
Grassland - mesotrophic area, with much old grassland, especially associated 
with smaller fields and stream valleys, including a number of species rich sites, 
plus a lot of micro and linear features, especially stream corridors. Oldwood 
common is part of this area, used as racecourse in past, now still a common. 
Wetland - minor wetland resource associated with stream network 
Hedgerows - fairly dense hedgerow network notably associated with smaller 
fields of smallholder pattern. Hedges of a number of different ages - ancient and 
enclosure - with a number of notably species rich hedgerows. 
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LDU TV12.2 Berrington Heath Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land 
Use  

  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate, rolling topography. The land is mixed farming and the 
tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together 
with tree groups associated with settlements.  The settlement pattern is one of 
farmsteads and wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         area of former common 
         small scale landscape  
         localised traditional orchards 
         hedgerow tree cover of relevance 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate impact of new residential building 
         low intensity pasture with an intact field pattern 
         good condition boundaries 

  
 

LDU TV12.2 Berrington Heath Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate. Strong primary network associated with highways and 
byways 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: whole area influenced by settlement, high impact in places 
  
Woodland - restricted to small blocks of secondary broadleaved woodland. Tree 
cover also associated with settlement and college 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic, old grassland associated with smallholder settlement. 
Remnant unimproved resource associated with micro and linear features 
Hedgerows - fairly intact smallholder pattern.  
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LDU TV12.3 Lower Berrington Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land 
Use  

  
A hard rock area of mixed mudstones and sandstones, with free draining brown 
soils and an intermediate, rolling topography. The land is mixed farming and the 
tree cover comprises thinly scattered hedgerow and streamside trees together 
with tree groups associated with settlements.  The settlement pattern is one of 
farmsteads and wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         widespread orchards 
         small hamlet with lower density dispersal 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         mixed farming of moderate intensity with a declining field pattern, 
particularly in the east 

         generally good condition boundaries in the west but deteriorating in 
the east 

         localised poor representation of tree cover – especially where 
arable farming occurs 

         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
  

LDU TV12.3 Lower Berrington Settled Farmlands with Pastoral Land Use 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate - good primary network including streams and highway/byway 
network 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - low woodland cover overall - linear ancient semi-natural woodland 
associated with areas of difficult relief - river cliff and stream corridors. A few 
small secondary woodlands. 
Orchards - both traditional and large-scale commercial orchards - the latter not 
intensively managed. 
Grassland - mesotrophic area, some old grassland, but unimproved grassland 
very restricted and confined to micro and linear features. 
Hedgerows - moderate density, hedges often of enclosure age and in declining 
condition. Species rich hedgerows occur locally 
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LDU TV13  Tenbury Wells Urban 
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LDU VE01  River Avon - Eckington to Evesham  Riverside 
Meadows 
  
A low lying, flat landscape of river alluvium with poorly draining wetland soils.  A 
largely unsettled area of former meadow and grazing marsh, with a tree cover 
relating to the watercourses and hedgelines, the land use today is inherently 
pastoral. 
  
Condition (updated 2011) 

         intermittent riverside trees 
         high intensity pasture land use with localised arable intensification 
         poplar plantations and amenity woodland planting detract from the 

character of the landscape type 
         field pattern in decline with gappy overgrown hedges with evidence 

of some removal 
  

LDU VE01 River Avon - Eckington to Evesham Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: high 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming, locally high impact of flood works, locally 
high impact of drainage, high impact of recreational activity, with locally intense 
areas within this - caravan sites, picnic places. Over last 30 years Avon has 
suffered from water quality issues - imbalance.  
  
Woodland - total woodland cover small, discrete woodland blocks - poplar 
plantations locally prominent - also wet woodland, often associated with former 
osier beds, often on paleochannels and oxbows. Tree cover also associated with 
linear features especially watercourses, and settlements - old mill sites. Amenity 
planting associated with recreational development. Also some natural 
regeneration. Pollards locally prominent especially associated with back and 
paleochannels  
Scrub - scrub habitat developing - usually where odd pieces of land, usually 
grazed, have been abandoned. 
Orchards - a few relic orchard fragments, often overgrown. 
Grassland - eutrophic - significant area of old grassland - traditional riverside 
meadows, often hams, typically on meanders. Amongst the old grassland are 
pockets of more diverse grassland together with damp grassland communities. 
Small mesotrophic grassland resource present, largely as micro-features - 
usually on some of the sloping banks. 
Wetland - linear riparian wetland habitats including tall herb fen, willow woodland, 
(a little alder), reedswamp habitats significant, in both main river and 
backchannels. Also small blocks of all these habitats ie wet grassland and tall 
herb fen communities also wet woodland. These wetland habitats also occur on 
islands. 
Open water - i. running water - main river, its back waters, back channels and 
main tributaries support interesting well developed eutrophic aquatic communities 
ii. standing waters - eutrophic - limited - there are flood plain hollows and ponds, 
and also some recent amenity pools, plus oxbows but little actually on the 
floodplain (most big ponds are gravel pits, located one terrace above) 
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Primary network - good, based on river and subsidiary watercourses 
Hedgerows - hedge pattern variable showing typical enclosure patterns, and 
ancient patterns. Condition variable, in part fragmented and declining with very 
intact systems elsewhere. Generally moderately intact. Overall species richness 
is low. 
  
Special features - a floodplain system that still has a good mosaic of wetland 

features. Has provided a focus for nationally scarce sp. 

Potential - high for wetland recreation throughout area. High potential for 
restoration of working floodplain environment 
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LDU VE02  River Avon with Evesham Urban 
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LDU VE03  River Avon -  Evesham to Bidford  Riverside Meadows 
  
A low lying, flat landscape of river alluvium with poorly draining wetland soils.  A 
largely unsettled area of former meadow and grazing marsh, with a tree cover 
relating to the watercourse and hedgelines, the land use today is inherently 
pastoral. 
  
Condition (updated 2011) 

         localised impact of mobile homes 
         moderate intensity pasture with local arable land use and 

consequent loss of hedges 
         localised high impact of road development; bypass 

 
LDU VE03 River Avon - Evesham to Bidford Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of agriculture, locally high impact of recreational 
activity, locally high impact of transport corridors. Deterioration of water quality - 
could be due to agricultural practices 
  
Woodland - small secondary broadleaf woodland resource, largely due to natural 
regeneration. Tree cover otherwise associated with watercourses, settlement, 
transport corridors. Localised pollards. 
Grassland - generally eutrophic - old grassland, with remnant species rich 
variant, also damp and neglected grassland. Mesotrophic resource - old 
grassland associated with pockets of gravel soils on the floodplain 
Wetland - associated with watercourses and includes tall herb, fen, reedswamp in 
main river and back water channels, and small areas of damp woodland - linear 
nature 
Open water - i. running water - main river valuable eutrophic resource ii. standing 
waters - a small resource of old back channels, oxbows, flood plain hollows and 
amenity ponds. 
Primary network - good, based on watercourse 
Hedgerows - hedges, predominantly of enclosure age, species poor, and in 
declining condition, locally some older hedgerows 
  
Potentiality - floodplain restoration especially MG4 unimproved flood meadow 
grasslands - one group formerly called the ‘Worcester Meadows’, these and 
others have been damaged fairly recently (80’s) 
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LDU VE04  Defford Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Rolling lowland of lias clay with relatively free draining, base rich clay soils.  The 
settlement pattern is nucleated and the land use predominantly arable, with the 
tree cover represented by scattered trees along hedgerows and watercourses 
and by tree groups associated with settlements 
  

         localised steep banks along river 
         market gardening 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming leading to a fragmented field pattern 
         tree cover is inconsistently represented 
         localised high impact of modern barns 
         moderate impact of residential dwellings both in and outside the 

villages 
         prominent windbreaks 

 

LDU VE04 Defford Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate - primary network intact (roads, watercourse and scarp), 
away from that fragmented 
Range: moderate 
Impact: high impact of market gardening and intensive agriculture 
  
Woodland - present along river scarp, not necessarily ancient. Tree cover 
associated with nucleated settlements. Wooded watercourse with pollards. Relic 
parkland. 
Orchards - some traditional orchards 
Grassland - some mesotrophic grassland interest associated with valley scarps 
otherwise only remnant associations with micro features ie road verges and 
churchyards. 
Wetland - stream corridor - important wetland feature with series of fen 
marshland habitats of county significance. 
Hedges - poor network  
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LDU VE05  Birlingham Principal Village Farmlands 
  
A low lying river terrace of mixed sands and gravels with sandy free draining soils 
supporting an arable land use.  The settlement pattern is nucleated with tree 
cover represented by scattered trees along hedgerows and watercourses and by 
groups of trees around settlements. 

  
         market gardening 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with declining field pattern, fragmented in 
places 

         poor condition boundaries 
         sparse tree cover 

  
  

LDU VE05 Birlingham Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: poor, fragmented 
Range: poor, limited 
Impacts: severe impact of intensive ag and market gardening  
  
Woodland - tree cover confined to settlements and watercourses. Pollards in 
places 
Grassland - remnant grassland interest associated with linear features - primarily 
road verges 
Wetland - short section of Bow Brook, important stream corridor with marsh and 
fen communities. 
Hedgerows - species poor and fragmented 
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LDU VE06.1 Lower End Farm Principal Village Farmlands 
  
A low lying, flat river terrace of alluvium with pockets of mixed sands and gravels 
with sandy free draining soils supporting an arable land use.  The settlement 
pattern is nucleated with tree cover represented by scattered trees along 
watercourses and hedgerows, and by tree groups around settlements. 
  

         wetland associations with small ponds 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         field pattern intact but hedges in poor condition 
         sparse tree cover with uncharacteristic additions 

  

LDU VE06.1 Lower End Farm Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate - lot of old grassland 
Network: moderate 
Range: low 
Impacts: moderate impact of farming 
  
Woodland - absent. Tree cover confined to watercourse cover, including 
pollarded willows 
Orchards - traditional orchards present 
Grassland - majority of area old floodplain grassland, of limited diversity. In recent 
years some appears to be reverting to rushy pasture 
Wetland - floodplain site - includes several areas of wetland habitat associated 
with ditchlines and floodbanks.  
Open water - series of ponds at base of floodbank. 
Hedgerows - network in moderate condition 
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LDU VE06.2 Nortonside Farm Principal Village Farmlands 
  

A low lying, flat river terrace of alluvium with pockets of mixed sands and gravels 
with sandy free draining soils supporting an arable land use.  The settlement 
pattern is nucleated with tree cover represented by scattered trees along 
watercourses and hedgerows, and by tree groups around settlements. 

  
         some market gardening 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity with an intact field pattern 
         boundaries in poor condition 
         sparse tree cover 

  

LDU VE06.2 Nortonside Farm Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: moderate - hedges and railway 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high agricultural/market gardening impact 
  
Woodland - confined to secondary colonisation of railway embankment 
(ashwood). Tree cover associated with watercourses 
Orchards - scatter of traditional orchards 
Grassland - very restricted, confined to linear features 
Hedgerows - network fragmented, enclosure age/species poor 
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LDU VE07  Eckington Principal Village Farmlands 
  
An area of lias clay with free draining base rich clay soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is nucleated and the land use predominantly 
arable with the tree cover relating to scattered trees along hedgerows and 
watercourses and to trees grouped around settlements. 

  
         absence of market gardening 
         localised steep banks next to the river 
         localised ridge and furrow 
         brick and timber building style in Eckington, Cotswold stone in 

Bredons Norton 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity land use 
         localised suburbanisation in Eckington village due to housing 

estate 
         enclosure pattern generally intact except for the area south-west of 

Great Comberton where fields have been amalgamated 
         hedgerows generally intact, but in deteriorating condition, except 

for area south-west of Great Comberton where they have been 
removed 

 

LDU VE07 Eckington Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: poor 
Range: poor - big open fields, poor network 
Impacts: high impact of 3000 years of agriculture.  
  
Woodland - blocks confined to narrow band on river scarp, broadleaved, some of 
which is ans woodland by definition, but in reality probably old secondary. Tree 
cover associated with settlement 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement.  
Grassland - restricted to road verges and a few micro features - banks. Better 
than average verges, indicating what fields would have been like. 
Hedgerows - fragmented, poor condition, species poor 
  
Comment 
An area where urban development has conserved habitat - trees and orchards, - 
if not for them, tree cover would have gone 
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LDU VE08  Pensham Principal Village Farmlands 
  
A low lying flat river terrace of mixed sands and gravels with sandy, free draining 
soils supporting an arable land use.  The settlement pattern is nucleated with tree 
cover represented by scattered trees along watercourses and hedgerows, and by 
tree groups associated with settlements. 
  

         ditches along hedges and other wetland associations 
         market gardening in parts 
         black and white building style 
         located in the meander of the River Avon 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with declining field pattern although generally 
intact 

         poor condition field boundaries 
         sparse tree cover 

 

LDU VE08 Pensham Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Distribution: low 
Range: low 
Impacts: severe agricultural impact  
  
Woodland - only a fragment (of scarp woodland), tree cover otherwise associated 
with settlement and watercourse, latter includes willow pollards 
Grassland - minor mesotrophic grassland interest associated with steep slope of 
old river terrace - unimproved, ungrazed 
Open water - minor pond resource associated with settlement 
Hedgerows - network and condition declining. Species poor. 
  
Comment 
Potentiality - despite low status, these terrace LDU’s formerly supported diverse 
floras under low input arable system was ‘Pensham Field’ - open field. Formerly 
of interest because rough and land use less intensive (1780’s) but biodiversity 
interest lost in 1840’s 
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LDU VE09  Endon Principal Village Farmlands 
  
An area of lias clay with free draining base rich clay soils and a rolling lowland 
topography, forming a low hill.  The settlement pattern is nucleated and the land 
use predominantly arable with the tree cover relating to scattered trees along 
hedgerows and watercourses and to trees grouped around settlements. 
  

         localised traditional orchards 
         additional tree cover associated with ornamental grounds of 

Pershore Horticultural College (Avonbank), Lower Hill and Endon Hall 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         localised moderate impact of modern development 
         enclosure pattern generally intact but hedgerow condition 

deteriorating 
         tree cover is poorly represented with uncharacteristic additions and 

few hedgerow trees 
  

LDU VE09 Endon Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high agricultural impact, local urban impact (college) 
  
Woodland - broadleaf woodland resource in area, of secondary origin, associated 
with river scarp and with ornamental grounds. Significant tree cover associated 
with ornamental grounds in addition to woodland blocks. Tree cover also 
associated with watercourses - Merry Brook 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement and commercial 
blocks. 
Hedgerow network fragmented  
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LDU VE10  Wick Principal Village Farmlands 
  
A low lying flat river terrace of mixed sands and gravels with sandy, free draining 
soils, supporting an arable land use.  The settlement pattern is nucleated with 
tree cover represented by scattered trees along watercourses and hedgerows, 
and by tree groups associated with settlement. 
  

         black and white building style with thatched roofing 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with a declining field pattern at times 
fragmented  

         boundaries in poor condition 
         sparse tree cover with uncharacteristic additions 

 
 

LDU VE10 Wick Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Distribution: low, fragmented 
Range: low 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture 
  
Woodland - no woodland, trees confined to settlement and watercourses, 
including willow pollards 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - confined to verges 
Wetland - some of lower lying fields, amongst ridges, have recently been lost. 
Until recently wet grassland resource present, otherwise, fringing riparian habitats 
along watercourse/ditch network. 
Open water - great density of ditches - eutrophic pond and ditch interest 
Hedgerows - network fragmented and declining. Largely enclosure age/species 
poor 
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LDU VE11  Pershore Principal Village Farmlands 
  
A low lying, flat river terrace of mixed sands and gravels, with sandy, free 
draining soils, supporting an arable land use.  The settlement pattern is nucleated 
with tree cover represented by scattered trees along hedgerows and 
watercourses, and by tree groups associated with settlement. 

  
Condition (updated 2011) 

         poor condition sparse boundary hedges 
         high intensity farming with little remaining of the field pattern 
         very sparse tree cover 

  
 

LDU VE11 Pershore Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: poor 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of market gardening/arable. Heavily disturbed 
  
No highlights. 
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LDU VE12  Pershore Urban 
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LDU VE13  Pinvin Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Rolling lowland of lias clay with gleyed, poorly drained soils with pockets of 
better, loamy soils, which explain the arable land use. The settlement pattern is 
nucleated with the tree over represented by scattered hedgerow and watercourse 
trees, and by trees grouped around settlements. 
  

         market gardening 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming, particularly in the south-west with 
fragmented field pattern due to agricultural intensification and modern 
development 

         high impact of residential development in villages 
         high impact of urban/industrial development in the north/south 

corridor between Pinvin and Pershore 
  

LDU VE13 Pinvin Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate to poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: poor, very fragmented, confined mainly to primary corridors 
Range: low, restricted 
Impacts: high negative impact from agriculture/market gardening. Considerable 
urban development.  
  
Woodland - virtually devoid of woodland. Tree cover restricted to settlement and 
watercourses 
Orchards - present, some traditional 
Grassland - some damp grassland associated with watercourses. Former 
mesotrophic grassland resource but compromised in last few years and in 
apparent decline. 
Wetland - Bow and Piddle Brooks both valuable corridors holding range of 
riparian habitats 
Primary network - many transport corridors - provides semblance of linear 
network 
Hedgerows - network fragmented.  
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LDU VE14  Fladbury Principal Village Farmlands 
  
A low lying flat river terrace of mixed sands and gravels with sandy free draining 
soils, supporting an arable land use.  The settlement pattern is nucleated with 
tree cover represented by scattered trees along watercourses and hedgerows, 
and by tree groups around settlements. 
  

         intensive market gardening 
         village located on the edge of the area adjacent to slightly higher 

ground 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with a fragmented field pattern 
         many gaps in hedgerows 
         tree cover inconsistently represented 
         high impact of modern development associated with villages 
         widespread moderate impact of dwellings outside the villages 

including golf club houses 
         localised impact of sand and gravel extraction 

 

LDU VE14 Fladbury Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate to poor 
Abundance: moderate (gravel pit raises it, but concentrated in one area) 
Network: moderate minus - highly fragmented. Secondary poor, primary 
reasonable as many roads 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: significant negative impact of agriculture/market gardening and urban 
development 
  
Woodland - devoid of woodland. Tree cover associated with settlement and 
watercourses and other linear features, and golf course 
Orchards - present - both traditional village and commercial 
Grassland - remnant micro features and very limited 
Wetland - associated with gravel workings 
Open water - significant - associated with gravel workings 
Hedgerows - network very fragmented and in decline 
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LDU VE15  Charlton Principal Village Farmlands 
  
A low lying flat river terrace of mixed sands and gravels with sandy, free draining 
soil, supporting an arable land use.  The settlement pattern is nucleated with tree 
cover represented by scattered trees along hedgerows and watercourses, and by 
tree groups associated with settlements. 
  

         black and white with thatched building style 
         village located on the edge of the area adjacent to high ground 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate impact of new dwellings within the village 
         high intensity land use with a generally intact field pattern in spite 

of the removal of hedges 
         remaining hedges in poor condition 
         sparse tree cover 

  

LDU VE15 Charlton Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: poor. Railway a notable feature 
Range: low 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture  
  
Woodland - only one woodland block - willow wood, relating to old osier bed, 
otherwise tree cover associated with settlement and stream lines and ditches, 
including pollards  
Orchards - fragment of traditional orchard associated with settlement 
Grasslands - mesotrophic grassland associated with linear and micro-features - 
broad linear verges and railway notable. 
Wetland - habitats associated with watercourses  
Hedgerows - highly fragmented, just tracks across fields.  
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LDU VE16.1 Little Comberton Principal Village Farmlands 
  
An area of fluvio-glacial drift (outwash from Bredon Hill) with free draining base 
rich brown soils and a rolling topography. The fertile soils support a 
predominantly arable land use.  The settlement pattern is nucleated with tree 
cover relating to the watercourses and to trees grouped around the settlements. 
  

         market gardening and field vegetables 
         black and white building style at times with thatch 
         steep banks next to the River Avon 
         localised traditional orchards around villages 
         notable tree groups 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming resulting in some field boundary loss 
         extensive field boundary removal in central area 
         remaining hedges generally in deteriorating condition 
         orchards becoming neglected 
         moderate impact of modern housing in majority of the villages with 

a localised impact of housing in between 
 

LDU VE16.1 Little Comberton Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Distribution: poor 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of 3000 years of arable agriculture, now a ‘tired’ landscape 
  
Woodland - woodland resource eradicated, including micro features of original 
woodland cover. No significant areas of secondary woodland. Tree cover 
associated with settlements and with big old houses, together with linear 
features, especially watercourses 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements. More extensive 
plantings associated with river terraces, some commercial plantings still remain 
although some no longer intensively managed. 
Grassland - confined to fragments associated with micro features and liner 
features especially roadside verges. 
Wetland - restricted to micro-features along stream corridors 
Open water - very limited pond resource 
Hedgerows - fragmented pattern, enclosure age/species poor. Fruit trees feature 
in hedgerows 
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LDU VE16.2 Netherton Principal Village Farmlands 
  
An area of fluvio-glacial drift (outwash from Bredon Hill) with free draining base 
rich brown soils and a rolling topography.  The fertile soils support a 
predominantly arable land use. The settlement pattern is nucleated with tree 
cover relating to the watercourses and to trees grouped around the settlements. 
  

         large fields 
         deserted medieval village 
         locally prominent plantation woodland 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with field pattern deteriorating 
         boundaries remaining in deteriorating condition 
         localised impact of forestry with uncharacteristic addition of conifer 

blocks 
  

LDU VE16.2 Netherton Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor plus 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: poor overall - locally reasonable - primary intact, secondary poor 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of arable/agriculture 
  
Woodland - unusually for Vale landscape, does have discrete blocks of 
woodland, proportionately of great value. Mainly broadleaved and likely to be 
very old secondary status. Also includes large block of mixed afforestation with 
blocks of conifers on former common. Tree cover otherwise associated with 
watercourses and settlements. Maybe a frost pocket hence no orchards 
Grassland - no blocks, grassland fragmentary and associated with linear and 
micro features, esp verges. Area formerly supported significant calcareous 
grassland in association with commonland which also supported calcareous 
heathland and damp ground communities 
Wetland - stream corridors support some wetland habitats 
Hedgerows - poor network, hedges enclosure age/species poor 
  
Comment 
Potential for commonland - recreation of recent loss, some potential for 
restoration within plantation areas of former commonland. Name derived from 
poor growing ground - calcareous heath - Firs Hill localised common 
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LDU VE16.3 Ashton under Hill Principal Village Farmlands 
  
An area of fluvio-glacial drift (outwash from Bredon Hill) with free draining base 
rich brown soils and a rolling topography. The fertile soils support a 
predominantly arable land use.  The settlement pattern is nucleated with tree 
cover relating to the watercourses and to trees grouped around the settlements. 
  

         both black and white and red brick building style 
         topography gently rising to Bredon Hill 
         localised market gardening 
         localised relic deer park associated with Elmley Castle park 

 
Condition 

         localised impact of glass houses 
         localised high urban impact of school and housing estate around 

village 
         poor age structure of hedgerow trees 
         high intensity farming 
         localised losses of tree cover 
         localised removal of hedgerow boundaries and consequent loss of 

hedgerow trees 
 

LDU VE16.3 Ashton under Hill Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus  
Abundance: moderate minus 
Distribution: moderate minus. Watercourses provide locally significant wildlife 
corridors 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture, locally high impact of urban development 
  
Woodland - lacks ancient semi-natural woodland, but includes part of intact 
ancient deer park with marked veteran tree resource - one of top 3 or 4 in county. 
Elsewhere tree cover associated with settlement and watercourses 
Grasslands - associated with micro and linear features esp road verges - 
mesotrophic with basic influence. 
Wetland - micro features of wetland interest along watercourses 
Open water - pool site of moderate interest 
Hedgerows - of enclosure age, fragmented in part. 
  
Special features 
Parkland 
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LDU VE17  Sedgeberrow Principal Village Farmlands 
  
An area of lias clay with free draining base rich clay soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is nucleated and the land use predominantly 
arable with the tree cover relating to scattered trees along hedgerows and 
watercourses and to trees grouped around settlements. 
  

         brick and timber building style at Sedgeberrow, limestone at 
Hinton-on-the-Green 

         localised low hills 
         localised riverside meadows associated with River Isbourne 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         stream side tree cover of willow and alder fragmented in places 
         field pattern still discernable but fragmenting as hedges lost and in 

decline creating a very open landscape 
         high impact of modern development around villages 
         moderate impact of road development 
         localised industrial impact 

  
 

LDU VE17 Sedgeberrow Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: poor 
Network: moderate poor - fragmented. Primary network reasonable and fairly 
extensive - main road, main watercourse, disused railway and byway network 
Range: low 
Impacts: high intensity agriculture and settlement impacts. Local impact of 
transport corridor 
  
Woodland - no ancient semi-natural woodland, restricted presence of secondary 
blocks. Tree cover primarily associated with settlement and principle watercourse 
- River Isbourne - pollards a feature 
Grassland - restricted to linear and micro features although some unimproved 
streamside grassland (not wet) of poor quality 
Wetland - River Isbourne corridor supports reasonable diversity of associated 
wetland communities 
Hedgerows - network poor and fragmented 
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LDU VE18  Aston Hill Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
An area of lias clay with free draining, base rich clay soils forming a low hill. 
Orchards and fruit growing are an important land use. The settlement pattern is 
nucleated with tree cover relating to scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees, 
together with tree groups associated with settlement. 
  

         notable localised hill 
         small mixed plantation 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         shift to bush orchards 
         woodland presence is uncharacteristic of landscape type 
         localised impact of modern road side dwellings 
         high intensity farming with declining field boundaries 
         includes part of Elmley Castle historic deer park 

 

LDU VE18 Aston Hill Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: poor plus. Blocks of orchard provide linkage 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture and, locally, coniferisation 
  
Woodlands - notable concentration of discrete blocks of secondary woodland 
(conifer and broadleaf) relating to estate plantings of last 100 yrs. 
Orchards - significant cover, mostly commercial 
Grassland - confined to linear features 
Hedgerows - fragmented enclosure network, in decline.  
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LDU VE19  Haselor Village Farmlands with Orchards  
  
A low hill of lias clay containing limestone bands with a resulting calcareous, free 
draining soil.  Orchards and fruit growing are an important land use.  The 
settlement pattern is nucleated, with the tree cover relating to scattered hedgerow 
and watercourse trees, together with tree groups associated with settlements. 
  

         wooded west facing limestone escarpment 
         scattered farms and dwellings 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         scrub encroachment on low escarpment 
         woodland is uncharacteristic of landscape type 
         high intensity farming 

 

LDU VE19 Haselor Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate. Widespread orchards provide relatively intact 
network/linkage in landscape 
Range: moderate - more restricted  
Impacts: locally high impact of agriculture, local high impact of commercial 
orchards 
  
Woodland - supports one of most important woodlands in Vale of Evesham - 
ancient semi-natural woodland on scarp of Haselor Hill, - long feature. Otherwise 
small clumps of secondary plantations. Elsewhere tree cover associated with 
settlements, and watercourse. 
Orchards - significant area - predominant land use but in decline - significant area 
still remains, ranging from derelict to commercially managed - the former have 
bee orchid populations. 
Grassland - mainly calcareous, now of remnant nature associated with linear 
features, scarp slopes, and derelict orchard. Some old grassland along water 
course (Merry Brook) 
Wetland - wetland habitats confined to stream corridor 
Hedgerows - network derelict in places 
  
Special feature 
Matrix of old orchards and calcareous grasslands a particular distinctive 
landscape and ecological combination 
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LDU VE20.1 Evesham West Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  

Rolling lowland of lias clay with free draining, base rich clay soils and a notable 
land use of orchards and fruit growing. The settlement pattern is nucleated with a 
tree cover relating to scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees, together with 
tree groups associated with settlement. 

  
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming where field pattern is defined by orchards 
 

LDU VE20.1 Evesham West Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate, increased by orchard presence 
Network: moderate - good primary network. Area of orchard provides good 
overall linkage 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: severe agricultural impact in part. Local impact of urban development - 
negative and positive aspects 
  
Woodland - exceptionally scarce as discrete blocks, clumps only and very rare. 
No ancient woodland. Tree cover associated with settlement and watercourses, 
pollarded willows a feature 
Orchard - significant area - predominant land use but in decline. Ranges from 
derelict to commercially managed. 
Grassland - still supports significant unimproved calcareous grassland resource, 
particularly associated with streamside grassland and ridges, scarp slopes, and 
non-commercially managed orchards, and the linear features (ie railway lines and 
roadside cuttings - of greater value here than usual for linear grasslands) 
Wetland - wetland habitats confined to stream corridor with associated riparian 
habitat 
Hedgerows - network variable, defunct in places, intact elsewhere.  
  
Special Feature 
Matrix of old orchards and calcareous grasslands a particular distinctive 
landscape and ecological combination 
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LDU VE20.2 Evesham East Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  

Rolling lowland of lias clay with free draining, base rich clay soils and a notable 
land use of orchards and fruit growing. The settlement pattern is nucleated with a 
tree cover relating to scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees, together with 
tree groups associated with settlement. 

  
         plum and apple orchards 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         localised impact of glass houses 
         moderate impact of industrial estate 
         shift to bush orchards 
         high intensity farming with a fragmented field pattern 
         tree cover locally sparse and generally inconsistent 
         moderate impact of scattered dwellings spilling out from the 

villages 
         high impact of road development 

 
 

LDU VE20.2 Evesham East Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
Biodiversity: poor plus 
Abundance: moderate minus (due to orchards, poor without them) 
Network: moderate minus - fragmented. Primary well developed - road, rail, 
streams but development associated with them. Secondary network poor but 
compensated by orchard cover 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture. Considerable impact of new road and 
adjoining development 
  
Woodland - no ancient semi-natural woodland. Recent planting of woodland 
blocks in association with road and recent development. Tree cover along 
streams, and associated with settlement. 
Orchards - significant cover, predominant land use, with both traditional and 
commercial, some derelict. Plum and damson notable. 
Grassland - mainly confined to linear features 
Wetland - streams support associated wetland corridor habitats 
Hedgerows - network fragmented 
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LDU VE21  Longdon Hill Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
A low hill of lias clay with free draining base rich clay soils  Orchards and fruit 
growing are a notable land use.  The settlement pattern is nucleated, with tree 
cover relating to scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees, together with tree 
groups associated with settlement. 

  
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with fragmented field pattern 
         orchards largely lost 
         moderate impact of road cutting 

  

LDU VE21 Longdon Hill Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: moderate 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming 
  
Woodland - absent 
Orchards - significant resource, predominant land use traditional and some 
commercial, providing reasonable cover 
Grassland - confined to linear feature - main road, where road cutting provides 
calcareous substrate 
Hedgerows - network fragmented, enclosure age pattern, species poor. 
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LDU VE22  Evesham Urban 
LDU VE23  Evesham Urban 
LDU VE24  Evesham Urban 
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LDU VE25  Norton Village  Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
An area of intermediate topography, with lias clay and a resultant free draining, 
base rich clay soil and associated fruit growing and orchards.  The settlement 
pattern is nucleated with a tree cover relating to scattered hedgerow and 
watercourse trees, together with tree groups associated with settlement. 
  

         cropping and fruit land use 
         large scale, result of field size and topography 
         notable streamline trees to the west 
         black and white building style 
         localised area of parkland (Abbey Manor) 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with an increasingly fragmented field pattern 
         inconsistent tree cover 
         localised high impact of urban development 
         localised impact of dwellings throughout 
         localised impact of road development 
         widespread shift to bush orchards 

 
 

LDU VE25 Norton Village Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
Biodiversity: moderate to poor (mostly poor) 
Abundance: moderate minus - excluding commercial orchard 
Network: poor plus - fragmented, orchards formerly acted as links, now less so. 
Several transport corridors 
Range: moderate to poor 
Impacts: very high impact of modern farming, locally impact of high urban 
development and modern transport links. 
  
Woodland - sparse, but does include asn woodland (extending out from slope). 
Secondary broadleaf woodland scattered throughout, notably along watercourse 
to west. Remnant parkland. 
Orchards - well represented, much of it commercial of restricted wildlife value, but 
some now past their commercial best so improving for wildlife. 
Grassland - potential mesotrophic and basic grassland but current interest 
confined to micro and linear features and is very fragmented 
Open water - the number of recent sizeable pools of variable wildlife interest is 
now a feature of the area. 
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LDU VE26  Harvington Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
An area of fluvio-glacial drift with sandy, free draining soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  Fruit growing and orchards are a feature of the land use.  The 
settlement pattern is nucleated with a tree cover relating to scattered hedgerow 
and watercourse trees, together with tree groups associated with settlement. 
  

         only Harvington and adjoining land in Worcestershire. Remainder 
of LDU lies within Warwickshire 

         cropping and fruit land use 
         large scale, result of field size and topography 
         notable streamline trees to the west 
         black and white building style 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with a generally intact field pattern around 
Harvington 

         inconsistent tree cover pattern 
         moderate impact of recent development in the village and a 

localised high impact of urban development linked to the village 
         localised impact of dwellings throughout 
         widespread shift to bush orchards 

  

LDU VE26 Harvington Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: poor, highly fragmented 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high intensity land use and urban impacts 
  
Woodland - woodland absent, tree cover associated with settlement 
Orchards - mostly commercial but still some traditional orchards 
Grassland - restricted to micro features and churchyards so rudimentary interest 
only 
Hedgerows - network highly fragmented. 
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LDU VE27  Principal Village Farmlands (located in Warwickshire) 
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LDU VE28  Harvington Principal Village Farmlands 
  
A flat, low lying river terrace with a mixture of sands and gravels together with 
alluvium, creating a mosaic of sandy, free draining soils and wetland soils.  An 
arable land use and a nucleated settlement pattern are associated with the area, 
together with tree cover represented by scattered hedgerow and watercourse 
trees, and groups of trees associated with settlement. 
  

         this LDU extends into Warwickshire 
         wetland features associated with areas of alluvium 
         hawthorn hedges 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with declining field pattern fragmented in 
places 

         poor condition boundaries 
         inconsistent tree cover pattern 
         localised impact of mineral extraction and mobile homes 
         localised impact of glass houses 

 
 

LDU VE28 Harvington Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate, fragmented in parts 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: intensive agricultural impact plus range of fringe activities - caravans, 
sewage works, urban activities 
  
Woodland - tree cover and woodland associated with watercourse, including wet 
woodland, - one of largest willow woods in Worcestershire. Pollards associated 
with watercourses. Otherwise tree cover associated with settlement and linear 
features especially roads. 
Grassland - no known specific grassland interest 
Wetland - habitats of significance associated with watercourses 
Open water - number of moderate sized pools of recent origin 
Hedgerows - species poor enclosure hedgerows. Network compromised and 
fragmented 
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LDU VE29  Offenham Principal Village Farmlands 
  
A low lying river terrace of mixed sands and gravels, with sandy, free draining 
soils, supporting an arable land use.  The settlement pattern is nucleated, with 
tree cover represented by scattered trees along hedgerows and watercourses, 
and by tree groups associated with settlement. 
  

         market gardening has a dominant influence in the area with 
associated glass houses 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming but with a discernible and intact field pattern 
although boundaries defined by cropping strips with very few 
remaining hedges 

         locally sparse tree cover 
         high impact of urban development in the villages 
         widespread impact of dwellings away from the village nucleation 
         frequency and extent of glass houses visually prominent in the 

open landscape 
  

LDU VE29 Offenham Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: poor plus - a lot of linking features but not good for wildlife  
Range: low 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture, especially market gardening, together with 
development 
  
Woodlands - not a feature, no ancient semi-natural woodland. Tree cover 
associated with watercourse, including pollards and small block planting, and 
also associated with settlement. 
Orchards - a few traditional orchards associated with settlement. 
Grassland - very minor resource, associated with linear features 
Wetland - Badsey Brook a locally important corridor, supporting range of 
associated riparian habitats 
Hedgerows - fragmented network, recent enclosure age/species poor hedges. 
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LDU VE30  Cleeve Hill Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
A low hill of lias clay with limestone bands, resulting in a calcareous, free draining 
soil and a land use with notable fruit growing and orchards.  The settlement 
pattern is nucleated with a tree cover relating to scattered hedgerow and 
watercourse trees, together with tree groups associated with settlement. 
  

         LDU extends into Warwickshire 
         steep wooded scarp on western edge 
         blue lias building material 
         hawthorn hedges 
         plum and apple orchards 
         patches of unimproved grassland on scarp slope 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         localised scrub encroachment of unimproved grassland 
         high intensity farming with a generally intact field pattern, although 

many boundary hedges lost or in poor condition 
         shift to bush orchards 
         moderate impact of modern development in villages with localised 

urban additions to villages 
         localised high impact of modern roadside dwellings 
         glass houses becoming more visually apparent 

  

LDU VE30 Cleeve Hill Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
Biodiversity: good minus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good - continuous habitat more or less, due to orchards and grassland 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally severe impact of market gardening and agriculture intensive 
orchard management and settlement 
  
Woodland - a considerable area of woodland for the Vale, mostly on river scarp 
and cliff, in semi-natural condition, including significant areas of mature thorn 
scrub communities - ‘old scrub growth’   - and some ash wood with old trees, over 
a mile in length and in varying ownership - has appearance of broadleaf 
woodland. Contains rich flora including county rarities. Tree cover also 
associated with watercourses and settlements. 
Orchards - still significant cover - condition varies, includes both commercially 
managed and low intensity types. Secondary scrub/thicket growth associated 
with orchards - together with floristic interest - bee orchids etc 
Grassland - significant resource - predominantly base rich/limestone grassland 
throughout scarp a high value county resource. Also grassland associated with 
less intensively managed orchards and micro features, verges, banks and 
churchyards. Village greens important micro features.  
Wetland - streams have narrow riparian fringe of associated wetland habitat. 
Open water - minor pond resource - fish ponds 
Hedgerow - network fragmented but good distribution of habitat of orchards and 
grassland so hedges less important as linking factors.  
  
Special features 
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Good habitat spread - best rhaetic grassland in county, only site for Atropa 
belladona. Limestone nature of building materials has produced distinctive 
associated wildlife assemblage - urban limestone wildlife and flora associated 
with built limestone environment. 
Particular interest in old scrub growth and veterans. Good overall habitat cover 
for whole area 
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LDU VE32.1 Buckle Street Village Claylands 
  
A rolling lowland vale with lias clay and poorly draining, base rich gleyed soils.  
The farming is mixed and the settlement pattern nucleated with tree cover 
relating to scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees, together with tree groups 
associated with settlement. 
  

         large scale landscape 
         deserted medieval village 
         former World War II airfield 
         LDU bisected by Ryknild Street Roman road 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with almost total loss of original field pattern 
resulting in a very open landscape 

         very sparse tree cover 
         localised impact of glider club 

  

LDU VE32.1 Buckle Street Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: low 
Network: very poor 
Range: low 
Impacts: ‘double clearance’ of area - high impact of modern agriculture, on top of 
World War 2 clearance, resulting in very severe impact - almost nothing left 
  
Woodland - few blocks of recent (?) broadleaf plantations, associated with hall, 
otherwise very open. 
Grassland - verges of minor grassland interest. 
Hedgerows - very open, no linking features. 
  
Comment 
Includes Bickmarsh - could have been a plateau basin marsh? The ‘rough’ 
implies possible common pasture, could have been common - possibly wet, 
before usage as airfield. 
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LDU VE32.2 Ullington Village Claylands 
  
A rolling lowland vale with lias clay and poorly draining, base rich gleyed soils.  
The farming is mixed and the settlement pattern nucleated with tree cover 
relating to scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees, together with tree groups 
associated with settlement. 
  

         LDU extends into Warwickshire 
         views filtered by hedgerow and stream side tree cover 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with an intact field pattern 
         boundary hedges in declining condition 

  

LDU VE32.2 Ullington Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: poor - little secondary structure present 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of farming 
  
Woodland - some Victorian/Edwardian type discrete blocks in east - estate type. 
Some tree cover associated with watercourses. Tree cover associated with 
settlement. 
Orchards - a few remnant traditional orchards associated with settlement.  
Grassland - some old grassland. Unimproved grassland confined to linear 
features (verges and not highly significant here). 
Wetland - watercourses have some minor riparian interest.  
Hedgerows - network poor. Hedges enclosure age and poor condition and not of 
ecological significance. 
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LDU VE32.3 Dorsington Village Claylands 
  
A rolling lowland vale with lias clay and poorly draining, base rich gleyed soils.  
The farming is mixed and the settlement pattern nucleated with tree cover 
relating to scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees, together with tree groups 
associated with settlement. 
  

         larger part of LDU extends into Warwickshire 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with declining field pattern at times 
interrupted 

         boundaries in declining condition 
         localised impact of modern development around villages 
         localised impact of modern roadside dwellings 

  
 

LDU VE32.3 Dorsington Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: low 
Network: poor 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of farming and, locally MOD activity 
  
Woodland - very restricted woodland resource, a few recent, small, plantations 
and secondary woodland associated with former MOD land. Tree cover otherwise 
associated with watercourses and stream corridor. 
Wetland - stream corridor of Nolan Brook has some associated riparian habitat 
Open water - small pond resource 
Hedgerows - fragmented network, enclosure age, declining condition.  
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LDU VE33  Pebworth Principal Village Farmlands 
  
An area of fluvio-glacial drift with free draining, base rich brown soils and a rolling 
lowland topography.  The fertile soils support a predominantly arable land use. 
The settlement pattern is nucleated with tree cover relating to scattered trees 
along hedgerows and watercourses and to tree groups around the settlement. 
  

         LDU extends into Gloucestershire, only Pebworth and surrounding 
area in Worcestershire 

         occasional market gardening 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate impact of recent development 
         high intensity land uses 
         field pattern in decline with remaining hedges in variable condition 

  

LDU VE33 Pebworth Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: moderate minus. Primary network represented by railway, streams and 
lanes. Secondary network reasonable 
Range: low 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture over long period, plus impact of settlement 
  
Woodland - couple of small blocks of secondary woodland otherwise tree cover 
restricted to watercourses and settlement - Broad Marston quite wooded with 
trees 
Grassland - associated with linear features, particularly railway 
Wetland - Nolan Brook, a large brook with associated riparian habitats 
Open water - local concentration of ponds in Broad Marston area, some 
associated with former priory (former stew ponds, moats?) 
Hedgerows - network reasonable, hedges of enclosure age and in decline. 
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LDU VE34  Norton Hall Village Claylands 
  
A low hill of lias clay with poorly draining base rich gleyed soils.  The farming is 
mixed and the settlement pattern nucleated with tree cover relating to scattered 
hedgerow and watercourse trees, together with tree groups associated with 
settlement. 
  

         LDU extends into Gloucestershire 
         localised tree cover associated with Norton Hall estate/parkland in 

Gloucestershire 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity land use 
         generally poor condition boundaries 

  

LDU VE34 Norton Hall Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: low 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of intensive agriculture 
  
Woodland - group of discrete secondary woodlands - estate woodlands of 
Victorian/Edwardian age - associated with one property on a small hill, elsewhere 
tree cover associated with linear features.  
Scrub - calcareous scrub associated with one railway cutting. 
Orchards - minor orchard interest - traditional orchards associated with 
settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic interest associated with railway lines, especially 
cuttings, also interest associated with roadside verges in part. Mesotrophic 
grassland at basic end of range. 
Hedgerows - declining pattern and condition. Species poor. Names suggest 
sheepwalk tradition  
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LDU VE35  Bretforton Principal Village Farmlands 
  
An area of lias clay with free draining base rich clay soils and a rolling lowland 
topography.  The settlement pattern is nucleated and the land use predominantly 
arable with the tree cover relating to scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees 
and to trees grouped around settlements. 
  

         market gardening land use with associated glass houses 
         stone building style at historic heart of nucleated villages 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high impact of recent development in villages 
         frequent urban influences throughout the area away from villages 

including caravan site and prison, while warehouses have a high 
impact 

         high intensity land use with declining field pattern fragmented in 
places 

         field boundaries in poor condition 
         fragmentation of stream line trees 

  
 

LDU VE35 Bretforton Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: low 
Abundance: low 
Network: poor, fragmented. Stream corridors locally important 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture, locally high impacts of urban development 
and impact of prison 
  
Woodland - virtually devoid of woodland, one discrete block of secondary 
woodland (Sheep Hill). Tree cover associated with streamlines with pollarded 
willows, and with settlement.  
Orchards - few traditional orchards associated with settlements - plus remnant 
strips of commercial plum/damson orchard. 
Grassland - mesotrophic, restricted to linear and micro features, including railway 
line. 
Wetland - stream corridors locally important corridors with range of associated 
riparian habitats  
Hedgerows - poor network, enclosure type, highly fragmented and in decline 
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LDU VE36  Saintbury Grounds Village Claylands 
  
A gently rolling vale of lias clay with poorly draining, base rich gleyed soils and a 
mixed agricultural land use.  The settlement pattern is nucleated with tree cover 
relating to scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees, together with tree groups 
associated with settlement. 
  

         LDU extends into Gloucestershire 
         views filtered by scattered hedgerow trees and streamline trees 
         occasional lines of pollarded willow 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with intact field pattern, fragmented in places 
         variable condition boundaries, best in northern parts 
         localised impact of redundant air field with warehousing 
         localised moderate impact of new dwellings 
         significant area of redundant railway sidings 

 

LDU VE36 Saintbury Grounds Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: poor plus (interest associated with railway) 
Abundance: moderate minus - disused urban sites 
Network: moderate minus. Primary features well represented – watercourses, 
working and disused railways. Secondary network poor  
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture, locally high impact of development. 
  
Woodland - one isolated block of secondary woodland to west. Tree cover 
associated with watercourses and railway (linear features). Pollards associated 
with watercourses 
Grassland - limited interest, confined to linear features. Rough grassland 
associated with airfield site. 
Wetland - minor stream corridor interest 
Hedges - pattern declining. Enclosure pattern, species poor. 
  
Special Features 
Two urban fringe habitats - derelict airfield and railway sidings. Interesting ruderal 
flora has developed in old sidings complex 
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LDU VE37  Broadway Village Claylands 
  
An area of free draining base rich clay soils on lias clay forming a rolling lowland 
vale and supporting mixed farming.  The settlement pattern is nucleated with the 
tree cover relating to scattered trees along watercourses and hedgerows together 
with trees grouped around settlements. 
  

         stone building style 
         topography gently rising to the foot of the Cotswolds escarpment 
         notable pastoral land use 
         small scale due to small field size 
         small localised traditional orchards 
         localised ridge and furrow 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         localised moderate impact of modern development at Broadway 
         intact field pattern with hedges in generally good condition 

  
 

LDU VE37 Broadway Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate (raised by presence of town) 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate, locally fragmented. Primary network represented by roads, 
disused railway and streams 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: local impacts of agriculture and urban developments 
  
Woodland - scattering of small secondary broadleaved woodland along valley to 
south of unit (northern part more vale-like). Tree cover also associated with 
principal watercourses, some of linear features (rail and roads) and settlement of 
Broadway. Veterans associated with settlement. 
Orchards - traditional orchards well represented in parts, associated with 
settlement. Probably really high value but never assessed - Cotswold village 
orchards generally notable with associations with old tree communities - lichens, 
invertebrates together with grassland interest beneath. 
Grassland - remnant interest, secondary feature, no fields, but associated with 
linear and micro features, roads, old railway, churchyards and orchards 
Wetland - riparian habitats associated with watercourse corridors.  
Open water - ponds associated with settlements and former gravel workings  
Hedgerows - enclosure age and not good condition but other network features 
override this. Best hedges associated with settlement 
  
Special features - springline associations - calcareous flushes - very small but of 
interest - today diminished or non-existent but potential for restoration by 
recreating small hollows. Good flora associated with flushes in 19

th
 century, today 

some piped, others blocked or overgrown. These were celebrated features in the 
past. 
Urban limestone flora associated with building materials. 
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LDU VE38  Childswickham Principal Village Farmlands 
  
An area of fluvio-glacial drift with free draining base rich clay soils and a rolling 
lowland topography.  The fertile soils support a mixed land use.  The settlement 
pattern is nucleated with tree cover relating to scattered trees along hedgerows 
and watercourses and to trees grouped around settlements. 
  

         extensive market gardening 
         stone and black and white building style 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         field pattern generally intact becoming fragmented in places 
         high intensity farming 
         localised urban impact away from nucleations 
         hedgerows in moderate condition 
         good watercourse tree cover but sparse hedgerow trees 

  
 

LDU VE38 Childswickham Principal Village Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: low 
Network: poor plus. Hedges poor, reasonable network of other features - stream, 
railway and roads 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture. Locally high impact of development - 
caravan sites etc 
  
Woodland - almost total clearance of woodland resource. Tree cover associated 
with stream in particular, and with settlement and manor houses 
Orchards - locally commercial, plus traditional orchards associated with 
settlement 
Grassland - no blocks, resource fragmented and associated with linear and micro 
features - disused railway line, churchyard and verges 
Wetland - locally important stream corridor with associated riparian habitats 
Open water - small standing water interest associated with settlements  
Hedgerows - network fragmented, hedges enclosure age. Reasonable network of 
other linear features, stream, railways, roads 
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LDU VE39  Wickhamford Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
An area of lias clay with free draining base rich clay soils and an intermediate 
rolling topography. Orchard and fruit growing are an important land use.  The 
settlement pattern is nucleated, with tree cover relating to scattered hedgerow 
and watercourse trees, together with tree groups associated with settlement. 
  

         notable local hill 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with generally intact field pattern, declining in 
the western part 

         hedgerows in variable condition, better in the eastern part 
         localised high impact of modern roadside dwellings and associated 

small outlets 

 

LDU VE39 Wickhamford Village Farmlands with Orchards 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: low 
Network: poor 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of modern farming - arable cultivation, together with 
urbanisation - ribbon development and shed land 
  
Woodland - tree cover associated with settlement 
Orchards - significant cover, commercial types, both intensively managed and 
abandoned 
Grassland - only fragmentary verge interest 
Hedgerows - fragmented pattern, enclosure age/species poor 
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LDU VE40.1 Sedgeberrow Village Claylands 
  
A rolling lowland vale of lias clay with poorly draining base rich gleyed soils and a 
land use of mixed farming.  The settlement pattern is nucleated with tree cover 
relating to scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees, together with tree groups 
associated with settlement. 
  

         half of the LDU lies in Gloucestershire 
         large scale due to field size 
         small plantations 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with declining field pattern fragmented in 
places, particularly in the north-west 

         marked loss of hedges, those remaining generally in poor condition 
  

LDU VE40.1 Sedgeberrow Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor 
Network: poor plus 
Range: poor plus 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture - long history of arable land use resulting in 
big open area 
  
Woodland - discrete blocks of broadleaf woodland of secondary origin present. 
Other tree cover associated with principal watercourses and settlement 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements a minor feature 
Open water - some pools present but not of high significance 
Hedgerows - network fragmented, largely enclosure age. 
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LDU VE40.2 Dumbleton Village Claylands 
  

A rolling lowland vale of lias clay with poorly draining base rich gleyed soils and a 
land use of mixed farming.  The settlement pattern is nucleated with tree cover 
relating to scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees, together with tree groups 
associated with settlement. 

  
         lies mainly in Gloucestershire 
         large fields 
         strong tree cover along streamlines 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with declining field pattern 
  
 

LDU VE40.2 Dumbleton Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: poor plus 
Distribution: poor 
Range: poor 
Impact: high impact of agriculture 
  
Woodland - absent, tree cover confined to watercourses 
Wetland - wetland habitats associated with watercourses 
Hedgerows - network very fragmented, declining, species poor 
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LDU VE40.3 Aston Somerville Village Claylands 
  
A rolling lowland vale of lias clay with poorly draining base rich gleyed soils and a 
land use of mixed farming.  The settlement pattern is nucleated with tree cover 
relating to scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees, together with tree groups 
associated with settlement. 
  

         flat low lying wetland associations with ditches 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity farming with a reasonably intact field pattern, 
fragmenting in places 

         hedges in variable condition 
         localised impact of glass houses 

  
 

LDU VE40.3 Aston Somerville Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: poor plus 
Abundance: poor plus 
Network: moderate - primary network well represented by streams, railway line 
and road, secondary network poor 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high intensity impact of agriculture and market gardening 
  
Woodland - a wet woodland present, unusual in south Worcestershire. Elsewhere 
tree cover associated with watercourses and other linear features. 
Grassland - rudimentary and fragmentary, and associated with linear features - 
disused railway line and verges 
Wetland - some wetland habitat associated with watercourses 
Hedgerows - species poor, network fragmented. 
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LDU VE41  Buckland Village  Village Claylands 
  
A rolling lowland vale with lias clay and free draining, base rich clay soils 
associated with a land use of mixed farming.  The settlement pattern is nucleated 
with tree cover relating to scattered hedgerow and watercourse trees, together 
with tree groups associated with settlement. 
  

         topography gently rising to base of Cotswold escarpment  
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         medium intensity farming with a reasonably intact field pattern, 
fragmenting in places 

         hedges in variable condition 
 

 

LDU VE41 Buckland Village - Village Claylands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: low 
Network: poor 
Range: poor 
Impacts: high impact of agriculture 
  
Woodland - woodland absent. Tree cover associated with settlement 
Hedgerows - enclosure age 
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LDU VE42  Broadway - Urban 
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LDU WP01.1 Bayton Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A rolling hard rock plateau of mixed shale and sandstone with poorly drained 
soils.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of farmsteads 
and clusters of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  Tree cover comprises relic 
patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow 
oaks and streamside tree cover. 
  

         hazel is a prominent hedgerow species 
         inherent pastoral land use 
         localised areas of irregular field pattern 
         localised roadside bracken 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         generally moderate intensity land use with an intact field pattern  
         localised arable intensification around Rock 
         representation of hedgerow trees is variable across the area 
         good representation of woodland and stream side trees 
         localised high impact of new residential development at Rock 

 

LDU WP01.1 Bayton Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate - (most interest in valleys) - poor generally - locally good  
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate - good primary network, poor secondary 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture, locally high impact of forestry - 
broadleaved and conifer. 
  
Woodland - moderate cover overall, locally good. Over most of area, woodland 
confined to incised stream valleys. Significant ancient semi-natural resource, also 
replanted ancient woodland, plus range of secondary woodlands, mainly through 
natural regeneration - disused land and hillslopes (due to reduced grazing), with 
occasional secondary/scrub on old mining works. Some small estate plantations 
but most estate work has been within existing woodlands. Remnant parkland, 
Shakenhurst, and big houses. Veteran tree resource in area. Tree cover also 
associated with linear features especially watercourses and settlements 
Orchards - small traditional orchard resource associated with villages 
Scrub - significant scrub component in early stages of colonisation 
Grassland - typically mesotrophic, locally more acidic and bracken prominent 
especially on steep slopes. Old grassland tends to be confined to incised stream 
valleys/steeper slopes. Unimproved grassland limited, mainly confined to micro 
and linear features, and steep banks. Poor soils in places, associated with 
common pastures, would have been heath areas in the past - none survive today. 
Wetland - dissected plateau with many stream valleys which hold associated 
riparian habitats. - a few marshy fields etc. 
Open water - a few large (not big) pools - ornamental and dam/mill pools, 
associated with parkland and waterpower. 
Primary network - well-defined, dissected plateau with a lot of stream valleys 
providing excellent primary network, most valleys wooded - corridors throughout 
district, plus good highway network.  
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Hedgerows - network variable - large proportion of enclosure age hedges 
declining in both condition and pattern. A proportion of ancient species rich 
hedges remain 
  
Special features - dingle woodlands, lying mostly on carboniferous deposits, 
provide good contrast to sandstone dingles on other side of river. 
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LDU WP01.2 Bayton Common Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A rolling hard rock plateau of mixed shale and sandstone with poorly drained 
soils.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of farmsteads 
and clusters of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  Tree cover comprises relic 
patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow 
oaks and streamside tree cover. 
  

         area of former common 
         thorn hedges 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity farming with an intact field pattern  
         boundaries in good condition 
         generally poor representation of hedgerow trees 

  
 

LDU WP01.2 Bayton Common Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: poor 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate minus 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture, settlement 
  
Woodland - block of mixed secondary woodland otherwise tree cover associated 
with stream corridor and settlement. 
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic grassland, very limited, confined to micro and linear 
features 
Hedgerows - largely enclosure age, species poor 
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LDU WP01.3 Abberley Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  

A rolling hard rock plateau of mixed shale and sandstone with poorly drained 
soils.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of farmsteads 
and clusters of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high level of 
dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern.  Tree cover comprises relic 
patches of ancient woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow 
oaks and streamside tree cover. 

  
         frequent relic commons 
         localised parkland at Abberley 
         elm is a prominent hedgerow species in areas of mixed origins to 

the south  
         hazel is a prominent hedgerow species in areas of woodland 

assarting to the north 
         localised fruit farms 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         generally high intensity mixed farming with declining field pattern  
         some moderate intensity pasture farming with an intact field 

pattern 
         hedgerow trees poorly represented in areas of mixed farming, 

particularly around Abberley 
         generally a poor representation of woodlands 
         localised moderate impact of ribbon development 

 

LDU WP01.3 Abberley Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus. High plateau poor but interest in valleys 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate minus - primary network of streams, highways and byways 
locally important 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: agricultural impact widespread and high with most biodiversity around 
settlement.  
  
Woodland - low overall cover, mostly scattered throughout in small discrete 
blocks. Fragments of ancient semi-natural woodland but mostly secondary. Also 
remnant parkland, big house tree cover, plus tree cover associated with 
settlement and watercourses - particular emphasis on watercourses with dingle 
woodlands representing the primary woodland interest in the area  
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlements notable 
Grassland - mesotrophic resource, almost totally confined to micro and linear 
features 
Wetland - limited wetland features associated with stream corridors 
Open water - ornamental pools associated with big houses 
Hedgerows - predominantly species poor, enclosure age hedgerows in declining 
condition with locally, species rich hedges associated with older features 
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LDU WP02.1 Heightington Valley Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
A dissected undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining brown soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees.  The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to a high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         red brick 
         hazel is a prominent hedgerow species 
         localised irregular field pattern 
         localised traditional orchards 
         extensive stream network 
         localised fords 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity mixed farming with a declining field pattern 
fragmented in places 

         boundaries in poor condition 
         hedgerow tree cover generally poorly represented those remaining 

have a poor age structure 
         good streamside tree cover 

  
 

LDU WP02.1 Heightington Valley Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate, locally good (valleys good) 
Abundance: moderate, locally high  
Network: moderate plus  
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture, and, very locally, high impact of 
forestry  
  
Woodlands - significant woodland resource, primarily associated with incised 
stream valleys - these dingle woodlands predominantly ancient semi-natural and 
a very valuable wildlife resource. Also discrete blocks of secondary woodlands 
associated with estate plantings and tree cover associated with settlements, and 
linear features. 
Orchards - traditional orchards a main feature associated with both settlement 
and extensive blocks of traditionally grown fruit trees (old commercial orchards) 
Grassland - predominantly mesotrophic, locally acid, with bracken a feature in 
some areas. Old grassland resource in area associated with valley sides and 
steep slopes. Unimproved grassland restricted to micro and linear features, 
especially along stream courses 
Wetland - habitats associated with stream courses and flushes. 
Hedgerows - large scale pattern on higher ground with enclosure type hedgerows 
in bad condition. Ancient pattern retained where relief more difficult. 
Primary corridor network good, incised stream valley system excellent, 
supplemented by good highway and byway network in part 
  
Special features - dingle woodlands with tufa deposits and waterfalls. 
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LDU WP02.2 Heightington/Dunley Road Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  

A dissected undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining brown soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees. The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to a high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 

  
         damson orchards 
         hazel is a prominent hedgerow species 
         localised irregular field pattern  
         red brick building style 
         no streams present 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         high intensity mixed farming with a declining field pattern 
         boundaries in variable condition 
         ancient woodland and hedgerow trees generally poorly 

represented 
  
 

LDU WP02.2 Heightington/Dunley Road Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate minus 
Abundance: moderate minus 
Network: moderate - virtually no stream system, moderate highway and byway 
network 
Range: moderate minus 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - very low woodland cover but does include one block of ancient semi-
natural woodland. Otherwise tree cover associated with settlement and linear 
features 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlements. 
Grassland - an area of mesotrophic grassland, restricted to remnants - micro and 
linear features 
Open water - small open water resource mainly associated with field ponds 
Hedgerows - fairly intact field system, smallholder pattern around settlement with 
older hedges. Outside the settlements, larger fields with enclosure age 
hedgerows in a more declining state 
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LDU WP02.3 Gladder Brook Valley Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A dissected undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining brown soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees. The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to a high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         red brick building style 
         widespread irregular field pattern 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with an intact field pattern 
         boundaries generally good but some areas neglected 
         good representation of hedgerow trees and streamside trees 

 

LDU WP02.3 Gladder Brook Valley Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate. Good important primary network 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - supports reasonable areas of woodland, much of which is ancient 
semi-natural, including well-wooded incised stream corridor of Gladder Brook and 
its tributaries. Also tree cover associated with settlement and linear features.  
Orchards - traditional orchards associated with settlement. 
Grassland - mesotrophic and acid types. Unimproved grassland largely confined 
to micro and linear features. 
Wetland - wetland habitats associated with stream corridors 
Hedgerow - moderately intact network with both enclosure type and ancient 
hedges. 
  
Special feature - waterfall (specialist microhabitat) 
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LDU WP03  Ribbesford Principal Wooded Hills  
  
A steeply sloping hard rock plateau edge, of sandstone, with impoverished sandy 
soils.  The tree cover comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland.  Isolated farmsteads and a pastoral land use further 
characterise the area. 
  

         extensive area of ancient woodland on prominent slopes 
         red brick building style 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         widespread significant impact of forestry 
         low intensity mixed farming with an intact field pattern  
         variable condition boundaries 

  
 

LDU WP03 Ribbesford Principal Wooded Hills 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good, nearly all semi-natural habitat  
Network: good throughout 
Range: good minus - some habitats missing 
Impacts: 20

th
 century forestry activity - converting considerable areas to conifers, 

some local agricultural improvement 
  
Woodland - majority of area under canopy cover, nearly all on ancient sites. 
Majority converted to conifers in 20

th
 century but significant ancient semi-natural 

blocks survive. Woodland also associated with stream corridors - dingle 
woodlands  
Orchards - remnant orchard interest associated with settlements 
Grasslands - mesotrophic and acidic grassland types typical of area - most have 
been improved but areas of both types remain associated with steep slopes 
Hedgerows - most area under semi-natural habitat so dependence on hedgerow 
network somewhat limited. A forest derived landscape with intact hedgerow 
network of good species composition 
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LDU WP04  Ribbesford Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A rolling hard rock plateau of sandstone, with impoverished, sandy soils.  The 
land use is mixed farming with a settlement pattern of isolated red brick 
farmsteads.  The tree cover comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, 
discrete blocks of ancient woodland. 
  

         relic deer park 
         hazel is a prominent hedgerow species 
         stone building material with stone tiles 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity mixed farming with a loss of boundaries in 
places 

         woodlands well represented 
         localised high impact of road development 
         localised high impact of golf courses 

  
 

LDU WP04 Ribbesford Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: moderate plus - primary network good throughout, intact 
Range: good 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern agriculture, locally high impact of bypass, 
locally high impact of recreational activity - caravans and golf courses. 
  
Woodland - high woodland cover, mostly ancient semi-natural, and of varied 
character, including dingle woodland. Also tree cover associated with secondary 
woodland, mostly associated with modern amenity plantings, and remnant 
parkland (associated with Tickenhill palace). Veterans locally significant 
Orchards - traditional orchard associated with settlement 
Grassland - mesotrophic and acidic types, interest confined to micro and linear 
features. Bracken a feature in some areas. 
Wetland - habitats associated with stream corridors, plus oligotrophic headwater 
flushes. 
Open water - particularly associated with ornamental and mill ponds. 
Hedgerows - varied in both type and condition - intact in parts, fragmented 
elsewhere. Woodland assart locally frequent (little fields cut from woodland), 
elsewhere enclosure age open fields, large-scale enclosure beyond. 
  
Special feature - formerly important for bog habitats, some of which may be 
restorable - good potentiality. 
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LDU WP05  Bewdley Urban 
LDU WP06  Bewdley Urban 
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LDU WP07.1 Far Forest Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 
  
A dissected, undulating hard rock plateau of sandstone, with impoverished sandy 
soils.  It is an area of predominantly pastoral land use and a settlement pattern of 
clusters of wayside dwellings associated with a high level of dispersal and a small 
scale field pattern.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, 
often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks, and streamside tree 
cover. 
  

         LDU extends into Shropshire 
         sandstone building material with stone tiles 
         hazel is a prominent hedgerow species 
         small scale landscape  
         localised gorse and bracken 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         low intensity farming with an intact field pattern and prominent 
boundary hedges 

         tree cover well represented 
  
 

LDU WP07.1 Far Forest Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally severe impact of forestry - conifers  
  
Woodland - relatively high cover, significant % is ancient semi-natural, replanted 
in parts with conifers. In addition to woodland blocks, tree and woodland cover 
associated with watercourses. 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlements. 
Grassland - very high proportion of old grassland, mainly mesotrophic but some 
acidic. Bracken locally prominent. Significant unimproved grassland resource 
associated with smallholder field pattern. Also diverse resource associated with 
linear features including railway. 
Wetland - several streams with associated riparian habitats 
Primary network - very strong, including several streams, Dowles Brook providing 
major stream corridor, intense highway and byway network, plus disused railway 
line 
Hedgerows - small field pattern, intact hedge network, including many species 
rich hedges. 
  
Special feature - combination of smallholder scale, grasslands, woodlands and 
orchards  
Hotspot. 
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LDU WP07.2 Pound Bank Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 
  
A dissected, undulating hard rock plateau of sandstone, with impoverished sandy 
soils.  It is an area of predominantly pastoral land use and a settlement pattern of 
clusters of wayside dwellings associated with a high level of dispersal and a small 
scale field pattern.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, 
often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks, and streamside tree 
cover. 
  

         area of former common land 
         mosaic of old semi regular enclosure and more recent regular 

enclosure with planned roads  
         older area has hazel as a prominent hedgerow species 
         widespread traditional small orchards 
         stone building material with stone tiles in places 
         localised gorse and bracken 
         groups of garden trees associated with dwellings 
         small scale landscape 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         low intensity pasture farming with an intact field pattern and 
prominent boundary hedges 

         good representation of hedgerow trees 
         widespread impact of new dwellings 
         neglected orchards 

 

LDU WP07.2 Pound Bank Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: recent roadside/modern development, local afforestation of conifers. 
Multiple ownership acts as buffer to change as opposed to single landownership. 
  
Woodland - moderate level of woodland cover, woodland resource includes 
ancient semi-natural and ancient replanted sites. Tree cover also associated with 
stream corridors and settlement. Secondary woodland associated with declining 
management of land especially orchards. 
Orchards - strong representation of traditional orchards associated with 
settlements 
Scrub - secondary scrub growth associated with neglected land, especially 
orchards 
Grassland - mesotrophic, locally acidic. High % of old grassland. Significant 
unimproved grassland resource associated with smallholder settlements. Diverse 
grassland flora associated with linear features of area. 
Heath - tiny pockets of heath within the smallholder fields 
Wetland - stream corridors have associated riparian habitats. 
Primary network - fairly good, lanes have good flora, number of small stream 
corridors traversing unit with small, steeply incised banks. 
Hedgerows - small field pattern, high hedgerow density, high % are old and 
mixed. Declining in part. 
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Special feature - concentration of small old grassland fields and orchard - notable 
density of these habitats.
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LDU WP07.3 Dowles Brook Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings  
  
A dissected, undulating hard rock plateau of sandstone, with impoverished sandy 
soils.  It is an area of predominantly pastoral land use and a settlement pattern of 
clusters of wayside dwellings associated with a high level of dispersal and a small 
scale field pattern.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient woodland, 
often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks, and streamside tree 
cover. 
  

         hazel is a prominent hedgerow species 
         sandstone building materials with stone tiles 
         localised orchards 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity land use with a generally intact field pattern, 
declining in the northern part 

         prominent, generally good condition boundary hedges 
         good representation of tree cover elements 

  
 

LDU WP07.3 Dowles Brook Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: good 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern agriculture, and urban development 
pressure on periphery of unit. 
  
Woodland - moderate to low woodland cover, resource includes ancient semi-
natural and areas of natural regeneration. Tree cover also associated with 
watercourses, disused railway line, large house and settlement. 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with smallholder pattern 
Grassland - significant old grassland resource - mainly mesotrophic but with 
acidic nodes. Significant unimproved grassland resource associated with 
smallholder fields. Unimproved resource also associated with linear features. 
Wetland - streamcourses have associated wetland riparian habitats 
Primary network - good, centred around stream courses and reasonable old lane 
network 
Hedgerows - small-scale pattern, fairly intact but declining in parts 
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LDU WP08  Wyre Forest Wooded Forest  
  
A dissected, undulating, hard rock plateau of sandstone, with impoverished 
sandy soils.  Land use is forestry with tree cover provided by extensive woodland 
of an ancient character. Generally it is an unsettled landscape. 
  

         LDU extends into Shropshire 
         low density dispersal of stone dwellings 
         infrequent roads 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         widespread moderate impact of commercial forestry. 
  

LDU WP08 Wyre Forest Wooded Forest 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: good 
Impacts: very severe impact of afforestation with conifers over significant areas. 
Locally high impact of recreational development - holiday village, development of 
chalet culture. 
  
Woodland - covers vast majority of area. Virtually half is ancient semi-natural, half 
ancient replanted. The whole being under tree canopy 
Orchards - traditional orchards within area 
Grassland - potentially mesotrophic and acid grassland types, although few 
present, - grassland either unimproved or domestic (lawns). High value 
unimproved grassland within forest. Also unimproved interest associated with 
verges, disused railway, forest rides etc.  
Heath - much of forest on oligotrophic acid soils, heathland development occurs 
in open areas within forest, part of forest habitat mosaic. The amount relates to % 
canopy cover 
Wetland - significant resource, occurring principally along watercourses but also 
a number of flush sites within forest - mainly oligotrohic, occasionally base rich. 
Wetland resource includes bog habitat - exceptionally rare in Worcestershire.  
Open water - ponds exist in forest giving reasonable resource - generally not 
really oligotrophic but not truly mesotrophic - although there is, in addition, a 
mesotrophoic pond resource in the forest too. 
Primary network - virtually whole area covered by semi-natural habitat thus 
continuous network. Primary linking network based on stream valleys, main 
brook, disused railway line through semi-natural habitat. 
Secondary network - hedges few, so insignificant - significant area of fields 
enclosed with ancient woodbanks. 
  
Special features - one of the largest ancient woodland sites in lowland Britain, 
with very rich associated flora and fauna. Important as meeting place of southern 
and northern elements of flora and fauna so of biogeographical interest. Contains 
a number of rare species. 
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Hotspot 
Potentiality - high potential for restoration of semi-natural woodland (same for 
Ribbesford LDU WP03) 
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LDU WP09.1 Pound Green Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 
  
A dissected, undulating, hard rock plateau of sandstone, with impoverished 
sandy soils.  It is an area of predominantly pastoral land use and a settlement 
pattern of clusters of wayside dwellings associated with a high level of dispersal 
and a small scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow trees. 
  

         LDU extends into Shropshire 
         stone building material with stone tiles 
         hazel is a prominent hedgerow species 
         small scale landscape 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity farming with field pattern declining in places  
         overgrown boundary hedges 
         tree cover well represented 

  
 

LDU WP09.1 Pound Green Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: moderate plus 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern agriculture, plus loss of grazing on 
common, resulting in natural regeneration. 
  
Woodland - moderate level of cover, ancient semi-natural restricted to micro 
features. Most extant woodland is secondary, mainly is natural regeneration on 
commonland. In addition, tree cover associated with settlements. 
Orchards - traditional orchards resource associated with smallholder settlement. 
Scrub - regeneration on commonland 
Grassland - significant part of unit is old, unimproved grassland - mesotrophic 
and acidic - mainly commonland, but unimproved grassland also associated with 
micro and linear features. Bracken locally prominent.  
Heathland - part of commonland classified as grass heath so small proportion of 
heath. 
Wetland - associated with stream course and flush sites. Mesotrophic flushes 
(quite scarce in Worcestershire) 
Primary network - fairly strong structure of streams and highway and byway 
network 
Hedgerows - partly smallholder pattern with small fields, partly typical farmland 
with enclosure pattern on old commonland. Peripheral to area are ancient hedges 
and woodbanks. 
  
Special feature - area of common pasturage associated with common, so 
provides a range of habitats that are now very restricted. 
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LDU WP09.2 Button Oak Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 
  
A dissected, undulating, hard rock plateau of sandstone, with impoverished 
sandy soils.  It is an area of predominantly pastoral land use and a settlement 
pattern of clusters of wayside dwellings associated with a high level of dispersal 
and a small scale field pattern.  The tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow trees. 
  

         LDU extends into Shropshire 
         former common with a small area of existing common 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity farming with a declining field pattern 
         overgrown boundary hedges 
         lack of grazing on the unenclosed common has lead to scrub and 

secondary woodland encroachment 
 

LDU WP09.2 Button Oak Forest Smallholdings and Dwellings 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate plus 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: locally high impact of modern farming, locally high impact of 
afforestation 
  
Woodland - moderate area of cover, including ancient semi-natural, ancient 
replanted and secondary afforestation, apparently estate woodland. Tree cover 
also associated with stream corridors, settlement and linear features. 
Orchards - traditional orchard resource associated with settlement 
Grassland - old grassland resource, generally mesotrophic. Unimproved types 
confined to remnants, and micro and linear features. 
Primary network - strong, with incised stream valley, steam railway and old lanes. 
Hedgerows - varied, in part smallholder pattern with small fields, elsewhere 
medium size in farmed landscape. Hedges vary, enclosure and ancient origins. 
Pattern and condition locally in decline 
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LDU WP10  Hungry Hill Timbered Plateau Farmlands (located in 
Shropshire) 
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LDU WP11  River Severn - Bewdley to Upper Arley Riverside 
Meadows  
  
An area of low lying, flat alluvial drift, with poorly drained wetland soils.  It is 
largely unsettled, derived from areas of former meadowland and grazing marsh. 
The inherent land use today is pastoral, with tree cover of scattered streamside 
and hedgerow trees. 
  

         has a linear form following the River Severn 
 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity land use continually interrupted by localised 
high impacts of leisure and amenity uses 

         localised high impact of Trimpley reservoir and embankment 
  

LDU WP11 River Severn - Bewdley to Upper Arley Riverside Meadows 
  
Biodiversity: moderate plus 
Abundance: good 
Network: good 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: localised impact of agriculture, localised high impact of reservoir, 
localised impact of transport corridors, localised impact of development, localised 
impact of recreational activities 
  
Woodland - low cover of blocks of woodland, very little and ancient semi-natural, 
associated with bankside situations, river islands, cliff bases etc. Tree cover 
good, and especially associated with riverbanks and also with other linear 
features especially transport corridors, and also associated with settlement. 
Scrub - natural regeneration, including scrub, scattered throughout LDU. 
Grassland - mesotrophic - there is old grassland, species rich types confined to 
remnants and micro and linear features. 
Wetland - banks of Severn support associated riparian habitats,  
Open water - i. standing - amenity lake and large water supply reservoirs, (poor 
for wildlife) ii. running - LDU dominated by Severn, here it still exists in a wild 
state with range of features associated with it - valuable resource.  
Primary network - good, provided by river and parallel transport corridors  
Hedgerows - very narrow unit and very few hedges - ancient landscape, pattern 
declining, hedges tend to be mixed species - farmers tend to run fields together 
now with hedgerows deteriorating as a result. 
  
Special features - river seen as a major wildlife corridor in the county. 
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LDU WP12  Trimpley Principal Wooded Hills  
  
A steeply sloping hard rock plateau edge, of sandstone, with impoverished sandy 
soils.  The tree cover comprises interlocking, or frequent, usually large, discrete 
blocks of ancient woodland.  Isolated farmsteads and a pastoral land use further 
characterise the area. 
  

         LDU extends into Shropshire 
         red brick building style 
         hazel is a prominent hedgerow species 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity pasture farming with intact field pattern and 
overgrown boundary hedges 

         woodland cover poorly represented in places 
         widespread moderate impact of forestry 
         localised moderate impact of chalets and other amenity uses 

  

LDU WP12 Trimpley Principal Wooded Hills 
  
Biodiversity: good 
Abundance: good 
Distribution: good 
Range: moderate plus 
Impacts: very high impact of conifer afforestation, locally high impact of modern 
farming, locally high impact of recreational development. 
  
Woodland - high cover of woodland, mostly discrete large blocks, majority being 
ancient woodland sites. A high proportion has been replanted with conifers. 
Significant area of ancient semi-natural woodland remains. Remnant parkland 
with many old trees. Tree cover associated with stream corridors, settlements 
and land associated with large houses. Veterans a feature 
Orchards - small traditional orchard resource associated with farmsteads 
Grasslands - both acid and mesotrophic, bracken locally a feature. Significant 
proportion of old grassland, but few remaining fields of unimproved grassland, 
this resource mostly confined to infield remnants and micro and linear features. 
Wetlands - small riparian habitats associated with stream corridors. 
Open water - group of recently created water bodies of limited wildlife value 
Primary network - good, largely centred round large blocks of semi-natural 
habitat, almost inter-locking throughout area plus incised stream valleys and 
good byway and highway network 
Hedgerows - small to medium field size. Hedges tend to species rich. Intact 
pattern but local decline in pattern and condition. 
  
Potentiality - both Wyre and this area have potential for restoration to semi-
natural woodland. The area supports fragments of heathy vegetation within 
woodland - potential for heathland restoration on suitable soils 
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LDU WP13  Romsley Timbered Plateau Farmlands  
  
A dissected, undulating, hard rock plateau of mixed mudstone and sandstone, 
with free draining sandy soils.  Tree cover comprises relic patches of ancient 
woodland, often associated with densely scattered hedgerow oaks and 
streamside trees. The land use is mixed farming, the settlement pattern is one of 
farmsteads and strings of wayside dwellings associated with a moderate to high 
level of dispersal and a small to medium scale field pattern. 
  

         LDU extends into Shropshire 
         localised relic common 
         mixed hedgerows 
         red brick building style 
         localised relic deer park 

 
Condition (updated 2011) 

         moderate intensity farming with an intact field pattern  
         boundaries in good condition 
         tree cover well represented but with a poor age structure 

  
 

LDU WP13 Romsley Timbered Plateau Farmlands 
  
Biodiversity: moderate 
Abundance: moderate 
Network: moderate 
Range: moderate 
Impacts: fairly high impact of modern agriculture 
  
Woodland - moderate level of woodland cover - largest area is ancient semi-
natural, also some afforestation of ancient sites, of broadleaf and conifer planting. 
Remnant parkland present. Tree cover also associated with watercourses, other 
linear features and settlement. The area includes a notable dingle. 
Grassland - old grassland resource, largely mesotrophic. Unimproved resource 
restricted to a few fields, but frequently present in micro and linear features. 
Wetland - minor semi-natural wetland habitats associated with stream courses. 
Open water - small field pond resource in area 
Primary network - fairly good, flanked by River Severn, with wooded 
dingles/stream valleys and old high and byway network 
Hedgerows - largely woodland clearance pattern, of medium to small size, with 
species mixed hedgerows. 
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4. RESULTS: II – ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 

 
        4.1 Significance, vulnerability, tolerance and resilience tables (arranged according to the 6 indicators) 
 

LANDSCAPE TYPE FIELD BOUNDARIES 
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ENCLOSED COMMONS hedges c p 3 s > ms 2 3 18 67 s 1 3 33 54 22 

ESTATE FARMLANDS hedges c p 3 s > ms 2 3 18 67 s 1 3 33 54 22 

FOREST SMALLHOLDINGS & DWELLINGS hedges c p 3 s > nd 2 3 18 67 m 2 6 67 108 44 

HIGH HILLS & SLOPES n/a                 0 0     0 0 0 0 

LIMESTONE ESTATELANDS walls c p 3 s < ni 2 1 6 22 s 1 3 33 18 7.4 

PRINCIPAL SETTLED FARMLANDS hedges c p 3 s > ms 2 3 18 67 s 1 3 33 54 22 

PRINCIPAL TIMBERED FARMLANDS hedges c p 3 s > ms 2 3 18 67 m 2 6 67 108 44 

PRINCIPAL VILLAGE FARMLANDS hedges v p 2 c > nd 3 3 18 67 s 1 2 22 36 15 

PRINCIPAL WOODED HILLS hedges c a 2 s > ms 2 3 12 44 m 2 4 44 48 20 

RIVERSIDE MEADOWS hge/ditch c a 2 s > ms 2 3 12 44 s 1 2 22 24 9.9 

SANDSTONE ESTATELANDS hedges c p 3 c > ms 3 3 27 100 s 1 3 33 81 33 

SETTLED FARMLANDS ON RIVER TERRACES  hedges v p 2 c > ms 3 3 18 67 s 1 2 22 36 15 

SETTLED FARMLANDS WITH PASTORAL LAND 

USE 
hedges c p 3 s > ms 2 3 18 67 s 1 3 33 54 22 

TIMBERED PASTURES hedges c p 3 s > ms 2 3 18 67 m 2 6 67 108 44 

TIMBERED PLATEAU FARMLANDS hedges c p 3 s > ms 2 3 18 67 m 2 6 67 108 44 

UNENCLOSED COMMONS n/a                 0 0     0 0 0 0 

VILLAGE CLAYLANDS hedges c p 3 s > ms 2 3 18 67 s 1 3 33 54 22 

VILLAGE FARMLANDS WITH ORCHARDS hedges v a 1 c > nd 3 3 9 33 s 1 1 11 9 3.7 

WET PASTURE MEADOWS hge/ditch c a 2 s > ms 2 3 12 44 s 1 2 22 24 9.9 

WOODED ESTATELANDS hedges c a 2 s > ms 2 3 12 44 s 1 2 22 24 9.9 

WOODED FOREST n/a                 0 0     0 0 0 0 

WOODED HILLS & FARMLANDS hedges c p 3 s > ms 2 3 18 67 s 1 3 33 54 22 
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LANDSCAPE TYPE ENCLOSURE PATTERN 
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ENCLOSED COMMONS planned c p 3 e s ni 1 2 6 22 s 1 3 33 18 7.4 

ESTATE FARMLANDS 
sub-

rgular 
v a 1 s > ms 2 3 6 22 m 2 2 22 12 4.9 

FOREST SMALLHOLDINGS  variable v a 1 c s ni 3 2 6 22 m 2 2 22 12 4.9 

HIGH HILLS & SLOPES unenclosd c p 3 e s ni 1 2 6 22 s 1 3 33 18 7.4 

LIMESTONE ESTATELANDS planned c p 3 e s ni 1 2 6 22 s 1 3 33 18 7.4 

PRINCIPAL SETTLED FARMLANDS 
sub-
rgular 

v a 1 s > ms 2 3 6 22 m 2 2 22 12 4.9 

PRINCIPAL TIMBERED FARMLANDS organic c a 2 c > ms 3 3 18 67 m 2 4 44 72 30 

PRINCIPAL VILLAGE FARMLANDS planned v a 1 e s ni 1 2 2 7.4 s 1 1 11 2 0.8 

PRINCIPAL WOODED HILLS organic v p 2 c s ni 3 2 12 44 m 2 4 44 48 20 

RIVERSIDE MEADOWS planned v i 1 e > ni 1 3 3 11 s 1 1 11 3 1.2 

SANDSTONE ESTATELANDS planned c p 3 e s ni 1 2 6 22 s 1 3 33 18 7.4 

SETTLED FARMLANDS ON RIVER TERRACES  
sub-
rgular 

v a 1 s > ms 2 3 6 22 m 2 2 22 12 4.9 

SETTLED FARMLANDS WITH PASTORAL LAND USE 
sub-

rgular 
c a 2 s s ni 2 2 8 30 m 2 4 44 32 13 

TIMBERED PASTURES variable v a 1 c s ms 3 2 6 22 m 2 2 22 12 4.9 

TIMBERED PLATEAU FARMLANDS organic v p 2 c > ms 3 3 18 67 m 2 4 44 72 30 

UNENCLOSED COMMONS unenclosd c p 3 s s ni 2 2 12 44 s 1 3 33 36 15 

VILLAGE CLAYLANDS 

sub-

rgular c a 1 s > ni 2 3 
6 22 

m 2 
2 22 12 4.9 

VILLAGE FARMLANDS WITH ORCHARDS planned v a 1 e s ni 1 2 2 7.4 s 1 1 11 2 0.8 

WET PASTURE MEADOWS planned c i 1 e > ni 1 3 3 11 s 1 1 11 3 1.2 

WOODED ESTATELANDS variable v a 1 s > ms 2 3 6 22 m 2 2 22 12 4.9 

WOODED FOREST unenclosd c i 1 e s ni 1 2 2 7.4 s 1 1 11 2 0.8 

WOODED HILLS & FARMLANDS 
sub-
rgular 

v a 1 s > ms 2 3 6 22 m 2 2 22 12 4.9 
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LANDSCAPE TYPE TREE COVER PATTERN 
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ENCLOSED COMMONS linear c p 3 e s 1 2 ni 6 22 L 3 9 100 54 22 

ESTATE FARMLANDS groups v a 1 c > 3 3 ni 9 33 L 3 3 33 27 11 

FOREST SMALLHOLDINGS  scattred c p 3 c s 3 2 ms 18 67 L 3 9 100 162 67 

HIGH HILLS & SLOPES n/a     0     0 0   0 0   0 0 0 0 0 

LIMESTONE ESTATELANDS discrete c p 3 e s 1 2 ni 6 22 L 3 9 100 54 22 

PRINCIPAL SETTLED FARMLANDS scattred v a 1 c > 3 3 nd 9 33 L 3 3 33 27 11 

PRINCIPAL TIMBERED FARMLANDS scattred c p 3 c > 3 3 nd 27 100 L 3 9 100 243 100 

PRINCIPAL VILLAGE FARMLANDS groups v a 1 c > 3 3 ms 9 33 L 3 3 33 27 11 

PRINCIPAL WOODED HILLS linked v p 2 s s 2 2 ni 8 30 L 3 6 67 48 20 

RIVERSIDE MEADOWS linear c p 3 c > 3 3 nd 27 100 L 3 9 100 243 100 

SANDSTONE ESTATELANDS discrete v p 2 e s 1 2 ni 4 15 L 3 6 67 24 9.9 

SETTLED FARMLANDS ON RIVER TERRACES  groups c a 2 c > 3 3 ms 18 67 L 3 6 67 108 44 

SETTLED FARMLANDS WITH PASTORAL LAND USE scattred v p 2 c > 3 3 nd 18 67 L 3 6 67 108 44 

TIMBERED PASTURES scattred c p 3 c > 3 3 nd 27 100 L 3 9 100 243 100 

TIMBERED PLATEAU FARMLANDS linear v p 2 c s 3 2 ms 12 44 L 3 6 67 72 30 

UNENCLOSED COMMONS n/a                 0 0   0 0 0 0 0 

VILLAGE CLAYLANDS scattred c a 2 c > 3 3 nd 18 67 L 3 6 67 108 44 

VILLAGE FARMLANDS WITH ORCHARDS groups v i 1 c > 3 3 ms 9 33 L 3 3 33 27 11 

WET PASTURE MEADOWS linear c p 3 c > 3 3 nd 27 100 L 3 9 100 243 100 

WOODED ESTATELANDS discrete v p 2 e s 1 2 ms 4 15 L 3 6 67 24 9.9 

WOODED FOREST continus c p 3 e s 1 2 ni 6 22 L 3 9 100 54 22 

WOODED HILLS & FARMLANDS discrete v p 2 e s 1 2 ni 4 15 L 3 6 67 24 9.9 
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LANDSCAPE TYPE TREE COVER CHARACTER 
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ENCLOSED COMMONS planned v p 2 e s 1 2 ni 4 15 L 3 6 66.7 24 9.88 

ESTATE FARMLANDS planned v p 2 e s 1 2 ni 4 15 L 3 6 66.7 24 9.88 

FOREST SMALLHOLDINGS & DWELLINGS trees c p 3 c s 3 3 ms 27 100 L 3 9 100 243 100 

HIGH HILLS & SLOPES unwood v p 2 s > 2 3 nd 12 44 s 1 2 22.2 24 9.88 

LIMESTONE ESTATELANDS planned c p 3 e s 1 2 ni 6 22 L 3 9 100 54 22.2 

PRINCIPAL SETTLED FARMLANDS trees v a 1 c > 3 3 ms 9 33 L 3 3 33.3 27 11.1 

PRINCIPAL TIMBERED FARMLANDS ancient c p 3 s s 2 2 ms 12 44 m 2 6 66.7 72 29.6 

PRINCIPAL VILLAGE FARMLANDS trees v a 1 c > 3 3 ms 9 33 L 3 3 33.3 27 11.1 

PRINCIPAL WOODED HILLS ancient c p 3 s s 2 2 ms 12 44 m 2 6 66.7 72 29.6 

RIVERSIDE MEADOWS trees c p 3 c > 3 3 ms 27 100 L 3 9 100 243 100 

SANDSTONE ESTATELANDS planned v p 2 e s 1 2 ni 4 15 L 3 6 66.7 24 9.88 

SETTLED FARMLANDS ON RIVER TERRACES  trees v i 1 c > 3 3 ms 9 33 L 3 3 33.3 27 11.1 

SETTLED FARMLANDS WITH PASTORAL LAND USE trees c p 3 c > 3 3 nd 27 100 L 3 9 100 243 100 

TIMBERED PASTURES ancient c p 3 s s 2 2 ms 12 44 m 2 6 66.7 72 29.6 

TIMBERED PLATEAU FARMLANDS ancient c p 3 s s 2 2 ms 12 44 m 2 6 66.7 72 29.6 

UNENCLOSED COMMONS unwood v p 2 s > 2 3 nd 12 44 s 1 2 22.2 24 9.88 

VILLAGE CLAYLANDS trees c a 2 c > 3 3 nd 18 67 L 3 6 66.7 108 44.4 

VILLAGE FARMLANDS WITH ORCHARDS trees v i 1 c > 3 3 ms 9 33 L 3 3 33.3 27 11.1 

WET PASTURE MEADOWS trees c p 3 c > 3 3 nd 27 100 L 3 9 100 243 100 

WOODED ESTATELANDS ancient v p 2 s s 2 2 ms 8 30 m 2 4 44.4 32 13.2 

WOODED FOREST ancient c p 3 s s 2 2 ni 12 44 m 2 6 66.7 72 29.6 

WOODED HILLS & FARMLANDS ancient v p 2 s s 2 2 ms 8 30 m 2 4 44.4 32 13.2 
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LANDSCAPE TYPE SETTLEMENT PATTERN 
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ENCLOSED COMMONS scattered v a 1 h s 3 2 ms 6 22 m 2 2 17 12 3.7 

ESTATE FARMLANDS clustered c a 2 L s 1 2 ni 4 15 m 2 4 33 16 4.9 

FOREST SMALLHOLDINGS  wayside c p 3 m > 2 3 ms 18 67 L 1 3 25 54 17 

HIGH HILLS & SLOPES unsettled c p 3 L s 1 2 ni 6 22 vh 4 12 100 72 22 

LIMESTONE ESTATELANDS scattered v p 2 h s 3 2 ms 12 44 m 2 4 33 48 15 

PRINCIPAL SETTLED FARMLANDS dispersed c p 3 m > 2 3 nd 18 67 L 1 3 25 54 17 

PRINCIPAL TIMBERED FARMLANDS dispersed v a 1 m > 2 3 nd 6 22 L 1 1 8.3 6 1.9 

PRINCIPAL VILLAGE FARMLANDS nucleated c p 3 m > 2 3 ms 18 67 h 3 9 75 162 50 

PRINCIPAL WOODED HILLS scattered c a 2 h s 3 2 ni 12 44 m 2 4 33 48 15 

RIVERSIDE MEADOWS unsettled c a 2 L s 1 2 ni 4 15 vh 4 8 67 32 9.9 

SANDSTONE ESTATELANDS clustered c a 2 L s 1 2 ni 4 15 m 2 4 33 16 4.9 

SETTLED FARMLANDS ON RIVER TERRACES  scattered c a 2 m s 2 2 ms 8 30 L 1 2 17 16 4.9 

SETTLED FARMLANDS WITH PASTORAL LAND USE dispersed c a 2 m s 2 2 nd 8 30 L 1 2 17 16 4.9 

TIMBERED PASTURES wayside v a 1 m > 2 3 ms 6 22 L 1 1 8.3 6 1.9 

TIMBERED PLATEAU FARMLANDS dispersed v a 1 m s 2 2 nd 4 15 L 1 1 8.3 4 1.2 

UNENCLOSED COMMONS unsettled v a 1 L s 1 2 ni 2 7.4 vh 4 4 33 8 2.5 

VILLAGE CLAYLANDS nucleated c a 2 m > 2 3 ms 12 44 h 3 6 50 72 22 

VILLAGE FARMLANDS WITH ORCHARDS nucleated v p 2 m > 2 3 ms 12 44 h 3 6 50 72 22 

WET PASTURE MEADOWS unsettled c a 2 L s 1 2 ni 4 15 vh 4 8 67 32 9.9 

WOODED ESTATELANDS clustered c a 2 L s 1 2 ni 4 15 m 2 4 33 16 4.9 

WOODED FOREST unsettled v p 2 L s 1 2 ni 4 15 vh 4 8 67 32 9.9 

WOODED HILLS & FARMLANDS clustered c a 2 L s 1 2 ni 4 15 m 2 4 33 16 4.9 
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LANDSCAPE TYPE LAND USE 
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ENCLOSED COMMONS pastoral c p 3 s > 2 3 ms 18 67 s 1 3 33 54 22 

ESTATE FARMLANDS mixed c a 2 e > 1 3 nd 6 22 s 1 2 22 12 4.9 

FOREST SMALLHOLDINGS  pastoral c a 2 s > 2 3 ms 12 44 s 1 2 22 24 9.9 

HIGH HILLS & SLOPES rough  v p 2 s > 2 3 nd 12 44 s 1 2 22 24 9.9 

LIMESTONE ESTATELANDS mixed c p 3 e > 1 3 nd 9 33 s 1 3 33 27 11 

PRINCIPAL SETTLED FARMLANDS mixed  c a 2 e > 1 3 nd 6 22 s 1 2 22 12 4.9 

PRINCIPAL TIMBERED FARMLANDS mixed  v a 1 e > 1 3 nd 3 11 s 1 1 11 3 1.2 

PRINCIPAL VILLAGE FARMLANDS cropping v p 2 e s 1 2 ni 4 15 s 1 2 22 8 3.3 

PRINCIPAL WOODED HILLS woodlnd v p 2 e s 1 2 ni 4 15 s 1 2 22 8 3.3 

RIVERSIDE MEADOWS pastoral c p 3 e > 1 3 nd 9 33 s 1 3 33 27 11 

SANDSTONE ESTATELANDS cropping c p 3 e s 1 2 ni 6 22 s 1 3 33 18 7.4 

SETTLED FARMLANDS ON RIVER TERRACES  cropping c p 3 e s 1 2 ni 6 22 s 1 3 33 18 7.4 

SETTLED FARMLANDS WITH PASTORAL LAND USE pastoral c a 2 e s 1 2 ms 4 15 s 1 2 22 8 3.3 

TIMBERED PASTURES pastoral c a 2 s > 2 3 ms 12 44 s 1 2 22 24 9.9 

TIMBERED PLATEAU FARMLANDS mixed  v p 2 e > 1 3 nd 6 22 s 1 2 22 12 4.9 

UNENCLOSED COMMONS rough  c p 3 s > 2 3 nd 18 67 s 1 3 33 54 22 

VILLAGE CLAYLANDS pastoral v p 2 s > 2 3 ms 12 44 s 1 2 22 24 9.9 

VILLAGE FARMLANDS WITH ORCHARDS fruit c p 3 e > 1 3 ms 9 33 s 1 3 33 27 11 

WET PASTURE MEADOWS pastoral c p 3 e > 1 3 nd 9 33 s 1 3 33 27 11 

WOODED ESTATELANDS mixed  c a 2 e > 1 3 nd 6 22 s 1 2 22 12 4.9 

WOODED FOREST woodlnd c p 3 e s 1 2 ni 6 22 L 3 9 100 54 22 

WOODED HILLS & FARMLANDS mixed  v p 2 e > 1 3 ms 6 22 s 1 2 22 12 4.9 
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4.2  Overall Resilience of each Landscape Type in ranked order from most Resilient (lower scoring) to least Resilient (higher 
scoring). The chart also illustrates how the Resilience scores of each individual indicator contribute to the overall score. 
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4.3 Condition and Sensitivity summary 
 
4.3.1 In the base line year (2005 aerial photograph set, assessed 2008) the 
percentage of landscape units (LCPs) in the high condition category was 69%, 
the percentage in the medium condition category was 27%, and the percentage 
in the poor condition category was 4%. (This is a countywide assessment, but 
excludes urban areas.) This means that the status of the landscape character in 
Worcestershire was good as illustrated in the pie chart below. 

 
Condition of Landscape Character – Whole County 2005 

(% Land Cover Parcels falling within each category) 
 

 
 
4.3.2 In 2009 a sample of 125 LCPs were chosen for reassessment and these will 

be the LCPs that are revisited for reassessment at each monitoring interval. Six 
LCPs were selected from each Landscape Type (except for Wooded Forest for which 
there is only 1 LCP and Limestone Estatelands for which there are only 4 LCPs in the 
county). Parcels were chosen from both peri-urban and rural locations and with the 
aim of giving a good cross-county distribution. Compared with the county as a whole, 
the baseline condition of landscape character in these parcels was slightly lower as 
illustrated in the pie-chart below. 

  

69% 

27% 

4% 

Good 

Moderate 

Poor 
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Condition of Landscape Character – Sample for Reassessment 

Baseline AND 2009 assessment 
(% Land Cover Parcels falling within each category) 

 
 
4.3.3 In order to arrive at the overall landscape sensitivity, the resilience of the 
relevant landscape type is added to the condition score for each LCP. This can then 
be shown as a county map (see Landscape Sensitivity map above) 
 
4.3.4 The full details of the Worcestershire Landscape Condition and Sensitivity 
Assessment are held in the Excel spreadsheets that accompany this Technical 
Handbook. It was not possible to include them in this document. 

 
  

45% 

45% 

10% 

Good 

Moderate 

Poor 
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APPENDIX A 
 
MAPS 
   
1. Regional Character Areas (see below – A3 fold out map) 
2. Landscape Types (see below – A3 fold out map; also available A0 pdf on 

request) 
3. Landscape Description Units (LDU) boundaries (see below – A3 fold out map) 
4. Land Cover Parcel (LCP) boundaries (see below – A3 fold out map) 
5. Landscape Types plus LDU boundaries and codes (A0 pdf available on 

request or see mapping website) 
6. Landscape Types plus LCP boundaries and codes (A0 pdf available on 

request or see mapping website) 
7. LDU boundaries and codes (A0 pdf on request or see mapping website) 
8. LCP boundaries and codes (A0 pdf on request or see mapping website) 
9. Landscape Condition (A3 fold out map – see below) 
10. Landscape Sensitivity (A3 fold out map – see below) 
 
If what you need does not seem to be available in this document, please visit our 
mapping website (where you can access all the maps, profiles and other products 
of the LCA) http://gis.worcestershire.gov.uk/website/LandscapeCharacter/.  
 

http://gis.worcestershire.gov.uk/website/LandscapeCharacter/
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APPENDIX B 
 
GLOSSARY 
 
Ancient Wooded Character 
Wooded landscapes characterised by mixed broadleaved woodlands with a 
varied age structure, often of ancient origin (as defined on the ancient woodland 
inventory). The woodland pattern often displays clear signs of piecemeal 
woodland clearance, such as irregular woodland outlines, woodland place names 
etc. 
 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) 
A statutory designation intended to conserve the natural scenic beauty of an 
area. Identified by the Countryside Commission, (now Natural England) and 
administered by Local Authorities. 
 
Areas of Great Landscape Value (AGLV) 
A regional planning designation, identifying those areas that are considered to be 
of special landscape quality and meriting protection.  These areas are shown in 
County Structure Plans and Local District Plans.  
 
Attributes 
The individual qualities that make up an indicator, e.g. settlement pattern may be 
unsettled, clustered, nucleated, wayside, dispersed or scattered. 
 
Biodiversity 
The total variety of life on earth or within any given part of it. 
 
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) 
A plan setting out the current status, issues and threats for a species or habitat 
and a programme of specific and timed actions with identified responsible 
agencies to restore, maintain and enhance the biodiversity interest. 
 
Buffer Zone 
An area or zone that helps to protect a habitat from damage, disturbance or 
pollution. 
 
Characteristic Features 
The presence of natural or heritage features that recur with sufficient frequency to 
be considered an integral part of a particular landscape. 
 
Chasmophytes 
Plants which grow in crevices in rocks or rock faces 
 
Conservation 
The wise use, protection and thus continuance of a valued resource. 
 
Consistency 
The degree to which an attribute is recognisable and consistently represented 
throughout the landscape. 
c – Consistent – clearly recognisable and consistently represented. 
v – Variable – not clearly recognisable and/or variably represented. 
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Corridor 
A strip of a particular type that differs from the adjacent land on both sides 
(corridors have several important functions, including conduit, barrier and 
habitat). 
 
Cropping 
Dominance of arable farming characterised by field vegetables and/or market 
gardening. 
 
Discrete Woods 
Separate and clearly defined blocks of woodland.  Some linkage may be afforded 
by hedgerows. 
 
Ecology 
The science of the inter-relationships between living organisms and their 
environment. 
  
Enclosure Pattern 
The form of the cultural dimension of the landscape as defined by the inherited 
pattern of fields and lanes. 
 
Environment 
The external surroundings (i.e. physical and chemical conditions) that impact on 
every aspect of life on earth. 
 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
A statutory procedure requiring the application of a full assessment of 
environmental impacts for certain major categories of development proposal. 
 
Eutrophic 
A water body with high nutrient levels, often a result of intensive agricultural 
production. Such water bodies are characterised by low dissolved oxygen levels, 
excessive algal blooms and a general poor water quality. 
 
Exposed Spatial Character 
Extensive areas, often unenclosed, where the lack of three dimensional elements 
allows wide, distant views which give a strong impression of sky and space. 
 
Farmland 
Areas occurring on a wide variety of soil types that have been under mainstream 
cultivation for a long time and which lack the distinct relic plant communities that 
would have a significant contribution to landscape character. 
 
Farm Type (landuse) 
The dominant type of farming enterprise that reflects the inherent capability of the 
land. 
 
Field boundaries 
The physical boundaries defining the perimeter of agricultural fields. 
 
Function 
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Is the combination of factors which gave rise to the attribute still relevant in 
today’s landscape, in other words does the attribute have a function today in the 
landscape? 
e – Economically and practically functional, potentially maintained without 

financial support. 
s – Functional but only maintained with support. 
c – Cosmetic, no practical or economic function but may have an aesthetic value. 
 
 
Geodiversity 
The variety of rocks, fossils, minerals and natural processes. 
 
Geographic Information System (GIS) 
A computer facility that enables the layering of map based information. 
 
Groups 
Areas where the pattern of tree cover is solely characterised by discrete groups 
and/or small assemblages of trees, usually associated with farmsteads and or 
rural settlements. 
 
Habitat 
A place in which a particular plant or animal lives.  Often used in a wider sense, 
referring to major assemblages of plants and animals found together, such as 
woodlands or grasslands. 
 
Heath/acid grassland 
Plant communities typically developed on free draining, nutrient poor soils.  
Indicator species may include gorse (Ulex), bracken (Pteridium), ling (Calluna), 
Purple heather (Erica cinerea). 
Localised areas of poor drainage may be present. Indicator species may include 
cross leaved heath (Erica tetralix) and rush (Juncus sp). 
 
Heathy/acid grassland relic 
Remnants of former plant communities developed on free draining nutrient poor 
soils, now represented by a restricted range of indicator species – gorse or 
bracken usually found along roadsides or woodland edges. 
 
Hedges 
A general category embracing hedgerows of single and mixed species 
composition. 
 
Hedge and ditch 
As above, with associated man made dry or wet drainage channels. 
 
Improved Grassland 
Grassland communities that have a reduced floristic diversity due to the 
application of fertilisers or other added nutrients. Typically they will be dominated 
by one or two species. 
 
Indicative Ground Vegetation 
Semi-natural plant communities (excluding woodland, scrub and hedges) that 
visually contribute to the interpretation of the landscape character. 
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Indicators 
Individual aspects that make up landscape character.  These are geology, 
topography, soils, tree cover character, tree cover pattern, landuse, enclosure 
pattern, settlement pattern, indicative ground vegetation, field boundaries, spatial 
character and special characteristic features. 
 
Intimate Spatial Character 
A landscape of restricted views where there is a consistently small field pattern 
(less than 4 hectares) and the close proximity of other elements creates a strong 
sense of enclosure. 
 
Key Characteristics 
Those attributes that prominently and consistently define the landscape 
character. 
 
Land Cover Parcel (LCP) 
These are the sub-landscape units arising from the subvision of the Landscape 
Description Units based on variations in modern land use and the historic 
patterns of field enclosure.  They are totally homogenous units within which there 
are no variations of attribute. 
 
Landscape 
The human perception of the land at a scale that is smaller than the global 
environment but larger than the individual site. 
 
Landscape Character 
An expression of pattern, resulting from particular combinations of natural, 
(physical and biological) and cultural factors that make one place different from 
another. 
 
Landscape Character Assessment 
An analysis of the character of the landscape based on predetermined objective 
criteria and characteristics. 
 
Landscape Description Unit (LDU) 
A Landscape Description Unit is a representation of a Landscape Type in a 
specific location.  These are the basic building blocks of the landscape and are 
defined by a combination of six key characteristics relating to geology, 
topography, soils, tree cover character, land use and historic settlement pattern. 
LDUs are identified by description and those with similar visual characteristics are 
grouped into Landscape Types. 
 
Landscape Management Plan 
A document that sets down the tasks that are necessary to achieve and sustain 
long term objectives for a site or area of landscape in order to maintain, enhance 
and strengthen its landscape character, natural habitats and design criteria. 
 
Landscape Type (LT) 
These are identified by certain combinations of the twelve characteristics, which 
define landscape character. Landscape Types are areas that are visually different 
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from one another, those differences being defined by particularly dominant key 
characteristics. 
 
Large Spatial Character 
Open areas usually with a large scale enclosure pattern (field size consistently 
greater than 8 hectares).  The pattern is defined by field boundaries and/or other 
three dimensional elements such as woodland. 
 
Linear 
Areas where the tree cover is characterised by lines of trees or narrow bands of 
woodland normally associated with streams, ditches or other linear water 
features. 
 
Linked 
Frequent woodland blocks and/or wooded corridors forming physically or visually 
linking patterns, creating the impression of a heavily wooded landscape. 
 
Meadow 
Land, usually level and low lying, devoted to grasses and short herbs, which is 
mown annually for hay. 
 
Medium-framed Spatial Character 
Areas with medium to large sized fields, (consistently greater than 4 hectares), 
where views are typically framed by discrete blocks of woodland or lines of trees. 
 
Medium-open Spatial Character 
Open landscapes with a medium scale enclosure pattern (field size consistently 
greater than 4 hectares) defined by field boundaries and/or other three 
dimensional elements. 
 
Meso-oligotrophic 
Habitats with low nutrient levels. 
 
Mesotrophic 
Habitats (water bodies, grasslands) with moderate nutrient levels - greater than 
oligotrophic but less than eutrophic. 
Mitigation  
Measures taken to reduce adverse impacts e.g. the provision of suitable planting 
to screen a development. 
 
Mixed Landuse 
Farming enterprises that have both a mix of arable and pasture land uses. 
 
Native Species 
A species that occurs naturally in an area, not having been introduced by humans 
either accidentally or intentionally. 
 
Nitrophilous 
Organisms) preferring a nutrient rich environment. 
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Oligotrophic 
Water or soils with very low nutrient levels. Oligotrophic water bodies are 
characterised by high dissolved oxygen levels, low algal production and a general 
high water quality. 
 
Organic Enclosure Pattern 
A piece-meal enclosure pattern associated with an irregular network of winding 
lanes. 
 
Park 
An area of land characterised by groups and/or individual mature trees usually 
associated with a castle or large country house.  Ornamental planting, lodges, 
lakes etc are usually a feature. 
 
Pastoral 
Grassland landscapes characterised by grazing animals associated with dairying 
and/or stock rearing. 
 
Pasture 
An area of land dominated by grass, which is used only for grazing, as distinct 
from a meadow that is mown. 
 
Planned Enclosure Pattern 
An ordered pattern of lanes and rectilinear fields with mainly straight boundaries. 
 
Planned Woodland Character 
Wooded landscapes characterised by estate plantations and/or belts or trees with 
regular outlines, a predominantly even age structure and a limited range of non-
ornamental native or exotic species. 
 
Planning Policy Guidance Notes (PPG) 
Central Government guidance on all aspects of planning law and policy. 
 
Pollard 
Trees with branches regularly cut off at a height of between 2-3 metres 
 
Regional Character Areas 
Individual, unique areas at a broadbush, regional scale that are identified by 
description. 
 
Regional Planning Guidance 
Central Government guidance on regional issues such as housing, transport and 
waste disposal. 
 
Replaceability 
The degree in which it is possible to replace an element in its original form. 
l – Possible to replace in its original form over the medium to long term (15-50 
years) 
m – Only possible to replace in a modified form.  This modification may reflect the 

lack of time depth association with the attribute. 
s – Possible to replace in its original form in the short term (up to 15 years) 
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Resilience 
Vulnerability x Tolerance (at Landscape Type level) 
A measure of the endurance of landscape character.  Defined by the likelihood of 
change in relation to the degree to which the landscape is able to tolerate that 
change. 
 
Riparian 
The interface between land and a flowing surface water body – typically 
pertaining to, or on, a river bank. 
 
Rough Grazing 
Landscapes characterised by low intensity grazing of rough pasture associated 
with poor soils. 
 
Rural White Paper 
The document in which Central Government sets out its policies and aspirations 
for the rural environment. 
 
Scattered Tree Cover Pattern 
Pattern defined by densely or thinly scattered trees most often associated with 
hedgerows, sometimes in association with woodlands. 
 
Scattered Settlement Pattern 
A very low dispersal of individual farmsteads and rural dwellings. 
 
Sensitivity 
Resilience x Condition (at Land Cover Parcel level) 
The degree to which the Resilience of a landscape is influenced by its current 
condition. 
 
Significance 
Consistency x Visual Prominence (then converted to Primary. Secondary or 
Tertiary) 
The degree to which an attribute contributes to the overall character of a 
landscape as defined by its consistency and visual prominence. 
P – Primary – both consistent and prominent. 
S – Secondary – either consistent and apparent or variable and prominent. 
T – Tertiary – either has insignificant prominence or a variable pattern that is 

apparent. 
 
Small Spatial Character 
A landscape of small to medium sized fields (field size consistently less than 4 
hectares) where scattered trees and/or small woods and copses create filtered 
views. 
 
Spatial Character 
The visual perception of spatial character as defined by the combination of open 
spaces, views and elements that make up the landscape. 
 
Sub-regular Enclosure Pattern 
An interlocking, regular pattern of fields and lanes with curving boundaries. 
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Supplementary Planning Guidance 
Additional planning guidance on individual topics to enable a greater 
understanding of Local Authority policies and strategies. 
 
Sustainable Development 
Defined by the Brundtland Report (1989) as development that meets the needs of 
present generations without comprising its potential to meet the needs and 
aspirations of future generations. 
 
Tolerance 
Replaceability X Trend X Significance 
The degree to which change is likely to cause irreparable damage to the 
essential components that contribute to landscape character. 
 
Tree Cover 
Relates to the overall cover of individual trees or woodland of an area. 
 
Tree Cover Character 
Relates to the origin and overall composition of tree and woodland cover. 
 
Tree Cover Pattern 
Relates to the spatial juxtaposition of individual trees and woodland cover and the 
shapes of woodlands. 
 
Treed 
Landscapes in which trees rather than woodland comprise the dominant visual 
element of cover. 
 
Trend 
The likelihood of future change to the inherent character of the landscape based 
on analysis of recent and present day change. 
< - An improvement in the quality or quantity of a particular attribute. 
st – Attribute is stable. 
> - A decline in the quality or quantity of a particular attribute. 

 
Unenclosed 
Open, usually rough mountain, marsh or common grazing land.  Includes rough 
land sub divided into very large enclosures. 

 
Unimproved Grassland 
Grassland with plant communities that have not been affected by the application 
of fertilisers or other significant additions of nutrients. Typically they will have a 
higher floristic diversity. 

 
Unwooded 
Areas where tree cover is virtually absent.  These are areas in which past and 
present management practices have generally precluded the establishment of 
tree cover.  The regeneration of tree cover may be evident if management 
practices are removed or reduced. Elsewhere poor soil depth or accumulations of 
peat may inhibit tree growth today. 
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Veteran Tree 
A tree which is of interest biologically, aesthetically or culturally because of its 
age. 

 
Visual Impact Assessment  
A procedure designed to identify the visual impact on short, medium and long 
distance views of any particular development proposal. 

 
Visual Prominence 
The degree to which the defined attribute is visually prominent in the landscape. 
p – Prominent – having an immediate visual impact. 
a – Apparent – making a moderate contribution to the visual character of the 

landscape. 
i – insignificant – making little or no contribution to visual character. 

 
Vulnerability 
Function X Trend X Significance 
The likelihood of change to an attribute or the landscape as a whole as 
expressed by the significance of predicted trends in relation to function. 
 
Water Meadow 
A riverside meadow laid out in such a way that the river water could be used to 
regularly irrigate the land. 
 
Wetland 
Plant communities associated with seasonally or permanently waterlogged soils.  
Indicators species may include rush or common reed (Phragmites). 
  
Woodland 
Land covered by trees that supports other physical, biological and cultural 
resources. 


